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ABSTRACT 
 

This dissertation examines the politics of labor, gender, and heritage in Turkey’s 

carpet industry, drawing on thirteen months of comparative, multi-sited ethnographic 

fieldwork among carpet weavers, manufacturers, designers, exporters, and tourists.  The 

project contributes to the debates on globalization of work and labor, in particular 

stressing the importance of gendered and place-specific analyses of discourses, practices 

and material flows. It also argues for a historically situated, genealogical understanding 

of agency and subject formation through the nature of relationships that develop between 

the actors participating in the Turkish carpet industry and the ways in which both 

transparency and secrecy are employed as strategies of survival within diverse sites of 

production and sale by culturally-defined agents.   

As Turkey implements social reforms vying for membership to the European 

Union, the culmination point of the modernization and secularization processes that 

started even before the formation of the nation-state, the structural economic shifts result 

in increasingly complex gendered power relations and negotiations in Turkey’s carpet 

industry.  This dissertation argues that a detailed analysis of Turkish carpet industry in 

global economic competition discloses that globalization needs to be understood as a 

productive discursive practice that is heavily implicated in disciplinary programs and in 

the ubiquity of power politics that define and justify productivity and liberalism as 

emancipatory universals to be emulated and ultimately reached.  Yet, as this study shows, 

both men and women taking part in the Turkish carpet industry actively participate in 

several balancing acts that traversed presupposed boundaries such as public and private, 
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informal and formal and were experienced in thresholds that constantly questioned these 

naturalized boundaries.  Investment in fictive kinship ties as well as friendships proposed 

relations that depended on networks of allegiances assembled with bonds of obligation 

and proper ethical conduct, which resisted easy incorporation into globalist, liberal 

narratives of “free” individuals and workers dis-embedded from the local and assembled 

into the global.     
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Figure 1 Map of Turkey obtained from University of Texas Libraries Web Site, which can be 
reached at: http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/middle_east_and_asia/turkey_pol_2006.jpg 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Every action is the bearer and expression of more or less theory-laden beliefs and 
concepts; every piece of theorizing and every expression of belief is a political 
and moral action.   

(MacIntyre, 1984, p.61) 
  

 And the women, 
 Our women […] 
 who harvest grain, cut tobacco, chop wood, and barter in 
  the markets, 
 who we harness to our plows, 
 and who with their bells and undulant heavy hips 
 surrender to us in sheepfolds 
 in the gleam of knives stuck in the ground – 
    the women, our women. 
      (Ran [Nazım Hikmet], 1982) 

 

 

I met Zeliha on a hot summer afternoon in July.  I had visited another weaver, 

Halide, who introduced me to Zeliha as an older woman who was learning how to weave.  

According to Halide, Zeliha did not need the money because her husband had a lucrative 

business in the Konya bazaar selling spices and tourist souvenirs; she was weaving just to 

get some extra money to help out with credit card bills.  Zeliha was a 35 year old ball of 

energy, and her eighteen year old daughter was as vibrant as she was.  When I met her, 

Zeliha wore the traditional village clothing made up of shalvar, head covering, and a 

long-sleeved shirt covered with patterns of red roses.  Her daughter, Ayşe, wore jeans and 

a t-shirt and chose not to cover her head.  They lived in a two story house with a large 
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hayat1 and Zeliha was using the storage space near the house as her weaving atelier.  It 

took only a couple of visits for Zeliha’s good humor and extensive hospitality to win me 

over, and I struck up a friendship with Ayşe who was preparing to take the university 

exam to go to law school.   

   Zeliha had gotten married when she was sixteen and given birth to Ayşe a year 

later.  The family stayed with her in-laws at her natal village for three years before her 

husband found a job and they moved to Konya.  On one of those days when the heat in 

the atelier rose so high that we sweat continuously as we drank newly-brewed tea by 

Ayşe, Zeliha waited for Ayşe to go out to visit her friend who lived next door to tell me 

about her in-laws.  She cried while she reiterated how she was beaten by her husband 

regularly because her mother-in-law goaded him on.  She told me how she was looked 

down upon by the rest of the family because she could not give birth to a son.  Even after 

her husband found a job in Konya and they moved out of the village, her mother-in-law’s 

influence caused more abuse in their new household.  I asked her why she chose to stay 

with her husband and not leave and go back to her natal family who would have helped 

her, and she responded: 

You see my husband is not bad.  He just listened to his mother.  I would talk to 

him for days saying to him how he should not listen to his mother.  It took years, 

but I cried and pleaded […] I learned to be more patient and be silent.  I kept all 

of this from Ayse because I did not want her to worry and not do well at school.  

                                                 
1 A hayat is a sheltered front yard of a house and is part of the family space especially in summers.  Hayats 
are usually walled in to ensure that the women have privacy and are not visible to any possible pedestrians 
or traffic. 
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Thankfully, her father loves her and you know he always supported her education.  

So, now my patience paid off (sabrım işe yaradı); he is mild anymore.  We do not 

quarrel as much, but there are of course some issues. (personal communication, 

October 6, 2004)   

 

Zeliha was adamant that her daughter did not get involved with the weaving, although 

Ayşe still sat down in front of the loom at times when I was there to help her mother.  For 

Zeliha, Ayşe’s education was a hope that in the future, through her, both she and her 

husband would not worry about security in their old age.  She was also aware that she 

needed to be a quick and meticulous weaver to be able to get more orders from the carpet 

manufacturer.  She told me how if the carpet manufacturer did not like the finished 

product or if he thought the weaver was too slow, he might not give more orders.  As 

Zeliha noted, the carpet manufacturer always had the option to find some other weaver or 

go someplace else.   

Zeliha’s story is not unique.  For a great majority of the women weavers in 

Konya’s periphery and villages in Afyon and Denizli, negotiating over work and money, 

dealing with treatment received from relatives, making decisions about the education of 

children, and crossing thresholds that separate the home from the outside was the daily 

state of affairs.  More importantly, these daily practices could not be conceptualized 

separately.  One could say, reading this vignette, that Zeliha was operating within a 

patriarchal setting and that the emotional attachment she had to her work and to her life 

as a mother and a wife formed a false consciousness on her part.  One could draw another 
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conclusion and think how she was being oppressed by everyone around her.  In this 

interpretation patriarchy equals oppression and oppression equals patriarchy.  However, 

what is meant by patriarchy is largely assumed and unquestioned.  Kandiyoti (1988) 

notes how the term “patriarchy” has been overused and undertheorized in feminist 

analysis and states that the term itself often “evokes an overly monolithic conception of 

male dominance, which is treated at a level of abstraction that obfuscates rather than 

reveals the intimate inner workings of culturally and historically distinct arrangements 

between the genders” (p. 274).  Instead of using the monolithic term “patriarchy,” which 

also entails an overpowering economic domination of women by men, she proposes the 

term “patriarchal bargain” which entails variation and negotiation between genders rather 

than a static gendered domination.  “Patriarchal bargains” happen in specific places under 

specific historical conditions.  As she notes, relationships that constantly negotiate their 

place in a broader historical context stand in contrast to what she terms the “classical 

patriarchy”: 

Under classical patriarchy, girls are given away in marriage at a very young age 

into households headed by their husband’s father.  There, they are subordinate not 

only to all the men but also to the more senior women, especially their mother-in-

law.  The extent to which this represents a total break with their own kin group 

varies in relation to the degree of endogamy in marriage practices and different 

conceptions of honor.  Among the Turks, there are lower rates of endogamy, and 

a husband is principally responsible for a woman’s honor. (Kandiyoti, 1988, p. 

278-79)   
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“Classical patriarchy” culminates in the patriarchal, patrilocal extended family 

where the husband’s father’s authority is supreme and where older postmenopausal 

women and women who have given birth to sons have a higher status and more control in 

the household.  Classical patriarchy, understood in this monolithic sense, becomes largely 

an imaginary concept contrasted to the liberal humanist understanding of self as a free, 

autonomous individual making choices and, when such choices are not a possibility, 

using agency to resist any blockage to self formation.  If this kind of resistance is not 

evident, then that automatically entails that women are completely overpowered by a 

symbolic patriarchy that blocks their agency (Delaney, 1991).  For example, Delaney 

(1991) presents a wonderfully detailed and exemplary panorama of village relationships 

in her ethnography—in fact; I build on her insights in the later chapters of my 

dissertation.  However, her work suffers as a result of her reliance on a symbolic, closed 

universe that depends on the correlation between women and soil, and men and seed.  As 

she surmises, a father’s control over his family reigns supreme and unquestioned, and 

“[a]uthority, except for the elder male (and even that is relative), is always outside the 

self” (p. 172).  Indeed, Delaney (1991) sees as problematic the fact that women have to 

develop their sense of self in relation to the relationships they formulate that are “outside 

the self” whereas the father has a sense of self that is rooted in an essence almost 

primordial and somehow beyond what lies “outside of the self.”2    

                                                 
2 Many feminists and those who work on issues of gender have criticized Dealney’s work for its symbolic 
interpretation.  Starr (1994, p. 229) notes how Delaney’s work raises the problems of “evidence and 
generality” and her symbolic analysis is a “hermetically sealed system” that is not supported by her field 
data.  As Starr (1994, p. 230) states that Delaney’s own ethnography shows that the village she works in is 
so integrated into modern Turkey that “it strains the imagination to suggest these villagers do not 
understand the female’s role in procreation.” 
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What is relevant for this study is that Delaney assumes that the fact that a woman 

may gain her sense of self through her relationship to others is inherently problematic and 

the only way of explaining this is through constructing an elaborate symbolic world of 

domination.  Women like Zeliha, then, can hope to construct a sense of self only through 

resisting the relational, which is interpreted as patriarchal oppression.  In fact, Zeliha’s 

strategies could be conceptualized as obsequious deference to the social norms and 

regulations of a patriarchal culture that simultaneously reflects and reproduces women’s 

subordination.  Women’s connection to others that give meaning to their lives may be 

seen as reproducing patriarchy (Joseph, 1999).  This may indeed partially be true; 

however, this perspective simplifies the complexity of the emotions she invested in and 

the patience she nurtured as a strategy that was a result of the social and cultural norms 

that she maneuvered in.  It also conveniently delinks Zeliha, or the village woman of 

Delaney (1991) who is located in a hermeneutically sealed symbolic universe, from the 

globalized labor relations that she is situated in (and she maneuvers in) and links her to 

the private sphere of the household.   

In an edited volume questioning inequality in the islands of the Southwestern 

Pacific, Strathern (1987) raises similar concerns about the complexities of interpreting 

experiences and relationships.  When discussing how Western thought conceptualizes 

agency, she states: 

The particularized individual (body, person) may be more plausibly the locus of 

effect than of cause.  Thus the enactment of certain relationships, through 

transactions or flows of substance, may be held to have consequences for the 
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health of an individual person […] There are certainly more questions to be asked 

of the way persons are felt to impinge upon one another than our contradictory 

idioms about intentionality and the possession of power can deal with. (p. 24) 

Writing in 1987 before feminist researchers began to systematically question and 

deconstruct the concept of agency, Strathern proposes using this concept as a “neutral 

purchase” in discussing inequality and competence.  As she argues, the question is 

“whether competence is perceived as a matter of personal action at all – whether indeed 

acts register ‘actors’.  Or whether we need to take account of indigenous theories of 

relationships” (Strathern, 1987, p. 24).  What becomes interesting, then, is not whether or 

not a certain type of normative patriarchal construction delimits or enables agency 

through oppression or accommodation, but the analytics of processes through which 

actions, relationships, and selves acquire meaning and relevance.     

As Strathern (1987) notes in her introductory statement to an edited volume 

problematizing concept of inequality: 

 [i]nstead of asking how we know whether women are oppressed by men, rather 

there is a question as to how they know: that is, how do they make known how 

men and women affect one another?  We would not be dealing in the first place 

then with individual motivation, but rather with the more general issue of how 

social effects are registered.  Actors’ interests thus become significant as a 

particular, not a definitive, source of efficacy. (p. 23)   

In a similar vein and certainly indebted to feminist thinkers like Strathern, Mahmood 

(2005, p. 14) proposes delinkages.  She states how the notion of “self-realization” needs 
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to be delinked from an “autonomous will” just as this research project proposes to delink 

patriarchy from oppression a well as globalization from the discourse of progress and 

inevitability.  In doing so, Mahmood (2005) proposes that we conceptualize “agentival 

capacity” not only “in those acts that resist norms but also in the multiple ways in which 

one inhabits norms” (p. 15).  She points out the dangers of interpreting women’s mosque 

movement in Egypt either as reinscription of traditional roles or as resistance to male 

authority.  As she highlights time and again in her work, both of these readings may 

partially be applicable and neither may be totally wrong; however, for Mahmood (2005), 

what is most interesting is to actually relate to agency not as resistance to patriarchal 

norms but as an analytic of power emerging “through an analysis of the particular 

concepts that enable specific modes of being, responsibility, and effectivity […] to 

examine the discursive and practical conditions within which women come to cultivate 

various forms of desire and capacities of ethical action” (pp. 14-15).   

 This does not entail that Mahmood (2005) advocates leaving behind a critical 

stance toward “unjust practices,” or that the lifestyles of the women she worked with 

necessarily be “uncritically” embraced and accepted.  As she insightfully states, to do so 

“would be only to mirror the teleological certainty that characterizes some of the versions 

of progressive liberalism that I criticized earlier” (p. 39).  Rather, she espouses that our 

own lifeworlds and possibilities be transformed and questioned through engaging with 

different conceptualizations of agency and selfhood, as in the case of the women who 

participated in the mosque movement.  In this way, according to Mahmood (2005), 

feminism, especially poststructuralist feminist theory, can denaturalize its own 
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assumptions about constructing a liberatory “normative political subject” that couples 

agency with progressive politics (p. 14).  Agency, for Mahmood (2005), needs to be 

delinked from ideas such as resistance, submission, or progressive politics in the liberal 

sense (p. 34).  She states how her intention “is not to question the profound 

transformation that the liberal discourse of freedom and individual autonomy has enabled 

in women’s lives around the world, but rather to draw attention to the ways in which 

these liberal presuppositions have become naturalized in the scholarship on gender.” (p. 

13).  

 From this perspective, then, seeing Zeliha as an oppressed woman under a 

normative Turkish patriarchy is less productive and interesting because it starts out with 

already defined conceptualizations of patriarchal oppression and a sense of self that can 

only be understood as either emerging from or resisting it.  Instead, focusing on the 

“historically contingent arrangements of power through which the normative subject is 

produced” (Mahmood, 2005, p. 33) opens up pathways and understandings of agency that 

may not be readily visible or understandable from a liberal political perspective such as 

Zeliha’s investment in her work as a weaver and her pride in and love for her husband 

who now acknowledges her patience and her perseverance.   

Indeed, my research contained rather peculiar “plateaus” that for a central 

emotion emphasized patience instead of anger and defeat.  In these plateaus, carpet 

manufacturers became closer then kin and women weavers took pride in the rigorous and 

demanding work they did as the tourism industry constructed fake “carpet villages” that 

slowly but surely eroded Konya’s carpet industry.  Teas and rakıs were served to 
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authenticate and cultivate a traditional culture industry that was supposedly on its 

deathbed due to the inevitability of globalization.  Thresholds were constantly crossed as 

patience, honor, good will, respect and trust created dependencies that could not be 

explained through powerlessness of women and exploitation of a patriarchal culture.  

Once agency gets delinked from a normative understanding of patriarchal oppression and 

individualized liberatory subjectivation, ethnographic studies offer more complex 

understandings of gendered politics.     

Abu-Lughod’s (1986/1999) intricate and complicated work on the Bedouin 

women’s use of poetry is a good example of the need to be critical when imagining and 

writing about lifeworlds that may not fit a liberatory understanding of agency.  In Veiled 

Sentiments, she sets out to analyze women’s use of poetry in Awlad ‘Ali society as a 

discursive strategy.  Referring to Goffman, she states how interpreting the “honorable and 

modest self-presentations” in the public sphere “as masks worn for social approval, and 

the poetic discourse of weakness and romantic love as simple reflections of personal 

experience, of real feelings shown to friends” presents a rather cynical attitude and, more 

importantly, reads modesty as a “rational act of self-presentation” (Abu-Lughod, 

1986/1999, p. 237).  This is a dramaturgical view that presents a instrumentalist reading 

of modesty, morality and honor and posits an “inner reality” of self that is somehow more 

spontaneous and authentic, versus a public self that is more institutionally oriented.  As 

she wonderfully details in her work, this reading  

misconstrues and devalues the meaning of social conformity in Bedouin society 

and underestimates the motivational power of the desire to be moral or good.  
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Individuals in Awlad ‘Ali society perceive the moral standards less as norms than 

as values; therefore, it is a matter of self-respect and pride that the individual 

achieve the standards, not an obligation. (Abu-Lughod, 1986/1999, p. 237) 

In a subsequent overview of her own work, Abu-Lughod (1986/1999) turns a critical eye 

to her interpretation of the use of poetry by the Awlad ‘Ali and states how the researcher 

needs to focus on “diagnostic of power” (p. 42) in an effort to stay focused on relations of 

power and be critical of how agency is conceptualized:  

There is perhaps a tendency to romanticize resistance, to read all forms of 

resistance as signs of ineffectiveness of systems of power and the resilience and 

creativity of the human spirit in its refusal to be dominated.  By reading resistance 

in this way, we […] foreclose certain questions about the workings of power. 

(Abu-Lughod, 1986/1999, p. 42) 

If the researcher were to focus on the “diagnostic of power,” then, she needs to be open to 

denaturalizing her own understanding of agency and entertain the possibility of other 

ways of being and acting in the world that may not be explained through linking agency 

to resistance or to the ability to be a “rational” being somehow rooted in a core self free 

of any “oppressive” relationality.   

I locate my own research in these broader debates on agency and selfhood.  The 

contradictory, messy, and varied understandings of value, selfhood, relationships, and 

exchanges I encountered made it almost impossible to present an all-encompassing 

theory of agency.  Instead of agents somehow demarcated and defined by their actions, I 

saw strategists and strategies of governance.  I utilize the concepts of subjectivation, 
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power, and care ethics (Foucault, 1994b; Foucault, 1994a) as well as ethico-politics 

(Rose, 1996) in understanding how, within this specific research project, both women and 

men involved in the Turkish carpet industry situated themselves in intricate relationships 

based on ethics and responsibility.  Instead of creating victims and victimizers, these 

relationships employed strategies which were never individualistic in nature and always 

precluded a teleological a priori inevitability of global capitalism.  As the rest of this 

dissertation will describe, these relationships happened in different types of production 

assemblages, such as homes, ateliers, and “carpet villages,”and each production 

assemblage had distinctive power politics that both affected and were affected by the 

agents who participated in them.       

Taking into consideration the distinctive natures of these production assemblages, 

this research study portrays how both women and men working within the carpet industry 

in Turkey had the ability to act, but that ability and possibility of action could not be 

understood in the abstract sense; the ability and possibility of action was closely linked to 

structural, familial, personal, and work-related constraints.  Yet, these constraints on their 

own did not entail that the actors perceived themselves as dominated agents – just as 

being unconstrained did not necessarily mean that actors perceived themselves as free 

agents.  All actors shaped themselves in accordance to particular ethical practices and 

particular models of behavior.  Zeliha’s embrace of patience as a form of ethical practice 

was intricately tied to the work she did as a carpet weaver, a wife, a mother and a 

neighbor.  More importantly, Zeliha’s understanding of what it meant to be a mother and 
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a wife could not be conceptualized apart from the structural logics and logistics of the 

work she performed as a carpet weaver. 

 

Globalization as a Discursive and Productive Practice   

As Mahmood (2005) cautions us, the distinction maintained in liberal political 

theory that situates ethics and morality in the private realm while seeing politics as public 

cannot be sustained (p. 32).  Taking the ethico-politics of government of selves and 

others as central to labor politics also poses a challenge to how globalization is defined, 

experienced, and theorized.  An implication of a subject who acts entails that this subject 

works within a productive and facilitative discursive practice and tradition (Colebrook, 

1998).  Globalization as discourse and practice operates within these discursive practices 

and traditions and its operations are never smooth.  It was strategic enactments of honor, 

patience, reputation, gossip, fictive kinship, and love rather than resistance that became 

ways of survival for both women and men in a system of inequality that was experienced 

differently at different assemblages of production.  

Additionally, within the context of some assemblages, the formation and 

maintenance of these relationships and the resultant products, which were carpets and 

kilims, were kept secret whereas in others they were presented as transparent and 

accessible.  Those production assemblages that had contractual obligations to certain 

clients outside of Turkey took great pains to keep their operations secret because of the 

fear of design theft as well as the fear that other carpet manufacturers might infiltrate 

weaving neighborhoods and “steal” professional and dedicated weavers.  Other 
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production assemblages, such as the village cooperatives of DOBAG, in turn stressed the 

total transparency of their operations as a form of authenticating their process and 

remaining truthful and loyal to both the clientele and the villagers themselves.  However, 

as will be shown in the upcoming chapters, these strategies were never smooth and they 

could best be understood as strategies used by the participants of these assemblages to 

give meaning to complex interactions and relationships that need to be situated within the 

context of globalization.       

In his recent work on neoliberalism, Harvey (2005) shows, through engaging 

critically with the ways in which different countries experienced globalization, how the 

rhetoric of the inevitability of globalization itself creates the conditions of its making.  

For him, globalization is largely a result of class politics where certain classes that 

transcend national borders maintain it and benefit from it.  Somehow certain individuals, 

favored by their class positions, create social and economic systems that engulf the world 

and almost annihilate borders.  Harvey’s (2005) insights on the ways in which entities 

like World Bank and IMF serve certain classes is an important argument to make and his 

analysis is useful in the sense that it underlines the ideological nature of globalization as a 

creator of certain ways of being and certain ways of acting in the world.  Building on 

Harvey’s (2005) insights, I propose that globalization be seen as a set of discursive and 

practical strategies that are productive in constructing certain labor relations and 

relationships.  Yet, I set out to complicate Harvey’s (2005) analysis by highlighting the 

gendered nature of such strategies and practices that cannot be solely understood as both 

a result of and a generator of class demarcations.   
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As this research study shows, globalization is a gendered discursive practice that 

is always productive of social relations and contexts and is in turn on the verge of being 

formulated and dissolved within the very contexts it generates.  As carpet manufacturers, 

exporters, weavers, and their families situate labor relations in an idiom of local loyalty, 

morality, and trust, which are counterintuitive to a discourse concentrating on perpetual 

growth, progress, and the appeal of anonymous contracts, globalization acquires a moral 

dimension that gets reassessed and reinterpreted in diverse places, some of which are 

perpetually recreated thresholds.  These thresholds and constructed places of 

authentication and sale represent ongoing paradoxical moral relations.   

 As will be discussed in the upcoming chapters and in the coda, globalization is 

generally conceptualized as a progressive, inevitable path that formulates contractual 

relationships between buyers and sellers of labor power within the context of global 

capitalism.  One example of this is Rahmi’s understanding of globalization.  Rahmi was a 

true entrepreneur.  His store in Konya had a fifteen year history of carpet weaving yet 

when I met him in the summer of 2004, it remained mostly closed as he was heavily 

involved in construction work.  He explained to me how his carpet business was not 

making enough money anymore and through wise investments over the years, he was 

now running his own construction business and was in the process of expanding it.  He 

called the carpet store his pet project and he was being an entrepreneur in that as well.  

He noted that because silk was very popular, he was experimenting with weaving older 

traditional Nuzumla designs with silk thread.  He knew that the result would have higher 

production costs compared to the wool Nuzumlas; however, he saw this as an 
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opportunity.  As he explained to me, his goal was to see if he could sell a couple for high 

prices, and then, he would consider investing in a couple more carpets.  As we were 

discussing the carpet industry in Konya and in Turkey he noted how experimentation and 

novelty were what the business was about: 

You see, Damla, it is all about this thing called globalization (globalleşme).  It 

means that we have to face competition from other places like Pakistan and such.  

We cannot compete.  Then there are the economic problems—inflation, worth of 

the Turkish lira and such.  Hence, it is very hard to make money off of this 

business anymore if you are not well connected and if you are a small business.  

You have to experiment with design and materials.  Globalization also means that 

you have to keep up with trends and fashions.  I do this experiment to see if I find 

any customers.  For me, it is easy, though, since I have this other business.  For 

me, carpet business is just a hobby.  I don’t make a living off of this anymore. 

(personal communication, October 4, 2004)  

Rahmi was not the only carpet manufacturer and exporter I had met who referred to 

globalization as the reasoning behind the decline of the carpet industry in Turkey.  As 

will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5, carpet manufacturers have been very adept in 

recognizing and naming the problems caused by globalization.  As Chapters 2 and 5 will 

argue, their concern was largely about government: who had the power, authority, 

responsibility, and flexibility to set economic policy within the context of global 

capitalism? 
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For carpet manufacturers like Rahmi, and for weavers, exporters, dyers, and other 

workers in Turkey’s carpet industry, concepts such as honor, trust, loyalty, and fictive 

kinship relations were closely interwoven with labor relations, as Chapters 2 through 5 

will detail.  Men and women were first and foremost relational moral subjects.  

Especially for the women carpet weavers, it was not the anonymous contracts of 

globalized labor relations that provided security.  In reality, these contracts were highly 

unstable and fleeting, as examined in Chapters 4 and 5.  For women, fictive kinship 

relations saturated with concerns over honor, trust, and loyalty provided a cushion against 

the possibility of the failure of contractual economic relations.  Indeed, as Chapter 4 will 

show, contractual relations with different carpet manufacturers were available for 

women; however, they constituted a higher risk of dissolution whereas fictive kinship ties 

based on moral obligations became future investments for women and guaranteed their 

labor security. 

 

Relational and Responsible Subjects at Thresholds: Honor, Kinship and Labor 

 As noted earlier, theorizing about agency and globalization in the abstract runs the 

risk of losing the daily realities of specific people and places unless such theorizing is 

closely and intimately tied to certain topographies of selves, places, and practices.  To 

achieve this, this research employs a comparative lens and engages with the specific 

forms ethical practices manifest themselves in specific assemblages of production.  I start 

with unstable thresholds where the primary concerns of subjects center around ethical 

behavior and responsibility in light of certain structural, social, and cultural limitations, 
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challenges, and changes.  I aim to show how the fantasies of individual agents acting to 

better their own economic, social, and cultural lot in life and fantasies of globalization as 

an almost organic and inevitable path are closely interlinked.  The duo of agency and 

globalization in the abstract make it harder to notice blind spots where women like 

Zeliha—as well as male carpet manufacturers and exporters—frame their possibilities of 

existence through ethical precepts and practices like patience, responsibility, and 

neighborly support.   

 Some of these interactions happened in thresholds, as stated above.  Women 

carpet weavers and carpet manufacturers formulated relationships that relied on 

exchanges happening at doors of houses and ateliers.  These spaces were transitory zones 

that were “betwixt and between” private space of the home and public space of the 

outside.  Thresholds are liminal spaces; examples would include doors, windows, caves, 

shores, passes, and bridges that carry the possibility of danger for the people who use 

these spaces (Turner, 1969).  Liminality places the subject in unfamiliar and ambiguous 

surroundings, which have the potential of threatening the subject’s sense of self.  For both 

the women weavers and the carpet manufacturers in Konya and Afyon, the interactions 

that took place in doorways of ateliers and houses were such liminal moments.  As 

women formulated intricate ties with male carpet manufacturers they had to constantly 

navigate dangerous ground because their sense of self as relational moral subjects was 

both formulated and endangered through these interactions.  Women weavers employed 

strategies to cope with such liminal situations.  For example, as soon as they heard the car 

of the carpet manufacturer and saw that he would be visiting a weaver in the 
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neighborhood who might be alone in the house, they immediately congregated at her door 

to keep her company.  It is through actions such as these, detailed in Chapters 3 and 4, 

that women weavers ensured that these thresholds did not hold any danger and also, 

through such practices, they publicly reenacted their sense of self that relied on 

relationality, honorable behavior and proper ethical conduct.  Yet, at the same time, these 

relationships posed a constant threat to the relational honorable self of both the women 

and the men involved.  Hence, economic life depended on these social relationships that 

formulated and dissolved constantly at potentially dangerous thresholds where honor, 

patience, trust, and loyalty were at stake.     

 Polanyi (1944) is among those who argue for the importance of social 

relationships to economic life, which include several feminist researchers (White, 2004; 

Beneria, 2000; Beneria, 2003; Beneria & Feldman, 1992; Dedeoğlu, 2004, among 

others).  Long before Polanyi (1944), Simmel (1950 [1908]), too argued for a discussion 

of honor as a way to conceptualize economic relations.  He noted that since economic 

relations required different people to come together in moments of exchange, the 

honorable conduct expected of them became a provider of a sense of familiarity and trust.  

For him, modern society depended on ties of honor, trust, and gratitude (Simmel, 1950 

[1908]).  Although both Polanyi (1944) and Simmel (1950 [1908]) point out the 

importance of emotional ties to economic relations, they do not take into consideration 

the gendered nature of such ties.  They also do not detail how honorable work relations 

are closely linked to honorable gendered behavior on the parts of both men and women.   
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 In fact, the concern to protect family honor may even force women to send their 

own children to work outside the home, rather than working themselves, in times of 

economic hardship.  Widows may be more reluctant to work outside the home due to the 

possibility of gossip since it may be considered inappropriate behavior.  A widow is 

usually seen as a possible threat to other families’ honor, as she can be a temptress to 

married men who may need to be in contact with her due to the work arrangements 

(Erman, Kalaycıoğlu, & Rittersberger-Kılıç, 2002).  As will be discussed in Chapter 4, 

the honor/shame complex is indeed an important consideration in the Turkish context and 

as Erman, Kalaycıoğlu, & Rittersberger-Kılıç (2002) discuss, protection of family honor 

may override women’s personal choices.  However, the authors assume that this will 

automatically result in devaluation of women’s labor and her worth; they do not take into 

consideration the fact that women’s sense of self cannot be conceptualized prior to such 

relations of power.  The importance of personal and familial honor is closely linked to the 

fact that subjectivities are defined through relational ties and there is no normative self 

that exists prior to these ties.  As will be argued in this dissertation, women do not see 

these relational ties as forms of patriarchal domination that are foisted upon them.  In 

fact, women strategically engage in these relational ties that formulate and dissolve in 

thresholds, and they perceive them as reliable future investments both for themselves and 

their families.   
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Strategic Forms: Networks of Power, Contours of Value  

 Faced by a faceless and morphous “globalization,” Rahmi, and several other 

carpet exporters, manufacturers, weavers, fathers, mothers, acted first and foremost as 

effective strategists constantly engaged with power relations.  As the government and the 

state progressed on the route to Europenization, Rahmi and others perceived this as an 

inevitability and employed strategies of governance to cope with this inevitability and the 

murky future it held.  Yet, ironically, it was this discourse of inevitability that ended up 

justifying the very practices Rahmi and other carpet manufacturers deemed as necessary 

and unavoidable like outsourcing, lack of workers’ rights, or lack of work security, 

which, in turn, were construed as the resultant outcome of globalization.  This cycle 

presented itself as an analytics of power that was at the same time mobile, heterogeneous, 

unstable, local and exercised from innumerable points.  Indeed, Chapters 1 through 5 of 

the dissertation center on questions of good and effective government in the production 

stage, whereas Chapters 6 and 7 of the dissertation investigate contours of authenticity 

and sale, and highlights how they are governed.  It is through this comparative framework 

that the dissertation argues for a more complex, comparative, and gendered 

understanding of globalization, labor, and power politics.   

As Foucault would argue, all knowledge and relations are formed within networks 

of power as power produces knowledge that, in turn, produces power.  Thus, due to 

specific aims and objectives, power is always intentional and is never possessed by 

individuals; it is, in this sense, nonsubjective.  People do not own power wholesale; they 

participate in relations of power.  As Foucault stated, “People know what they do; they 
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frequently know why they do what they do; but what they don’t know is what what they 

do does” (as cited in Dreyfuss & Rabinow, 1982, p. 187). 

Yet what needs to be understood is that although Foucault is critical of 

hierarchical and static understandings of power, he is very clear that power is not 

distributed or exercised equally.  In his “The Subject and Power,” and “The Ethics of 

Concern for Self as a Practice of Freedom,” Foucault (1994a; 1994b) discusses further 

the differences between power and domination.  According to him, domination presents a 

static ossified relation of power, whereas power is always subject to reversal.  Yet both 

domination and power relations are subject to reversal through individual or collective 

action.  Power may not be held by individuals or groups, yet the notion of domination 

still accounts for systematic asymmetries of power.  Hence, power is not equally 

distributed and in his analysis Foucault (1980) aims to engage in what he terms as 

“ascending analyses of power,” which moves from the local and the particular to the 

more general in order to foreground varied techniques of power (p. 99).  Importantly, 

Foucault also argues that power relations can manifest themselves insofar as there is 

freedom, yet this does not mean that there is no state of domination.  To quote Foucault 

(1994b): 

Of course, states of domination do indeed exist.  In a great many cases, power 

relations are fixed in such a way that they are perpetually asymmetrical and allow 

an extremely limited margin of freedom.  To take what is undoubtedly a very 

simplified example, one cannot say that it was only men who wielded power in 

the conventional marital structure of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries; 
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women had quite a few options: they could deceive their husbands, pilfer money 

from them, refuse them sex.  Yet they were still in a state of domination insofar as 

these options were ultimately only stratagems that never succeed in reversing the 

situation. (p. 294)   

 Rahmi and Zeliha operate in specific production assemblages of freedom and 

domination that are also embedded in certain conceptualizations of honor, dependency, 

reputation, and familial obligations.  For everyone I talked to, from carpet weavers to 

exporters, how to effectively govern in these changing conditions was central.  As carpet 

exporters complained about the ineffective strategies of the state and of themselves in the 

face of globalization, women carpet weavers worried over the governance of their 

daughters who demanded education and refused to learn how to weave.  Among all these 

fissures, the central concern was the ethics of proper conduct, for each gender, in the face 

of globalization.                 

 

Ethico-Politics, Agency, and Gender  

After discussing the concepts of discipline and bio-power, Rose (1999) moves on 

to discuss ethico-politics as a third dimension of how power operates.  Ethico-politics 

concerns itself both with self governance in relation to the obligation the self has to 

oneself and to others (p. 188).  He continues on to note how the terrain of ethics and 

ethical behavior becomes politically disputed ground and a generator of constant 

discussion and evaluation (Rose, 1999, pp. 188-192).  This he sees not as problematical, 

but, quite the opposite, as a welcome change.  He argues that the contentions over ethical 
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behavior present a respite from those attempts to translate these contentions into 

“objective,” “scientific” truths by experts; “ethico-politics thus allows the possibility of 

opening up the evaluation of forms of life and self-conduct to the difficult and 

interminable business of debate and contestation” (Rose, 1999, p. 192).  Globalization, as 

experienced and talked about within the context of this research, becomes part of these 

debates and contestations, which are ultimately gendered.    

 The importance of gender in framing behaviors and attitudes is evident in the 

short poetry that prefaced this introduction.  Nazım Hikmet’s poetry gives homage to the 

Turkish woman’s ability to shoulder economic and social hardships.  As this research 

study will show, this imaginary portrait of the suffering, compliant mothers and sisters 

who sacrifice for the good of their families and the nation-state is still foregrounded in 

the minds of the employers; yet, the reality of women’s responses and dealings with 

global capitalism constantly challenge the picture of the docile woman worker who 

shoulders everything without complaint and surrenders to the national imagination in 

“sheepfolds” as Hikmet writes.  In this gendered ethico-politics, globalization discourse 

takes center stage:  if markets are taking over and the inevitability of modernization and 

implementation of laws and regulations entails the death of former ways of doing work, 

then where does responsibility lie?  Which agents and institutions gauge the effectiveness 

of proper conduct of selves and others and the responsibilities such conduct entails?  In 

the gendered space of the informal sector that is becoming more and more the center of 

attention and visibility in Turkey, how does one govern labor and where do the ethics of 

such government lie?  In short: who is responsible for those who are employed in the so-
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called “informal” sector in Turkey as new laws and regulations get implemented and as 

the invisible informal sector increasingly gains visibility through these processes of 

governance? 

 What this research study presents is a genealogy of specific assemblages of 

production and subject formation that are interlinked.  Genealogy wrestles 

“transcendental concepts and claims from their comfortable position at the foundation of 

knowledge, inciting suspicion about whatever appears in the guise of nature or necessity, 

provoking distrust of the transhistorical and the eternal—all by tracing historical lineages, 

an analysis of emergence and descent” (May, 1993, p.100).  In doing so, questions 

concerning inequality, domination, sense of self and others become historical questions 

that are specific to certain economic, social, and cultural settings.  This introduction lays 

out the overarching concerns of this research and provides an overview of the project 

before embarking on the specific chapters.  It is only after the reader navigates through 

the chapters and gets an overview of the complexities this comparative project brought 

forth that I return to the contours of agency, globalization, gender, and labor in the coda.                   

             

Death (?) of an Industry 

Konya - 1 July 2004 
 
 The lights in the store are dim, but even then, I can still gaze at the various 
types and shapes of nazarlık (a charm hung to avoid the evil eye) hanging from 
the ceiling in the carpet shop that used to be a hamam.3  I wait with my suitcases 
around me drinking a cup of tea in a futile effort to keep myself awake after the 
approximately ten hour bus ride I took to get here from Đzmir.  Thankfully I 

                                                 
3 A hamam is a Turkish bath.  The place the carpet store was located originally was a hamam, which was 
bought and renovated by a family who started running a carpet business.   
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already know that I will be staying in the motel next door to the carpet shop; 
however, I decide to see the oldest brother who owns the establishment before I 
go to the motel to take a short nap.  We had met one year ago during my 
preliminary research and he was very eager to help me with my project.  I had 
already sent them the details of the project from The University of Arizona and 
his younger brother had emailed me back and told me that they would help me in 
any way they could.  I can see him now drinking tea and talking with a group of 
men in a far corner of the store.  I know he is aware that I am waiting to talk to 
him, but he continues the conversation.  I know the gendered waiting game by 
now; I need to wait for acknowledgment. 
 It takes me about two hours of waiting time before I find out that things 
are not going to go as smoothly as I expected.  The owner of the carpet shop 
walks in without acknowledging me and a couple of his employees talk to him in 
his office before he comes out to sit right across me.  He wears a black suit and an 
unsmiling muted expression.  After talking to a couple of his employees and 
ordering tea, finally he turns to me and delivers to me a talk that is etched in my 
memory.  He states that he cannot help me much because last summer he showed 
me the process of dyeing and that one of his men had shown me the process of 
weaving in their factory where they also store wools, carpets, and dye materials.  
He continues, saying that weaving in Turkey is dead; that I am on a fruitless 
research project and that I should go to Iran if I want to research weaving.  He 
says that he cannot take me to his weavers and that I should not be traveling 
around.  He reiterates that he cannot help me, finishes his tea, gets up and leaves.  
As he walks away, he asks why I haven’t chosen a more fruitful topic to research 
instead of a dying business.   

 

After initial discouragement, I was intrigued by this exchange.  Why or how exactly was 

the carpet industry a dead or dying business?  What did this demise entail?  More 

importantly, who thought that carpet industry was dying?  Did the weavers themselves 

have a similar view?  What did this discourse mean when it came to actual daily 

negotiations and employer-employee relationships?  My curiosity was even more piqued 

when the person who worked as a liaison between this company and its clients in Europe, 

United States, and Japan told me that the fact that carpet industry was dying should 

actually be the focus of my research because of its importance.  Was this how 

globalization discourse manifested itself within the carpet industry?  I wondered.  I 
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wanted, as Tsing (2000) noted, to go beyond distinctions between “global forces” and 

“local places” which drew us “into globalist fantasies by obscuring the ways that the 

cultural processes of all ‘place’ making and all ‘force’ making are both local and global” 

(p. 329).  It is these dualistic “fantasies” that makes it harder for the researcher even to 

acknowledge let alone fully comprehend the changing nature of claims made by different 

claimants or the material and institutional components through which sites are 

constructed and actions are taken. 

When I had set out to plan out my research study, my overriding theoretical 

concerns centered around the idea and practice of globalization; however, I wanted to do 

something other than problematize this phenomena, which, like the Hydra, seemed to 

grow heads as researchers tried to desperately chop some off.  In actuality, it was this 

lack of a central core and the messiness of the process that appealed to me.  What I 

wanted to do was to ask a different question.  Instead of wondering what globalization 

entailed or how it showed itself in various “local” spaces and altered them, I wanted to 

focus on thresholds where relationships were continuously being reformulated and look 

at how actors in an industry often referred to as “traditional” made use of the term and its 

practices, as varied and diverse as they were, to carve out niches to survive in a 

supposedly “dying,” “traditional” industry that was representative of Turkish “culture.”  I 

did not want to start with the global and then delve into the local, or start with the local to 

problematize the global; rather, I wanted to actually show the processes through which 

these dualities were given meaning and consequence in specific assemblages of labor and 

power.   
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Once the focus was shifted to processes instead of starting out from definitive 

“scales” of the “local” and the “global,” it became possible for me to see how 

globalization itself was given meaning and how its scale changed from one specific 

assemblage to another.  By “scale,” I specifically mean a certain conglomeration of 

people, things, ideas, and problems in specific historical moments within specific 

contexts and places that are never easily categorized as local or global.  Tsing (2000) 

calls “scale” the “cultural claims about locality, regionality, and globality; about stasis 

and circulation; and about networks and strategies of proliferation” (p. 347).  I document 

how people make use of different strategies that inevitably construct and deconstruct 

scales of the global and the local through daily interactions and exchanges of ideas and 

things.         

The death of an industry, like the globalization discourse, was an inevitability for 

some; however, the responses to this demise allowed this researcher an excellent 

opportunity to witness the daily challenges and negotiations within Turkish economy and 

culture as Turkey vied for membership to the European Union and implemented laws 

that, in their implementation, created serious problems and fissures.  For its employees, 

the carpet industry had transformed to become both a representative of a culture and a 

liability in the road to modernization and Europeanization.  It is this tension that this 

research study interrogates.  Hence, it is not the goal of this study to give all 

encompassing definitions of modernization and globalization or to present solutions to a 

“problem.”  Rather, this study unpacks this discourse of death to reveal the gendered 

ethico-politics of labor and power in modern day Turkey.  I dislodge this ethnographic 
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study from dichotomies and dualities such as local/global, feminine/masculine by 

concentrating on thresholds where relationships between employers and employed and 

buyers and sellers were formed and reformed.    Taking my cue from Abu-Lughod (1993) 

who noted how ethnographers needed to write “against” the culture concept that worked 

to define “us” and “them,” I interrogate and challenge the globalization concept both as a 

discursive strategy and a process.  I leave the heads of the Hydra intact, so to speak, and 

instead shift my attention to the ways in which this Hydra is governed.  Government of 

the social in the name of market economy that transcends borders entails the government 

of selves and places in the interest of economic circuits that supposedly connect regions, 

towns, industries, individuals, and communities (Foucault, 1994c).  This study looks at 

the social logics and logistics of the strategies of governance and agency at different 

types of production assemblages in a so-called “traditional” industry. 

 

Production Assemblages in the Carpet Sector  

The idea of assemblage springs from the discussions of Deleuze and Guattari 

(1987) and can be defined as “a heterogeneous collection of elements—scientific 

practices, social groups, material structures, administrative routines, value systems, legal 

regimes, technologies of the self, and so on—that are grouped together for the purposes 

of inquiry” (Collier & Ong, 2003, p. 423).  Ong & Collier (2005) apply this term to the 

study of globalization.  They underline the importance of reflexive practices, the lived 

experiences within the context of globalization that stays focused on “‘trajectories of 

change’ […] what Deleuze has called ‘little lines of mutation,’ minor histories that 
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address themselves to the ‘big’ questions of globalization in a careful and limited 

manner” (p. 15).  Focused analysis may not provide extensive generalizations or dramatic 

conclusions; however, it is a way of disclosing the workings of global assemblages on the 

ground.  Within the context of Ong & Collier’s (2005) analysis, the concept of locality is 

not a stable and immutable space, but “uneasy” and “contingent”: 

In relationship to ‘the global,’ the assemblage is not a ‘locality’ to which broader 

forces are counterposed.  Nor is it the structural effect of such forces.  An 

assemblage is the product of multiple determinations that are not reducible to a 

single logic.  The temporality of an assemblage is emergent.  It does not always 

involve new forms, but forms that are shifting, in formation, or at stake.  As a 

composite concept, the term ‘global assemblage’ suggests inherent tensions: 

global implies broadly encompassing, seamless and mobile; assemblage implies 

heterogeneous, contingent, unstable, partial, and suited. (p. 12) 

Assemblages function differently according to local circumstance, “not because they are 

an overarching structure adapting its rules to the particular situation, but because these 

manifestations are what the assemblage consists of” (Olds & Thrift, 2005, p. 271).  As 

Deleuze and Guatari (1987) state, an assemblage “in its multiplicity, necessarily acts on 

semiotic flows, material flows, and social flows simultaneously […]  There is no longer a 

tripartite division between a field of reality (the world) and a field of representation (the 

book) and a field of subjectivity (the author).  Rather, an assemblage establishes 

connections between certain multiplicities drawn from each of these orders” (p. 23).  

What makes the concept of assemblage useful is its emphasis on the moments where 
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agents, institutions, practices, theories meet; and these meeting places are never fully 

finalized.  An assemblage is never stable, immutable, and unchanging; just the opposite, 

it formulates itself through instability and potentiality of conflict, stasis, and turbulence.  

How connections are established, kept, and altered is what constitutes an assemblage.  

Actors participate in, call into question and reflect on the assemblages they are engaged 

in and global forms “interact with other elements occupying a common field in 

contingent, uneasy, unstable interrelationships” (Ong & Collier, 2005, p. 6).4  

The Turkish carpet industry consists of different types of production assemblages 

that are constantly being revised and challenged by the actors who participate in them.  

First, there are the companies that work solely for the export industry, usually with 

binding contracts to specific buyers mostly in Europe, United States, and Japan.  These 

establishments strive to keep their operations secret due to their contractual obligations 

and the fear of losing their customers.  Second, other companies cater to the tourism 

industry.  These establishments produce the majority of carpet and kilim output in ateliers 

within and outside of Turkey with the end product being sold in “carpet villages” located 

along famous tourist routes.  Last but not least, DOBAG, the only internationally 

successful weaving cooperative in Turkey that is still in business, has direct contact with 

                                                 
4 Ong & Collier’s (2005) edited volume contains analyses of assemblages as they “assemble” at various 
sites as diverse as the treatment of AIDS in Africa to population control in China.  Yet, as Hannerz (2006) 
notes, this volume presents another problem, “[p]erhaps, to a degree, Global Assemblages exemplifies an 
anthropology without ethnography – in many of the chapters, there is little of the close-up observation of 
the everyday that has been central to the discipline” (p. 254).  However, as Hannerz further notes, this 
springs from the types of questions the presenters in the volume asks that demands retooling of 
anthropological work to analyze a sophisticated combination of texts, documents, places and people.   My 
own work, which started out with a specific place and group of people and a very specific question 
concerning the death of an industry, had to evolve in a complex way to show how places, relationships and 
questions themselves were constructed for specific purposes within assemblages that are always on the 
verge of refashioning themselves and “dying” at the same time.       
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buyers and is run by the villagers themselves.  As the rest of this dissertation will portray, 

each production assemblage has different power politics that both affect and are affected 

by the agents who participate in them.  As I interrogate the governance of these 

assemblages by focusing on thresholds where relationships between different actors are 

formulated and challenged, I strive to bring an ethnographic focus by comparatively 

analyzing various similar yet diverse assemblages from in-home and atelier production of 

special orders to the enactments of tradition and authenticity in constructed “carpet 

villages,” and village cooperatives catering to the tourism industry. 

Overall, this research study makes several interrelated arguments and situates 

them within the context of the debates surrounding globalization, capitalism, labor 

politics, and gendered subjectivities.  First and foremost, the research study itself is an 

argument for a multi-sited and comparative ethnographic study in order to go beyond 

micro and/or macro-level generalizations and instead focus on thresholds—doorways to 

hayats, houses and ateliers, to name a few—or on prefabricated global spaces like the 

“carpet villages” in Denizli where tourists, weavers, and sellers of carpets and kilims 

momentarily meet.  Through multi-sited fieldwork, I build on the feminist theory on 

women’s labor situated within the context of global movement of people and capital and 

challenge some micro-level and macro-level generalizations made by work that focuses 

on the effects and meanings of globalization.  I emphasize how most of the women and 

men involved in these exchanges took great pride in the work they produced and at times 

saw each other as closer than blood kin when it came to receiving support and/or help.  

My research challenges the contention that women’s work was not valued in these places 
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and exchanges.  On the contrary, a great majority of the women weavers I encountered 

were the sole steady income providers for their households, and even when men had 

permanent jobs, women still used weaving money to make consumption demands and 

perhaps used the money to negotiate with their husbands on other demands such as 

traveling to see relatives.   

Secondly, I argue for the efficacy of making the ethico-politics of government of 

selves and others central to a project aiming to understand gendered politics of labor.  I 

show how women and men develop intricate ties that give meaning to both their lives and 

the products they produced and how the value of these products largely depends not on 

some monetary number predetermined by global trade, but on the momentary, 

contradictory, and often contentious ties that develop and dissolve between producers, 

sellers, and consumers in specific locales.  Most importantly, my research shows that 

each production assemblage, place, and intimacy of relationships directly affected how 

women and men negotiated their gender roles and boundaries within the context of global 

capitalism.   

Additionally, I complicate processes of labor further by discussing processes of 

authentication and sale in the second part of my dissertation.  I argue that different 

interpretations of authentic culture, tradition, product, and production result in products 

and production assemblages that end up differentially valued as symbolic, cultural, social, 

and economic capital.  I strive to complicate an understanding of globalization that 

emphasizes continual flows of things, people and ideas as well as seeing it as a concept 

posed against the local that somehow resists, accommodates, synthesizes it wholesale or 
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in parts.  Instead, I propose to ask a different question:  how is globalization experienced, 

interpreted, and governed?  In this way, I see globalization as discursive and practical 

strategies that formulate certain subjectivities and relationships, which are in turn used 

productively by these subjectivities to construct gendered relations of labor and sale.  In 

fact, as certain production assemblages foreground secrecy, others highlight transparency 

in relationships to people, places, and things.  Hence, the Turkish carpet industry is not 

one monolithic industry and the agents participating in this industry do not have the same 

understanding of ethical subjectivities and responsibilities to others and to self.       

 

Navigating the Field, Following the Relationships: On Methods 

Inevitably any ethnography is a form of reflexive reconstruction.  It is a 

theoretical and practical ordering of the chaotic group of people and encounters that take 

place in the field.  When I started out with my preliminary research in 2003, it looked as 

if my research site would solely be Konya and a couple of villages surrounding the city.  

My contact with the field continued after the summer of 2003, as I was in intermittent e-

mail contact with one of the employees of one of the carpet dealers I interviewed in 

Konya.  As the time neared for my research to begin and we discussed logistics over e-

mail, it became evident that my fieldsite would include more than Konya because this 

employee noted how the company had ateliers in Afyon and Gaziantep and how I could 

visit them and stay in the villages.  Afyon was about 223 kilometers and Gaziantep was 

563 kilometers away from Konya.  As one carpet dealer told me in an interview in 

Konya, if one wanted to do anything with carpets and kilims, one needed to travel.  With 
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a project that sought to compare and explain different patterns of production politics in 

the weaving industry with a gendered focus, I realized that the production politics itself 

made it impossible to stay in one village or one city.    

 Marcus (1995) identifies two types of ethnography.  The most pervasive type of 

ethnographic study “preserves the intensively-focused-upon single site of ethnographic 

observation and participation while developing by other means and methods the world 

system context” (p. 96).  Some of these means and methods are doing archival work or 

using macrotheories to contextualize how the local subjects are described and analyzed.  

This is the classical understanding of ethnography that, as noted by Marcus (1995), 

results in “refined examinations of resistance and accommodation” (p. 96).  The second 

type of ethnographic study is less common and Marcus (1995) associates it with the 

postmodern: 

This mode defines for itself an object of study that cannot be accounted for 

ethnographically by remaining focused on a single site of intensive investigation.  

It develops instead a strategy or design of research that acknowledges 

macrotheoretical concepts and narratives of the world system but does not rely on 

them for the contextual architecture framing a set of subjects.  This mobile 

ethnography takes unexpected trajectories in tracing a cultural formation across 

and within multiple sites of activity that destabilize the distinction, for example, 

between lifeworld and system, by which much ethnography has been conceived 

[…] it also ethnographically constructs aspects of the system itself through the 

associations and connections it suggests among sites. (p. 96-97) 
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This type of ethnography of the world system is not “[t]he theoretically constituted 

holistic frame that gives context to the contemporary study of peoples or local subjects 

closely observed by ethnographers;” instead it becomes “in a piecemeal way, integral to 

and embedded in discontinuous, multi-sited objects of study” (Marcus, 1995, p. 97).   

 Because I wanted to look at production politics and because the production itself 

was not always located within one single site, this ethnographic study took the path of 

multi-sited research.  One site lead to another, as will become apparent while reading the 

ethnography, and I ended up spending July and October of 2004 in and around Konya 

talking to carpet exporters, manufactures and weavers.  One of the companies had 

workbenches in the houses of Konya, which wove kilims, and ateliers in Afyon, which 

wove carpets, so I ended up staying in Ayağaç, a village in Afyon, while visiting another 

near by village during the months of August and September of 2004.  Even then, I did not 

stay put; at intervals, I traveled back to Konya to see the completion of a special order 

kilim, revisit the weavers, and to interview more carpet manufacturers I could not 

interview in July of 2004.   

 As more and more carpet manufacturers encouraged me to talk to the head of 

Istanbul Textile and Apparel Exporters Associations’ (ĐTKĐB) carpet branch and visit 

Istanbul to talk to more carpet dealers there, I ended up in Istanbul during November of 

2004 and part of December of 2004.  Here I also interviewed university professors who 

taught traditional arts like weaving and painting in the Marmara and Đstanbul 

Universities.  It was during these interviews that I met the professor involved with the 

Natural Dye Research and Development Project (DOBAG in Turkish) and attended the 
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annual Christmas sale of DOBAG rugs.  My next stop was determined by the 

conversations I had with carpet manufacturers in Konya, who complained constantly 

about the fake “carpet villages” along tourist routes that lead to the competitive 

atmosphere and lack of tourists within Konya.  January and February of 2005 were spent 

in Denizli and Dazkırı, a town about half an hour away from Denizli, traveling to the 

various “carpet villages” along the bus route and attending so-called “seminars” and 

“conferences” in five of the fifteen “carpet villages” I visited.  This gave me an 

opportunity to see direct interactions between sellers and tourists.   

 My last stop was DOBAG.  As the most successful village cooperatives in 

Turkey, the villages that were the part of the DOBAG project presented an opportunity to 

see another production assemblage that conceptualized itself differently.  In comparison 

to the production assemblages in Konya that relied on secrecy, DOBAG advertised itself 

as totally transparent, accessible, and open to questioning.  Visiting DOBAG also enabled 

me to witness direct interactions between tourists and the villagers themselves.  I visited 

both the cooperatives in Çanakkale and in Yuntdağ, Manisa.  I visited and stayed at one 

of the villages that was part of the Yuntdağ cooperative during May of 2005.  In March 

2005, I was partially in Çanakkale and partially in Milas, another town famous for its 

carpets and where other carpet cooperatives used to exist (Jirousek).  These cooperatives 

were no longer functioning when I was there; however, I talked to some more carpet 

manufacturers here, visited two villages, and came back briefly in April to attend a 

conference on the conditions of the carpet industry in Turkey.  In April, I was at the 

Yuntdağ cooperative as well; however, I took some time to make a brief excursion to 
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Đstanbul and visited another carpet village owned by the same company that owned 

several of the carpet villages I visited in Denizli and Dazkırı.  I also attended a day-long 

conference in Milas on the challenges and problems in the carpet industry.       

 By visiting these different places, I was able to get a more thorough understanding 

of different production assemblages and their politics.  My research started with talking 

to carpet manufacturers and exporters, as they were the ties to the carpet weavers 

themselves and because I was interested in experiencing interactions between these two 

groups of workers.  I conducted taped and untaped, semi-structured and unstructured 

interviews with carpet manufacturers and exporters in Konya and Đstanbul.  I traveled to 

carpet weaving neighborhoods in the outskirts of Konya and to the villages of Afyon with 

carpet manufacturers.  I was introduced to countless women weavers by several different 

carpet manufacturers; however, it was impossible for me to navigate all the 

neighborhoods equally due to the fact that they were spread all over Konya.  In Konya, I 

routinely revisited three weaving neighborhoods once I was introduced to them by one 

carpet manufacturer and spent time with 41 carpet weavers located in these 

neighborhoods.  The great majority of them were married and had learned weaving back 

in their villages before they migrated to Konya, usually after marriage. Ten of the 41 

weavers were unmarried girls who were helping their mothers and weaving either for the 

household budget or for their own dowry expenses.   

 My visits to the neighborhoods involved visiting every house, weaving with the 

women, however slow that may be, and talking to them during the process of weaving 

and at times during lunch breaks, late afternoons and weekends when they did not weave.  
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Most of the women were uncomfortable with the idea of taped interviews so the 

interviews I had usually took place during the process of weaving and were more casual 

and open ended.  When possible, I took notes during the time when I talked to the 

weavers; however, if I was weaving with them, I took the opportunity of a break to write 

down my notes.  At times, I took short notes as reminders and wrote out the exchange 

when my visit with the weaver was over.  Some weavers trusted me with taped interviews 

after I had visited them a couple times, but this was rare.   

 In the Afyon village I stayed at, I spent most of my day in the ateliers.  I would be 

at the atelier around 7:30 in the morning when weavers were getting ready for the day 

and quit with them at around 5:30 or so in the afternoon.  The atelier setting made it 

almost impossible to tape my conversations with the weavers because of the noise level.  

Both of the ateliers had blasting stereos, so despite the fact that one atelier was 

comfortable with me taping our exchanges, I gave up after a couple tries.  Here, too, I 

took short notes and wrote longer notes during breaks and at night.  The ateliers in Afyon 

had 29 weavers and 20 weavers working in them respectively; however, every woman in 

the village knew how to weave, so I was also able to talk to several more weavers who 

were no longer weaving due to reasons such as illnesses, old age, or preference for 

laboring in the fields.  In these ateliers, half of the weavers were unmarried girls ranging 

in age from 13 to 25 and the other half were mostly married women with one divorcee 

and one widow.   

In Afyon, due to the fact that I stayed in the village, I became part of the village 

life and cooked with the weavers, went to the mountains to collect berries and to talk, and 
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witnessed daily routines.  Both in Konya and Afyon I had very limited conversations with 

the husbands and the fathers due to my status as an “unmarried girl.”  My family in the 

Afyon village guarded my honor diligently and I respected their concerns and thus made 

sure I did not spend time with men alone or even in the company of other men and 

women.   

 In the “carpet villages” of Denizli and Dazkırı I interviewed several sellers, 

managers, and weaving teachers.  Once again, some of these interviews were taped and I 

took notes otherwise.  I was also able to do two focus group interviews with twenty 

carpet weavers in one “carpet village.”  In DOBAG, I talked to women weavers in their 

homes usually during the process of weaving because the DOBAG cooperative did not 

have ateliers and instead engaged in in-home weaving.  I also conducted untaped, casual 

interviews with a group of tourists who visited the village when I was staying there. 

 To everyone I talked to during my research, I was first and foremost a student, 

rather than a researcher.  Being a student, women weavers were eager to teach me about 

weaving and our conversations at the loom were usually the most productive as I got to 

learn not only how to tie a knot faster, how to count knots in designs drawn on cartoons, 

and how to mix colors, but also a great deal about how women felt about their work and 

relationships with their employers.  I participated in their routines, and despite being 

extremely slow at weaving, I did my best to be a good student.  I was afraid that the 

women weavers I met through the carpet manufacturer would be hesitant to talk to me 

about work related issues; however, they were eager to discuss the problems they faced 

and were especially vocal about lack of insurance.  My entrance to their homes via the 
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carpet manufacturer also gave me legitimacy in that the weavers knew that the carpet 

manufacturer was aware of my presence and that it was okay.   

 When talking to carpet manufacturers and exporters or other people involved in 

the carpet business, such as the designers and liaisons between Turkish companies and 

foreign customers, I respected the choice of some to terminate our correspondence.  Due 

to the secrecy and competitiveness in Konya, some carpet manufacturers were hesitant to 

disclose their weaving neighborhoods or give taped interviews.  Although this was a 

constant challenge, it enabled me to see how the Konya carpet industry worked, as 

smaller manufacturers felt threatened by the exporters who dominated the market.  Some 

carpet manufacturers were eager to introduce me to their carpet neighborhoods because 

they saw this as an opportunity for me to encourage women to weave faster and more 

professionally for them.  Perhaps another reason some carpet manufacturers were not 

hesitant was because they dominated the market and had weaving neighborhoods all over 

Konya.  I did not pose a threat if I visited a couple neighborhoods because these 

neighborhoods were all over the Konya periphery and usually had no direct connection 

with other neighborhoods.  Also, it would have been impossible for me to simply knock 

on the doors; it would have been considered inappropriate and furthermore weavers were 

usually told by the carpet manufacturers to not to talk to people they did not know, in 

case designs got stolen or a rival manufacturer entered the neighborhood.  The same was 

true for the villages I visited in Afyon.    

 Every fieldwork situation has its challenges.  Some carpet manufacturers never 

warmed up to my presence and some conversations that started out cordially ended rather 
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abruptly because they did not like the questions I asked concerning labor politics and 

women weavers’ perceptions of their work conditions.  Some remained suspicious that, 

despite my university connections, I was after “their” weavers or kilim and carpet 

designs.  I agree with the contention that as a researcher I was “far freer than the 

researched to leave,” (Stacey, 1991, p. 113) which is true in any fieldwork situation; 

however, when doors closed that I thought were open I also found myself enmeshed in 

the power dynamics within production politics.  For example, I found myself barred from 

talking to a weaver I had been able to visit a week earlier by a carpet manufacturer who 

was suspicious of my questions and regular visits.  These challenges helped me notice, 

even more profoundly, how the supposed openness and visibility of globalization was a 

rhetorical construction that itself needed to be confronted and questioned.     

 As noted earlier, with some types of production assemblages, there was an 

overriding concern for secrecy.  In order to ensure that certain weaving neighborhoods 

could not be easily identified, throughout the dissertation I have changed the names of 

villages, neighborhoods, weavers, carpet manufacturers, and exporters.  Almost all the 

place and person names used in this study are pseudonyms.  With employees who 

disclosed to me sensitive information, I do not identify their gender and at times turned 

two or three people into composite figures to once again ensure anonymity.  This was 

crucial in maintaining rapport and obtaining information.  Some well-known names, such 

as the DOBAG cooperative, I kept, but even then I have tried to construct composite 

figures to maintain anonymity when I could.  The goal was to document the changing 

nature of gendered labor politics within a complex interplay of domestic and external 
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influences as new labor laws were being passed while Turkey embraced the free market 

and the norms of liberal democracy in order to approach the ultimate goal of gaining full-

membership to the European Union.      

  

Women and Work in Turkey 

Despite the liberalization process and the equality of men and women when it 

comes to employment and labor rights, which is clearly stated in the Turkish 

Constitution, the labor force participation rate (LFPR) for women is still low in Turkey.5  

One main reason is the rise of unemployment at all levels in the Turkish economy, which 

leaves both men and women with fewer jobs.  A recent news report called Đşsizler Yine 

Çaresiz6 (2006, February 28) based on the data released by the Turkish Statistical 

Institute (TURKSTAT), notes the problematic nature of unemployment in Turkey: “In 

2005, which was declared as the year to fight unemployment, did not result in the fall of 

unemployment.  Despite the growth of the economy in 2004, the unemployment rate did 

not change and stayed at 10.3 percent.”7  

 Dayıoğlu (2000) provides a detailed long-term analysis of LFPR of women in the 

Turkish economy.  After noting the general decline of LFPR of women from 72% in 

                                                 
5 A full rendering of the Turkish Constitution can be found online at 
http://www.tbmm.gov.tr/english/constitution.htm Some laws on labor rights and equality that are relevant 
to this discussion are: Article 49: Everyone has the right and the duty to work.  Article 10: Men and women 
have equal rights and the State is responsible to implement these rights.   
6 The English translation of the name of the article is: The Unemployed are Once Again Helpless 
7 Radikal’s news report on labor statistics published on 28 February 2006 also notes the percentage of 
people working in unregistered, informal labor to be 50.1 percent in Turkey.  This news report can be 
reached at http://www.radikal.com.tr/haber.php?haberno=179910 The TURKSTAT website itself states, 
“There is an increase of 183 thousand persons in unemployed persons and  unemployment rate increased 
from 10% to 10.6%.”  For more information see http://www.die.gov.tr/ENGLISH/index.html For a more 
detailed discussion on the effects of liberalization policies on employment and social security see the 
discussion of Turkey’s political economy in Chapter 1. 
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1955 to 42.8% in 1990, she states how this is a result of the changing structure of the 

Turkish economy, which resulted in rapid urbanization and a loss of importance of the 

agricultural sector.  Rightfully, she states that the population that is most disadvantaged 

by this shift in economy is women:  

The fact that women are traditionally found in agriculture puts them at a higher 

risk in the face of rapid urbanization where the available jobs are mostly in 

industry and services.  Being equipped with less human capital in the form of less 

schooling and being relatively less experienced in a formal job setting, they 

become the main subjects of structural and spatial change […] In 1994, only 

16.2% of women participated in the labor force in urban areas compared to 68.6% 

of men. (p. 45)   

The Fourth and Fifth Combined Periodic Report on Turkey (FFCPR) released by 

The Turkish Republic Prime Ministry Directorate General On The Status And The 

Problems Of Women in June 2003 also foregrounds the discrepancies on LFPR of men 

and women.8  As this report shows, the problems of rural women are closely linked to the 

agrarian and rural structure in Turkey.  Historically, agriculture in both the Ottoman 

Empire and Turkey has been based on small land holdings (Keyder, 1981; Keyder, 

1991).9  These small holdings present a problem when it comes to labor as noted by the 

FFCPR: 

                                                 
8 The full report can be obtained at http://www.kssgm.gov.tr/belgeler/uairapor.html  
9 Keyder (1981, p. 20-21) states how even with the commercialization of agriculture, the agricultural land 
was still not appropriated in large-scale farms.  “The persistence of peasant property gave merchant capital 
the advantage of dealing with small producers, and, therefore, a better bargaining position.  More 
importantly, in the case of small owners, merchants had the opportunity to finance the entire production 
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Because of fragmented and small land holdings and the falling rates of return on 

agricultural production, men migrate in search of work in the cities and women 

assume the responsibilities on the land, without necessarily having access to the 

required recourses, information and decision making authority. Small and 

scattered settlement patterns in rural areas also deprive rural women more so than 

men from the advantages of urban life. Situation of rural women varies regionally 

and between the more endowed plain villages and the seriously constrained 

mountain and forest villages. As indicated earlier in this report, nationally women 

formed 51.3 % of unpaid family workers and 61.1 % of the agricultural labor 

force in 2001. In the rural areas, women are exclusively employed in agriculture 

(90.5%), of which, over 80 % are unpaid family workers. Only small portions of 

women in rural areas are engaged in services (4.8%) and industry (4.7%). 

My research showed that weaving took place in the constrained mountain villages or 

peripheries of expanding urban cities.  These villages and peripheral spaces either do not 

have any access to productive land that makes agriculture or animal husbandry viable, or 

the land is divided among siblings in such a way to make cooperation almost impossible.  

Those siblings who have the “good” portion of land do not have enough, and those 

siblings who end up with the “unproductive, bad” portion of land are usually jealous or 

do not care enough to participate in agriculture as men choose to migrate to perform 

seasonal jobs.   

                                                                                                                                                 
process by advancing capital at the beginning of the cultivation period and collecting their due after the 
harvest.”  This he calls “seasonal indebtedness,” which yielded high profit rates to merchant capital.     
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  Another aspect of the economic development in Turkey that is highlighted in 

FFCPR is the export oriented growth model adopted by Turkey, which led to 

flexibilization of the labor market, a drop in real wages, and expansion of the informal 

economy.  The weakening of labor unions is highlighted in this report as well.  Although 

the overall unionization of female workers increased from 39% in 1995 to 51% in 2001, 

most women are still employed in agricultural sector and the informal economy, which 

directly hampers their union participation.  The organized labor movements have been 

undermined since the 1990s as a result of the macro-economic policies favoring 

liberalization and privatization.  Increased levels of unemployment and the continuous 

economic crises experienced by the Turkish economy in the late 90s and early 21st 

century affected labor unionization negatively as well (FFCPR). 

Within the urban population, women’s LFPR continues to be lower than men and 

their statistical representation is problematic as noted by FFCPR: 

[t]he majority of the migrating women, who previously worked as unpaid family 

workers in agriculture, become housewives in the urban setting or engage in 

informal sector jobs. The number of housewives increased from roughly 10 

million in 1995 to about 12 million in 2002. Although, with the recent changes in 

the Civil Code women’s domestic contribution to the household economy is 

acknowledged, this understanding is not reflected in the labor force statistics. 

Likewise, income generating activities or piece work that women may engage in 

at home or other forms of informal sector employment, also escape formal 
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statistics. It is estimated that women hold nearly 65 % of the informal sector jobs, 

whereas for men this ratio is 37.5. 

Hence, both within the rural and urban context, women’s contributions to the labor force 

are not thoroughly acknowledged even in statistical reports.  Dayıoğlu (2000, p. 44) also 

underlines this problem and states that it is easier to qualify women as labor force 

participants in rural areas where they are mostly employed in agricultural work.  In the 

urban population, where domestic production is separated from market work, it is 

difficult to quantify women’s work.  I would argue that this is true in export oriented 

production done in rural areas as well.  My research clearly showed that even when 

weaving is done in ateliers, it may go unnoticed by the government due to the carpet 

manufactures’ effort to hide production.10 

 Although statistics remain mute when it comes to whether or not women value the 

work they do, it still shows how women face higher unemployment rates in the urban 

sector and that their employment and self-conceptualization as workers is closely linked 

to their domestic work and the value of such work.  The laxity of the enforcement of 

labor laws is also another major problem that negatively affects women’s working 

conditions.  For example, Dayıoğlu (2000, pp. 66-67) states that the present Labor Law 

requires that establishments employing more than 300 women must provide child care 

facilities; however she notes how this law is not enforced and the employers are not 

penalized by the government for curtailing the law.  Predictably, most employers employ 

below 300 workers to avoid providing such services.  Additionally, in the case of 

                                                 
10 For a more thorough discussion of carpet manufacturers and their strategies please see Chapter 5.   
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subcontracting work or work done exclusively for export like weaving, employers prefer 

in-home to factory type employment to avoid further expenditures like electricity, rent, 

water and other services.   

 

A Comparative Perspective: On Interruptions 

Each chapter of this research project highlights the contentious nature of gendered 

ethico-politics within the context of so-called globalization and neoliberalization as they 

affect Turkey’s carpet industry.  The project is a comparative one that aims to show how 

different assemblages and places of production entail different contentions and different 

ethico-politics.  Through this comparative stance, this research study underlines the 

changing nature of power politics in “modern, “liberal,” and “secular” Turkey when it 

comes to gendered labor.  In doing this, I show how globalization as narrative and 

practice, despite its generalization as an inevitable march forward of liberal capitalism, 

can only function within the context of constant “interruptions” of its inevitability and the 

changing nature of its implementations by actors who are embedded in particular 

relations of power that cannot be generalized to all assemblages of production.  As 

Chakrabarty (2000) reminds us, there are two different types of histories that one needs to 

take into account in investigating grand narratives:  

 [F]ree labor is both a precondition of capitalist production and ‘its invariable 

result.’  This is the universal and necessary history we associate with capital.  It 

forms the backbone of the usual narratives of transition to the capitalist mode of 

production.  Let us call this history—a past posited by capital itself as its 
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precondition—History 1.  Marx opposes History 1 with another kind of past that 

we will call History 2.  Elements of History 2, Marx says, are also ‘antecedents’ 

of capital, in that capital ‘encounters them as antecedents,’ but – and here follows 

the critical distinction I want to highlight— ‘not  as antecedents established by 

itself, not as forms of its own life-process.’  […] ‘antecedents to capital’ are not 

only the relationships that constitute History 1 but also other relationships that do 

not lend themselves to the reproduction of the logic of capital […]  History 2s are 

thus not pasts separate from capital; they inhere in capital and yet interrupt and 

punctuate the run of capital’s own logic […]  ‘Becoming,’ the question of the past 

of capital, does not have to be thought of as a process outside of and prior to its 

‘being.’ (pp. 64-65)   

Beneath the easy, smooth, and optimistic accounts of the spread of the market 

economy and liberal democracy (Fukuyama, 1992; Friedman, 2000), which is the 

ultimate History 1 of our times, lies the not-so-smooth, chaotic, and often divisive 

transformations of labor relations and economic sustainability, which are the History 2s.  

Universal concepts like “labor” or “capital” encapsulate within them a variety of 

practices with conflicting associations and “interruptions.”  As noted by Chakrabarty 

(2000) “[g]lobalization does not mean that History 1, the universal and necessary logic of 

capital so essential to Marx’s critique, has been realized.  What interrupts and defers 

capital’s self-realization are the various  History 2s that always modify History 1 and thus 

act as our grounds for claiming historical difference” (p. 71).  As this study will highlight, 

these “interruptions” as well as narratives of inevitability constitute the power dynamics 
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within Turkey’s carpet industry that is constantly reframing labor politics situated within 

specific practices and rhetorics of globalization. 

Chapter 1 gives the reader a historical grounding in Turkey’s political economy 

and labor politics specifically focusing on three important historical phases: the reforms 

during the foundation of the Turkish Republic, the liberalization policies of the 1980s, 

and the current reforms to enable the eventual integration into the European Union.  

Through doing this, I document the historical contingencies of the erosion of worker 

rights, the curbing of unionization activities and the strengthening and proliferation of the 

informal economy (Kurmuş, 1982; Quataert, 1986; Keyder, 1994; Đnalcik, 1986; Keyder, 

1987).  I argue that the so-called “global” pressures on the carpet industry in Turkey, and 

the reiterated inevitability of its demise by carpet exporters, are part of the tensions of 

governance of labor.  As modernization and Europeanization is naturalized as an 

inevitable path for Turkey, gendered divisions of labor, lack of worker’s rights and static 

conceptualizations of national tradition and heritage are also naturalized by the carpet 

manufacturers and exporters as inevitabilities.   

 Chapter 2 presents further details on the processes that naturalize certain 

conceptualizations of gender, heritage, and tradition.  After discussing the current 

production hierarchies within the Turkish carpet industry and the organization of the 

business of carpet production, the chapter shows how economic liberalization contributes 

to the solidification of these gendered hierarchies.  I document, through interviews and 

observation, that as carpet exporters use the “globalization” rhetoric to justify their 

practices while trying to make sense of the “inevitability” of joining the European Union, 
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they take advantage of lack of government controls and rules.  Ironically, at the same 

time, they complain about the very same lack of rules as an inevitable sign of 

“backwardness” of the government and of its need to implement “laws” and “regulations” 

that will eventually and “inevitably” end with the full membership to the European 

Union.  In this chapter, I show how this “grip of encounter” (Tsing, 2005, p. 5) between 

various contradictory and somewhat jarring conceptualizations of government, labor 

politics, and responsibility ends up justifying those very situations and relationships, such 

as lack of worker’s rights, semi-legal or illegal working conditions, and gendered division 

of labor, which are already embedded and implicated in these contradictory 

conceptualizations.   

Interrogating the naturalization of the metanarratives, of “globalization,” 

“modernization,” and “economic growth,” show us the daily frictions (Tsing, 2005) that 

these actors have to negotiate to give meaning to their lives and identities.  Chapter 3 

introduces another layer to the debates on identity and labor politics by investigating how 

women weavers conceptualize work and how they relate to the other actors within the 

hierarchy.  Building onto the work on gender and economy, I argue that women carpet 

weavers in Konya, Turkey saw themselves as workers and had a complicated 

understanding of identity politics that traversed “public” and “private” places in villages 

and cities all the while blurring these categories (Mies, 1982; Ghvamshahidi, 1995; 

Berik, 1987; Beneria, 2003; Afshar & Barrientos, 1999; White, 1994; White, 2004).  

Critical attentiveness to agents’ behaviors and choices in response to other agents 

entails a sophisticated understanding of labor politics.  This research study focuses on the 
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tensions created between abstract and real labor and argues that the grand narratives of 

globalization, modernity, and labor need to be understood through daily performances of 

actors that may both punctuate and interrupt these grand narratives (Chakrabarty, 2000; 

Harvey, 2005).  These interruptions take center stage throughout this dissertation project.  

For example, Chapter 4 comparatively analyzes how the very nature of the production 

assemblages, in-home versus atelier production, affect the ways in which both employers 

and employees use fictive kinship ties in order to cope with capitalist discipline and 

reinterpret globalization.  Hence, different production assemblages (Ong, 2005) entail 

different gendered power politics and varied definitions of how value is understood and 

formulated. Chapter 4 pays close attention to the development and maintenance of, and 

investment in the relationships between women weavers, their families, and the carpet 

manufacturers that take place in thresholds such as doors of houses or ateliers.  The 

completion and value of the final product largely depends on how these relationships are 

negotiated and maintained.  Hence, through focusing on these thresholds, instead of 

romanticizing resistance or generalizing women’s lack of control over their labor, this 

study questions the “diagnostic of power itself,” (Abu-Lughod, 1990, p. 3). 

Chapter 5 examines how the creation of value depends on the implementation 

and maintenance of secrecy by the carpet manufacturers who see themselves as “owners” 

of the weavers and their products and guard this “ownership” against possible rivals at all 

costs.  Located below the interior designers, foreign clients, and carpet exporters, and 

above the women carpet weavers in the labor and knowledge hierarchy of the Turkish 

carpet industry, carpet manufacturers face the daily challenge of mediating between what 
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they call the “backward, ignorant villagers,” and the demands of the European, Japanese, 

and American clients who are relayed to them by the carpet exporters.  In facing these 

challenges, they turn modernization narrative into local discourse.  

Inevitably, this research project places production squarely within the politics of 

performance and value.  I engage with the debates on the various ways objects gain and 

lose commodity status, one moment embraced as invaluable possessions (Weiner, 1992), 

the next exchanged for money or favors within different “regimes of value,” (Appadurai, 

1986/2003) by presenting ethnographically based in-depth analyses of how processes of 

production and sale are embedded in at times contradictory ideologies and practices of 

modernization and globalization. Chapters 6 and Chapter 7 interrogate 

conceptualizations of value of carpets and link this to the earlier discussion of production 

politics. Chapter 6, through detailed ethnographic accounts of processes of sale, shows 

that it is the “act” of interaction, the performance of authentication (Jackson, 1999) that 

gives monetary and sentimental value to carpets.  The sale of carpets in prefabricated 

“carpet villages” along tourist routes depends on contradictory reenactments of 

“authentic” Turkish national heritage, culture, and tradition.  Carpet sellers perform 

hospitality by offering a sympathetic ear to the personal troubles and trepidations of 

tourists in the meantime intoxicating them with unending supply of rakı, a traditional 

Turkish alcoholic drink; they tell tales of women weavers’ lives and invite the tourists 

into these “academic” performances by defining what they do as “conferences” and 

“seminars.”  By showing the lack of concreteness in these exchanges without trying to 

read into them finalized, neatly defined categories, this chapter investigates how actors, 
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through processes of performance, embrace what to the audience may seem contradictory 

and at times absurd representations of reality and value.   

Lastly, Chapter 7 documents the way carpets become part of elaborate and 

sophisticated performances of village life by the villagers themselves in the cooperatives 

of DOBAG.  Here, women weavers enact “traditional” village life while at the same time 

reinterpreting “tradition” as both a static and an evolving force.  As tourists visit one-

room village houses without any electricity or water that are still occupied by tenants, 

they get a glimpse of stasis, a suspension in time and space.  Whereas at the same time 

the carpets speak of an evolving and changing tradition as carpet weavers supposedly rely 

on their own life experiences to merge traditional Turkish designs with symbolic 

representations of Lufthansa airplanes and television sets.  This is yet another productive 

friction (Tsing, 2005) between stasis and change that redefines value with each tourist-

weaver interaction and with each carpet made up of unique filler motifs.  Hence, value 

becomes a creative process, not a wholesale economist prediction or a Sausserian 

structure (Graeber, 2001).   

The challenges faced by the workers situated within the hierarchies of the current 

Turkish carpet industry remind us that the concepts “global” and “local” are definitive of 

each other as local agents reconfigure the forms global processes take.  The relationships 

that take center stage in this research project illuminate an understanding of discipline, 

not as a closed and total system of power, but instead as a relational exercise that both 

challenge and remake power politics and regulatory practices.  In short, as this project 

argues, these relationships become a locus for the crafting of identities that constantly and 
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surely challenge the formulations and meanings of the global cultural economy.  By 

critically engaging with the ways in which these relationships are maintained and 

reenacted, all the while positioning these reenactments within the contexts in which 

modernity and tradition are reframed and reinterpreted, this project provides an 

ethnographically rich, actor oriented and complex interrogation of what it means to be 

“global.” 
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CHAPTER 1: SITUATING THE WEAVING INDUSTRY 

 

In one of the rare detailed articles on the Ottoman weaving industry, Quataert 

(1986, p. 473) mentions an important riot that took place in Uşak in 1908.  During the 

riot, a crowd consisting mostly of women and children attacked the wool spinning mills 

in Uşak, which was then one of the most productive centers of carpet-making in the 

Ottoman weaving industry located in Western Turkey.  The riots continued for days 

while a crowd of 1500 people marched in the streets.  Civilian and military authorities 

who were sent from the district center to stop the riots advised the Đstanbul regime to 

listen to the demonstrators’ demands (Quataert 1986, p. 473).  These riots were the 

consequence of the changes that took place in the Ottoman weaving industry and signaled 

the unrest that resulted from the continuing mechanization of the industry and the 

changing nature of work relations.  The riots were also a proof that these processes of 

change did not merely mean “the decline and exploitation of passive natives by European 

agents” and showed the unrest during the beginning “of the reconstruction of Ottoman 

labor history in the era of European economic hegemony” (Quataert, 1986, p. 473).    

The present state of the carpet industry needs to be understood within the 

historical context of carpet weaving during the Ottoman Empire and the more current 

integration of Turkey to the global market, a process that started in the 1980s.  

Contemporary networks of carpet production and exchange have their roots in the 

formulations of labor history during the integration of the Ottoman Empire into the 

developing European economy.  The current organization and hierarchies of carpet 
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production in Turkey were formulated by European merchants and entrepreneurs during 

the times of the Ottoman Empire and the gendered nature of carpet production was also a 

result of this structuring.  This chapter will highlight this history and argue that the 

current so-called “globalization” of the carpet industry and its assemblages sprang from 

the larger question of the right ways of governing the developing, informal labor force in 

the Ottoman Empire and that; furthermore, this transformation was closely tied to the rise 

of the markets and global exchange throughout Europe.   

Additionally, the integration of Turkey into the global economy which took place 

during the 1980s, and which has continued unabated since then, has further strengthened 

the hierarchies that were already a historical part of carpet production in Turkey.  The 

economic instabilities that resulted from devaluations and market crashes, the latest one 

being in 2001, enabled monopolies to form and resulted in the bankruptcy of smaller 

carpet manufacturers who did not have strong global ties.  This crystallized in a lack of 

choice for women weavers who were located in the lower ladders of the carpet industry’s 

hierarchy, and more dependency on foreign capital and knowledge for those who were 

carpet manufacturers and exporters in Turkey.  As a result, “globalization” as a discursive 

tool was used by the carpet manufacturers and exporters in Turkey to justify the 

inevitability of hierarchies, monopolies and outsourcing.  However, this did not entail 

that older forms of labor relations that depended on patronage disappeared.  On the 

contrary, the lack of government control of the sector and the brittle economic changes 

Turkey faced as it was incorporated into the global economy resulted in the strengthening 

of fictive kinship ties in certain production assemblages.  This chapter will highlight these 
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two important historical moments, the integration of Ottoman Empire to the European 

market and the integration of Turkey to a global market, and their aftermath, which will 

help better understand and situate the upcoming chapters that further question the 

governance of globalization and the specific relationships that are both generated by it 

and sustain it at the same time. 

 

The Carpet Weaving Industry in the Ottoman Empire 

The recognition of Turkish carpets by Europeans goes as far back as the 12th 

century.  However, it was not until a trade agreement—signed between the Venetians and 

the Selçuk ruler of the time, I. Giyaseddin Keyhusrev (1205-1211)—that the extensive 

exporting of carpets began.  With this agreement, carpets collected by Italian merchants 

began to travel to Europe from Đzmir and other ports in the Aegean and the 

Mediterranean coast.  Sönmez (1998) notes that during this time period, when Iranian 

carpets were not a presence in the world market, Turkish carpets were exported even to 

places like Syria, Egypt and India (p. 289).11  No extensive historical research is available 

on the gendered nature of labor or how this European influence was received in the 

Ottoman Empire despite the fact that carpet weaving was one of the most lucrative 

industries in the late Ottoman and early Republic eras (Quataert, 1986, p. 73).  Two main 

reasons explain this lack of data.  First, it was hard to design and implement research on 

                                                 
11 In his work on the history of carpet weaving in Iran, Helfgott (1994, p. 27) states how political instability 
and the conflict among warring nomadic tribes made trade dangerous and increased protection costs.  It was 
this uncertainty that prevented Iranian rugs to compete with Anatolian carpets in 15th century 
Mediterranean trade, although some “Turkey carpets” might have been produced in Iran as early as the 14th 
century.  During the 15th and 16th centuries, an extensive commercial interchange of luxury goods existed 
between Ottoman Empire and Italy, France, Spain, Holland and England (Helfgott, 1994, p. 55).   
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the informal economy, which remained mostly hidden.  The second reason was the 

absence of patronage from the wealthy and powerful Ottoman elite to the carpet industry, 

which the elite were trying to “escape” in an effort of Westernization (Quataert, 1987, p. 

25).  Hence, even during the times of the Ottoman Empire, carpet weaving had a 

paradoxical relationship to the ruling class who, despite having carpet factories that 

produced carpets for the court as well as supporting the development of a carpet industry 

that catered to Europe, saw this industry as an impediment to Westernization.  Art and 

travel books and Ottoman archives provide a panorama of the industry.   

 Most of the books on carpets in Turkey during Ottoman times identify three 

different types of production: the tribal carpets, the carpets commissioned by the Ottoman 

court, and the carpets woven directly for export to Europe (Thompson, 1983; Pinner 

1986; Aslanapa, 1988).  Erdmann (1977) further categorizes different “layers” of carpets 

as carpets produced within the context of the “home industry,” meaning carpets made by 

peasants for actual use in the home12; carpets made by smaller workshops in towns by 

craftsmen, which were exported; carpets made in larger workshops by using cartoons, 

which may or may not be commissioned by the Ottoman court; and finally carpets made 

in factories commissioned by the court (p. 27).  Thompson (1983) discusses and 

documents the tribal carpets, which were woven by the nomadic Turkmen tribes in 

Central Asia, and gives their general characteristics:   

Tribal carpets are not designed as such but woven directly from memory.  They 

are primarily made for use, not sale, and, in addition to their practical role as grain 

                                                 
12 This is reminiscent of Thompson’s “tribal” category.  See the Thompson quote on this page. 
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sacks or pannier bags, have an important place in tribal life.  They were and are 

used for when guests come, for weddings, as gifts, for picnics, prayer, the 

decoration of animals, the tent, the home and for every important aspect of life. 

(p. 6)   

 

In yet another text, Thompson (1980) notes how many Turkmen resisted centralized 

governments, engaged in cattle raising, which was the basis of their economic 

livelihoods, and through migration introduced carpet weaving into the Near East (pp. 15-

19).13  Some of the Turkmen living in Anatolia undoubtedly wove carpets, and the design 

and layout of their carpets influenced Turkish carpets in general.  As he documents, 

patterns in classical Turkish carpets “reflected local artistic traditions.  Not until the 

sixteenth century were the patterns influenced by refined court art, which, when present, 

was adapted into more angular and vigorous drawing, consistent with established Turkish 

taste” (Thompson, 1980, p. 19).  These carpets woven by tribal weavers in Anatolian 

villages went unnoticed due to the fact that they were not exported to Europe and not 

many of them survived daily use (Pinner, 1986, pp. 2-3).14  

                                                 
13 Đnalcık (1986, p. 40) gives a detailed history of the Turkmen migrations into Anatolia, which formed the 
background of the formation of both the Selchuk Sultanate and the Ottoman Empire.  These migrations 
resembled an exodus after the collapse of the Byzantine Empire with the battle of Malazgirt in 1071, and 
the Turkmen tribes constituted the majority of the pastoral nomads in Asia Minor.  Đnalcık (1986) provides 
a list of their activities: “Apart from their supplying cities with animal products, their economic activities 
included marginal agriculture, weaving for market (felt, carpets), transport services, and supplying labour 
for other sectors of society” (p. 40).   
14 The production in Anatolia was to such an extent that it must have taken place in cottage industries or 
city manufactories.  Thompson does not define what he means by these terms; however, he notes that 
settled Turkmen must have been part of these industries (Thompson, 1980, p. 19).  Pinner (1986) comments 
on how only very few of these tribal carpets survived while “[m]any are entirely strange to us; others are 
unfamiliar versions of the types which were exported; although which inspired the workshop designs and 
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Carpets were commissioned by the Ottoman court as well and the major factory at 

Hereke that produced carpets for the courts still stands as a museum-factory.  It was 

established in 1843 and largely produced silk carpets and fabrics for the Ottoman Empire.  

Fabrics and carpets woven for imperial residences came from Hereke.15  The third type of 

production which consisted of carpets that were woven in homes, ateliers and larger 

factories directly for export were woven in towns situated in Western Anatolia like Uşak, 

Gördes, Kula and Demirci.  These towns were situated closer to the burgeoning port of 

Đzmir from which the carpets were exported to Europe (Quataert, 1986, p. 474).  It is this 

kind of production that left a mark on the carpet industry in Turkey as it stands today, and 

thus it is important to detail how these production assemblages worked.  In fact, carpet 

weaving for use in the home was not done at all in the places I did my research because it 

was considered too costly and time consuming.  Girls preferred to buy machine-made 

carpets for their dowries instead.  Additionally, Ottoman court style factories did not exist 

in modern Turkey because the carpet manufacturers preferred small atelier or in-home 

weaving to eliminate basic costs like electricity, meals, transportation and insurance 

coverage for employees.  Hence, small atelier and in-home weaving were prevalent forms 

of production for export.   

One reason why carpet production was preferred in some of the Western towns 

during the times of Empire was the deficiency in agriculture, which is similar to the 

                                                                                                                                                 
which were modeled on them is not always clear” (p. 3).  Hence although the distinction between “tribal” 
and “export” carpets indeed existed, they inevitably influenced each other. 
15 For more information on the Hereke Silk and Carpet Factory, please see Republic of Turkey, Ministry of 
Culture and Tourism: 
http://www.kultur.gov.tr/EN/yonlendir.aspx?17A16AE30572D313AAF6AA849816B2EF746C3B612A7B
3F4B 
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reasons why weaving proliferates in mountain towns and peripheries of developing cities 

in Turkey today.  Uşak, the biggest center of commercial carpet production, was located 

in a place where soil was not rich and the climate was harsh; however, “sheep raising 

centers as well as abundant water supplies needed to wash and dye wool [were close at 

hand]” (Quataert, 1986, p. 474).  Other reasons of the proliferation of weaving in Western 

Anatolia’s mountainous and arid regions were the development of Đzmir as a major port 

of export; the high pasture lands and running streams that provided excellent environment 

for raising sheep and washing the wool obtained from those sheep; and the availability of 

cheap labor (Đnalcık, 1986, p. 54).  Quataert (1986, p. 474) notes how rise of demand in 

Europe for the oriental carpet made these Western regions completely dependent on 

carpet production for survival.  Carpet weaving became the major family work; “the 

increased volume of yarn required must have come from some combination of longer 

hours spent spinning and more household members engaged in the making of yarn.  In 

either case, families were devoting increasing energies to carpet making” (Quataert, 

1986, p. 477).16  

 In his book called The Introduction of Imperialism in Turkey, Kurmuş (1982, p. 

102), discusses information available from the 1860s that confirms the existence of a 

carpet weaving network in Anatolia in where a couple of Turkish merchants had 

monopoly over villages.  One example Kurmuş gives is of a Hacı Ali Efendi whose 

network had 3000 homes that produced some 84,000 square meters of carpet.  Kurmuş 
                                                 
16 The profitability and extent of carpet weaving was commented by Evliya Çelebi, a famous Turkish 
traveler in 1671: “Bales of wool are untied and tied in this great city.  It is a kind of entrepot where camel 
caravans and wagons from all over the province of Anatolia come and go.  Though quite a small town, it is 
extremely prosperous and well built […] Its carpets can be compared to those made at Isfahan of Iran and 
Cairo.  But Uşak carpets are exported to all countries in the world” (as cited in Đnalcık, 1986, p. 55). 
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(1982) continues on to note how during this time, in 1864, British merchants began to 

infiltrate these villages and take over the roles of Turkish merchants like Hacı Ali Efendi 

and eventually gained control of the carpet production in Western Anatolia in the 1880s 

(p. 102-103).  Quataert (1986, p. 474-5) also provides a list of the amount of carpet 

exports from the port of Đzmir one half to two-thirds of which went directly to England to 

be sold in the domestic markets or to be re-exported to other countries in Europe: 

years
millions of 
piasters years bales pounds sterling

1878/9-1881/2 17.4 1877-1881 2551 122,890
1882/3-1886/7 15.8 1883-1885 3085 132,350
1887/8-1891/2 21.9 1888-1892 3154+ 194,885
1892/3-1896/7 32.2

1897-1901 5446++ 303,669+
1902-1905 7439 317,086
1906-1908 7164 334,475
1910-1913 8786

+ four years only
++ three years only

Sources: Ottoman Empire - Le journal de la cambre de commerce de 
Constantinople, July 26, 1902, 233-234. Izmir - Great Britain, Parliamentary 
Papers, Accounts and Papers, Izmir/Smyrna, 1876-1914.

Carpet exports (annual averages)

Carpet Exports, 1877-1913

Izmirthe Ottoman Empire

  

Table 1: Data presented in Quataert (1986, p. 475). 

 
The industry that was dependent on dispersed in-house production and Ottoman 

merchants began to metamorphose into mass production in ateliers and houses with more 

direct control by European merchants and dealers (Anmaç, 1994).  With the 1838 Balta 

Limanı trade agreement, the rights given to Ottoman merchants about access to markets 
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and export were given to all European merchants as well.  After 1864, the market became 

dominated by carpet firms founded with substantial capital revenues.  One country 

specifically dominated the Ottoman market: England.  England had started its trade 

relations with the Ottomans during 1580s; by 1592, the Levant Company, founded by the 

joining of Turkey Company, an English trading company, with a European company, 

became the dominant merchant in Ottoman territory.    By the 19th century, English 

companies were using the cheap labor and raw materials available in Ottoman soil to 

dominate the export market (Anmaç, 1994; Sönmez, 1998).   

 These companies were not only concerned with the weaving of the carpets; they 

had set up a network that controlled other aspects of the carpet industry as well like 

buying, spinning, and dyeing of wool (Anmaç, 1994; Sönmez, 1984; Kurmuş, 1982; 

Keyder 1994).  The wool was bought by non-Muslim merchants in the name of the 

foreign companies and was dispersed in various houses and dyeing ateliers situated in 

Đzmir to be dyed.  The entrance of aniline, a family of chemical dyes, occurred in the 

1880s and started replacing natural dyes.  In fact, Anmaç (1994) documents how British 

merchants created monopolies by forcing the villages to buy aniline dyes for high prices 

from them (p. 8). 

Anmaç (1994) tells of the system present in 1880s which is very similar to the 

system present currently in Anatolia:  

Intermediaries (mostly Greek and Armenian), after the dyeing of the wool, would 

go the villages one by one giving the numbers and the dimensions of the carpets 

wanted by the English to the lowest ladder of the hierarchy who are usually 
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village heads.  Village heads would then inform the weavers and give them the 

necessary amounts of wool. (p. 6)   

Đnalcık (1986) identifies two traditional methods of carpet making: 

A local entrepreneur, usually a merchant, supplied the material, and sometimes 

even the loom to individuals working in their homes and paid them on the basis of 

the number of knots in the products.  Such carpets are well known in the market 

as ‘merchant carpets’ (tüccar halısı).  In this type, the design, pattern, color and 

quality depended on the instructions of the merchant who followed the demand 

and also the taste of his customers.  The second practice is manufacture by 

individuals who work independently and follow their own standards and taste.  

This product is known in the market as a ‘retail carpet’. (p. 55) 

Although the current intermediaries are Turkish and the village representative is not 

necessarily the village head, the overall running of the operations is similar to Anmaç’s 

description and the “merchant carpet” of Đnalcık.  The company and/or designer(s) from 

Europe and/or the United States make specific contracts with Turkish companies and 

Turkish carpet dealers.  These companies and dealers then work with a carpet 

manufacturer who subcontracts the weaving to houses and village ateliers.  If the village 

is farther away and it is not practical for the carpet manufacturer to foresee the daily 

progress of weaving, the carpet manufacturer in turn will make a deal with a respected 

male elder in the village who oversees the weaving process for him.  It is also important 

to note that even Anmaç (1994) falls into the trap of making the weavers invisible in this 
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quote.  The lowest ladder of the hierarchy is not the village head after all, but the weavers 

themselves. 

In fact, Quataert (1986) gives us a glimpse of the labor differentiation that existed 

in Uşak.  Whereas in Gördes and Kula both women and men wove, in Uşak the weavers 

were women and girls.  Girls learned knotting from their mothers at an early age and 

started receiving wages after two years.  Weavers owned their own looms and most 

women wove designs from memory.  Turkish Muslims dominated the knotting tasks as 

the town population was 85% Muslim.  However, Quataert (1986, p. 478) identifies how 

Greek women also manufactured large pile carpets for a while in Uşak.17   

Most of Quataert’s discussion of the weaving industry in Uşak comes from a 

detailed traveler’s account, which offers more information that was overlooked by 

Quataert.  William Cochran’s (1887) Pen and Pencil in Asia Minor: Notes from the 

Levant, provides a detailed account of the carpet weaving industry both in Turkey and in 

Europe.  He discusses the commence of manufacture of “Turkey carpets” in France and 

England noting that carpets produced in Turkey were still preferred over those 

manufactured in Europe:  

Notwithstanding all this manufacturing activity and tremendous competition, the 

carpets of Turkey, on account of their almost everlasting qualities, their softness, 

                                                 
17 Gurdji (1913, p. 72) states how in Kütahya and Kayseri, during the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries, large numbers of Greeks and Armenians were weavers.  This was not an isolated or peculiar case 
because the Greek and Armenian refugees themselves produced rugs and it is known that Greek carpet 
weavers surpassed Turks for a while in the amount of carpets they produced.  Hence, “Turkish” carpets 
were woven by Armenians and Greeks as well as Turks in Anatolia.  In Weavers, Merchants and Kings, 
Eiland & Manuelian (1984) note how the role of Armenians in rug production and trade has been largely 
underestimated because of their dispersed communities and because of linguistic misnomers.  Dutch called 
them Persian even though they were not from Persia but from the Turkish Ottoman Empire (p. 27).   
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harmonious shading, tasteful grouping of colors, and usually quite, unobtrusive 

effect, continue to maintain their high position in the estimation of buyers. 

(Cochran, 1887, p. 100) 

The fact that Turkish carpets have these “everlasting qualities” is what makes all this 

“manufacturing activity” worthwhile for a carpet enthusiast to know, according to 

Cochran (1887).  He mentions Uşak, Gördes and Kula as the three major places of 

production and from reading his book, one can assume that he had access to these places 

of production through a British manufacturer called John Griffith, who he lauds as the 

“savior” of the carpet manufacturing in Turkey:  

The authorities at Constantinople as well as in Asia Minor certainly owe them 

[Griffith’s carpet business and other foreign businesses not named] and their 

distinguished relative, Mr. John Griffith, of Bournabat, a debt of gratitude which 

it will be difficult to liquidate for, in the one case keeping alive and improving, 

and in the other resuscitating, two such valuable native industries as carpet-

making and the production of silk. (Cochran, 1887, p. 106)   

This discourse about carpet manufacturers as “saviors” of the Turkish carpet is still 

prevalent in Turkey and is part of the characteristics manufacturers and exporters refer to 

when talking about themselves or the general carpet industry in Turkey.18  Quataert 

(1986) comments how weavers were mostly weaving from memory; yet Cochran’s 

(1887) narrative tells the reader that, although not done extensively and successfully, 

some foreign design patters were introduced through reproductions on a small scale (p. 

                                                 
18Please see Chapters 2 and 5 for examples. 
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103).  Cochran (1887) admits that this was not successful since it slowed down the 

weaving due to weavers counting the points in the cartoons to match the new designs; 

however, what is important to note here is that Cochran’s (1887) narrative shows how 

new design elements were introduced and not all weaving was done from memory.19 

Cochran’s (1887) narrative provides a glimpse of the working conditions not 

mentioned in Quataert (1986).  He compares the weaving conditions and the wages in 

Uşak and in England:  

[T]he looms are seen in the court-yards of almost every house, standing under the 

shelter of earthen-covered roofs, or protected by overhanging upper floors and 

verandahs.  There they remain all the year round, open to every wind that blows, 

and, even in the depth of winter, occupied by their industrious owners, their 

daughters, hired workers, and apprentices, when the cold is so intense that 

numerous chilled fingers have often to be galvanized into sensation by the use of 

small pans of glowing charcoal […] In comparing such wages, and the 

circumstances under which the work is done in winter, with the more liberal scale 

and amidst the greater amenities of climatically less-favoured lands, it will be 

admitted hat the balance of gain and comfort is wholly on the side of the 

European artisan. (Cochran, 1887, p. 103)   

Nowhere in his narrative does Cochran (1887) discuss the reasons why looms were not 

moved indoors during the winter.  However, one can get a glimpse of the harsh working 

                                                 
19 Klose (1999) presents evidence of Italian velvets traveling to the Ottoman Empire during 16th and 17th 
centuries.  Due to their popularity the designs of these Italian velvets were imported into carpets as both 
field and border patterns. 
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conditions and lack of necessary heating in Uşak.  He also narrates the grueling way the 

carpets were transported to the railway station, which carried them to the port of Đzmir to 

be exported: “Where, out of Turkey in Asia, would such an anomaly be permitted to 

endure as that of having expensive carpets carried on camel-back exposed to the 

vicissitudes of the weather for seventy miles from Oushak, the place of manufacture, to 

the nearest railway station?” (Cochran, 1887, p. 85).  

 Another fascinating narrative is Herbert Coxon’s (1884) travels through the 

Levant.    He states that the women were largely employed in the industry and underlines 

the importance of the “Turkey carpet”: “[i]f of good color and pile they form a most 

agreeable covering for the dining-room […] They are made at Ushak or Ouchak, in the 

province of Aiden, a few days’ journey from Smyrna, from which port they are shipped 

to Europe” (pp. 55-. 63).  What makes his narrative especially interesting is the warning 

he gives to the owner of the Oriental carpet, which suggests its commercialization:  

They [oriental carpets] have invariably passed through half-a-dozen hands before 

ultimately finding their way into the luxurious homes of old England.  I have no 

wish to raise uneasy doubts in the breasts of those who possess such treasures as 

Oriental carpets, but anybody who is acquainted with the channels through which 

runs Eastern trade will agree with me that the more hands a fabric of this kind 

passes through, the greater the chance of their being fabricated, and not genuine 

specimens. (Coxon, 1884, p. 2) 
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Indeed, carpets were so popular in Europe that copies of Turkish carpets were made in 

16th century England during the reign of Queen Elizabeth I.  In France, there was a 

workshop making carpets for the court by 17th century, which was established in an old 

soap factory (Thompson, 1983, p. 34).20   

Despite the hardships of transport and the possibility of fabrication, several 

reasons made carpet production a lucrative and booming industry such as the introduction 

of the chemical dyes and imported yarn, the labor-intensive but easy-to-learn nature of 

carpet weaving, and the labor force that worked for lower wages (Quataert, 1992, p. 15-

25).  Small-scale manufacturing21 became one of the biggest successes in the Ottoman 

economy during the late nineteenth century because of the nature of the production itself.  

As imported yarn and chemical dyes freed the labor force from the painstaking natural 

                                                 
20 Thompson (1983) discusses how in 18th century there was a general decline of interest in the oriental 
carpet due to the decorative style of ‘Savonnerie,’ which was adopted as the style of taste in Europe as 
workshops proliferated in England, France, Scotland to make European designs.  It was at this time also 
that factories producing machine-made carpets were developed.  Yet, in the 19th century, interest in oriental 
carpets would resurge due to several painters depicting romantic pastiches of the Orient.   
21 Quataert (1992) defines small-scale workshops or manufacturing as “scattered all over [and] employed 
5-10 workers” (p. 24).  White (1994) has a similar definition of small-scale production as businesses with 
very few employees amounting sometimes to five or ten people.  Carpet weaving in Turkey can still be 
considered small-scale manufacturing because ateliers usually employ approximately 15-35 weavers.  
Statistical, Economic and Social Research and Training Centre for Islamic Countries  
(SESRTCIC) (1987) has a specific report on Turkish small-scale manufacturing industry.  As the report 
notes, “[i]n most of the classification schemes based on the size of employment criterion, manufacturing is 
first divided into two dichotomous groups, such as organized/unorganized or formal/informal, where 
household and cottage industries as well as artisanal and craft activities are included in the unorganized or 
informal sector, as the case may be. The organized manufacturing, on the other hand, is generally divided 
into three categories, i.e., small-scale, medium-scale and large-scale manufacturing. However, there is no 
consensus on the dividing lines between these different groups of enterprises” (pp. 56-7).  As the report 
continues on to note, various agencies in Turkey define small-scale industry differently: “The Small 
Industry Development Organization defines small-scale industry (SSI) as firms employing up to 50 
workers. The Halk Bank defines SSI as firms with less than 25 workers and less than TL 80 million assets 
(excluding land and buildings)” (p. 57).  As noted in the report, these definitions may overlap and strict 
demarcations may be hard to establish between different categories like artisanal, small-scale 
manufacturing, medium-scale manufacturing.         
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dyeing and spinning and demand for carpets rose, Ottoman carpet weaving became a 

bustling and lucrative industry despite its “invisibility” in the records:22 

Although it [carpet industry] sometimes seems invisible, it employed vast 

numbers of workers and thus was of real significance.  Often, these women and 

men manufactured part of the time, blending this labor with household work or 

agricultural tasks […] And finally, the stories of low level technology transfer 

involved work that was poorly paid.  Thus, [this illustrates] the global niche that 

the Ottoman empire was fililng, the role it was playing in the international 

economy. (Quataert, 1992, p. 25) 

It was during 1880s that Turkish carpets really took a hold of the European 

market because of their cheap production.  In 1884 the overall carpet production 

amounted to 155,000 square meters in Western Anatolia; however, with the English 

companies that pushed for more production in an effort to capitalize on demand the 

overall carpet production was 367,876 by 1893 (Kurmuş, 1982).   

It was also during 1890s that English companies started introducing European 

motifs into the carpets woven in Western Anatolia.  The reason was once again market 

driven, although the popular traditional designs were also produced extensively.  The 

incredible increase of demand for the Oriental carpet brought with it several changes in 

                                                 
22 This does not mean that natural dyes simply disappeared.  However, as several carpet enthusiasts, 
connoisseurs, and academics note, natural dyeing did decline and eventually in some parts of Turkey 
dyeing was largely forgotten.  Brüggemann & Böhmer (1983) call this a “period of decay” (p. 59); Davies 
(2000) mentions how aniline and synthetic dyes were an “unmitigated disaster” that resulted in dyeing 
becoming a “lost process” (p. 19); Böhmer (1991) states how synthetic dyes do not provide “the range, 
subtlety or harmony of color that natural dyes, used by skilled and patient hands, could produce” (as cited 
in Peterson, p. 2).  Hence, the rhetoric of decay is linked partially to the deterioration of materials and loss 
of “traditional” knowledge of dyes and motifs. 
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the Anatolian carpet weaving industry such as the increase of European control; 

introduction of aniline dyes and other chemical substitutes; factory-made yarn 

overpowering hand spinning; increase in workforce and numbers of workshops; lower 

wages and intensified work pace; diffusion of carpet weaving to other areas of Anatolia 

(Quataert, 1987, p. 26).   

Most importantly, all these changes brought with them alterations in the division 

of labor in weaving and the types of weaving that were done:  

[D]emand pressures were so great that by about 1850 the Usak-area weavers 

abandoned the making of woven kilims to concentrate exclusively on the knotting 

of rugs, which they judged to be more profitable […] In the 1890s, Usak carpet-

makers resorted to yet another stratagem to increase production […] ‘The wool 

cleaning, spinning and dyeing is done exclusively by men,’ reported a usually 

reliable source of the period.  In this part of Anatolia men took on the spinning 

tasks to increase total yarn production and to permit the women more time for 

knotting […] the dyeing of yarn became separated from the knotting functions” 

(Quataert, 1987, p. 26-28).   

Carpet weaving remained a home activity until the early 20th century when an 

Austrian company opened up ateliers in Uşak with a realization of the large profit 

margins in the carpet industry.  Fearing the domination of the market by this new 

Austrian enterprise, in 1908, six British merchants got together to form one of the biggest 

carpet producing companies in Turkey, which they named the Oriental Carpet 

Manufacturers (OCM).  This is when use of cotton as warp and weft began to be 
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introduced and the use of natural dyes in dyeing wool diminished.  The needed money for 

the formation of this company was obtained by raising the revenues up to 1000000 

pounds sterling.  OCM became the biggest company in Turkey, with the single exception 

of the railways (Anmaç, 1994). 

The company crushed competition as many local and smaller companies that were 

manufacturing carpets could not compete with their output and went bankrupt.  In a short 

time, the number of companies working in the carpet business diminished from 15 to 7 

(Anmaç, 1994).  OCM also started discriminating among its weavers and paid those who 

reside closer to the ports more per knot then those who resided farther away.  Between 

the years of 1913 and 1915, the company gave 40 para to 1700 knots in Đzmir, 2200 knots 

in Uşak, 2600 knots in Isparta and 3000 knots in Sivas. (Anmaç, 1994, p. 8).  It was long 

before the current heated discussion of globalization and global movement of capital and 

goods that OCM exported large amounts of carpets and employed a substantial number of 

weavers: 

Carpet Production in Western Anatolia in 1913 

Place # of looms # of weavers Amount of Woven Carpets 
(1000 m2) 

Usak 1175 5500 150 
Simav 380 1120 23 
Gordes 800 2700 60 
Demirci 600 1356 31 
Kula 1500 3800 35 
Isparta 2160 6481 117 
Egridir 500 1500 15 
Burdur 800 2400 22 
Buldan 250 400 3 
Total 8165 25257 456 
Table 2: Data taken from Eldem (1970, p. 142) 
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No account of the activities of OCM exist during the World War I and the 

company stopped its operations in Western Anatolia in 1934 (Anmaç, 1994).  The main 

reason was largely due to the measures taken by the British government in an effort to 

curb the economic meltdown of the depression years.  As the British government 

demanded more tariffs from imports, the rising costs halted the monopoly of the OCM in 

Turkey.  Eastern Kayam Ltd.’s web-site, which acquired OCM in 1985, provides detailed 

information on the company, missing from Anmaç’s (1994) account.     

OCM had a start-up capital of £400.000, which was a considerable sum and in 

only five years it more than doubled its capital to £12,000,000 by 1912. 

Capital £40,000

Firm
Place of 

Founding
Year 

Established
P. de Andria & Co. Smyrna 1836
G. P. & J. Baker, Limited 
(Carpet Branch)

London 1878

Habif & Polako Smyrna 1840
Sydney la Fontaine Smyrna 1880
T. A. Spartali & Co. Smyrna 1842
Sykes & Co. Smyrna 1902

Smyrna Asia Minor
Head House

Comprising the following Firms:

Oriental Carpet Manufacturers, Ltd.

 

Table 3: Founding firms listed in the 1908 company overview.  Data obtained from: The History of 
Oriental Carpet Manufacturers (OCM). Retrieved January 1, 2007, from 
http://www.ekocm.com/history.htm  
 
 

The company controlled a huge network that stretched to Asia and actually was the 

creator of the “Turkey carpet” that presented the newly developing bourgeoisie of Europe 
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with the opportunity to own their own precious Oriental carpet with a more affordable 

price. 

OCM partnered later with Fritz and La Rue, one of the biggest Oriental carpet 

importers in America to dominate the American market as well.  It operated not only in 

Turkey and Iran, but also in India, which enabled the company to have a wide selection 

of carpets with variety of prices.  By 1939, North America was the largest market of 

OCM; however, World War II had a negative impact on the company and as a result of 

the disintegrating British Empire, OCM lost its monopoly on the carpet market.  It was 

acquired by a UK competitor Eastern Kayam in 1985 and became Eastern Kayam OCM 

(EKOCM).23  Its 1996 business plan shows us that its operations in Turkey did not 

disappear after World War I, but continued on under a new name:   

The Company sources and distributes rugs and carpets from all countries of 

origin. One half of total sales are generated from products resourced in China. 

One third of the sales are from products sourced in Iran, Turkey and Afghanistan. 

The remaining balance is resourced from India, Pakistan and Nepal.  

In 1999, EKOCM declared bankruptcy and its voluminous inventory was scheduled to be 

liquidated.  Their web-site still contains carpets that are being liquidated.  The sheer size 

of their inventory can only be glimpsed by this photo of “The Hall of Chinese Carpets,” 

from one of their storage units: 

                                                 
23 All the details of the operation of OCM can be found at http://www.ekocm.com/history.htm  
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Figure 2 This picture is one of several posted on the EKOCM web-site. 

   

It is important to know of OCM’s history in Turkey because even after its 

bankruptcy, OCM survives as a ghostly presence in the Turkish carpet industry.  OCM 

represents the epitome of a successful enterprise with its monopoly and its overwhelming 

presence in Turkey’s towns.  Carpet manufacturers I talked to mentioned OCM as an 

example of how foreign influence and control was part of the industry even during 

Ottoman times.  They also admired the company for its success in controlling labor and 

in making lucrative deals with foreign buyers.  Academics I interviewed in Çanakkale 

also commented on OCM’s history.  In fact, one published academic who worked at the 

Ayvacık campus of 18 Mart University in Çanakkale was very vocal about the 

detrimental effects of foreign influence and OCM: 

What is traditional is hard to gauge anymore.  Right now DOBAG [a well-known 

village cooperative] claims they are weaving traditional designs, but designs were 

already being influenced back in the Ottoman times.  We don’t have that much 

detail about the operations of OCM, and, who knows, I bet they are still operating 
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here in Turkey and we may not even know about it (personal communication, 

March 11 2005). 

Although sounding like a conspiracy theory, this remark is a good portrayal of the 

overwhelming importance of foreign demand on the workings of the Turkish carpet 

industry.  What determines local production systems and output is this foreign demand 

and the pressures brought about by this demand.  What is at stake is the efficient control 

of the labor force as well as the ease of formulating trading connections and contracts.    

The history and operations of OCM is not solely a mythical presence in today’s 

carpet industry in Turkey; it also marks the influence of global connections in the 

development of the current production assemblages seen in Turkey.  Hence, it is safe to 

say that production for export and mixing of design elements due to customer taste, 

demand and satisfaction are not recent phenomenon in Turkish carpet production.  The 

types of production hierarchies and networks currently present in Turkey have a long 

history that goes back to Seçuk and Ottoman times.  Although the actors have changed, 

as foreign merchants were replaced by Turkish carpet manufacturers and exporters, the 

general organization of carpet production have remained similar to the small-scale 

manufacturing that was prevalent in Ottoman times.  Additionally, foreign demand still 

controls much of the carpet production.  Designs and materials bought by foreign 

designers and/or tourists are favored in carpet production.  Hence, globalization in the 

carpet industry is not anything new; however, several specific reasons make today’s 

weaving industry even more volatile and competitive in Turkey.  As Turkey is more and 

more industrialized and as it vies for European Union membership, it is now the Turkish 
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carpet manufacturers and exporters who need to find ingenious ways of outsourcing to 

cheaper places in and out of Turkey.  Also, OCM’s use of cartoons to map out designs is 

still the dominant design practice in Turkey.  Turkish carpet manufacturers and exporters 

provide cartoons of designs to the weavers that map out what each knot will look like on 

the carpet.  These are even further developed through elaborate computer software 

programs that allow the designers to provide extensively detailed mappings of designs.  

These computerized cartoons were used in every production assemblage I encountered 

during my research.  Turkey’s carpet industry today is even more affected by the global 

market due to reforms and practices that integrated the Turkish Republic fully into the 

global world economy since the 1980s.        

 

Post 1980s: Integration into the Global Market Economy and the Bid for EU24 

Despite Turkey’s current economic prowess, a great majority of discussions on its 

membership bid for the European Union (EU) centered on the lack of economic stability 

that characterized its modern history, its Muslim population, and the fear of its young, 

underemployed or unemployed labor force, which might overwhelm the European 

economy via migration.25  A recent poll conducted by the International Strategic 

                                                 
24 The events and the historical trajectory that led to the 1980s are out of the purview of this paper.  
However, the reader can refer to Đnalcık (1993); Keyder (1987); Keyder (1981); Quataert (2000); Pamuk & 
Owen (1998) for more detailed information on the integration of the late Ottoman Empire and the early 
Turkish Republic to the world trade and economy.   
25 One can find several articles in popular newspaper columns published in Turkey and abroad concerning 
these issues.  An article by columnist Kaleağası in Radikal (2006, February 13) discusses the “image” 
problem of Turkey.  The article notes that the countries most opposed to Turkey’s entry into the EU, which 
are Germany, France, Holland, and Austria, are the countries that have the most migration from Turkey.  A 
quick search in popular newspapers in Turkey such as http://www.radikal.com.tr, http://sabah.com.tr, 
http://hurriyet.com.tr will reveal several articles written by Turkish and foreign columnists that 
problematize the fear EU has of Turkey because of its young Islamic population. 
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Research Institute in four major cities of Turkey showed that 78 percent of the populace 

gave full support to the policies implemented by the current government in compliance 

with the EU membership requirements.  However, another related question asking the 

same populace whether the EU was being just to the Turkish government showed 

completely different percentages.  Fifty five percent replied in the negative; a mere 5 

percent replied in the affirmative while 29 percent of the participants found EU partially 

unjust (Kaleağası, 2006).   

 Although a similar poll that encompasses Central Anatolia has not been done, the 

EU membership was a constant topic of conversation especially among the carpet dealers 

and manufacturers during my stay in Konya.  Almost all of them showed a comparable 

attitude that portrayed hesitancy when it came to full membership and its possible 

meanings for small-scale manufacture and the informal economy.  They were unanimous 

when it came to the future of the carpet industry after a possible EU membership, 

agreeing that it would mean the demise of the already “fragile” industry.  When I 

inquired as to why this was the case, they listed as three culprits thelabor laws, demand 

for better wage and processes of modernization.  However, all of the carpet 

manufacturers acknowledged that joining the EU was inevitable and needed to be done 

for Turkey’s betterment in the global community.  One carpet manufacturer stated how it 

was “an unavoidable path.  It has its own momentum and Turkey invested so much in it 

for such a long time.”26   

                                                 
26 For a discussion of the carpet exporter’s point of view on the future of the carpet industry when it comes 
to industrialization, modernization, and joining the EU, please see Chapter 2 of this dissertation. 
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 This “unavoidable path” was indeed the result of a long-term process that 

involved reforms and a notoriously unstable economy that suffered several crises latest of 

which happened in 2001 and resulted in the bankruptcy or near bankruptcy of several 

smaller carpet manufacturers in Konya.  The 2001 crisis was still very much part of 

public memory and some carpet manufacturers were still recovering from it.  One 

manufacturer I talked to explained to me the aftermath of 2001 for the Konya carpet 

industry.  He owned a carpet shop situated on a side street within the bazaar district that 

was only a minute away from the store of the biggest carpet producers in Konya:  

I am barely surviving.  I think I will close shop next year and I am already 

thinking of investing in a shoe repair shop.  My father did work as a shoe 

repairman so it is in the family and I know the trade.  2001 wiped us all out.  A lot 

of people closed shop afterwards.  We barely survived and things haven’t 

improved since then.  It is July and tourist season, but there are no tourists that 

entered this shop yet.  That’s why I am thinking of closing shop next year.  If only 

I could just sell all of this I have in storage… 

The crisis of 2001 was a result of adjustment policies and slow, but steady integration of 

the Turkish economy to the global market.  Despite its loss of trade monopoly due to the 

emergence of the market economy controlled by European powers, and loss of territory, 

the Ottoman Empire and the subsequent budding Republic were still significant 

participants in European trade.  The policies implemented during the 1980s made this 

integration faster and more complete.  It also effectively changed the trajectory of 

economic development from import substitution and Keynesian protectionism to a fully 
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market economy with privatization and removal of trade barriers (Odekon, 2005; Keyder, 

1987; Şenses, 1994; Şenses, 1988; Conway, 1988; Nas, 1992).  However, this transition 

was never complete and did not happen in a social vacuum. 

Aydın (2005) notes how Turkey was to become a “model” country with the 

implementation of this new export-oriented development that was part and parcel of the 

structural adjustment policies introduced in 1980 by direct IMF and World Bank control: 

High hopes were placed on the new market-oriented strategy to initiate high rates 

of accumulation, efficient resource allocation and productivity increases […] 

What was envisaged in the second half of the 1980s was a program of ‘structural 

adjustment with growth’ which would enable the country to expand its production 

and this its debt servicing ability.  As such Turkey could become a model for 

other indebted countries in Africa and Latin America. (p. 110-111) 

The structural adjustment package meant a devaluation of the Turkish lira; it led to the 

control of interest rates and prices by market forces instead of the state, ended state 

subsidies, reformed and downsized state economic enterprises, and opened these 

enterprises to private foreign and domestic investment (Aydın, 2005; Altunışık & Tür, 

2005).   

 Within this general scheme, the small-scale manufacturing sector came to be seen 

as an impediment to development; the proposed remedy was opening the Turkish 

economy to international markets (Altunışık & Tür 2005).27  In the meantime, Turgut 

                                                 
27 For more detailed information on these extensive liberalization and structural adjustment policies, please 
see Altunışık & Tür, 2005; Aydın, 2005; Pamuk & Owen, 1998; Nas & Odekon, 1992.  Overall, tariff 
protection on imports was reduced; however the foreign direct investment did not pick up speed and even 
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Özal’s Motherland Party, which was in parliamentary power, ignored the agricultural 

sector except for eliminating subsidies and price support programs after 1980 (Pamuk & 

Owen, 1998, pp. 121-122).  The World Bank sang Turkey’s praises in its successful 

adjustment program compared with Latin American countries (1990, pp. 122-124).  

However, the adjustment policies ended up with groups moving their capital to 

speculative money markets instead of directly investing in production; domestic 

borrowing increased in an effort to contain similarly increasing external borrowing and 

the fragility of the economy overall was amplified because of its dependence on the 

international financial markets (Boratav, 1990; Boratav, 1985; Aydın, 2005; Boratav, 

1993; Şenses, 1993; Eralp, Tünay, & Yeşilada, 1993). 

The final destabilizer of the Turkish economy was Decree Number 32 passed in 

1989, which lifted all barriers against money flows in and out of the country (Altunışık & 

Tür, 2005; Aydın, 2005).  It was hoped that through liberalization that short-term 

economic growth and an increase in employment with a simultaneous decrease in 

inflation would stabilize the nation, in turn guaranteeing electoral support for the next 

elections (Altunışık & Tür, 2005; Öniş, 1996).  Öniş (1996, pp. 12-13) notes how 

blaming the government for the 1994 financial crisis, which was repeated in the 

November 2000 and February 2001 financial collapses, needs to be questioned.  He states 

how it would have been impossible for a weak coalition government to stop the crisis.  

Instead, the recurrent crisis of the Turkish economy is part of a broader global 

restructuring of “third-world” economies by institutions like the IMF and the World 

                                                                                                                                                 
when privatization was central to the policies in 1984, it was not widely practiced because of heavy 
bureaucratization.   
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Bank.  The function of the state is relegated to “reorganize and readjust domestic, 

economic and social policies to fit the exigency of global capital accumulation.  Domestic 

inequalities and social exclusion have become part and parcel of the new international 

division of labor steered by globalization” (Aydın, 2005, p. 11).   

 The Customs Union Agreement that Turkey signed with the EU did not bring the 

much-needed positive results in the economy and direct foreign investment.  Toksöz 

(2002, p. 145-146) indicates that Turkey was the only candidate to enter the Customs 

Union and lower its tariffs without the full benefit of membership and support to shoulder 

the structural changes.  Both the crises of November 2000 and 2001 are examples of the 

volatile nature of macro economics in Turkey.  According to the Ankara Merchants 

Board, the aftermath of the 2001 crisis was disastrous on many levels: “manufacturing 

industry shrunk by 9 percent […] the number of businesses closed during the first five 

months of 2001 reached 15317.  The unemployment rate reached 11.4 percent by the end 

of 2002, leaving 2636000 people without jobs” (as cited in Altunışık & Tür, 2005, pp. 

85-86). 

In response to the crisis, a letter of intent presented to the IMF by the government 

stressed the need to reform the banking system, have transparency in financial 

administration, and speed up privatization (Aydın, 2005, pp. 125-126).  This new 

program achieved some success by attaining economic growth, reducing the rate of 

inflation and increasing exports; however, the public debt increased from US$131.2 

billion in 2001 to US $209.6 billion in 2003 respectively and the rate of unemployment 

increased from 5.6 percent in 2000 to 9.9 percent in the third quarter of 2003 (Aydın, 
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2005,  p.128).  The annual reports of the Turkish Treasury draw an optimistic picture in 

achieving the IMF requirements and in the strengthening of the economy.  However, The 

Independent Social Scientists’ Group (Bağımsız Sosyal Bilimciler Grubu) (2001) warns 

in its analysis of the 2001 crisis that the economic development was once again short-

termed and crisis-prone with an inherent rise in joblessness: “When joblessness and 

poverty has reached unprecedented levels, it is doubtful that the winds of optimism will 

curb the hopelessness of the masses.  The vulnerability of the economy is continuing” 

When it comes to labor politics and the worker the overall picture has not been an 

optimistic one.  Sönmez (2006) notes that despite the steady growth of the Turkish 

economy, unemployment has not decreased and half of all the wage earners are employed 

casually.28  The statistics he provides are striking: 

In the economy, there is still not an environment favorable for employment. 

Although there is a rapid growth, the unemployment has not decreased, and 

worse, the created jobs show more of an “undocumented” character.  Out of the 

386,000 seeking work, 327,000 are currently employed, and 59,000 have joined 

the ranks of the unemployed. Therefore, the number of unemployed has increased 

                                                 
28 Just like it is hard to get a consensus on the meaning and characteristics of small-scale manufacturing, it 
is hard to pinpoint who can be put into the category of casual labor.  Casual labor is defined as “those wage 
earners whose jobs do not represent continuity” (Tansel, 2000, p. 7).  Tansel (2000) further divides up her 
categories to include those wage earners who are “covered” and “uncovered,” meaning those wage earners 
who receive health insurance and retirement benefits and those who do not.  According to Tansel’s 
definition weavers can be identified as “casual labor” since they did not receive a stable wage; however, 
some weavers I met had more stable job continuity then their husbands.  The husbands of the weavers I met 
irrespective of place were either invested in their own business and were self employed or were casual 
workers who might or might not have coverage.  This greatly affected the livelihood of the family and 
made the weaver’s earnings especially important since her work was at times much more stable than her 
husband’s who might or might not find seasonal employment opportunities.  According to another 
definition if “casual work” means illegal employment of workers, no insurance coverage and no minimum 
wage (Sönmez, 2006), then weavers can be included in this category.   
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about 60,000 to 2,487,000. This translates to an increase to 10.1% from 10%. To 

put it differently, even if the economy grows at 5% rate, the increase in jobs has 

stayed at 1.5%. The unemployment has not decreased, but on the contrary has 

increased by 60,000 to 10.1%. Unemployment has reached 13% in non-agrarian 

sectors, and the youth (15-24 years of age) total unemployment has reached 19% 

while it has grown to 22% in the cities. (Sönmez, 2006)  

As Sönmez (2006) continues on to note despite the increase in wage labor there was even 

a steeper increase in the population of the unemployed.  Additionally, the agricultural 

sector lost 988,000 workers in a year and most of these have been transferred to casual 

work and services.  He defines casual work as the illegal employment of workers without 

any insurance protection and without the implementation of minimum wage: 

At the end of 2004, out of the total 11,415,000 waged and daily laborers, 

4,034,000, i.e., 35% were employed as casual labor. At the end of 2005, however, 

out of 12,381,000 total waged and daily laborers, 4,092,000, that is, 33% was 

casual. In the last year, of the new wage earners totaling 1,090,000, 42% were 

employed as casual […] Unemployed wage earners are accepting jobs in sectors 

such as textile where the labor intensity is the greatest and other sub sectors such 

as building, tourism services, cleaning etc. that is actually below the take home 

minimum wage requirements.  

Additionally, the statistical representation of work that is not declared and is 

without any insurance coverage (whether one calls such work “casual,” “informal,” 

and/or “undocumented”) is difficult to generate, especially in rural areas.  The secretive 
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nature of home-based and atelier production makes it difficult for counting to occur.  

During my fieldwork, I encountered many stories of hiding the ateliers from government 

representatives who occasionally visited the villages.  Ateliers were closed and locked 

and the overall run-down look of most of the ateliers in the villages made it easier for 

them to pass off as abandoned buildings or storage spaces.  As can be imagined, it is even 

harder to count home-based workers.  Hence the statistics presented by Sönmez (2006) 

may underestimate the amount of home-based and atelier production.   

Moreover, it is almost impossible for such workers to organize effectively 

because the transitory nature of the work, the lack of work surety, and the control of 

information block such organizations.  None of the Turkish women weavers I talked to in 

Konya, Afyon, Denizli and Manisa were part of any labor organization or even knew of 

the existence of one; they also did not have any knowledge or sources of information 

concerning labor laws and organizations.  They were all aware that employers who did 

not provide insurance coverage to their employees were acting illegally; however, they 

chose not to officially complain because of the fear of losing their jobs if they 

complained about their conditions.    

Yet, some women micro-entrepreneurs existed in some cities in Turkey.  Esim 

(2000) discusses two economic groups of women micro-entrepreneurs existing in Ankara 

and Corum, Turkey.  These groups were formed due to lack of formal organizations 

providing them support and the Ankara group was initiated by the Directorate General for 

the Status and Problems of Women (DGSPW).  Esim (2000) qualifies the initiatives and 

characteristics of these two groups as “non-hierarchical” and “cooperative.”  She notes 
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that these organizations, however small, exist in Turkey despite lack of legal support and 

constant invisibility in the eyes of public policy-makers.  To summarize: 

Any support women micro and small entrepreneurs receive from local 

governments is sporadic, limited in scale and risks discontinuity with political 

changes in local elections.  The NGO activities are also few, small scale and face 

severe funding constraints […] The only alliance between women’s economic 

organizations and national government has been through the Directorate General 

for the Problems and Status of Women in this regard.  Other alliances (such as 

those between local governments, service NGOs and women’s groups) need to be 

explored. (Esim, 2000, p. 11). 

Rare and limited as they may be, these organizations exist primarily in urban areas.  

However, as noted earlier, my research suggests that no such organizations existed in 

Konya or in any of the mountain villages that worked for carpet manufacturers and 

dealers located in or close to big cities like Konya, Đstanbul, and Đzmir. 

 Odekon (2005, p. 51) sums up the aftermath of the liberalization policies in 

Turkey really well when he notes that “pro-business, pro-multinational, and pro-

speculator policies imposed by the IMF and the World Bank had a high price in terms of 

inequality and poverty.  It is most urgent that these international organizations assume 

responsibility for designing policies targeting growth with equity.”  In the context of 

Turkey, another indicator of the deepening rift between the rich and the poor due to 

liberalization policies is the distribution of consumption expenditures.  According to 

World Bank’s World Development Report (2000, p. 283), the lowest forty percent of 
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population share 8.1 percent of overall consumption while the top twenty percent share 

47.7 percent and the top ten percent share 32.3 percent.  Due to the erosion of state 

support for agriculture, the main sector that employs a majority of Turkish workers has 

been largely left to fend for itself.  Turkey, a food exporter, has recently become a food 

importer with crop production being replaced by the labor intensive fruit and vegetable 

cultivation negatively affecting small-scale agriculture.29 

 A report released by The Independent Social Scientists’ Group (Bağımsız Sosyal 

Bilimciler Grubu) (2006, June) mentions 1980 and 1989 as two turning points for the 

Turkish economy, but that 1998 proved crucial.  They note how after 1998, Turkey 

accepted its role “in the international system assigned to it by the IMF, The World Bank, 

and the World Trade Organization.”  The report defined Turkey’s role as: 

To provide big financial returns by guaranteeing unlimited freedom to the 

movement of both international and national capital; to become a reservoir of 

cheap labor by emphasizing flexibility and lack of control [and] to develop its 

industry for the purposes of aiding the international companies; to use imported 

goods in production and to foster the consumption of exported goods, which 

turned it into a haven for speculative capital; to privatize the public services 

                                                 
29 Odekon (2005, pp. 77-101) discusses de-agriculturalization in Turkey in detail.  As he notes, the rural 
population working in the agricultural sector has been declining steadily in Turkey.  Additionally, the 
young population chooses to either migrate in order to run away from agricultural work or work in the 
informal economy.  In the long term, he sees the aging agricultural population and the rising incidence of 
child labor in rural areas working to make up for the decline in the adult agricultural labor force as two 
problems Turkey is currently facing and will face in the future.  It is important to note that despite this 
decline, the majority of Turkey’s population is still working in the agricultural sector.   The Household 
Labor Force Survey conducted by TURKSTAT (1994) states that out of the total 20,396,000 employed, 
8,985,000 are employed in agricultural work, which represents the major occupational group.  Detailed 
statistics can be accessed at http://www.die.gov.tr/english/ISTATIS/ISGUCU/isgucu.html  
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turning citizen into consumers; to try to gain the support of the population in order 

to restructure the state to aid in the neoliberalization. 

The report sees these developments as threats to Turkey’s economy and its stability.  

Within this broader context, labor laws are changing as well, which entails a stricter 

regulation of the informal economy.     

 

Changing Laws and Regulations: Fantasies of Labor 

On 22 May, 2003, the National Assembly of Turkey passed the Labor Act (No. 

4857) with the aim of regulating/deregulating individual labor law.  When I was 

conducting my research in Konya, no one directly mentioned this law as a problem or a 

solution to the difficulties faced by the carpet industry yet, there was a clear sense of 

agitation due to the changing laws and regulations in order to comply with the European 

Union.  A major concern for many was the control over the worker.  As several carpet 

manufacturers and exporters directly and indirectly stated, there were three factors for the 

impossibility of the survival of the carpet industry: one was the implementation of new 

laws and regulations, which turned “informal” work into a liability rather than an asset; 

next was the competition by other countries like Pakistan and Afghanistan, which offered 

cheaper labor costs; last but not least, the workers in Turkey, especially in Western parts 

of Turkey, were considered too “wizened up” as they constantly demanded insurance and 

haggled over prices.   

 The neoliberal “revolution” in Turkey, which began in the 1980s, did not wipe 

away old production norms and did not necessarily end up attracting international 
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investment.  Several economists and researchers note how reliance on domestic debt, 

unproductive investment, and weak international competitiveness resulted in the crises of 

1994 and 2001 (Boratav, Yeldan, & Köse, 2000; Yeldan, 2001; Aydın, 2005).  Özdemir 

& Yücesan-Özdemir (2006) provide a detailed discussion of the changing employer-

employee relationships due to the new labor law, which is defined as “the law regulating 

the relations between the worker and the employer on the basis of market relations” 

(Ulucan as cited in Özdemir & Yücesan-Özdemir, 2006, p. 315).  As the authors note, 

despite the growing share of the informal sector in overall production in Turkey, the 

bourgeoisie is bent on further relaxing the provisions of individual labor law (Özdemir & 

Yücesan-Özdemir, 2006, p. 315).  This entails that labor is redefined to “insignificance in 

the discursive conceptualization of economy in its liberal and most narrow sense.  Living 

labor has come to be seen as a cost (of production) and is forgotten as a source of 

demand” (Özdemir & Yücesan-Özdemir, 2006, p. 316). 

     Since the implementation of export-oriented industrialization in the early 

1980s, small-scale firms have become major players in production.  These firms, in an 

era of sub-contracting, flexible production, and internationally mobile capital, became 

more significant to the Turkish economy due to their ability to cheaply produce and 

export labor-intensive commodities such as textiles, carpets, and garments.  Yet they 

depend heavily on under-paid or unpaid labor, an absence of insurance, and an 

unregulated labor force (Dedeoğlu, 2004).  Many families in Konya and several other 

rapidly growing cities and towns in Turkey depend on such unregulated, uninsured labor.  

As carpet weavers in Konya worked in the home without insurance, shouldering 
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electricity and heating costs, their husbands largely worked in unregulated and seasonal 

labor like domestic painting and repairs, maintenance of grounds and buildings, street 

cleaning and maintenance, street vending of products and services and various haulage 

jobs.  Small-scale work is preponderant in Turkey, as is informal work.30  In 2000, while 

wage workers represented around 40 percent of the work force in Turkey, self-employed 

amounted to 50 percent of the labor force.  This raises dependence on female and child 

labor as well as sex-based discrimination, improper compensation for overtime, and lack 

of insurance (Dedeoğlu, 2004). 

 

 Wage and 
Salary 
Earners 

Casual 
Workers 

Employers Self-
employed 

Unpaid 
family 
workers 

Total 

1990 33.4 5.6 4.5 26.4 30.1 100 
1995 33.4 8.5 5.6 24.9 27.6 100 
2000 39.6 10.0 5.3 24.5 24.5 100 
2001 40.3 8.3 5.6 24.6 21.2 100 
 
Table 4: Status in Employment (percent).  Source: State Institute of Statistics, Household Labor 
Force Survey Results (as cited in Özdemir, Eral, & Yücesan-Özdemir,  2004, p. 85). 
 

 Yet despite this flexibility of labor and the new labor laws that gave more control 

to the employers, the employers in Konya were consistently telling me how labor was 

expensive in Turkey and feared that informal labor may face more official control and 

regulations through the new labor law.  As one carpet manufacturer explained to me, as 

the laws were passed and began to be implemented, the fear was that the informal and 

                                                 
30 Hart (1973) used the term “informal sector” which consisted of self-employed people many of whom are 
unpaid family workers.  Please see footnotes 21 and 28 for a discussion of the various terminologies used to 
define different types of work in Turkey such as “casual,” “informal,” and “formal” work as well as small 
scale manufacturing. 
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unregulated labor would have to be declared and regulated to a certain extent, which may 

lead to insurance claims and higher wages.  Hence, the fears were linked to the possibility 

that these laws would make it harder for the employers to avoid taxation and insurance 

payments and that the laws would require more transparency when it comes to the 

working conditions of their workers.  To put it briefly, the apprehension was the fear of 

more concentrated governance of labor despite its flexibility, as paradoxical as that may 

sound.  The problem was not the presence or absence of flexible labor as such, but the 

possibility that old forms of government might be made accountable to new laws and 

regulations.   

Hence the extensive liberalization and incorporation into the global market 

economy and the current rush to implement laws and procedures by the government in 

order to make this incorporation run smoothly and to please the EU constituency has been 

a mixed blessing for Turkey.  It has been the case that democracy and human rights 

largely overlapped with the interests of the business and the EU (Odekon, 2005, pp. 144-

145; Müftüler-Bac, 2002).  Yet, it is also the case that the economic policies of the 1980s 

paved the way for the destruction of the middle class and the rise in unemployment and 

poverty.  Liberalization has also created a severe erosion of labor rights with an 

expansion of flexible, unregulated labor which created an environment for “domestic and 

international capital to enjoy high profits” (Odekon, 2005, p. 143-145).  It is no wonder 

that during my fieldwork Turkey’s EU membership was one of the most frequent topics 

of conversation among the carpet manufacturers and dealers who feared the loss of their 

jobs as a result of integration.  This was mirrored by women weavers’ often reiterated 
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fear about the recent shift of employment for carpet manufacturers and dealers in Turkey, 

many of whom – due to the availability of cheaper labor – were moving their operations 

to eastern Turkey or to Iran, China, and the newly formed Turkic Republics.          

Another news story exemplified the problem.  In an editorial by Belge (2006, 

February 25), Süleyman Çelebi, the president of the Confederation of Revolutionary 

Workers Unions (DISK), highlights the turmoil in the textile sector.  After stating that the 

textile sector, which includes carpet weaving in Turkey, employs approximately 2.5-3 

million workers, Çelebi noted that only 580,000 of these workers had social security and 

only 100,000 of those are unionized.  “Everyone is hoping that the government does 

something to solve the problem of unregistered work.  Employers should also do 

something about this; otherwise all we do would just be palliative.”  Çelebi emphasized 

that employment in the sector had gone down twenty percent in recent months and 

200,000 workers had recently been laid off.  Hence, the flexible and unregistered nature 

of work is not the only problem in Turkey’s textile industry.  The current state of the 

Turkish economy exacerbates the problem, which, in the end, directly affects the workers 

themselves.  The basic tension between economic growth and political governance has 

been a prevalent factor in all of the financial crises Turkey has faced.  As the market-

oriented reforms of 1980s meant the selling off of public assets, ending social welfare 

rights, they augmented the need for continued government intervention in the economy to 

maintain public support for coalition governments (Waterbury, 1993; Karataş, 1986).  

The European Commission reports on Turkey’s progress in 2001 and 2005 further 

emphasize, aside from political and human rights issues and the Cyprus problem, that 
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Turkey needs to “address the risks and vulnerabilities of the domestic financial sector and 

seek to reduce government intervention in many areas of the economy” (European 

Commission Report, 2001, p. 45).  The recent 2005 report concludes that despite reforms 

Turkey still has labor market imbalances and market rigidities and the flexibility of labor 

as well as the rise of the service sector are presented as positive developments: 

Flexibility of labour markets has improved to some degree, with increased 

possibilities of part-time work and fixed-time contracts, but markets remain 

relatively rigid.  Despite high economic growth rates imbalances, such as high 

unemployment for the better educated part of the work force, high youth 

unemployment and low female employment, remain a problem. Active labour 

market policies are limited in scope and have had limited success in correcting 

imbalances.  Minimum wages, both in absolute terms and as a share of average 

private sector wages, have continued to increase and rose from 15% of the 

average wage in 2000 to 25% of the average wage in 2004, resulting in decreasing 

incentives to hire lower-skilled workers and potentially increasing informal 

employment….As regards the economic criteria, Turkey can be regarded as a 

functioning market economy, as long as it firmly maintains its recent stabilisation 

and reform achievements. Turkey should also be able to cope with competitive 

pressure and market forces within the Union in the medium term, provided that it 

firmly maintains its stabilisation policy and takes further decisive steps towards 

structural reforms. (European Commission Report, 2005, pp. 50-54) 
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 Being part of the Istanbul Textile and Apparel Exporters’ Association, the carpet 

sector is inevitably affected by Turkey’s economic situation and its linkages to the global 

market.  As the exporters look ahead to a possible EU membership, they remain skeptical 

about the possibility of survival for the carpet industry.  The threat of other crises and the 

instability of value of the YTL (New Turkish Lira) versus foreign currencies are two 

important reasons for this skepticism.  However, these are not the only reasons.  In fact, 

the rhetoric of the inevitability of globalization ends up justifying labor practices that are 

in many cases illegal or semi-legal.  The threats are there; however, within the carpet 

industry those who are at the bottom of the labor hierarchy are the ones that end up being 

the most negatively affected by the usage of this rhetoric.   
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CHAPTER 2: MODERN WEAVING INDUSTRY: ITS ACTORS AND ITS 
PLACE IN TURKEY’S ECONOMY 

 

As I was doing research in Konya, one issue was constantly reiterated by all the 

carpet dealers and manufacturers: the inevitable demise of the carpet industry in Turkey 

due to globalization and Turkey’s eventual membership in the EU.  It was only when I 

went to Đstanbul to talk to the president and the vice president of the carpet sector of 

ĐTKĐB (Istanbul Textile and Apparel Exporters’ Association) that I realized this was a 

pervasive rhetoric at all levels of carpet production.  Weavers complained about the 

prices, the lack of competition due to the diminishing number of carpet manufacturers, 

while the carpet manufacturers unanimously hailed the demise of the industry.   

After defining some terms and giving an overview of the carpet industry and its 

functioning in Turkey, this chapter aims to investigate this pervasive discourse.  Here I 

will discuss the place of the carpet industry in Turkey’s exports, give an overview of its 

organization, and detail its future as perceived by the men who run the business.   

 

Organization of the Business and Definition of Terms 

 In most of the tourist literature and in colloquial expression, “carpet dealer” is the 

name given to the person who sells carpets.  “Dealing,” in its dictionary definition entails 

doing trade, conducting exchange, buying, selling, formulating a contract, making a 

transaction, an agreement, and distributing something (Oxford English Dictionary 

Online).  This broad term, however, masks the work of several groups of people who 

work in the carpet industry within a strict hierarchy.  The term used to define a carpet 
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dealer in Turkey is halı tüccarı, which means a person who buys, sells, exchanges carpets 

as the dictionary definition of “dealing” would suggest.  However, a halı tüccarı is 

further defined by what he does.  He31 may solely be involved in selling; then he becomes 

satıcı (seller) or ihracatçı (exporter).  The difference between these terms is that satıcı 

literally means someone who sells, while ihracatçı is an exporter.  Hence, an ihracatçı 

(exporter) is a satıcı (seller); however a satıcı (seller) may not always be an ihracatçı 

(exporter).  A satıcı (seller) may be selling the carpets and kilims in the local market.  

Satıcı (seller) is usually someone who is not in any way involved with the actual 

manufacturing process.  He buys the carpet and/or the kilim as a finished product and 

then resells that product to the foreign or local market.   

A halı tüccarı (carpet dealer) who is involved in the manufacturing process is 

named as imalatçı (meaning literally producer or manufacturer).  He has a special 

contract with the satıcı (seller) or the ihracatçı (exporter) who gives him orders, which 

may involve a predetermined price per meter squared of carpet woven and/or a 

percentage from the eventual sale of the carpet.  If a halı tüccarı (carpet dealer) is 

imalatçı (manufacturer), this entails that he is specifically involved with the actual 

manufacturing/production process.  An imalatçı (manufacturer) may monitor the process 

himself by visiting houses and ateliers; he is responsible for the distribution of materials 

such as wool, dyes, and looms to the weavers.  He monitors the entire production process, 

                                                 
31 The use of the masculine pronoun is intentional.  I met only one woman dealer during my entire research 
and she was located in Đstanbul.  Carpet dealers are predominantly male and this is considered a male 
profession.  In fact, the one female carpet dealer I met in Đstanbul adamantly complained about the sexist 
nature of the business and how as a successful woman in the business she had to locate her store away from 
the Kapalıçarşı (the covered bazaar), where almost all the carpet stores that cater to tourists are located.  
Her store was instead located in a posh neighborhood in Nişantaşı, Đstanbul.   
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reports to the ihracatçı (exporter), with whom he usually has a specific contract, and has 

the sole responsibility of meeting his demands.   

Sometimes if the villages are far away from the central city where the imalatçı 

(manufacturer) is situated, he hires a respected male elder in the village who may or may 

not have a background in weaving, as a takipçi, literally meaning the follower.  The 

takipçi (follower) usually either makes minimum wage or gets a certain predetermined 

percentage from the amount of carpets woven.  He handles the day-to-day monitoring in 

the village, is the first contact for the carpet manufacturer in the area, and keeps track of 

the materials needed to make sure the weaving runs smoothly.  The takipçi (follower) is 

also the person who regularly visits the atelier and who may negotiate with the weavers 

about dividing the work and about who weaves with whom during the time of a specific 

carpet.  He is also the one who steps in when a weaver gets sick or has other 

commitments to ease the process of finding another weaver to replace her.   

A satıcı (seller) may himself be involved in the production process and if he does, 

he is defined as someone who both “sells” and “manufactures” (hem satıyor hemde imal 

ediyor).  This is a very rare occurrence among ihracatçı (exporter), happening mostly in 

family businesses.  For example, one brother becomes the ihracatçı (exporter) and deals 

specifically with foreign clients without any direct input in the actual production process, 

whereas another brother may take up the production process and in turn subcontract it to 

an imalatçı (manufacturer).  Most of the imalatçı (manufacturers) express a desire to 

become ihracatçı (exporters) themselves by raising their cultural capital and developing 

direct ties to foreign customers.  One imalatçı (manufacturer), for instance, was giving a 
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lot of money to private tutors for his son to enter business school and learn English.  In 

the future, his aim was to formulate direct ties to foreign clients through his son’s 

proficiency in English and his business skills.   

A class demarcation separates these two different types of “tüccar.”  During my 

research I talked to both types of halı tüccarı (carpet dealer), and I found that the 

ihracatçı (exporter) makes more profit, has direct contact with the buyer, knows at least 

one foreign language, and usually has only rudimentary or no contact with the actual 

weavers.  In contrast, the imalatçı (manufacturer) deals with the weavers themselves on a 

regular basis or at least has someone hired in the village to do that for him.  Both usually 

have a village background; however, whereas the ihracatçı (exporter) has shed that 

background almost completely and lives in the city without any contact with the village, 

the imalatçı (manufacturer) is someone who inevitably remains in touch with his village 

background and is involved with the day-to-day dealings with the families of the 

weavers.  

The ihracatçı (exporter) has direct contact with the foreign merchant who may be 

a designer catering to a very specific audience, a store owner in another country who is 

selling carpets wholesale or to tourists, or a carpet enthusiast who collects and sells 

carpets individually.  The profits are higher for those that occupy the higher ladders of the 

hierarchy; however, they also shoulder a greater responsibility.  If an imalatçı 

(manufacturer) does not meet the demands of the ihracatçı (exporter), the ihracatçı 

(exporter) has the power to refuse to buy the carpet.  Respectively, the foreign merchant 

can refuse the carpet if it does not meet the color, length or design requirements.  The 
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ihracatçı (exporter) may sign specific contracts with the foreign merchant to protect 

himself.  For example, one of the companies in Konya had a deal where a minute amount 

of change in length and color was acceptable due to the hand-woven nature of the 

product; however, no such lenience was given to design.  Also, some customers could 

still demand very strict guidelines on the length of the carpet if it was for a special place 

like a library, a mosque or a palace.   

The hierarchy is rigid in the sense of defining responsibilities and profits; 

however, the imalatçı may become an ihracatçı if he develops the necessary cultural 

capital.  An ihracatçı almost always has his own store where he also sells to the tourists; 

however, he usually makes most of his profit through export.  Hence, the ihracatçı ends 

up buying the carpet from the imalatçı and selling it to the foreign merchant.  Women 

weavers, who are called dokuyucu (weaver), occupy the lower ladders of this hierarchy.  I 

have not encountered a woman weaver who had become an imalatçı or an ihracatçı 

through developing cultural capital, although some women who live close to tourist sites 

may weave carpets and either sell them directly to the carpet dealers or to a government 

store.  Weavers also enhance their own status if they are fast and if they use bargaining 

power to gain leverage against the imalatçı in daily interactions.   
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Figure 3 The arrows stand for the decline of expertise and general knowledge about profit and 
production while the dotted lines stand for cooperation between different agents. 
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 This hierarchy is similar in both private and public enterprises engaged in carpet 

production for the export market.  The weavers constitute the bottom of the hierarchy and 

are never termed as imalatçı despite the fact that they are actually the ones who produce 

the carpets.  They are exclusively called dokuyucu defining them by the action of 

weaving rather than the act of producing, which entails more control over the thing being 

produced.  Indeed, women have no control over decisions concerning design, length, type 

of weave, or the type of material.  Even the weaving process itself is strictly monitored by 

cartoons that are drawn by sophisticated computer software programs and by frequent 

visits of the imalatçı himself.  Hence, women weavers have no autonomy or control over 

the products they produce.  As noted above, even if women who live near tourist sites 

weave individually to sell to carpet store owners, these women do not use the term 

imalatçı  to define themselves, nor do the carpet store owners.  They are still the 

dokuyucu.  I have encountered only one woman storeowner and ihracatçı in Đstanbul.  All 

the weavers I encountered have been women.  Although some carpet manufacturers 

mentioned that sometimes men would weave, they note that this is a rare occurrence 

usually due to extreme circumstances like illness of the female weaver.  I personally have 

not encountered a male weaver although I have met several male menders of old and new 

carpets, as well as male dyers.  Mending and dyeing was mostly a male job, which was a 

historical development as discussed by Quataert (1986), whereas weaving was almost 

exclusively done by women.    

 Hence the hierarchy was both class and gender based.  The bottom of the ladder, 

which consisted of weavers, was almost always strictly female.  These women lived 
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mainly on the outskirts of Konya, usually in partially completed houses, in locales which 

resembled more a village than a city.  Their houses contained only meager furniture and a 

few of the houses I visited did not even have refrigerators.  Women’s money extensively 

went to developing the house, buying household items, and to paying credit card bills or 

bills owed to the local bakkal (market).  In some houses with girls of marriageable age, 

the money earned from weaving was spent entirely on putting together their dowries.   

 Most imalatçı on the other hand lived closer to the city center and some who 

made good money might live in nearby districts like Meram, which was becoming more 

and more developed as new houses were replacing former fields of sugarbeet and wheat.  

Their wives are stay-at-home mothers who either never wove or who stopped weaving 

after marriage or after the imalatçı began his own business.  The imalatçı unanimously 

did not want their wives to weave and considered weaving not a “civilized” activity, but 

rather an activity that was “dirty,” one that entailed other men entering the family space, 

a situation which could endanger their family honor (namus).  I visited one imalatçı 

house in Dazkırı, which had furniture and machine-made carpets in all the rooms, that 

was located conveniently close to the city center.  The house was immaculate.  The 

imalatçı himself had quit manufacturing carpets because he had started working at a 

factory in Dazkırı.  When I asked him if he had any hand-made carpets in the home, he 

showed me a pillow sized carpet that was a family heirloom.32  All imalatçı I met also 

                                                 
32 This imalatçı told me later on that his wife wove before they got married. However, since he had a job in 
the factory and made enough money to support the family, it was not necessary for his wife to weave.  
When I asked his wife briefly during my house visit, she said she had no desire to weave and noted how it 
was so much easier, efficient and cheaper to buy a machine-made carpet (personal communication, January 
13, 2005). 
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invested in mini-vans to carry the wool, looms and other necessary materials to the 

houses and this was one of their prized possessions.   

 The ihracatçı mostly lived in the city center as well.  One of the ihracatçı I 

contacted in Konya had a house close to the city.  His son drove a Jeep and his wife 

presented a very modern appearance with brand name clothing.33  However, he himself 

did not have a car, and while he dressed neatly, it was without any formal attire, and he 

made certain that his private life was strictly kept apart from his public persona.  As one 

of the designers that worked for him stated, a big reason for this behavior was to avoid 

being seen as too successful.  Everyone knew how he was one of the exporters who 

dominated the Konya carpet scene; however, he did not display his wealth and kept his 

dealings mostly to himself.  As stated earlier, he was the direct contact with the foreign 

clients and entertained them when they were present, and was involved with daily 

interaction with other store owners and government officials.  Unfortunately, his 

interactions were largely off limits to me due to my gender, and he had a negative attitude 

toward my research because he was wary about me going to the villages and interacting 

with the women.  He also did not approve that, as a “girl,” I would be on the road so 

often endangering my honor (namus).   

 As noted earlier, the hierarchy was clearly differentiated by both class and gender; 

however, more importantly, it entailed a strict control over the information flow.  An 

ihracatçı had direct knowledge of the foreign market and his mastery over foreign 

languages enabled him to keep up with the market changes.  He had direct knowledge 

                                                 
33 His son did not frequent the carpet store and was going to school.  Although there was no decision on his 
future yet, his father wanted him to continue his education. 
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when it came to clients and he typically kept this knowledge strictly private.  When a 

client visited Konya, an ihracatçı would make sure that the client was entertained and 

kept busy.  However, the main reason for this was not solely to raise the possibility of a 

good deal, but also to make sure other ihracatçı or imalatçı do not get a hold of the client 

by any chance or somehow obtain important information like the designs or types of 

carpets the client wanted to be woven.  When I had first started my research in Konya my 

movements were also monitored and I was taken to only specific imalatçı or ihracatçı by 

my contact and not to others.  I realized this fact as I started learning about the 

environment and randomly entered carpet stores by myself.  The women weavers had 

almost no knowledge of the clients.  They knew that their weave was exported; however, 

they did not know to whom and for how much.  Hence, the knowledge trickled down to 

almost nothing as it went down the hierarchy. 

 As the chart shows, both the ihracatçı and imalatçı might send out workers who 

they simply called adam (man) to other countries like Iran and China to investigate 

opportunities for opening up ateliers.  One carpet manufacturer in Konya told me how he 

traveled frequently in Iran and he had other men who also worked for him and who 

constantly hunted for neighborhoods where people were willing to weave for cheap 

(personal communication, July 23, 2004).  An imalatçı usually had contacts to suppliers 

of raw materials like wool and dyers.  The Konya company had hired two dyers who 

worked exclusively to dye their wool and it was the job of the imalatçı to keep track of 

the expenses and delivery.  It was not uncommon that wool was bought from New 

Zealand and dyed in Turkey by the hired dyers.     
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 It is only in a conversation with one of the workers of a Konya carpet 

manufacturing company that I was able to get a glimpse of the amount of profits as they 

trickled down the hierarchy to almost nothing.34  This was what s/he told me in an 

interview: 

[The owner of the company] won’t tell you this, but the sale price of the carpets 

start from 250 dollars per meter squared.  However, classic carpets [meaning 

carpets with traditional designs as opposed to modern carpets] woven for clients 

in Saudi Arabia are usually massive, like about 40 meters squared.  These go for a 

higher price because they are bigger.  They require bigger looms and faster 

weaving and don’t go for lower than 350 dollars [per meter squared].  But we 

have the same expense for both of these carpets.  Everything included—the wool 

expense, the payment to the weaver, the payment he makes to us designers—all of 

that is about 110 dollars per meter squared.  The rest is his profit.  You know also 

now he fired a lot of his workers.  Like I am no longer a full-time worker with 

him and I work by piece.  Before, he paid for my social security and now he does 

not.  He complains about how he is not making money, but in reality now that he 

made part-time workers of a lot of his employees or fired some, he is actually 

making more money than he used to […] Approximately the amount of carpets 

per month is never lower than 100 meters squared.  You know he [the owner of 

the company] once told me that we would save the day if we made two of those 

                                                 
34 I will not disclose the name, gender, and the position of this worker, as well as the interview time and 
place, in order to protect his/her identity. 
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40 meters squared carpets a year.  This year we made two and got two more 

orders that are waiting to be woven. 

Considering that a weaver gets approximately 80-100 dollars for weaving the entire 

carpet, the profit margins of the ihracatçı are much higher compared to the imalatçı and 

the weaver.35  

As noted earlier, this hierarchy is prevalent in both public and private weaving 

operations; however, some private companies cater specifically to the mass tourism 

industry and the control over information is in the hands of the store owners and the 

tourism operators that bring the tourists directly to their stores.  Additionally, village 

cooperatives exist that either cater to tourists who directly visit the villages as part of a 

local tour.  These cooperatives have more control over the decisions on materials, design 

and develop a sense of the market as they evaluate what is being sold each year.  One 

such cooperative is DOBAG, which is supported by a major university in Đstanbul.  These 

two kinds of operations will be discussed in the second part of the dissertation, since 

compared to the operations discussed above, they entail different kinds of knowledge 

control that centers on the performance of “authenticity,” and “tradition.”     

 

 

 

                                                 
35 The sizes of carpets differ according to the orders and the needs of the customer; however, even when the 
weaver gets paid according to the amount of knots she weaves or according to a set price per square meters, 
the amount the weaver makes does not differ drastically.  Average earnings for a weaver tend to range 
between 80-100 dollars per month.  Of course if three or more daughters are weaving in a household, then 
the weavers finish the carpets and the kilims much faster, weave more in a month, and thus earn more 
money. 
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Politics of Atelier Weaving: The Hoca and the Government 

 In addition to the imalatçı, takipçi, and dokuyucu, atelier weaving that was done 

legally, and sometimes semi-legally as well, entailed having a hoca (teacher), who was a 

government certified weaving teacher.  Setting up an atelier was a complicated business 

and might involve bribes and illegal deals with government branches and officials.  It 

might also entail secrecy if the atelier is operating semi-legally or illegally.  Afyon 

ateliers I visited were legally operated36; however, permission to open up and operate an 

atelier was obtained through bribes to government officials.  Other ateliers I visited in 

various parts of Turkey were operated illegally, which entailed a scheme to hide the 

weavers and the ateliers themselves from government officials, who might visit the 

villages for inspection or for other purposes.  The lack or the leniency of government 

control when it came to atelier weaving created these semi-legal or illegal working 

conditions, which were detrimental to the weavers’ labor rights and allowed the carpet 

manufacturers to make more profit by evading labor rights.  Although the carpet 

manufacturer who took me to the Afyon ateliers complained about the bribery and lack of 

control by the government, he still used these conditions to cut his direct costs, thus 

increasing his profit.     

 The private firm that was currently working in the Afyon village I visited called 

Ayağaç had a very convenient relationship with the community learning center situated in 

Şuhut, which was the district Ayağaç belonged.  The community learning centers are 

present in various cities and districts in Turkey.  Since this relationship validates the 

                                                 
36 For legal operation the ateliers must have permission to operate from the government. 
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carpet manufacturer’s presence in the village, it is important to discuss here how it works 

and what it means to the villages, carpet manufacturers and weavers.  ĐTKĐB (Đstanbul 

Textile and Apparel Exporters’ Associations), Aegean Carpet Exporters Association, 

Đstanbul Chamber of Commerce, and Turkish Carpet Foundation all have a collaborative 

protocol with Çıraklık ve Yaygın Eğitim Genel Müdürlüğü (ÇYGM), the directorate in 

control of public education centers and vocational schools, enabling carpet manufacturers 

to apply for permission to start ateliers in villages, towns and cities.   

As stated in the Ministry of National Education website, vocational courses may 

be opened “in order to prepare the people who have left the formal education system and 

do not possess the qualifications required for employment for any vacant positions in the 

business sector.”37  The working principles for the participants are usually very vague and 

generally they are defined by a protocol signed between the school or training center and 

the private or public company and/or individual who are proposing to open up ateliers.   

During the course of the vocational study, the Ministry of National Education 

pays insurance premiums for the apprentices against sicknesses, occupational hazards, 

and other workplace injuries.  The course of training may last anywhere between one to 

three years and culminates with a general exam which is evaluated according to the 

Regulations for Evaluating the Certificates and Diplomas in Apprenticeship and 

Vocational Training.  Those who are successful get diplomas and graduate.  The general 

requirement to attend these vocational schools is a high school diploma.  After graduation 

from a vocational school, the graduate has the qualifications to teach others.  Carpet 

                                                 
37 For more information please see Republic of Turkey Ministry of National Education Web Site: 
http://www.meb.gov.tr/english/indexeng.htm 
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ateliers opened by manufacturers are required to have a qualified, government appointed 

teacher present to educate the students.  This teacher is appointed by the government 

officials themselves.38    

 In order to aid in community education and provide a feasible income and a future 

occupation to people who may have only basic elementary education, the government 

offices for community education may collaborate with other public and private 

institutions and ĐTKĐB is one such institution.  Through ĐTKĐB, carpet manufacturers 

may apply to get government help in opening up ateliers in villages and towns.  The 

major incentive is to help mountain villages or other remote areas that may not have any 

viable income and to provide women villagers with a vocation.39  Aysen Sosyaldı (2002) 

discusses the role of community education in women’s education and the teaching of 

traditional Turkish handicrafts in detail and notes the overwhelming number of female 

students participating in community education.  According to government statistics four-

fifths of the entire students within the community education system are women and girls, 

half of which are elementary school graduates.   

 

 

 

 

 
                                                 
38 See the ÇYGM Web Site for more information: http://cygm.meb.gov.tr/ 
39 In mountain villages the majority of men did not hold permanent jobs and they migrated to near by or far 
away towns and cities to do seasonal jobs.  I heard complaints, especially from women in Denizli, about 
how the government does nothing to help their men find jobs.  In fact, lack of job security for men was 
prevalent in all the villages I visited. 
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Table 5: Community Education Courses Number of Students (1996-1997). A=All, B=Male, 
C=Female.  Data obtained from Sosyaldı (2002). 
 

 
Gender 

Can 
Read 
and 
Write 

Elementary 
School 
Grad. 

Middle 
School 
Grad. 

 
Age Range 

 
No. of 
Courses 

A B C 6-14 15-22 23-44 45+ 

36
,7

62
 

52
8,

96
9 

99
,2

41
 

42
9,

72
8 

28
,6

02
 

27
7,

66
7 

84
,4

41
 

78
,4

68
 

32
6,

97
5 

11
6,

94
6 

6,
58

0 

 

The history of community education is also closely tied with the state agenda of 

educating the Turkish citizen on topics like reading, writing, and furnishing him/her with 

“the basic citizenship knowledge and strengthening national culture and ideals” (Ergin, 

2002, p. 7).  Women are especially important since their main responsibility, as Atatürk 

himself stated, is considered to be motherhood (Soysaldı, 2002, p. 118).  They need to be 

educated in order to educate the children of the Republic since, as once again, as Atatürk 

himself noted, “the essence of civilization, the foundation of progress and strength lies in 

family life.” (as cited in Soysaldı, 2002, p. 118).  This is prevalent in the priorities of the 

current political party in power, Ak Parti, as well.  In fact, the mission statement of Ak 

Parti emphasizes the importance of family to the nation as well as the importance of 

women as educators of the sons and daughters of the nation:  

The family is an important institution that plays a major part in the foundation of 

society and societal solidarity […].  It is clear that we owe our success as a 

society, despite the economic hardships we have been going through, to the 

strength of our family institution […].  Women are not solely important because 
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they make up half of our population, but also because, first and foremost, they 

constitute the most important actors who are effective in raising healthy young 

generations. (Ak Parti) 

Hence, community learning, that aims to strengthen the economic viability of the 

family and, most importantly, of women in the family, can be considered as a part of the 

civilizing mission of the state.  It is noted in several articles collected in a book about the 

2001 symposium on the place, importance and necessity of community learning, 

sponsored and published by the Turkish Ministry of Culture,40 that the students need to 

be educated on matters of health, nutrition, home economics, child care and other related 

issues during the time of their vocational studies.  Within the context of community 

education, this type of general education is seen as a must, but it should not exceed more 

than one fourth of the entire time of the course.   

 However, this partnership between the carpet manufacturer, community learning 

centers, and weavers may not always be viable.  One carpet manufacturer I talked to in 

Konya who subcontracts within the city did not use this partnership.  When asked why, 

he noted that the partnership was not widespread because the government denied most of 

the people who applied to open up ateliers.  Talking to yet another carpet manufacturer I 

heard the problem lay somewhere else.  As this carpet manufacturer pointed out, 

community learning centers located in towns make decisions about which carpet 

manufacturer can open ateliers in a village.  This is stated in the governmental site as 
                                                 
40 See: Ay G. (Ed.). (2002). Ülkemizde Halk Eğitiminin Amacı Önemi ve Gerekliliği Sempozyumu. Ankara: 
Türk Tarih Kurumu Basımevi.  This edited volume, which includes articled from a government symposium 
on community education, is a good resource on the problems encountered in public education and the 
importance of community education in Turkey. 
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well, which notes that the one-on-one protocols signed between the community centers in 

specific towns and carpet manufacturers are planned, designed on a case by case basis.  

According to the carpet manufacturer who took me to the village in Afyon, this results in 

corruption, and bribing is a common occurrence.  For example, to get the deal that he had 

in two Afyon villages he told me that he needed to pay about 5000 dollars to the 

community learning center.  He also stated that due to budget cutbacks, the so-called 

students, who were the weavers, were not insured and the community center did not even 

pay the monthly wage of the teacher.  In the specific instance in Afyon, the partnership 

was used to legitimize the ateliers in name only.  Although I could not get any 

government official in Şuhut to confirm or deny this, it was extensively discussed among 

some of the women weavers, some of whom were well aware of this situation.  Hence, 

most ateliers in Turkey either worked illegally or semi-legally, but whichever was the 

case, none of the weavers I talked to had any insurance coverage, either through the 

government or through the carpet manufacturer.     

 Once the partnership is formed, it is the community learning center in the nearby 

town that appoints the weaving teacher.  The weaving teacher is supposed to be a 

professional teacher with a diploma she had received after attending the community 

center seminars and taking the necessary exams.  Her main job is to teach weaving to her 

students; however, she is supposed to spend one quarter of her time in the atelier teaching 

other general topics like home economics, reading and writing, and citizenship rights.  

After about three years of apprenticeship, the weavers are supposed to graduate and either 

work for carpet companies individually and become regular workers with pay, or to 
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become teachers themselves and be transferred to other villages, towns to teach in 

ateliers.  Ideally, this is the mission of the education.  However, the reality is usually very 

different. 

 First of all, most of the women cannot officially get their diplomas and become 

teachers themselves because they are not high school graduates.  As I found out on the 

ÇYGM website41 and as the teacher in the Afyon village told me, one needs to be a high 

school graduate to become a teacher.  Secondly, almost all the women who were 

supposedly learning how to weave already knew how to weave professionally since most 

of them had been weaving for other companies, private or public, for years.  The younger 

generation learned weaving by sitting and weaving with their parents, sisters, aunts or 

sister-in-laws, and thus there was really no need for a government teacher.  This created 

bitter resentment because the women were well aware of the fact that they were listed as 

students in order to avoid the payment of health insurance.  They complained constantly 

about that fact to me and they also resented the government teacher as well.  Most of the 

women weavers in the village complained that they could not become teachers 

themselves and that the carpet manufacturer brought this supposedly professional teacher 

who could not weave as fast or as professionally as them.  The resentment turned to anger 

at times because the weavers knew that the teacher was getting steady pay, health 

insurance, and retirement benefits while they did not.42  The teacher in the Ayağaç atelier 

                                                 
41 Please see Çıraklık ve Yaygın Eğitim Genel Müdürlüğü (Directorate ın Contorl of Public Education 
Centers and Vocational Schools) Web Site: http://cygm.meb.gov.tr/cem/meslek.htm 
42 In Turkey several different types of social security coverage exists.  Wage earners who have some type 
of social security are considered formal sector workers whereas those who are not covered by any social 
security are considered informal sector workers (Tansel, 2000, p. 6).  The three different types of social 
security include the Retirement Fund  (ES), which covers civil servants; the Social Security Organization 
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was shunned by almost all the weavers and they constantly complained to me about how 

she simply did nothing but sat around and how she acted like a “boss.” 

 This “vocational school,” is nothing but a way of legitimizing the carpet 

manufacturers and these schools do not help women get better jobs or positions; they also 

do not provide any other type of instruction.  In one of the ateliers I visited, which was set 

up by the same company in the second village close to Ayağaç, there were lesson plans 

hanging on the walls of the atelier; however, those lesson plans were nothing but show.  

The “students” told me that they strictly wove in the atelier and from what I had seen 

during my stay in one of the villages with an atelier that had a government contract, 

nothing but weaving happened during the day.  The education on health, citizenship, 

reading and writing that should be taking one fourth of the entire time of the vocational 

school was in name only.  Fifty women out of 307 in Ayağaç who could not read or write 

according to the statistics collected by the local health clinic did not learn anything since 

the current company founded the contract with the community learning center in Şuhut in 

1995 while almost all of them worked in the ateliers in one time or another43.  The lesson 

plans that were pinned on the walls of one atelier remained as mere pretense in case a 

government official dropped by.  I took pictures of the lesson plan and talked to the girls 

                                                                                                                                                 
(SSK), which covers those who are employed by state owned enterprises and the private sector, and 
Bağkur, which provides coverage for self-employed.  The ES has much better coverage than the SSK and 
both the ES and the SSK coverage include health and retirement benefits.  It is illegal for an employer to 
hire workers without social security coverage. The employer will receive a fine if the investigators of the 
SSK find out that the workers are not covered. SSK laws determine the monetary penalty to be twice the 
amount of the current monthly gross minimum wage for each worker who did not have coverage (Tansel, 
2000, p. 8).  Hence, the fee can be very steep depending on how many employees an employer has.  Tansel 
states how despite the penalty, the compliance rate is low because the probability of getting caught by SSK 
inspectors is low (Tansel, 2000, p. 9).  My research showed that bribing government officials is a common 
occurrence in order to both get permission to open an atelier and make it official, and at the same time still 
operate without any social security coverage for the workers.   
43 Compared to 50 women only 10 men out of 294 men could not read or write. 
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in the atelier who told me that all they did was weave.  The one-fourth time period that 

needed to be spent on education was used as labor time. 

   When I was visiting Ayağaç, the carpet manufacturer who had opened the Ayağaç 

ateliers, had just opened up other ateliers in Gaziantep, Turkey, which is located in 

Eastern Turkey.  Eventually, his plan was to close the Afyon ateliers completely and 

move his business to Gaziantep.  He considered the Afyon weavers both “ignorant” and 

“stupid” and at the same time complained about how they haggled over money and how 

they did not act like “women.”44  Currently, the government especially supports ateliers 

that are opened in Eastern Turkey due to the fact that Gaziantep and several other Eastern 

cities are considered underdeveloped and any investment by private and public 

institutions is encouraged. 

 The semi-legal or illegal nature of the ateliers also caused further problems for the 

weavers and the villagers because of the need to hide the operations in the event that a 

                                                 
44 It was brought to my attention that these remarks about women weavers being “ignorant,” and “stupid,” 
may have been triggered by the need of the carpet manufacturer to differentiate himself and I from the 
weavers and present us as somehow different and better than the weavers themselves.  I would like to thank 
Dr. Anne Betteridge for pointing this out to me.   However, as I will discuss in later chapters, the carpet 
manufacturers also compared different types of weavers and weaving environments in stating their 
preferences.  Hence, weavers in Gaziantep, for example, due to their compliance, were not seen as ignorant 
or stupid, which was the case with compliant, “docile” workers in other places I visited as well.  I would 
argue that this categorization has more to do with the ease of governing the weavers then the carpet 
manufacturer’s need to differentiate himself and I from the weavers.  The relationships that develop 
between carpet manufacturers and weavers and the constant negotiations over the right government of the 
worker by the carpet manufacturer as well as her self governance will be more thoroughly discussed in 
Chapters 3, 4, and 5, but it is important to note here that the idea of the“docility” of the woman worker as 
an inherent feminine quality preferred by employers has been a topic of discussion in several research 
studies on women and work (Ong, 1987; Wolf, 1992; Fernandez-Kelly, 1983; Kung, 1983; Beneria 
&Roldan, 1987).  As Ong (1987) states, “fast fingers, fine eyesight, the passivity to withstand low-skilled, 
unstimulating work are said to be the biological attributes unique to ‘oriental’ women” (p. 152).  However, 
all of these works also underline that women should not be seen as victims to this categorization because 
they also strategize various ways of resisting these categorizations (Ong, 1987) while their employment in 
multinational corporations may actually improve their lives (Lim, 1983).  I argue in this dissertation that 
the issue of government of labor overshadows even monetary concerns when it comes to daily labor 
relations in Turkey’s carpet industry.           
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government official showed up for a village visit.  In one village I visited, one of the first 

things that the weavers complained about was the fact that they were not insured.  They 

were well aware that the carpet manufacturer had hired a so-called hoca to give the 

atelier an air of legality; however, they stated that any time a government official visited, 

the muhtar (village head) told them in advance and they would make sure that the atelier 

was locked up and nobody worked for that day.  Since the buildings where ateliers were 

situated in a village usually looked like unused storage places or regular homes, it was 

impossible for a government official to pinpoint an atelier.  The two ateliers in Ayağaç 

consisted of a building formerly used as a chicken coup and the first floor of a village 

house. 

 Some of the carpet manufacturers I talked to in Konya acknowledged the 

illegality of ateliers and complained that bribery was a huge problem.  One manufacturer 

stated: “I would like to apply to have an atelier, but it is almost impossible to get one.  

You have to know people both in local village level and also you have to know people in 

the government.  Bigger firms have more direct access to these possibilities as well 

because they are better connected” (personal communication, July 16, 2004). Even firms 

that used ateliers complained about the fact that the government did not provide enough 

support even when it promised to provide the weavers with insurance.  Hence, atelier 

weaving is secretive as a result of these complications as well as the need to protect 

designs and private contracts with foreign firms.  Another reason why Konya’s carpet 

manufacturers and dealers were guarded about designs and weaving 
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neighborhoods/villages was the general condition of the Turkish weaving industry, which 

will be elaborated on in the following section.   

 

The Carpet Industry and the Turkish Economy45 

 The General Secretariat of Istanbul Textile and Apparel Exporters’ Associations’ 

(ĐTKĐB) report on the performance of the carpet sector during 2005 provides a detailed 

statistical overview.  After noting the general decline in the growth of the world 

economy, the report states that 82 % of the world carpet market belongs to the machine-

made carpet while handmade carpets constitute a mere 18 % (ĐTKĐB, 2006, p. 6).  The 

statistics portray a general increase in carpet exports from 520 million dollars in 2004 to 

670 million dollars in 2005; however, the overall percentage of the carpet industry in 

Turkey’s export performance is extremely low: 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
45 The Turkish Exporter’s Association was an institution founded in 1940 and operated in various parts of 
Turkey.  With the rise of Turkish exports in textile, apparel, and raw materials in 1970s new exporter’s 
associations began to be formulated that had direct ties to the Undersecretariat of the Prime Ministry for 
Foreign Trade and were professional organizations in their respective sectors.  The General Secreteriat of 
the Istanbul Textile and Apparel Exporters’ Associations (ĐTKĐB) was formulated by the joining of 
organizations belonging to three sectors: textile and clothing, leather and leather goods, and carpets.  All 
exporters belonging to these sectors have to be registered members of this organization.  Aside from acting 
like a liaison between these different interest groups, ĐTKĐB administers seminars, and conferences, 
participates in advertising of these sectors, having, for instance, a branch in New York that showcases the 
clothing and apparel sector of Turkey, and is an excellent resource for statistical information on these 
sectors.  The arguments presented in this chapter largely rely on information obtained from ĐTKĐB’s data 
and from interviews conducted with both the president and the vice president of ĐTKĐB’s carpet sector.   
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The Place of Carpet Exports in Turkey’s Overall Exports  (1 Unit = 1000 dollars) 
                                     2004 (Jan.-Dec.) 2005 (Jan.-Dec.) 2004/2005 (Change %) 
Turkey’s General 
Exports 

64.010.231 73.426.151 14.7 

Carpet Exports 520.195 670.337 28.9 
Percentage of 
Carpet Exports 

0.80 0.91 13.8 

 
Table 6: The above table is taken from the ĐTK ĐB report published in January of 2006, which can be 
accessed online at http://www.ĐTK ĐB.org.tr/default.asp?cid=RAPORLAR  
 

Moreover, although a slight increase in the hand-made carpet exports was indicated in 

this recent report, the percentage of hand-made carpets in the overall carpet exports is 

still quite low compared to machine-made carpets: 

 

The Share of Hand-woven and Machine-made Carpet Exports in Overall Carpet Exports   
(1 Unit = 1000 dollars) 
                              2004 (Jan.-Dec.) 2005 (Jan.-Dec.) 2004/2005 

(Change %) 
% in Total 
Carpet Exports 
in 2005 

Hand-woven 
Carpet Export 

108.822 122.802 12.8 18.3 

Machine-
made Carpet 
Export 

411.373 547.535 33.1 81.7 

Total Carpet 
Export 

520.195 670.337 28.9 100 

 
Table 7: This table was also obtained from from the ĐTK ĐB report published in January of 2006, 
which can be accessed online at http://www. ĐTK ĐB.org.tr/default.asp?cid=RAPORLAR.  Specific 
places where the carpet exports were made were not identified in this report. 
 

 

The buyers of Turkish carpets are dispersed all over the world; however, the majority of 

the buyers come from the countries in the Middle East and the EU with a distinctive rise 

of Russian customers.  The report shows the overall decline in the amount of hand-woven 
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carpet exports to the EU countries (p. 15), which is especially visible in England and 

Germany.  The only slight rise in hand-woven carpet exports is in the United States; 

however, this increase benefits only a small group of companies in Turkey that had 

become brand names, such as Woven Legends.  The report credits this increase to the 

effort of these companies to cater to the taste of the American consumer (ĐTKĐB, 2006, p. 

17).   

 Not only has the export percentage of hand-woven carpets declined compared to 

the rise of the machine-made carpets, but also their monetary value has declined as well; 

“[i]t has been found that the export price of hand-woven carpets have declined 8 percent.  

In other words, the sector was able to make a 12.8% increase in exports [pertaining to 

2005] by decreasing price per item sold” (ĐTKĐB, 2006, p. 22).   

Another report prepared by the Undersecretariat of the Prime Ministry for Foreign 

Trade Export Promotion Center (IGEME) also underlines the declining importance of the 

hand-woven carpets in the exports of the carpet industry and the rise of machine-made 

carpet exports (Sevim & Emek, 2006, p. 2).  As this report states, the hand-woven carpet 

export was “144 million dollars in 1990; 139 million dollars in 1996; 103 million dollars 

in 1999; and 100 million dollars in 2004.  The export of machine-made carpets have risen 

between 1990 and 2003; whereas, the percentage of exported hand-woven carpets has 

declined steadily” (Sevim & Emek, 2006, p. 3).  The amount of hand-woven kilims is 

even lower, consisting of only 12 % of the overall exported hand-woven carpets and 

kilims (Sevim & Emek, 2006, p. 5).     
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 Ironically, the import of hand-woven carpets into Turkey has risen during the 

same time period from 370,000 dollars in 1990 to 40 million dollars in 2004.  Forty two 

percent of the imports come from China, 16% from India, 14.2% from Pakistan, 11% 

from Nepal, and 6.3% from Iran (Sevim & Emek, 2006, p. 7).  Eighty six percent of 

imported kilims come from India.   

 All of these statistics point to both the limited percentage of the carpet industry in 

the overall export performance of Turkey and the decline in the export of hand-woven 

carpets.  The halı tüccarı (carpet dealer) of Turkey faces steep competition in this 

declining global market.  As the rise of imports portray, they increasingly rely on 

importing the carpets and then selling them to the foreign tourist or re-importing them to 

Europe and America instead of having them woven in Turkey.  This is both a curse and a 

blessing to the carpet industry.  As the vice president of ĐTKĐB noted in an interview I 

had with him in Đstanbul, as more and more carpet manufacturers and dealers go bankrupt 

due to increasing competition and as the quality of carpets declines, some carpet dealers 

and manufacturers can find a niche by offering good quality carpets that are advertised 

exclusively as woven in Turkey by Turkish wool and by Turkish weavers (personal 

communication, December 1, 2004).   

However, even these manufacturers and dealers face the challenge of declining 

numbers of weavers and wool as well as staying competitive in a fast-paced industry that 

is tightly linked to the “trends” of the so-called first world.  That is why some of them do 

not disclose their weavers and the places weaving takes place.  As will be discussed in 

more detail in Chapter 5 of this dissertation, this rivalry creates mistrust among the carpet 
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manufacturers and dealers.  Along with the “honor” code, rivalry and competition define 

the relationships they have with each other and with the weavers, and justify their efforts 

to hide their operations.  However, my interview with the president and the vice president 

of ĐTKĐB’s carpet branch as well as other carpet dealers located in Đstanbul and Konya 

showed that even these rivalries that take place in villages and cities are comfortably 

hidden behind the “globalization” and “modernization” discourse.  In order to maintain 

the anonymity of the interviewees, the next section will present a composite interview 

that is made up of responses of various carpet dealers, ĐTKĐB members and management.  

The interviewee is a composite figure named Kerem, but the answers are taken and 

translated verbatim from the interview tapes and notes.  The interview is presented in 

detail in an effort to showcase the strategic use of “globalization” and “modernity” 

discourse and various other dualisms that become both an excuse for and a result of how 

economic interactions take place in the current Turkish carpet industry.     

 

“The Cultural” versus “The Industrial”: Manufacturi ng Carpets like “Praying for 
Rain” 
 
 Kerem had been working in the carpet industry for more than thirty years.  His 

was a success story that started out with a small manufacturing business in Konya and 

which later moved to Đstanbul.  At the time I was conducting research, Kerem 

manufactured carpets and kilims for various firms in and around Đstanbul and was 

considered to be one of the top carpet manufacturers in Turkey.  I was first introduced to 

Kerem in Konya by another carpet manufacturer and later on I was able to interview him 

in Đstanbul.  He was also influential in providing me contact information for one of the 
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“carpet villages” that operated in Đstanbul and Denizli, for which he manufactured carpets 

and kilims.  According to Kerem, the carpet industry was “dying,” which was the exact 

phrase used by several ĐTKĐB members and carpet dealers I interviewed in Konya and 

Đstanbul. 

 As he mentioned the “death” of the industry, I asked him why the carpet industry 

was in such a bad shape: 

You see, how you define “bad” is subjective.  Let me give you this information—

with hand-woven carpets there is the cultural aspect and the commercial aspect.  

If one looks at the cultural aspect, the first carpets have been woven by the Turks 

and migrated with them to Anatolia.  Despite this deep cultural aspect, we could 

not develop the economic aspect of it as The Turkish Republic as much as we 

would have liked.  Because carpets never became industrialized products.  Unlike 

what we see in Europe and in Iran, the carpet business was never planned out and 

developed as an industrialized production, but it remained small and 

marginalized.46   

Hence, according to Kerem, as well as almost all carpet dealers I talked to in Konya and 

Đstanbul, the carpet business was strictly divided into two aspects that seemed to be 

conceptualized separately: the cultural aspect and the industrialized, commercial aspect.  

Several dualisms and stereotypical qualities of modernization and its “other,” tradition, 

figured into Kerem’s conceptualization of these two aspects of the industry:   

                                                 
46 The interview that is cited is compiled from four different interviews I had in Đstanbul in November and 
December of 2004 with ĐTKĐB’s carpet sector management and carpet manufacturers and exporters.  
Kerem is a composite figure representing carpet exporters, manufacturers and ĐTKĐB management.   
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Because in Europe a more scientific technique and education was used these 

tapestries and carpets were made using several hundred colors.  You see tapestries 

of artists being displayed.  They are all works of art.  One has to consider them 

works of art; just like the painting their names are known, their artists are known 

and all the artists are educated.  Also the industrial setting meant careful noting of 

colors, who made what carpet and, hence they all had a vast archive.  Today those 

tapestries and carpets are worth millions of dollars.  However, the carpet business 

of ours is what can be called tribal; a more traditional type.  It was born out of the 

need of the person doing the weaving.  In a tent, thick carpets were used as 

mattresses and they could be easily moved.  They were not made for purposes of 

art; they were made for using as a floor covering.  That is why when you look at a 

Turkish, Oriental carpet you see figurines that reflect the lived experiences. 

Kerem continued on to note how, while the carpets and tapestries in Europe as “art” 

depicted “deep culture” by detailed representations of human faces, the oriental carpets 

did not have this “depth.”  As he stated, “the Oriental rug is more primitive compared to 

the European works because it was woven to make daily life practical.”  The difference 

was obvious, according to Kerem, and it was a difference of mentality: 

That means there is a difference here.  One is traditional, made for practical use 

and not as art, but has a primitiveness.  The primitiveness of nature showing the 

emotional state of the woman who tied the knots.  If she was happy, it reflected 

her happiness.  If she was sad, it reflected her sadness.  If she was way too happy, 

it had lots of evil eyes.  If she had a son, it would have a bull declaring ‘Look, I 
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had a son as strong as a bull’ [koç gibi oğlum oldu].  The designs tell all these 

stories.  

In his terms, the weaving ended up signifying different things depending on its place of 

origin: 

 

European Turkish/Oriental 
Art Tradition 
Deep culture Primitive / Practical 
Portraiture Figurines 
Industrialized Cultural 

     

What was fascinating about this interaction was the fact that although industrialized, 

European handicrafts were viewed as superior to the oriental practical crafts.  According 

to Kerem’s rhetoric, industrialization did not taint the quality of European products or 

took away from their authenticity and beauty; in contrast, it provided the finished product 

with a distinctive “aura” of art.  Ironically, the Turkish/Oriental handicrafts were imbued 

with tradition and emotion.  Each had a distinctive value; however, Kerem’s perspective 

clearly commented on how industrialization and education was what differentiated the 

two and made one more valuable than the other.  Craft was linked to the “traditional” and 

“traditional” in turn was linked to a woman weaver who performed that tradition by 

weaving her emotions into the carpet. 

 This response read like a very stereotypical and outdated understanding of craft 

and art—art was here linked to the modern and industrialized Europe where artists had 

names and pedigrees, whereas craft was associated with the oriental and not thoroughly 

industrialized Turkey.  One can see here the enactment of the “mythology of 
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modernization” as Ferguson (1999) names it in his discussion of the miraculous rise and 

fall of the Zambian copperbelt.  His definition of “myth” is especially useful here in my 

interrogation of the globalization and modernization discourse represented in this chapter 

and in other chapters of this dissertation: 

First, there is the popular usage, which takes a myth to be a false or factually 

inaccurate version of things that has come to be widely believed.  Second, there is 

the anthropological use of the term, which focuses on the story’s social function: a 

myth in this sense is not just a mistaken account but a cosmological blueprint that 

lays down fundamental categories and meanings for the organization and 

interpretation of experience […] The metanarrative of urbanization and 

modernization is not simply the lens through which ethnographers saw their 

‘data,’ it is itself an important ‘datum’. (pp. 15-16) 

As Ferguson (1999) states, doing ethnography is not a way of getting beyond 

these metanarratives; one cannot do that, but one can engage in this dual understanding 

which sees myth not as an inherently false version, but as a meaning-making device used 

in specific situations by specific people and always located in social and political settings 

that themselves cannot be understood and lived without this mythologization.  This, 

according to Ferguson (1999), allows us to go beyond dualisms, yet at the same time, to 

acknowledge their existence47.   

 Kerem’s use of binaries and dualisms in his discussion of the carpet industry may 

be interpreted as a “myth” in the first sense of the term as defined by Ferguson; however, 

                                                 
47 Edward Said (1979), in his work, Orientalism carefully deconstructs the myth of the orient and sees it as 
a European imaginative product rather than a concrete reality. 
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it can also be seen as a way of meaning-making.  If so, what does this entail?  How can 

the “oriental” handicrafts, in this case weaving, be at the same time “cultural” in the 

“traditional” sense of the word, but not “cultural” enough as compared to the art of 

“industrialized” Europe?  Further complicating these issues were Kerem’s answers to the 

questions I posed about the so-called contemporary carpets and their presence in the 

Turkish carpet industry. 

 Kerem at first underlined the fact that traditional designs still sold more in the 

market than modern designs, yet he admitted that the demand for modern designs 

constituted an important and developing part of the Turkish weaving industry.  After 

stating how the “cultural” had been abandoned by the “trendy” in today’s consumption, 

he noted that this was inevitable.  What was also inevitable was the future of the carpet 

industry: 

Carpet weaving is the work of the poor countries.  Today, as it stands, Turkey is 

no longer in a position to meet the demands of the industry.  Yes, we can still sell 

to the tourists and that is a booming industry [here Kerem is talking about the 

“carpet villages” that cater to mass tourism], but what does it matter if your 

manufacturing costs for a carpet is 500 lira when the same carpet can be 

manufactured for 100 lira in the world market?  What you cannot manufacture 

here, you need to manufacture in other countries and sell here.  This is inevitable 

and is also a natural process.  People need to have a more broader perspective 

here and not be so emotional about things.  You have to keep up with the flow and 
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the progress.  You do not have the chance to stand against progress.  That is 

simply impossible.   

 As “industrialization” brought European countries a chance to have “deep 

culture,” the same “inevitable” process meant for Turkey’s carpet industry subcontracting 

and moving the production process out of Turkey.  The historically linear model of 

development was clear in Kerem’s rhetoric.  What happened in Europe in the 14th and 

15th centuries was now happening in Turkey and it was perceived as inevitable.  The 

myth of modernization portrayed by Kerem is indeed a datum on its own.  In its 

“inevitability,” it has a momentum of its own and one needs to shed one’s “emotional” 

responses to come to terms with it.  Even God is a powerless entity in the rush of 

modernization and globalization: 

Let’s say that a sector is in a temporary bind.  If you can endure it, you will be 

able to pull through.  A little government help would relieve the sector.  If we 

were that sector, of course everyone should compromise.  But the problems in the 

carpet industry are not like that at all.  The only way of relief in this sector is the 

enhancement of production.  For that to happen there is only one way.  We carpet 

manufactures would say prayers; it would be like praying for rain.  ‘Oh my dear 

God let the primitive countries prosper in such a way that they would stop carpet 

weaving.  Let Turkey’s progress stop or even let Turkey get poorer so that it can 

have a better place in the world’s carpet market.’  I am not happy to say these 

things, but this is the reality. 
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 This clearly defined, progressively linear and unavoidable myth of progress was 

linked to the myth of globalization in Kerem’s terms.  When I posed the question of 

whether this current condition and its inevitability meant more heated rivalry between 

manufacturers and dealers he did not hesitate to respond: 

There is more heated competition in all sectors.  I mean this is what globalization 

means.  To open up; I mean being open means come and choose the cheapest and 

the best.  That means no closed economy, no secrets.  Everything is known 

everywhere anymore.  You can sit in front of your computer and with the touch of 

a button you can see all the prices in the world and follow all the production.  

What does this mean?  It means one has to make the best as cheap as possible and 

sell it.  I mean the times of aghas and pashas are over; the times of big gains and 

big exporters are over.   

I told Kerem about my experiences in Konya and mentioned the secrecy I encountered 

about designs and weaving neighborhoods.  He was very curt but persistent in his 

response: “There is no such thing as secrecy.  Hiding the weaver is just a tall tale.  It 

means a very conservative and marginal way of thinking.”  After my insistence that I 

encountered such secrecy in Konya, he commented how that could be true for Konya 

since it was a conservative and “backward” place, but how that should not be generalized 

to the whole industry.  Yet what could be generalized for Kerem were the inevitability 

and the openness of globalization and progress.  Indeed, this was a progressive agenda of 

change leading to the civilization of rural communities that carpet manufacturers were 

proud to be a part of.  A retired carpet manufacturer I visited in Denizli who had made a 
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fortune out of selling tourists carpets in his carpet village had a sign at the entrance to his 

office that framed his agenda perfectly: 

 

Figure 4 The framed note reads “Köylüleşmeden Köylüleri Kentleştirebilirsek Ancak Ayakta 
Kalabiliriz” (Translation: “If we transform village rs into urbanites without turning into villagers 
ourselves, only then we can survive.”)  Turning into urbanites does not necessarily mean moving into 
urban spaces, but embracing urban style of consumption and supposedly more progressive, secular 
thinking.   
    

 Yet, globalization and Turkey’s progressive move forward entailed sacrifices and 

problems as well.  After I asked Kerem several times if this affected the weaver in any 

way, he answered me with a saying: “the sun constricts the shoe; the shoe constricts the 

feet” [güneş çarığı, çarık ayağı sıkar].  As globalization meant that the carpet dealer 

could not make money, it also meant that the weavers were negatively affected by getting 

paid less and some carpet dealers went bankrupt.  This, too, was inevitable according to 

Kerem, as natural a process as the sun constricting the shoe.  If one revisits this 

conversation with Ferguson’s (1999) idea in mind and sees this not solely as a “false” or 

“incomplete” picture, but as rhetorical meaning-making, the meanings of the Turkish 

carpet industry are not as linear as the globalization narrative suggests.  This rhetoric of 
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“inevitability” squarely relies on the dichotomies of modern/primitive; industry/tradition; 

art/craft, which in turn construct the “inevitability” itself.  In the meantime, actual 

processes and people appear either as “logically” going with the flow or “emotionally” 

standing against or apart from it.  In the end, the “inevitability” engages them all in one 

way or another.  One becomes a top manufacturer like Kerem or one goes bankrupt.  As 

can be seen from both the interviews and the organization of the business, the logic of the 

inevitability of globalization, modernization and civilization is uniquely performative and 

it is part and parcel of the habitus that neoliberalism tries to construct in people.  

Globalization here can be viewed as a discursive practice that makes things happen as 

well as influencing the way things work because of the fact that people involved in the 

industry naturalize its inevitability and its progressive nature.  Harvey (2005) also makes 

a case for this when he discusses that the inevitability discourse of neoliberalism and 

global capitalism is the creator of the very conditions that make this inevitability a 

possibility.  Even Kerem admitted that in the long run globalization would benefit some 

carpet exporters and manufacturers who were willing to adjust their practices by moving 

their operations outside of Turkey and by importing cheaper carpets and kilims from 

places like China and Pakistan.  This, for him, would weed out those businesses that did 

not embrace this progressive agenda and give strength to the ones that did.  Hence, 

globalization itself created the very conditions and subjectivities that in turn generated the 

circumstances and the habitus for its survival as a discursive practice.       

Who goes bankrupt and who progresses?  As this dissertation shows, this 

pervasive rhetoric of “globalization,” “modernity,” and “progress” is one way of meaning 
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making among others and it leaves out more than what it includes.  As Ferguson (1999) 

rightfully claims, we have not really moved beyond modernism and modernist 

metanarratives and “so many contemporary invocations of such current icons of the up-

to-date as ‘globalization,’ ‘democratization,’ ‘civil society,’ and ‘economic growth’ rely 

on nakedly evolutionist narratives that reduced a complex and differentiated global 

political economy to a race for economic and political ‘advance’” (p. 16).  Kerem’s 

construction of this metanarrative of inevitable progress and globalization is a 

performative stance among many other performative stances; it is a perspective among 

other perspectives.  It cannot be conceptualized apart from its daily enactment by various 

agents within social and political settings, which includes, besides carpet exporters, 

carpet manufacturers, weavers, followers, and their relationships within specific 

production schemes like ateliers and in-home weaving.   

Moreover, these performances do not necessarily point to a given “identity,” that 

exists prior to such performances.  Butler’s (1990) work convincingly tells us how it may 

not be so easy to separate the doer from the deed; performance of difference works to 

build identities and there is nothing “natural” about gendered difference.  Yet, Butler’s 

work also tells us how gendered subjectivities are not picked and chosen randomly from 

an unlimited resource base.  Power politics make that freedom an impossibility.  Pre-

packaged and generalized terms such as “globalization,” “modernity,” and “market” are 

themselves rhetorical constructions that are inevitably part of these performances and do 

not make sense without them.  This chapter argued that “globalization” and “modernity” 

became rhetorical devices, fashionable gloves that carpet dealers and manufacturers like 
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Kerem wore to comfortably justify inequalities and hierarchies.  In fact, these inequalities 

are not hidden in this discourse.  Kerem admits that the weavers inevitably are the ones 

that suffer most.  The globalization rhetoric justifies this situation.  What can Kerem do 

to stand against the unstoppable concept?  In order to govern globalization, he cannot do 

anything but go with its flow, which ironically entails a lack of or suspension of 

governance, as carpet manufacturers leave behind those “emotional” people who refuse 

to embrace this flow as a form of progress or who do not have the social capital to try out 

the rocky ride.   
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CHAPTER 3: GOVERNANCE OF WORK: TATLI GĐCĐMĐK 

 

The dolmuş48 left me on the edge of the main road that met a paved side street.  

As I got out, a welcoming breeze greeted me and I truly felt like I was in the Konya 

plains except for the paved road beneath my feet.  In front of me was one of the weaving 

neighborhoods I had been visiting regularly for the past month, which consisted of eleven 

houses that faced each other along another narrow side street that branched off sharply 

from the one I was walking on.  Looking ahead, I saw glimpses of the wheat fields and 

the gardens filled with tomatoes, lettuce and eggplants.49  Further on, I could see other 

houses simply dotting the landscape here and there as if dropped from the sky randomly.  

I heard Fatma’s daughter Sertap’s voice before I even saw her; she ran up to me to inform 

that her mother was at Ayşe’s.  Ayşe had a kilim that needed to be completed in two days 

and she had fallen behind, so Fatma was there to help her.  After giving me a quick hug, 

Sertap ran back to her house to prepare breakfast and I walked toward Ayşe’s house, 

which was the first house along the narrow side street.   

Hearing her daughter’s cry, Fatma was quick to appear at the window facing the 

street and she beckoned me in.  As I came into the main entrance and started climbing up 

                                                 
48 A dolmuş is a mini-bus that is one of the transportation systems used in cities along with busses. 
49 In this neighborhood, as in many other neighborhoods bordering the city of Konya, families that have 
larger tracts of land sometimes choose to make their living by agriculture.  The number of such families, 
however, is gradually diminishing as the city develops.  Fatma, one of the women I interviewed in Konya, 
told me that in her neighborhood only two families could make a living out of farming; the rest had to find 
other means of making a living like part time jobs, selling produce for the market from their yards, and/or 
having their own businesses in the city.  Yet all families had small patches of land to plant vegetables and 
fruits for their own subsistence.  They might sell whatever is left over in the Konya bazaar but this also was 
rare. 
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the stairs to the second floor, the humming noise of the kirkit50 became louder until it was 

a steady rhythm as I entered the room.  Ayşe briefly nodded at me from the loom without 

breaking the rhythm of her weaving.  The room was covered with machine-made 

carpets.51  Ayşe’s four-year-old daughter sat in the far corner of the room painting in her 

coloring books and paying no attention to my entrance.  Fatma and I hugged and I sat 

near Ayşe to say “Hi” to her.  She smiled at me and told me, in a playful mood, that she 

did need the extra hand that day, as all of us knew how slow a weaver I was.  Both of the 

women wore traditional village attire consisting of shalvars and long sleeved sweaters, 

but neither covered their heads within the private female space of the family room.  I 

occasionally joined in the weaving, especially when Ayşe went out to prepare lunch for 

her mother-in-law who lived downstairs.  My conversation with Ayşe and Fatma that day 

exemplified the problematics of women’s self identification as workers and agents: 

Ayşe: Before this I used to knit.  I knit for such a long time.  I never stopped.  We  
talked about it this morning with Fatma just before you came.  Now the 
husband complains    about me and I said he better not complain because I 
have been working since the day I came.  If I die, I said, hakkını helal et 
[meaning: may you enjoy what I’ve given you; may you have my rightful 
blessing].  He asked whose hak is more [meaning: whose right is more].  I said 
oh well yours, but I also have as much hak [right] as I have worked […] I 
persist, I mean, if they say you don’t work and such.  Even if it is my mother-
in-law, even if I could get a beating out of it I will say it anyways. 

Damla: Do you like weaving? 
Ayşe: I like it when it is growing continuously [the term üremek is used here,  
     which is also used to mean growth of plants and giving birth] 
Fatma: What did I say yesterday? Tatlı gicimik aldı [meaning: a sweet itch has  
     taken a hold of her]. 

                                                 
50 Kirkit  is a a heavy comb-like tool used to tighten the weft loops. 
51 All of the women weavers I talked to in Konya, regardless of their background and location, used 
machine-made carpets to decorate their houses.  One reason was the price of the hand-made carpets.  They 
would not be able to afford the carpets and killims they wove.  The other reason involved aesthetics.  The 
women preferred the colorful machine-made carpets and considered them modern.  Most girls bought 
carpets for their dowries instead of weaving them. 
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Damla: Would you weave even if you did not need to? 
Ayşe: If I don’t need to, I won’t.  I am thinking of leaving it anyways.  This eats  

away your life, Damla.  Don’t I have a right to live?  For now, I say I want to 
buy some things for my daughters.  Otherwise I would not do it. 

Fatma: Don’t say that Ayşe. 
Ayşe: Well at least I won’t care about it that much.  Now, I am serious about this.   

For example, I tell myself that I am going to finish this in a specific day and I 
try to do that.  If I did not need to do this, I would weave for enjoyment.  I 
would go visit neighbors.  I would weave one day and won’t the next.  Now, 
with the money of this one, I will get the cabinets made.  The cabinets in the 
kitchen are half done.  My husband will pay some 200 - 300 million (200-300 
YTL) 52 for one month and then I will try to pay the middle month.  He will pay 
the last installment.  If I were not to pay the middle month, I would not have 
the trust to go out and do the cabinets.  It is because I take a little weight off 
his shoulders.  I can’t trust him with anything.  I can’t go and make 
betterments in the house or I can’t buy furniture and stuff.  I can’t trust him 
because they won’t give his monthly pay.  It is always no, no, no, we don’t 
have the money. 

Fatma: Yes, you know our monthly pay was late for like ten days and we did not  
     know what to do. 
Ayşe: They owe us three months of pay now.  When he [the boss] pays him [her   

husband] it will be in small installments anyways.  He uses the rest.  The 
müteahhit [contractor] gets the money from the municipality and says that he 
hasn’t.  He uses that money and then gives us small amounts as if we don’t 
know any better.  There is no security.  Yes, we have health insurance, but they 
pay that for six months a year.  Now, for example, I have been sick for a long 
time and I cannot go to the doctor.  We are waiting for the coverage day to 
begin.  Sometimes I can’t work in the mornings because of the pains I have. 
(personal communication, September 17, 2004) 

 

Ayşe’s husband worked for a contractor who had bid on a government project.  

Contractors bid on government projects like road construction and get exclusive deals.  

So, instead of the government hiring workers individually and paying them it set up a 

deal with the lowest bidding contractor, and then paid him the agreed amount directly.  It 

was the contractor’s responsibility to allocate payment among the workers he hired.  
                                                 
52 On January 2005, Turkey removed six zeros from its currency to curb the raise in the value of the dollar 
and to enable confidence in TL.; however, the general public still used “millions” out of habit when I was 
conducting research.  1,000,000 TL equals 1 YTL (new Turkish lira).  I will include both values whenever 
money is discussed in the dissertation. 
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Many part time laborers in Konya worked exclusively for government contractors.  

Ayşe’s husband, like several part time laborers in Konya, had health insurance coverage 

only for the amount of time he worked and Ayşe had to pitch in when his monthly, well-

deserved earnings did not arrive on time.  This was a serious problem among the 

husbands of the weavers I talked to in Konya.  It was not only Ayşe, but other weavers as 

well who told me that they would stop weaving immediately or weave only occasionally 

for pleasure if their husbands had a steady income that was enough for them.   

For Fatma and Ayşe work, iş, entailed many things that were interlinked.  It could 

not be understood separately from the fact that their husbands did not have jobs that 

brought in a monthly salary, nor apart from the fact that weaving was good as long as it 

“grew” üremek.  It involved a “sweet itch,” tatlı gicimik, a pleasurable yet monotonous 

feeling that could not be dismissed.  The term tatlı gicimik needs to be foregrounded here 

because all the Konya weavers I talked to commented on the desire to get the weaving 

done as soon as possible once it began.  When I asked Fatma what she meant by tatlı 

gicimik, her response was: “It is like you have to weave.  You feel like the loom calls you 

almost.  You have an itch to just finish it off and get the money.  Then I can visit 

neighbors, get a break from weaving for a bit and go shopping.  Have some fun time with 

my daughter.  Then, I sit down to weave again” (personal communication, September 16, 

2004).  Tatlı gicimik was made up of many interrelated concerns such as the need to pay 

for  household furnishings such as the cabinets that Ayşe longed for, the need to get done 

with work and enjoy the money that comes from it, the need to start something new, and 

the need to socialize once again with neighbors, family and friends.  The “itch” these 
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women felt directly concerned their agency as women.  Weaving represented an 

interruption of their agency and an enactment of it at the same time. 

This chapter will focus on the meaning(s) and governance of work, iş, for the 

women weavers and how the identities of these women as mothers, wives and workers 

were invested in these meanings.  Tatlı gicimik is a paradoxical term in the sense that it 

suggests contradictory meanings.  As the above field vignette showed, women 

complained about their working conditions, their lack of social security, and yet, at the 

same time, they took pleasure out of the process of weaving, which involved camaraderie 

and sharing of knowledge and resources amongst neighbors and relatives, and what the 

resultant product enabled them to buy.   

I see this not so much as a contradiction, but as strategic maneouverings on part of 

the women that both challenge and reinforce certain “cultural” conceptualizations of 

women.  As Strathern (1992) notes, “culture consists in established ways of bringing 

ideas from different domains together” (p. 3).  Additionally, it generates certain ways of 

being and behaving in the world, and labor struggles occur in the site of culture because 

“globalization of capitalism depends on the patriarchal cultural regulation of women, and 

because transnational capitalism reproduces those cultural regulations in the workplace 

itself” (Lowe & Lloyd, 1997, p. 22).  In a sense, some cultural conceptualizations of 

women as docile workers, carriers of tradition, and dominated wives in private spaces, 

run counter to the progressive discourse of modernization.  However, these cultural 

conceptualizations also become useful resources implemented by capitalist discipline and 

governance in transnational global capitalism as Ong’s (1987; 1991) work, among others, 
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details (Freeman, 2001; Freeman, 2000; Jacka, 2005; Mills, 2003; Lessinger, 2002; 

Berik, 1989).         

I also argue that the concept of working in the home considered not as “work” but 

as “leisure,” which is noted both in the general literature on women and work (Mies, 

1982; Beneria & Roldan, 1987; Ghvamshahidi, 1995) and the literature on women and 

work in Turkey (Berik, 1987; Kandiyoti, 1977; White, 1994; White, 2004), cannot be 

generalized and is not sufficient to understand, within the context of my own research, 

how women conceptualized and understood what they did.  In fact, for all the women 

weavers I talked to, the idea of seeing weaving as an activity done to pass the time at 

home was not taken seriously.  As one woman weaver put it in a question, “Why would 

we do this in our free time?  I would of course visit neighbors and relatives if I had free 

time!  Of course this is not something done in free time; this is work!” (personal 

communication, July 23, 2004).  Contemporary weaving work in Turkey, although still 

exploitative in nature, can at times have prestige as the sole stable income for the 

household and women weavers may have ambiguous and at times outright contradictory 

attitudes towards what they do.  Last but not least, I argue that tatlı gicimik and women’s 

conceptualization of work involves balancing several relationships and roles as well as a 

paradoxical blending and separation of what is called unpaid and paid work 

(housekeeping and caretaking, and weaving respectively), which is a daily challenge for 

the women weavers that cannot be thoroughly understood with dichotomies like informal 

and formal work or work and leisure.       
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Changing Tapestry of Konya 

Konya lies on the edge of the central Anatolian Plateau situated within a fertile 

plain and throughout history it has been a crossroads of trade.  It is famous for the 

Mausoleum of Mevlana (he is known mostly as Rumi in the Western world), its bustling 

bazaar, the ruins that surround it (the famous one being Çatalhöyük, which is one of the 

most important Neolithic sites in the world) and, last but not least, its carpets.  Several 

books (Kolas, 2002; Demirci, 1996; Ersöz, 2003) and many locals tell about the way 

Konya got its name.  The first story is that of Perseus who kills a dragon that had been 

ravaging the town.  After this heroic act, the people set up a monument, with an icon of 

Perseus carved on it, to honor him.  This event supposedly settled Konya’s name: 

Iconium.  Another story that is told among Muslims is about two dervishes who were 

flying from a far away place (some people tell this place was Horasan) and looking for a 

place to land and settle down.  After seeing the beauty and largesse of the Konya plains, 

one dervish turned to the other and asked: “Shall I land?” and the other dervish answered: 

“Sure, do land.”  Kon means “to land” in Turkish and ya is a colloquial expression of 

“sure”; hence, the name Konya.   

Whatever the truth behind its name may be, Konya today is not only the largest 

Turkish city in terms of landmass, but is also considered to be a historical museum spot: 

for centuries it has been a pilgrimage site for Muslims visiting the Mevlana (Rumi) 

Mausoleum.  It is a tourisim spot for non-Muslims as well who are visiting to see the 

place where Mevlana actually lived and died, and for the tourist wishing to make a carpet 

purchase before going off to perhaps travel to the Fairy Chimneys in Cappadocia, some 
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270 km (approximately 2-3 hours by car) away from Konya.  Konya is also one of the 

most crowded cities in Turkey, and experiences considerable migration traffic from both 

Eastern Turkey and from its own mountain villages and towns.  According to the 1990 

census, the overall population of Konya is 1,754,980 and the migrant population 

continues to rise (Uçan, 1997, p. 32). 

Indeed, all the older women weavers I interviewed in Konya either had direct ties 

to their villages, or remembered their migration.  Being born and raised in the city, the 

younger generation might not know any village life.  Only very few women weavers out 

of the ones I talked to in Konya went regularly back to their villages.  Most of them had 

migrated years ago and had minimal contact with their villages.  None of the weaving 

households owned land for agriculture.  In Fatma’s neighborhood, only two families had 

big plots of land and those families did not have any weavers.  Both in Konya and Afyon, 

there was a negative correlation with weaving and agriculture.  In the Afyon village, none 

of the villagers had any productive land big enough to bring profit so they either wove or 

worked as agricultural laborers in the nearby town.  In Konya, none of the weaving 

households I talked to had any lucrative land except for a patch of garden where they 

grew their own vegetables and fruits for daily subsistence of the family.  This goes 

against Günseli Berik’s (1987) research findings where she noted that rural weaving was 

“almost always an activity carried out alongside agricultural work” (p. 3).  Although, 

even Berik (1987, p. 55) continues on to note that in Konya villages she visited, 41 

percent of the villagers did not own any land and yet in another statement she mentions 

that in some of the villages she visited “[a]cute landlessness and dependence of 
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households on weaving income due to the inadequacy of incomes from alternative 

sources generate pressures to increase weaving output” (p. 59). 

Even if the weavers I have met did not have land or desire to be invested in 

agriculture, due to its location in a fertile plateau, Konya’s main source of income comes 

from agriculture and stock-breeding.  However, due to the general migration of the 

younger generation from towns to cities suggests to many natives of Konya that the 

stock-breeding of sheep and cattle will sooner or later come to an end.  Some of the 

carpet dealers I talked to admit that there is a general shortage of good wool.  To solve 

this problem, they have to search for wool in other places in Turkey or import it from 

New Zealand.  Nonetheless, agriculture remains very important for the region and the 

yearly wheat production of Konya is around 1,320,360 tons representing 12% of 

Turkey’s cereal grain fields.  Konya also boasts of 12.15% of Turkey’s entire cereal grain 

production (Uçan, 1997, p. 33).  Konya’s environs have mercury, magnesium, aluminum, 

iron, zinc, barium, and asbestos production.  Overall, then, Konya is a metropolitan city 

rich in resources that also enjoys a unique geopolitical spot located on the main roads 

running from Eastern to Western Turkey.  Additionally, the Đstanbul-Baghdad railway, 

which was built in 1896, and was in use for nearly a century, also passed through Konya 

(Mondial Tour).   

Indeed, Konya is one of the oldest urban centers in the world with a settlement 

that goes back at least to 3rd Millenium BCE.  It was the settlement grounds for the Hittite 

Empire, Phrygians, Lidians, Persians, Romans and finally Byzantium.  It experienced 

Arab incursions from the 7th century onwards that yielded no significant political 
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changes; however, with the famous victory at Malazgirt, the Oğuz Turkmens gained 

control of the town and it was then that Konya met and adopted Islam.  The city became 

the capitol for the Anatolian Selçuks and after constant battles and changing of hands, 

Konya finally became part of the Ottoman Empire for good in 1466.  Due to the various 

civilizations and most importantly due to its being the capitol of the Selçuks, Konya 

boasts of numerous cultural and historical monuments, especially mosques (Ersöz, 2003; 

Uçan, 1997; Konyalı, 1997).   

In fact, if one walks down the main avenue of the city center, one encounters 

many mosques.  The main avenue lies between a massive man-made hill called Alaaddin 

Tepesi, which hosts a park, several restaurants and coffee houses, a military complex and 

the Alaaddin Mosque.  Even the path of traffic that goes around this massive hill has a 

religious connotation because the traffic takes a one-way route from right to left (counter 

clockwise), which is the very same direction used for circumambulating the Kaaba.  This 

is also the same direction that the Whirling Dervishes of Mevlana turn during the 

traditional Mevlevi whirling ceremony.  The road that circles around the hill meets 

several smaller roads, one of which goes down to the Mevlana Museum and the grand 

bazaar area, which is the main touristic area in Konya’s city center.  The most famous 

building here is the green Mousoleum of Mevlana Celaleddin Rumi, the great 

philosopher and poet.  He founded the sect of the Whirling Dervishes, which is attached 

to the mausoleum.  The mausoleum has been converted into a museum that holds 

Mevlana’s works and other accoutrements related to his sect including several antique 

carpets.       
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As visitors walk down this major pathway that culminates in the Mevlana 

Museum, which is always congested with car, bike, public transportation and pedestrian 

traffic, they get to slowly see the top of the massive green mausoleum of Mevlana.  The 

road goes by several shops, mosques, and an underground shopping center ending up at 

the city center where several small hotels, motels, restaurants, carpet shops and the bazaar 

is located.  The tapestry of the whole area is amazing because one can encounter a 

minaret or an old fountain at every other labyrinthine turn within the bazaar and find old 

medreses or caravanserais now turned into small shops where ancient stone walls mix 

with newly built concrete structures.  Throughout this walk, visitors will also likely 

encounter several salesmen trying to convince them to enter nearby stores or see their 

merchandise, which literally hangs all over the place.  The carpet shops, both small and 

large, take their places on both sides of the major road leading to the Mevlana Museum 

and usually announce their presence visually with the carpets and kilims hanging 

anywhere a hook can be mounted.   

As Demirci (1996) notes in his book on Konya, every market is accompanied by a 

mosque with a dome and a minaret.  At every other street corner another mosque 

beckons.  Even the ears are met with the richness of the place, perhaps by nothing more 

striking than the call to prayer.  I still remember my astonishment as I walked down this 

very street in Konya on a Friday.  During the noon (öğlen) call to prayer, almost all the 

stores were closed.  Most restaurants were closed during this time and what was just an 

endless chaos of human and car traffic suddenly stilled.  It is generally expected that store 
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owners will be at the mosque praying during the holy Friday and Konya time in a major 

way slows down or stops regular time.   

Considered by many to be the most religious city in Turkey, the modern-day 

Konya is a place of many contradictions.  The road that leads from Alaaddin Hill to the 

Mevlana Museum has been for some time the main route for back-packing tourists, carpet 

enthusiasts, carpet dealers and collectors.  It is lined with shops specifically catering to 

tourists with souvenir pieces, maps, carpets, and kilims.  Some offer tours to mountain 

villages in the Taurus Mountains that separate Konya from the Mediterranean Sea.  Other 

roads that lead from Alaaddin Hill take people to the main bus station and many 

governmental buildings, and eventually lead to another world of modern shops and coffee 

houses.  This stretch of road, named Zafer, is the meeting place of most of the 

approximately 80,000 students of the Selçuk University, who come to Konya from almost 

all parts of Turkey, bringing with them a student culture.  It is also alongside this road 

and on many other smaller roads leading from it, that several modern apartment buildings 

and some all female or all male dormitories for the university students are located.  

During the school year, this stretch of road bustles with shoppers, and road-side tables of 

students selling their artwork from bracelets to paintings.  This is the changing face of 

Konya: these students do not only bring more money into the city, but they also bring 

with them a student culture that is much more open and diverse then traditional Konyan 

culture.  Once the school year starts, it feels as if the number of covered women walking 

the streets of Konya is dwarfed by the university students wearing their Nike shoes and 

Tommy Hilfiger jerseys and pants. 
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When I first came to Konya for research, the same carpet exporter who pointed 

out how the carpet industry was dying suggested that I visit Masera to see the reasons 

why.  As he noted in a critical mood, “Go to Masera and see what is happening to Konya.  

That is where the future is going.  There is even a carpet store there; see that store, too.  

Konya is changing” (personal communication, July 1, 2004).  It took me almost three 

weeks to go to Masera, which is a medium-sized mall that was disorienting to me after 

spending time at the Konya bazaar for a couple of weeks.  Just about half an hour away 

from the Konya bazaar, Masera was a clean-cut replica of an American mall and the 

single carpet store located in the mall was part of a successful franchise, whose manager I 

interviewed later on in Đstanbul, producing and selling high quality, hand-tufted, modern 

carpets.  Although the grim premonition of the carpet exporter was highly exaggerated, 

seeing how none of the weavers and their families I met actually shopped at Masera, the 

store definitely emblematized Konya’s changing face as a “modern” city. 

Like many major cities, Konya, too, had a growing problem with migration and 

diversity.  It was also a place that, despite its traditional and religious outlook, its many 

stores and shops that meld perfectly into the old city ruins and the eternal whirling of its 

many dervishes, was in constant change.  The houses that were situated at the edge of the 

city in various neighborhoods often had backyards with vegetable gardens and wheats 

and hayats53, which were usually the summer weaving space of a family’s women 

weavers.  However, these houses were bordered by modern-looking apartment complexes 

that were either finished or half-built and increasingly the houses with gardens, which 

                                                 
53 Please refer to footnote 1. 
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were major attractions of Konya, were being replaced by these more recent constructions 

(Demirci, 1996).  This was one of the reasons why weaving in Konya was on the decline.  

Anyone who has witnessed weaving will know that kirkit’s mechanical rhythms may be 

heard from down the street.  Families who saved up and were able to turn their one story 

house into an apartment usually rented these places out if they did not have other married 

children who could move in.  These created conditions that made it impossible for one to 

weave unless the renter was also a weaver because the noise made by kirkit was too loud.  

Hence, the changing tapestry of Konya was one major reason for the decline in the 

number of weavers. 

The structure of Konya houses could be considered a hybrid of rural and urban 

design.  Traditional village houses consisted of a large central space that greeted visitors 

as soon as they entered the house and several smaller doors surrounding this space, which 

lead to smaller rooms.  The central space did not have a specific name, but it was used to 

have quick lunches and to entertain guests if other rooms were occupied.  Most houses 

had a living room where the television set was located and where dinners were eaten, and 

one or two bedrooms depending on the wealth of the family with the married couple 

sharing one room and all the children sleeping in the other room a kitchen and a 

bathroom.   

Houses were usually surrounded by high walls and a big steel entrance door, 

which protect the hayats.  If the house had a hayat, during the summer looms were 

moved outside to the hayats and the weaving was done outside.  Not all hayats were 

circled with walls, but money was saved to construct the wall later on even if it could not 
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be done up front.  If the house did not have a hayat, women did not move their looms 

outside to the garden and continued weaving inside the house where they could 

comfortably remove or relax their headcoverings.  It was usually the living room that got 

transformed into the weaving space with the loom positioned near the window for more 

light.  In winters, families might move the loom to the bedrooms because it would be too 

expensive to heat the entire house.  Some families, who could afford to have two stoves, 

used another room as the weaving space, although, from my experience, this was very 

rare.  In winter, a coal stove was set in the bedroom and the entire family ate and slept in 

this one room.  The loom was situated in the farthest corner from the eating and bedding 

space.  However, as Merve, a weaver in Konya complained, “The wool gets everywhere.  

It gets in your food, in your lungs.  What do you do? In winter we can’t heat the entire 

place.  Even in summer the dust from the dye and all the wool just flies into every room.  

It is shameful really because you can’t invite anyone.  Nothing ever gets free of wool” 

(personal communication, October 5, 2004).   

The basic three room structure and a central entrance space are characteristics of 

older village houses.  As noted by Quataert (2000; p. 153), “[t]urning now to homes in 

rural areas, we find that many peasant dwellings divided simply into three rooms, one for 

sleeping, and the others for cooking/storage and for sitting.  These were very small spaces 

with no real spatial division by gender.”  A description of a classical village house in 

Trabzon suggests some basic characteristics: “The cottage is fairly clean, especially if its 

inhabitants are Mahometan [of Muslim faith], and is much more spacious than the 
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dwelling of the town artisan.  Regularly it has three rooms, one for sleeping, one for 

sitting in, and one for cooking.”54   

Although some houses in Konya still had their bathrooms in the yard, as was the 

case with some village houses, usually the bathrooms were located in the house.  The 

houses or rooms of younger couples had furniture; however, the houses of the older 

generation of weavers (mid-30s and up) I spent time with in Konya were mostly devoid 

of furniture.  This also is a characteristic of the village houses in Turkey as can be seen in 

yet another description of Balkan home life when the region was under Ottoman rule:  

The interior of an average cottage is divided into three rooms—the common living-room, 

the family bedroom, and the storeroom […] Like all the peasants of Turkey [the Ottoman 

Empire], the Bulgarians are most economical and even frugal in their habits […] The 

furniture consists chiefly of cushions covered with thick woven tissues which also serve 

the family as beds. (Garnett as cited in Quataert 2000, p. 154)    

 

                                                 
54 This excerpt is taken from Pamuk, Ş. (1987). The Ottoman Empire and European Capitalism, 1820-
1913.  Pamuk is quoting the British consul at Trabzon on page 188. 
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Figure 5 One weaver’s house.  There was no furniture in the room except for the television set, which 
was located near the entrance of the room to the left of the photo on the left.  On one corner of the 
room was the loom.   
 

 

Weaving in Konya 

Carpet weaving in Konya has a long and important history.  As noted in many 

books and travel magazines about Konya, Marco Polo (1254-1323) in his travels 

described how carpet weaving was done in Konya: 

In the Turkmen country, there are three different races of men.  Firstly, Musulman 

Turkmens.  These happen to be simple people with a language of their own.  They 

stay in mountains and large lands covered with heath or brushwood and make a 

living out of stock breeding.  They produce the most beautiful and well crafted 

carpets in the world and they also produce beautiful and richly colored silks and 

many other things.  Their biggest cities are Konya, Sivas, and Kayseri and many 

other towns and villages that I cannot name here. (as cited in Oğuz, 2004, p. 282) 
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It is well known in Turkey and in the carpet world that carpets and kilims woven 

in Konya by hand-yarns and root dyes are quality products and they are usually sold at a 

higher price because of this quality55.  However, the weaving industry in Konya is in a 

speedy decline despite this provenance.  One of the rare manuscripts that specifically 

detail the current conditions and problems of Konya’s weaving industry is Aktaş-Yasa’s 

(1998) article.  In it, she mentions that the number of carpet manufacturers in Konya was 

approximately 25 and gives this general overview as an important problem for Konya’s 

weaving industry: 

Carpet dealers and manufacturers have emphasized that it is difficult to expand 

their limits abroad with their own means.  They have also expressed that removal 

of export incitements provided by the government led to a three or four-year 

regression of hand-woven carpet exporting and attracted the attention for 

indifference of the government on this subject.  Having mentioned that private 

sector is standing on their own, they have also pointed out that, in addition to the 

removal of incitements, entrance of Chinese carpets into Turkish market have also 

decreased the number of serious manufacturing firms.  Mr. Hüseyin Eğerci, 

complaining about that they will have to quit their job when their order-based 

manufacturing is stopped by the clients, has added that they cannot manufacture 

unless for orders. (Aktaş-Yasa , 1998, p. 133) 

                                                 
55 Several websites and books have specific sections on Konya rugs and handicrafts.  For a comprehensive 
coverage of Konya’s handicrafts and weaving history refer to Oğuz, B. (2004). Türkiye Halkının Kültür 
Kökenleri (Vol.4). Istanbul: Anadolu Aydinlanma Vakfı.  Two well-known English works that discuss 
Konya’s handicrafts industry are Glassie, H. (2002). Turkish Traditional Art Today. Ankara: Ministry of 
Culture of the Turkish Republic; and Aslanapa, O. (1988). One Thousand Years of Turkish Carpets. 
Đstanbul: Eren Yayıncılık. 
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When I was conducting research in Konya, there were 11 Konya manufacturers who were 

registered with ĐTKĐB and this portrays how the approximate number posed by Aktas-

Yasa in 1998 has declined even further.  Out of this 11, I was able to talk to 8 and out of 

8 only two manufacturers had a lucrative clientele base and conducted solely order-based 

manufacturing.  Some of the others, like Ali, had trouble reaching the global market 

through their means and others had very limited production and some were even on the 

brink of bankruptcy.   

 These smaller manufacturers were especially hit by the changing nature of 

Turkish tourism that took an even faster pace within the last ten to fifteen years.  The 

pasan, backpacking tourists traveling on their own or with families, going into bazaars 

and shops and actually experiencing the local scene, were no longer a big presence in 

Konya.  In fact, when I was conducting fieldwork I was hoping to experience one-on-one 

sales to tourists in the carpet shops, but due to the rarity of actual tourist presence in 

Konya, I witnessed very few encounters.  Pasan has been replaced by mass tourism in 

Turkey and the tourist busses that came to Konya would routinely stop at the Mevlana 

Museum and after a brief visit would take off to Göreme.  Tourists were not allowed to 

meander in the bazaar streets and were instead taken specifically to “carpet villages” for 

their shopping experience.56  This meant bankruptcy for those small manufacturers who 

did not have direct access to the global market. 

 Additionally, Konya’s placement in central Anatolia was also considered a 

problem.  The smaller carpet manufacturers I talked to all noted the fact that tourists 

                                                 
56 For a detailed discussion of this type of mass tourism and the “carpet villages” please see Chapter 6 of 
this dissertation. 
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might come to Đstanbul; however, they rarely took the extra time or effort to travel to 

Konya.  This problem was also noted by Aktaş-Yasa (1998) and carpet manufacturers 

demanded that “a civil airport and fast-train railways between Đstanbul-Konya and 

Ankara-Konya” be established for better transportation and more direct access by 

tradesmen as well as possible tourists.  Hence, access to knowledge indeed was one 

important aspect that enabled monopolies to develop in Konya and fostered a secretive 

environment that guarded knowledge.   

Moreover, as my research showed, the fact that there were eleven carpet 

manufacturers/dealers located in Konya did not automatically mean that the carpet 

manufacture was being done in and around Konya.  Some of the top carpet firms in 

Konya did not have the majority of production located in and near Konya.  Instead, they 

chose to open up ateliers in Eastern Turkey or canvass near-by countries like Iran and 

Azerbaijan for cheaper labor.  The firm with weaving ateliers in Afyon was opening up 

new ateliers in Urfa and Gaziantep with government backing and was seriously 

considering leaving Afyon once these ateliers began to have a faster and better 

production.   

Another unexpected trend I ran into during my fieldwork was the declining 

number of weavers in Konya.  As mentioned earlier, one major reason for this decline 

was the changing tapestry of Konya that replaces single story houses with apartment 

buildings.  Consequently, more and more young girls did not want to weave and chose to 

work in factories and fields or continue their education.  The six major carpet 

manufacturers I talked to all mentioned that this problem created distrust and rivalry 
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among them.  As we sat down and drank tea in his small carpet house, Ali, a carpet 

manufacturer who was considering leaving the business noted the problems in Konya:  

Currently, there are not enough weavers in Konya and you can not find carpet 

weaving happening here anymore.  I know that is shocking because one reads 

everywhere and knows from history how carpet weaving was important in Konya.  

I mean everyone knows the Konya carpets with the famous yellow background.  

Not anymore.  The export market wants big size carpets and you need big looms 

for those and they are riskier.  In Konya, young girls don’t want to weave 

anymore and they can go to school so looms need to be smaller.  No manufacturer 

can weave big carpets here.  Also, you know, one manufacturer starts weaving 

kilims and next thing you know they dominate the area.  So, now weavers weave 

kilims in Konya and their numbers are declining. (personal communication, July 

15, 2004) 

Weavers were usually situated and known within specific neighborhoods and each 

neighborhood was claimed by a certain carpet manufacturer.57  Occasionally some 

weavers might choose to abandon one carpet manufacturer for another.  For example, 

Fatma, after weaving for one carpet manufacturer for six years, abandoned him for 

another who offered her more money.  After she wove a couple kilims for him, however, 

the manufacturer stopped ordering more and did not give her more work.  Fatma stated 

how after a while he stopped coming altogether and her husband inquired into the matter, 

eventually learning that he went bankrupt.  After this experience, Fatma returned to her 

                                                 
57 Details of the rivalry between carpet manufacturers in Konya and the forms of secrecy that result from 
these rivalries are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5. 
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old carpet manufacturer and was still weaving for him when I was in Konya.  When I 

asked her if this caused strife, she stated that it did not.  Hence, there was labor mobility; 

however, both of the carpet manufacturers Fatma wove for were known by her husband.  

The women might have heard that a certain carpet manufacturer was reliable and paid 

well.  Even then, first the husband and/or the father checked out the background and 

reputation of the carpet manufacturer.  If both the father/husband and the woman weaver 

were comfortable and the reputation of the carpet manufacturer checked out, from then 

on it was the weaver who directly negotiated and worked with the carpet manufacturer.    

Women wove exclusively in their homes and were under intense pressure to finish 

the products on time.   If women weavers did not meet the required deadlines, they might 

face repercussions in that the carpet manufacturers might be reluctant in assigning them a 

kilim that was urgent, which usually entailed some extra monetary bonus, however small.  

If, as the carpet manufacturers I talked to noted, the women were not “reliable” or did not 

do a “clean” weave, they might not be given another kilim to weave.  In the above 

vignette, Fatma left her own kilim to weave with Ayşe because Ayşe had a deadline that 

she could not keep.  Weaving in the home had benefits for both the weavers and the 

carpet manufacturers.  For the weaver, it meant she could work honorably and still enjoy 

company and take breaks when she needed to.  Even with the deadlines, in in-home 

weaving, the woman weaver had the final say in how she used her time and this could be 

a negotiaton point for some extra cash as well.  For example, if a woman weaver had 

company from the village or had to attend a funeral and there was an urgent kilim to be 

woven, she could use this as a bargaining tool to get an advance or to get a little bit more 
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pay.  For the carpet manufacturer, it amounted to cheaper labor because he did not have 

to pay insurance, rent, heating or cooling and electricity costs.    

In-home weaving took place in specific neighborhoods and women from the same 

neighborhood or relatives living in other neighborhoods but who knew how to weave 

helped each other out when the deadlines were approaching, a process they call ödünç 

(borrowing).  Kezban, a thirty two year old weaver who wove by herself because her 

children were young and going to school, described ödünç to me in this way: 

 When the deadline is approaching and you aren’t done, you need help.  You may 

need help, too, let’s say if you had a funeral you had to prepare for or wedding or 

had visitors and you could not weave.  Some don’t need that much help because 

they have daughters who weave.  I don’t.  I need to get help from neighbors who 

weave.  That is called ödünç  Let’s say I go and weave for an hour; she [the other 

weaver] will owe me that time.  She will come and weave for me for an hour.  

Sometimes you measure ödünç with the amount of rows.  If I weave for ten rows 

that day, she will need to do the same when I am in need of help. (personal 

communication, July 10, 2004) 

Through ödünç women found a way to deal with unexpected emergencies or time 

consuming activities like a wedding or a funeral.  Deadlines might give women the power 

to negotiate, especially if they were good at producing a temiz (clean) carpet meeting the 

exact measurement and design requirements.  Fatma noted that this was not a recurrent 

activity; it was rare.   However, it happened and women took the opportunity:  
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The prices are set.  We do not haggle over prices.  We know what we will get 

paid.  At times, however, people may get more advances or some extra pay for a 

harder design or for kilims that are big and need to be woven fast.  This is rare 

because kilimci would not want us all to want a raise and he always justifies it 

when it happens.  We still bargain, though, and we get a raise sometimes if the 

carpet is really urgent or hard. (personal communication, September 17, 2004) 

Thus, working in the home limited women’s agency in certain respects like 

forming labor unions and having the knowledge of the whole process of production and 

sale; however, it also enabled them to gain small victories over the carpet manufacturers 

and gave these women a chance to earn money without hindering their lives as wives and 

mothers.  Indeed, for these women, and understanding of “work” encompassed the 

challenge of dealing with their many roles as mothers, wives and weavers.  Such a 

challenge made it hard to draw boundaries between household labor and weaving; 

however, this did not mean that women’s weaving was not valued by the women 

themselves and their husbands.  Women saw weaving as hard work that usually had a 

scheduled time and meaning within the context of their everyday labor.  This challenge 

between weaving as a type of iş (work) that was demarcated by time and money, but not 

by security and insurance, and broader household labor that was not seen by women to be 

iş, but daily routine, had more local meaning in Konya than the arbitrary division 

between “formal” and “informal” work. 

For most of the women weavers working for the carpet industry in Konya and in 

other places I did research, observance of religious obligations played a major part in 
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their lives; however, a concern over religion was not paramount in the actual work that 

they did.  Some women told me that they saw weaving as taking away from their time to 

worship, but most of the women took breaks from weaving to perform their religious 

obligations and did not see weaving as an intrusion.  They saw weaving as work and, as 

will be discussed in Chapter 4 in more detail, considerations of fictive kinship, honor, 

trust, and respectability were important in the decisions they made about the economic 

transactions they were involved in.  It was the conditions of these relationships that made 

the economic transactions helal transactions.58  For the women, balancing the fictive 

kinship ties that they developed during these economic interactions with carpet 

manufacturers and keeping their honor intact within the context of these patronage 

relationships were key concerns.  Also, since the advances they sometimes received from 

carpet manufacturers did not entail interest, the women did not go against Islamic law.     

Additionally, the physical nature of the work gave weaving a separate place from 

other types of household work.  For the women weavers in Konya and Afyon, weaving 

was accompanied by back pain and sometimes continuous leg pain due to sitting in a 

crouched position on the benches for long periods of time.  It involved shoulder aches 

from using the kirkit, calluses in the hands, and occasional cuts that ended up smearing 

blood on the loom.  Hence, weaving had a physical as well as a mental dimension and 

almost all the weavers I talked to complained about muscle pains and leg pains.  One 

retired weaver in the village I visited in Afyon had severe disfiguration in her legs and 

could not walk properly due to weaving.  It is a well documented fact that weaving 

                                                 
58 Please refer to footnote 90 for a discussion of concepts of helal and haram. 
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causes health problems even if the weavers themselves at times do not acknowledge it or 

see their health problems and weaving as connected.  A study on carpet weavers in 

Isparta that was conducted by public health officials and neurosurgeons in Turkey notes 

the overwhelming number of weavers who suffered from carpal tunnel syndrome as a 

result of the process of weaving.  45% of the 200 hands examined for the study had some 

form of carpal tunnel syndrome.  As the study continues on to note “hand-made carpet 

manufactory workers are exposed to varying degrees of repetitive and forceful hand and 

wrist motion and they appear to be at increased risk for the development of hand and arm 

musculoskeletal symptoms and CTS (carpal tunnel syndrome).  Fifty-three workers had 

either unilateral or bilateral complaints consistent with CTS.” (Kutluhan, et.al. 2001, p. 

456). 

Carpal tunnel syndrome was not the only symptom some weavers in Turkey 

experienced.  Other health problems that weaving may result in are coughing or difficulty 

breathing due to inhaling of wool particles, eye problems, skin lesions, chest pain, back 

ache and joint pains (Das, Shukla, & Ory, 1992).  Some weavers in Turkey I talked to did 

experience back aches and joint pains, and they complained about inhaling wool particles 

all day long.    

Another important challenge and contention was related to the time given to 

weaving and daughters’ participation in the process.  Typically, weaving entailed a work 

schedule from about 7:30-8:00 a.m. to 6:00-7:00 p.m.; however this schedule changed 

drastically from household to household.  For example, women whose husbands have 

part-time jobs gave a break from weaving once their husbands were back home in the 
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afternoon because most of the husbands did not want to hear the noise of the kirkit and 

wanted to be served when they were present.  Even if the husband was a full-time 

employee, which was the case only at a very few houses I visited, the women needed to 

prepare breakfast and lunch, and do housekeeping.  However, if the weaver had daughters 

who could do these jobs, she might have an uninterrupted work schedule.  Daughters’ 

education and its effects on household labor is one of the most important points of 

contention in Konya households.     

 

I am weaving so my daughter doesn’t have to: Paradoxes of Education, Women and 
Weaving     
 

When discussing piecework within the context of Istanbul’s squatter settlements, 

White (1994) comments on how “[a]s long as individual production, piecework, and 

atelier labor are seen to be an expression of group identity and solidarity, rather than 

‘work,’ they remain morally and socially acceptable” (p. 113).  In the case of Konya, too, 

reciprocal indebtedness was part of the labor process as women helped each other with 

the weaving of late carpets.  However, there was a very different conceptualization of 

working in the atelier and working in the home that complicated White’s (1994) analysis 

in the case of women weavers in Konya.  For all the weavers in Konya, atelier weaving 

was not considered a viable option.  In fact, during my discussion with Fatma and Ayşe, 

they noted how they would not consider working in an atelier even if it meant receiving 

insurance coverage because their husbands would not allow them, and, more importantly, 

they themselves would not want to.  The reasons given were that it would not be 

“honorable” for a woman to work outside the home; they would not have power over 
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how they used their time in an atelier setting; and they could not compartmentalize their 

time effectively to cover both household labor and weaving.   

Hence, governance of time was a central concern for all these women who 

worked in the home.  One way of dealing with issues of time was getting help from 

neighbors and, more often, from daughters, which resulted in constant negotiations over 

education of children within the household.  For a great majority of the women I talked to 

one of the main concerns was the education of their children, especially their sons.  For 

this group, the weaving money was set aside to cover school expenses because, once 

again, the main desire for these women was to see their sons in secure government 

employment.  A lot of the women mentioned how they did not want their children to 

suffer as they did and to be cahil (ignorant) as they were.   

Turkish law requires that all children be educated for eight years; however, after 

that, the decision is in the hands of the parents, mostly the father.  For girls, further 

education is still considered an unaffordable and to a certain extent meaningless luxury.  

It is perfectly legitimate for girls to go to summer Koran lessons even after finishing 

middle school, but statistics show that discrepancies in numbers exist between boys and 

girls as they continue on to high school and university education.  Although the overall 

population of girls attending high school and up is rising in Turkey, their numbers still 

fall behind boys.59   

                                                 
59 The data obtained from Turkish Statistical Institute (2000) included in the following page clearly show 
this discrepancy.  The Turkish Republic Prime Ministry Directorate General’s report released in 2003 also 
comment on this discrepancy: “Secular education has been a primary and central institution to the process 
of nation building in Turkey. Consequently, equal opportunities in education, in general, and the education 
of women, in particular, are secured as legal rights in the law. This is reflected in the Equality of 
Opportunity section of the Basic National Education Act, which states that, opportunity of education is 
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Table 8: Percentage of illiterate and literate population by level of formal education completed, 6 
years of age and over.  Source: Turkish Statistical Institute (2000) 
http://www.die.gov.tr/tkba/English_TKBA/t100.xls 
 

Census year Total Illiterate 
Literate without 
diploma 

Primary 
school 

Junior High 
School 

High 
School 

Higher 
Education 

        
Kadın- Female        

        

1970 100.0 58.2 16.6 20.7 2.2 1.8 0.6 

1975 100.0 49.5 15.5 29.1 3.1 2.4 0.4 

1980 100.0 45.3 14.7 31.4 3.7 3.7 1.2 

1985 100.0 31.8 18.1 39.5 4.5 5.0 1.1 

1990 100.0 28.0 15.6 43.2 5.4 6.0 1.8 

2000 100.0 19.4 21.5 37.2 4.9 10.6 3.9 

        

Erkek- Male        

        

1970 100.0 29.7 24.5 36.1 4.9 3.4 1.3 

1975 100.0 23.8 20.8 42.9 6.3 4.7 1.5 

1980 100.0 20.0 18.4 44.2 7.6 6.4 3.3 

1985 100.0 13.5 18.9 47.7 8.5 8.2 3.3 

1990 100.0 11.2 16.4 49.1 9.6 9.5 4.2 

2000 100.0 6.1 21.5 36.9 9.5 16.1 6.6 

 

The rise in numbers is not automatically correlated with the rise in the number of families 

wanting to educate their girls.  The main reason for this is the change in the educational 

system during the period 1997-1998, when there was an increase in the compulsory 

education from five to eight years with Law No. 4306.  Yet, an interview I had with the 

lawyer working for the Çağdaş Yaşamı Destekleme Derneği (The Association in Support 

of Contemporary Living), which is an active NGO in Turkey involved in various 

educational projects, commented on the fact that even the laws did not change much for 
                                                                                                                                                 
equal for all women and men and institutions of education are open for everyone, regardless of language, 
religion, race and sex. Thus, there are no legal impediments to exclude women and girls from accessing the 
right to education. However, despite considerable progress in women’s education over the years, women 
and girls lag behind men and boys, at all levels of education. In particular, there are significant 
discrepancies in the literacy levels of women and men when rural-urban, regional and age differences are 
considered. According to 2001 data, 21.6 % of women as opposed to 5.6 % of men over 15 years of age are 
illiterate.”  The entire report can be accessed at: http://www.kssgm.gov.tr/belgeler/uairapor.html  
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girls living in rural areas in Turkey (personal communication, November 11, 2004).  As 

he noted, some fathers did not declare the birth of their daughters for the first five or six 

years to circumvent this law.  The new law forces the parents who do not send their 

children to school to pay a monetary fine and continual refusal to send children to school 

may result in jail time.  However, as the lawyer noted, it is one thing to make the laws 

and another to enforce them.  Local village heads usually fail to notify the authorities.   

Several reasons existed for the reluctance of the parents to send their daughters to 

high school in Konya and in other places I conducted research.  For one, the education of 

sons was a priority and usually due to the economic situation of almost all of the weaving 

households, it was impossible to send every child to school.  Hence, even if the mother 

(and sometimes, though more rarely the father) would like to send a daughter to high 

school and beyond, it might very well be beyond their means.  Secondly, the girls usually 

provided extra income through their weaving and this was an incentive to keep them at 

home.  Finally, though the most important reason was once again the honor code.60  

Although the women themselves agreed with the importance of education for the girls 

and stated that they would have supported the education of their daughters if not for 

money problems or lack of consent from the father, once the conversation progressed, it 

became self evident that for some women the main issue was either the fear for their 

daughters’ honor or the desire not to lose the extra income their daughters brought to the 

house through weaving.  Regardless of family background, all the young girls I talked to, 

except for three sisters who wanted to get married and not go to school, wanted to 

                                                 
60 See Chapter 4 for a discussion of the honor code and kinship in relation to maintenance of global carpet 
production in Turkey. 
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continue with their education.  This created a constant tension between mothers and 

daughters. 

Fatma’s own situation provides such an example.  Fatma herself had five 

daughters and one son.  Two of her daughters, twenty one and nineteen respectively, 

were already married when I met her and her eighteen year old daughter was preparing 

for marriage in the coming months.  The fourth daughter, Ayten, was a stubborn sixteen 

year old who had finished middle school the year before and refused to help her mother 

with weaving and her six year old daughter did not know how to weave yet.  I spent 

many afternoons with Fatma, for whom the most important part of tatlı gicimik was the 

ability to shop and visit relatives and friends with her oldest two daughters when they 

were weaving with her.  Now that her eighteen year old weaving companion was about to 

leave the nest, she was perturbed by Ayten’s refusal to weave despite the fact she knew 

how to.  Fatma did not want to stop Ayten from continuing her education, but she faced 

the problem of losing all of her productive daughters.  She told me that she gave birth to 

so many children because her first five had been girls and both her father and her in-laws 

wanted a grandson: 

I am glad that they [her daughters] were born; look, I made so much money off of 

two of the ones who got married and left.  For example, if I weave ten centimeters 

a day on my own, with them I used to weave thirty.  Maybe even more because 

one feels stronger.  We used to cut the kilim off the loom in a week or ten days.  

We got our 150 million, go and visit people, do all the things we needed to do.  

The girls used to make deals with me.  They wanted me to take them to such and 
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such a place, or to our relatives.  I told them, sure, you finish this off and we 

would go.  Then, kilimci [literally meaning the kilim man] would tell us to finish 

this off such and such a date anyways.  We were done by that time.  We then went 

to places, did things for one or two days and then got another  kilim.  When I had 

my girls, kilim weaving was much better. (personal communication, July 20, 

2004) 

Hence, Ayten’s refusal to weave bothered Fatma in many levels.  It was not only 

losing her income, but also losing her companionship that made Fatma reminisce about 

what she experienced with her other daughters.  Fatma wanted me to talk to Ayten about 

her behavior, her aloofness.  Since I was educated and younger she thought Ayten would 

be more prone to talking to me than to her.  Ayten was a short, stout, and terribly shy girl 

who took a while to open up to me.  Her main concern was to continue with her 

education; she wanted to become an elementary school teacher.  She had graduated a year 

ago, but her parents had not enrolled her in high school.  As a result, to protest her 

situation she chose silence; she refused to do anything, including weaving, and simply sat 

at home.  In the end, I was able to get us all in a conversation about Ayten’s education 

and Fatma finally agreed to make a deal with her and promised to send her to high school 

the following year if she wove for a year and saved up money.  Ayten was not the only 

young weaver who refused to embrace weaving as work despite her mother’s insistence.  

As one fourteen year old weaver told me: 

For my mother this is all we should do.  It brings in the money so we should 

weave, weave, weave.  I mean we get breaks, of course, but still it is like I do this 
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almost eight hours a day when not in school.  I want to continue school and I 

don’t want to weave.  This is boring and also hard and you don’t make much 

money.  This is maybe work for my mother but not for me [belki bu iştir annem 

için ama benim için değil ]. I want to go out and work.  I can’t see my friends in 

summer that much because I need to weave.  I use some of that money for school 

stuff so I weave. (personal communication, September 18, 2004) 

  In Konya, where the daughters had more chance to go to school because the high 

schools were usually located nearby the neighborhoods, mothers were constantly 

challenged by their daughters who wanted to continue their education.  For some women, 

like Ayşe’s mother, their daughter’s education was a future investment; however, for 

many women, it was still considered a financial burden.  The situation was even more 

pronounced in the village that I stayed at in Afyon where only one girl from the entire 

village went on to get high school education in an Đmam Hatip high school61.  Ayşe’s 

mother was not alone in seeing education as an investment.  Another weaver, Halide, 

who was the first in one of the Konya’s weaving neighborhoods to start weaving and who 

taught rest of the women and girls how to weave, had two girls who spent their entire 

summers weaving continuously to pull together enough money to spend on their 

education during winters.   

                                                 

61 Đmam Hatip schools in Turkey offer secondary education.  Originally they were founded to train 
government-employed imams; however, they contained as much arts and sciences classes as normal high 
schools.  Currently, Đmam Hatip schools are popular with conservative families who want their children to 
receive religious education as well as learning regular subject matters such as science, math, and history.  
The current president of Turkey Recep Tayyip Erdoğan is a graduate of an Đmam Hatip school. 
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Many in the younger generation avidly stood against weaving and refused to learn 

it, those that accepted it as work used it as a way to continue their education.  Hence 

resistance and constant negotiations between mothers and daughters was part of the 

weaving process.  Mothers promised to buy things for their daughters or take them to 

places to get them to agree to weave or to encourage faster and more accurate labor.  For 

those who wove, the process of weaving was challenging work with both mental and 

physical dimensions that provided a steady income. 

Indeed, for many women, the act of weaving was also linked to perseverance and 

strength due to the physical nature of the work.  As noted earlier, weaving causes various 

types of physical pain and is seen as hard work.  It is much harder to categorize women’s 

weaving as “leisurely” activity, or perceive women and their families devaluing it, when 

one spends eight hours weaving with them and feels the same amounts of physical pain.  

Women take pride in their endurance, in the fact that they contribute to household income 

and they certainly do not see weaving as leisurely work.   

 

Going Beyond Formal and Informal Work: Understanding the Governance of Tatlı 
Gicimik 
 

In her introduction to the edited volume Gender and Identity Construction, 

Lourdes Beneria (2000) focuses on Karl Polanyi’s (1944) seminal text The Great 

Transformation in an effort to “engender” his analysis (p. 11).  In his work, Polanyi 

(1944) examines what he terms the “collapse” of the 19th century civilization and the 

formation of a self-adjusting market: 
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Our thesis is that the idea of a self-regulating market implied a stark utopia.  Such 

an institution could not exist for any length of time without annihilating the 

human and natural substance of society; it would have physically destroyed man 

and transformed his surroundings into a wilderness.  Inevitably, society took 

measures to protect itself, but whatever measures it took impaired the self-

regulation of the market, disorganized industrial life, and thus endangered society 

in yet another way.  It was this dilemma which forced the development of the 

market system into a definite groove and finally disrupted the social organization 

based upon it. (pp. 3-4) 

Polanyi (1944) was specifically concerned with the development of this new “groove” 

and the disruptions it caused, which culminated in the formation of the “Economic Man,” 

who represented the domination of economic self-interest over social and political life.  

In her work, Beneria (2000) welcomes Polanyi’s (1944) analysis; however notes the need 

to recognize another type of economy: the unpaid work of women, which sustains the 

market itself.   

After warning about the trap of essentialism and the need to go beyond it, Beneria 

(2000) makes a critical comment:  

The norms and behavior associated with the market do not apply to the sphere of 

unpaid work which produces goods and services for use rather than for exchange.  

As such, unpaid work is not equally subject to the competitive pressures of the 

market and therefore it can respond to motivations other than gain, such as 

nurturing, love, and altruism. (pp. 11-12) 
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She goes on to explain how Polanyi’s (1944) description of societies that existed before 

the advance of a self-regulating market that relied heavily on reciprocity and distribution 

can be applied to contemporary societies as well.  As she states, non-maximizing 

behavior can be found in contemporary societies (Beneria, 2000, p. 12).  Despite her 

warnings against essentializing, Beneria (2000; 2003) herself conceptualizes the market 

as existing in a dual system of informal versus formal economies; paid and unpaid work, 

which is a testament to the attractiveness of using preestablished categories to 

conceptualize complex practices like work.  However, one needs to take into account that 

these dualities, binaries, and boundaries may not be enough to explain what takes place in 

specific contexts as well as how workers themselves see what they do.  What I 

experienced in Konya was strategic manaevuring on parts of all parties, women weavers, 

their husbands, and carpet manufacturers, which constantly challenged these boundaries 

and made it harder for a researcher to discern any specific boundaries.  Although the 

distinction between paid/unpaid work, and formal/informal work may be useful as basic 

ways of categorizing for the researcher what s/he saw in the field, these terms were not 

used by the weavers or carpet manufacturers themselves during negotiations or in how 

they defined what they did.  Additionally, in response to Beneria’s (2000) quote above, 

market relations that developed between carpet manufacturers and weavers also included 

ties of “nurturing, love, and altruism” as well as dedication on both parties.     

Feminist literature on gender and global politics of labor discuss in detail the 

nature of women’s work within the context of global capitalism.  Some foreground the 

inequalities in the work place (Roy, Tisdell, & Blomqvist, 1996; Tinker, 1990; Nash & 
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Fernandez-Kelly, 1983; Portes, Castells, & Benton, 1989; Beneria & Feldman, 1992; 

Segal & Demos, 2005; Dangler, 1994; Elson, 1992; Mills, 2003), while it is also noted 

how gender ideologies and patriarchy define women as supplementary workers, which 

aid in the lowering of productions costs and in defining women’s work as cheap and 

expandable within the context of global production (Elson, 1992; Collins, 2003; Gimenez 

& Collins, 1990).  It is assumed that these supplementary workers, whether working in 

ateliers, homes, or factories, are not seen as the main breadwinners in their households, 

which legitimizes the lack of adequate pay and work security (Collins, 2003).  Safa 

(1995) portrays this as the “myth” of the male breadwinner and this myth highlights 

women’s dual productive/reproductive role.  Women are assumed to have full 

responsibilities over domestic work and care giving, while men are devoid of such 

responsibilities because of their roles as the recognized breadwinners of their families (p. 

37).   

However, several studies underline the importance of women’s domestic 

production and reproduction in peasant households and as artisans (Nash & Fernandez-

Kelly, 1993; Kandiyoti, 1985; Bhatt, 1987; Brouwer, 1987; Dangler, 1994).  Beneria & 

Roldan (1987) discuss how subcontracted work can lead to an increased authority of 

women within the household; however, this increased authority is still shadowed by the 

myth of the male breadwinner and the confinement of women in their homes.  More 

focused ethnographic studies further discuss the various contexts of women’s work.  

They problematize the underlining patriarchal control over women’s work, the 

feminization of labor forces in global production that relies on informal employment, 
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fragmentation of the labor force resulting from subcontracting, lack of effective labor 

organizing among workers who are isolated in homes or ateliers, the effects of both real 

and fictive kinship, and ethnicity on women’s control over her labor, and importance of 

home working to capitalist production (White, 1994; Özyeğin, 2001; Mies, 1982; Ong, 

1987; Drori, 2000; Collins, 2003; Hoodfar, 1997; Çınar 1994; Erman, Kalaycıoğlu, & 

Rittersberger-Kılıç 2002). 

Moreover, according to several studies, women do not consider themselves as 

“workers” within the informal economy of the household, but rather see their activities as 

an extension of their responsibilities as rural or urban women done during their “leisure” 

time (Ghvamshahidi, 1995; Berik, 1987; Abadan-Unat, 1982; White, 1994).  After noting 

that the activity of weaving is not seen as work in various weaving villages in Turkey, 

Berik (1987, p. 3) continues on to note that “even if household members do not engage in 

agricultural production where weaving is carried out at home the work is not considered 

as work, but as an activity that women take on to pass their ‘leisure’ time.”  Berik (1987) 

goes against what she identifies to be a general argument that appears in feminist 

literature, which claims “women’s paid work in the home is disadvantageous to them in 

terms of earnings.  One argument is that those who work at home are not identified as 

workers but as ‘housewives’, and that their paid work appears as ‘spare time’ activity” (p. 

36).  As she notes, earnings do not differ extensively between atelier work and home 

weaving; however, she does not at all comment on or challenge the claim made that home 

weaving is considered a “spare time activity”.   
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Referencing other feminist work on the topic, White (1994) stresses the fact that 

the women who were engaged in small-scale production in Istanbul did not see 

themselves as workers and that their labor was undervalued as a result of it being seen as 

informal work: 

In their [women’s] own words, they ‘do’ (bunu yapıyoruz) this labor, and they 

‘give (the product) out’ (dışarıya veriyoruz).  They do not ‘work’ (iş yapmak, 

çalışmak), although the noun work (iş) may be used to describe their activities.  

This is a general noun also used to describe such activities as housework or even 

activity or business in general, as in işim var (I am busy). (White, 1994, p. 130) 

Although I found White’s (1994) argument concerning the importance of “reciprocity” 

and the inclination to reinterpret capitalist ties based on economic benefit as reciprocal 

ties of indebtedness very helpful in understanding weaving in Konya and Afyon, her 

differentiation quoted above concerning women’s understanding of iş (work) did not 

productively explain the way women weavers conceptualized their activities during my 

research.  As the ethnographic material in this chapter shows, women weavers in Konya 

and also in Afyon were persistent in noting that they were doing “work” not in the sense 

of being busy, but in the sense of iş yapmak (working).  One reason may have been the 

fact that the women in Konya valued their work and perceived it as “hard work” (zor iş 

halı dokumak—“it is hard to weave a carpet”) unlike the women in White’s (1994) study 

that defined their work as “simple.”  Another may have been the fact that monetarily, 

women weavers contributed extensively to the household budget and openly admitted 
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this fact so weaving was not merely a side activity, but was actually the only stable work 

for most of these women and for the household. 

 For some women weaving also enabled them to actually do the things they 

wanted to do and buy more needed products for the home and for their children.  A good 

example as to how these women perceived what they do as work is the case of Zeliha, 

who started learning how to weave a kilim when she was thirty five years old. 

I wove carpets back in the village, but got married and moved to Konya.  After 

that, I did not weave because, I don’t know, I guess I never thought about it.  I did 

not want to do it because it was hard work.  We moved to this neighborhood and I 

met the weavers.  You know it is good to have your own money.  Even if your 

husband still has to approve, you can now ask him for things like a washing 

machine or another storage shed in the backyard and you have the money to make 

it happen.  I wanted to start weaving again because my sisters both migrated to 

Istanbul with their husbands.  I want to save up my money to go visit them.  My 

husband did not approve of me going to Istanbul alone, but I sat down and talked 

to him about it and you know now I can say it will be my money.  He gave in 

because I constantly complained about it.  I will save up and my daughter and I 

will go and visit my sisters in Istanbul. [I asked her next if she is going to 

continue weaving after that]  Yes, I am thinking of weaving if the kilimci is 

willing to give me orders.  I see all these women and they have more money to 

spend on their children, on the house, and, you know, get stuff they want.  I want 

to do the same, too.  If you make money and if you complain enough, it is harder 
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for the men to say no [we both laugh]. (personal communication, October 6, 

2004) 

Realizing that the minimum wage in Turkey while I was doing fieldwork was 

approximately around 350 million TL (350 YTL or approximately 250 dollars a month), 

women’s contribution to the household income was quite significant.  In Konya, the rate 

for kilim weaving was calculated by the overall size of the kilim and had a wide range.  

One meter squared might range from 30 million TL for relatively simple or “empty” 

designs in what was termed “modern” kilims to 80 million TL for more intricate designs 

or more difficult materials like silk.  Modern kilims dominated majority of the weaving in 

Konya.  Seeing how their husbands usually did not have steady incomes, women actually 

contributed greatly to family income.  In the case of Zeliha whose husband had a steady 

job, weaving was still more of a part-time job to enable her to pay for travel expenses for 

her and her daughter.   

 I realized pretty quickly in my research that asking the women if they had control 

over their money was not a meaningful question.  The women saw weaving money as 

going to family expenditures and childrens’ education.  For them, spending the money 

individually did not have much meaning since they saw themselves as part of the family.  

Depending on what the family needed, the women, usually after talking with their 

husbands, allocated money to various needs.  I would like to stress here that these women 

did not see themselves deprived of money or did not perceive this as a problem or an 

issue.  Credit cards needed to be paid, hayat walls and that upper level needed to be built, 

the washing machine needed to be bought and perhaps that visit to the sister in Istanbul 
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was a priority.  For each woman, the way weaving money contributed to family income 

differed; however, in no correspondence I had did I witness women seeing themselves as 

dominated by their husbands in regards to their weaving money.  In fact, the money 

enabled them to argue for an extra kitchen equipment or a closet.   

Other weavers in Konya dealt with similar concerns and issues as Zeliha, 

although their usage of weaving money could be different.  Rezzan lived and wove for 

the same carpet manufacturer as Fatma and Ayşe; however, she was located in a different 

part of Konya in another weaving neighborhood.  Like Fatma and Ayşe, she wove kilims 

and got paid by the square meter of kilim she wove.  However, Fatma and Ayşe, as a 

result of their bargaining skills and having long-term relationships with the same carpet 

manufacturer, got paid 33 million TL (33 YTL) per square meter because of a recent 

raise.  Rezzan wove similar kilims for 30 million TL (30 YTL) per square meter.  Rezzan 

had a 15 year-old daughter and an 18 year-old son.  Her son was continuing his education 

and going to high school, whereas she was planning to get her daughter out of school 

once she fulfilled the mandatory eight year education.   

The daily schedule of Rezzan started with breakfast at around 6:30 a.m.  After 

eating his breakfast, Rezzan’s husband left for work.  He did not have a stable job, and at 

the time he worked for a construction company.  As soon as her husband left for work, 

Rezzan sat down in front of her loom to weave and continued on to do so until about 

noon when her husband returned home and demanded lunch.  After eating lunch, her 

husband left for work again and she continued on to weave.  As her daughter came home 

from school around 3:00 p.m., it was her job to wash the dishes from lunch, prepare 
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dinner, and do housecleaning which usually involved mopping the floors and sweeping 

the carpets.  Only then was she allowed to visit her friends and/or do her homework.  

Rezzan continued on to weave until her husband returned home.  She had to quit weaving 

as soon as he was home because he did not like the noise of the kirkit. 

Like most of the weavers in Konya, Rezzan had a village background but had not 

visited her village for the past ten years.  Unlike Rezzan, Irgat, another weaver in the 

same neighborhood, visited her village every summer for a short period of time to help 

her family with their small garden.  Both Rezzan and Irgat took a couple weeks off in 

July and August to prepare for the winter; they did extensive cleaning around the house 

and painted it; they made various vegetable preserves to eat over the winter; they dried 

tomatoes to make tomato paste and occasionally tended their small vegetable and fruit 

garden behind the house.  Rezzan bought her bread from the general bakery, while Irgat, 

on the other hand, got together with a group of other women weavers during summer and 

took a couple days off from weaving to make bread, which was then stored and eaten 

throughout the winter. 

Irgat had two small children ages five and seven, both boys, and she took pride in 

the weaving she did.  Like many men in the neighborhood, Irgat’s husband worked for a 

construction company on and off and rarely brought a steady monthly income.  I 

mentioned to Irgat the term tatlı gicimik, telling her how in another neighborhood a 

couple women had mentioned it to me and asked her how she viewed weaving:   

In this neighborhood I never heard that phrase used, but yes, I too have a desire to 

finish the kilim off as soon as I can.  Who wouldn’t?  You get paid and that is 
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always good.  You know when I first got married and moved to Konya from the 

village, I was ashamed.  My parents visited me and I hid the loom.  If he knew, 

my father would think that my husband couldn’t take care of me and it would be 

shameful.  Now I don’t care that much because everyone in this neighborhood 

weaves and we weave together.  It helps us. (personal communication, July 30, 

2004)   

Despite her pride in weaving when I asked if she still was still hesitant about telling her 

parents about the weaving she did, Irgat said that her parents did not visit that often and 

she told me that her mother knew, but that she still had not told her father about it.  As 

Irgat’s five year old moved around constantly playing with his toy train and her seven 

year old was napping with his head on my lap, Irgat smiled at me:  

You know I want these kids to have a good education.  I take pride that I can 

contribute and have a say.  You know I defend myself with Osman [the carpet 

manufacturer].  I demand more pay; I demand that he give me easier designs.  

Sometimes he does and sometimes he doesn’t.  I can see maybe tatlı gicimik is 

also the fact, in my case, that I like it when I finish the kilim and it looks so temiz 

[clean, pure] and I know that I did a good job.  Osman [the carpet manufacturer] 

likes it and I feel good about it.  Yes, I take pride in that and I like it. (personal 

communication, July 30, 2004)       

In yet another conversation we had together I asked Irgat if she would define weaving as 

an activity she did during her leisure time, after completing all other household labor and 

visits she needed to make to neighbors and relatives.  Her response was telling:   
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You know I do not do this in my leisure time really.  I try to weave as much as I 

can.  I try to get stuff done very early.  For example, I make breakfast and as you 

know my husband leaves very early for work now that he is doing construction.  I 

feed the boys and you know Asiye may come over sometimes.  We weave 

together because we both have small kids.  We start weaving as soon as I can.  

The kids just sit around and play and we weave.  For me, I make good money 

from this.  With last month’s money we made the monthly payment for the 

washing machine.  For me, weaving comes first because of the money.  It is not 

something I do when I have the time; I make the time for it.  We all do. (personal 

communication, October 13, 2004)   

I asked next if weaving for her would qualify as work, and she told me that she did see 

this as work and more importantly as her work.  I asked her what she meant by “work” 

and what kind of a work weaving was and if she considered it equal to the work her 

husband did:  

Actually, this is more stable work [she laughs].  You know my husband, he may 

not find work and may hang around coffee shops.  I have work always because I 

am a good weaver and I weave fast.  Yes, this may not be work like I don’t go out 

to work or I don’t get insurance, but it is still work.  I can get things for the house 

and we can pay for them because I have this even if my husband does not have his 

work at times.  That was how we bought the washing machine because I knew I 

could help pay it even if he did not have the money to at times. (personal 

communication, October 13, 2004) 
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Another thing that had been told to me by some of the women who had 

accoutrements like washing machines and domestic help from their daughters or sisters 

who lived close by was the fact that they did not have that many household chores to do 

and that because of it, they could easily give all their time to weaving.  For these women, 

weaving was not solely a good source of income, but also a way to avoid “gossip.”62  

Gamze, who was 54 and one of the first in her neighborhood to weave, was a good 

example.  Both Gamze’s son and daughter were married and they resided in different 

neighborhoods within Konya.  Her husband was one of the lucky few who had retired 

from a government job as a street sweeper and thus had a meager monthly retirement 

income.  Her daughter had just given birth to Gamze’s first grandson and she was eager 

to finish her kilim when I met her.  She told me that she would be buying some clothing 

and gifts to her grandson with the money and stay with them for a couple weeks before 

she would start weaving again yet another kilim.  Yet, her reason for weaving was not 

solely the extra income:   

You know it is good to keep busy.  It is a sin to be lazy according to the Koran.  If 

I sit around and don’t do anything what will I do?  I will start going from one 

house to the other and gossiping.  To gossip is to sin.  Here, in this neighborhood, 

everyone weaves.  I was one of the first to do it and everyone back then said that 

it would be too hard and that they could not do it.  Now, the entire neighborhood 

weaves because you make your own money and it is also good because there is no 

                                                 
62 For more on gossip and work please see Chapter 4. 
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time to gossip.  We women, leave us without work, we start gossiping! (personal 

communication, July 29, 2004)      

 

Going Beyond Categorizations: The Value of Women’s Work 

Women’s work had value for various interrelated reasons.  First of all, for most of 

the neighborhoods in Konya and the mountain villages I visited in Afyon that worked for 

the same company, weaving was the sole stable income for the households.  Hence, 

women were very much aware of the importance of their labor and noted that their 

husbands were also aware of the importance of the income coming from weaving.  

Individually, they were adamant about seeing what they did as legitimate work that paid a 

certain amount.  For them, this work did not really clash with other household labor they 

performed.  They either divided the work up if they had daughters, or bought household 

products like washing machines to minimize household labor and maximize weaving 

time.  Most women directly invested their earnings in buying household goods that their 

husbands might not buy for them like washing machines or a newer radio.  Their earnings 

gave them the power to decide on what items would be bought first.   

Secondly, women also took pride in the fact that they negotiated with the kilimci 

and their husbands (even when they might not get what they negotiated for), made their 

own money, and were able to afford luxuries like washing machines or dowry items for 

their daughters and sons.  They did not use the terms formal and informal to describe 

what they or their husbands did but used the terms aylıklı (work with monthly stable pay) 

and aylıksız (work without monthly stable pay) or sigortalı (work with insurance) and 
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sigortasız (work without insurance).  Their work was sigortasız and aylıksız; however, for 

them this was still stable work and usually the only stable work in the family.  Hence, 

they did not picture themselves as leisurely workers; they might not use the term işçi 

(worker) to define themselves because being işçi entailed being aylıklı and at times 

sigortalı.  However, that did not stop them from seeing what they did as iş (work) 

because they provided a steady income for the family unlike their husbands and because 

they took pride in doing a good job by having a temiz (clean) product in time to the carpet 

manufacturer.   

Additionally, for some women weaving was also a way to avoid wasting one’s 

time in idle gossip that was not productive and considered sinful.  Ironically, for others 

weaving could be an impediment to visiting friends and family especially with the strict 

deadlines.  However, all women weavers I talked to also stated that if they needed to and 

wanted to, they would stop weaving for a while and visit family or do big chores like 

spring cleaning.  This might seem like a contradiction to the fact carpet manufacturers 

demanded certain carpets be done on certain dates, yet women ended up working around 

deadlines through ödünç and through negotiations despite the hardships these 

negotiations may cause.    One woman weaver even noted that she was her “own boss” 

when it came to her weaving time.  Depending on the need she had, she would either 

weave constantly or take breaks.  For these women whose husbands themselves did not 

have steady jobs, the terms formal and informal were not meaningful; however, the fact 

that they worked was.   
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Especially now with the bankruptcy of a lot of carpet manufacturers who work in 

Konya as a result of national economic downturns and global competition, the bonds 

between weavers and carpet manufacturers who are trustworthy are even stronger and 

more binding.63  Just like any worker would do, women constantly negotiate with their 

employers and invest in their work.  Since carpet manufacturers at times give extra 

money to reward temiz (clean) weaving, neighborly competition makes the women invest 

even more in weaving.  As Fatma had pointed out to me after describing me what tatlı 

gicimik meant, weaving faster and better is a way of getting more money in less amount 

of time and also basking in the complements of the carpet manufacturer and having a 

reputation as a reliable and professional weaver. 

Hence, for the carpet weavers in Konya weaving was not leisurely work and it 

involved complex negotiations over time, effort, and daughters’ labor and an investment 

in governance of both their and their daughters’ behavior as laborers, mothers, and 

daughters.  The weavers’ sense of pride and contentment concerning their work as well as 

their complaints of their working conditions are a good example of the paradoxical nature 

of so-called “informal work.”  In his research on urban employment in Ghana, Hart 

(1973) deconstructs Western understanding of the informal economy as inherently 

exploitative and marginal by focusing on the rich networks developed in Ghana to 

support the informal economy and the personal freedom these networks present to the 

participants.  For Hart (1973) terms like “wage-employment” and “unemployment” are 

merely abstractions that do not really explain the diversity he witnessed in the field.  

                                                 
63 These ties, which are euphemized as kinship ties by both parties is discussed more thoroughly in Chapter 
4. 
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Although a great deal of significant research has occurred since Hart’s (1973) work, there 

still exists confusion when it comes to different definitions of informal and formal work 

and informal work still has a negative connotation.   

Despite the fact that the informal economy is largely defined as unregulated and 

undeclared activities situated within a context which has legal requirements like taxation, 

it may also encompass criminal activities for some researchers.64  Three schools of 

thought exist that have different conceptualizations of informal economy.  The dualist 

school sees it as “marginal activities distinct from and not related to the formal sector;” 

the structuralist school conceptualizes the term as “subordinated economic units and 

workers that serve to reduce input and labour costs and, thereby, increase the 

competitiveness of large capitalist firms;” and the legalist school notes that the informal 

economy is comprised of “micro-entrepreneurs who choose to operate informally in order 

to avoid the costs, time and effort of formal registration” (Chen, 2004, p. 6).  Chen (2004) 

herself sees informal employment as a general term used for developing countries “for 

forms of work that are not protected by labour or social protection legislation, including 

the self-employed, various types of casual day laborers, homeworkers as well as 

‘employees’ of informal enterprises” (Chen, 2004, p. 6). 

The Turkish State Institute of Statistics (TURKSTAT) has several categories 

consisting of regular employee, casual employee, employer, self-employed, and unpaid 

family worker.  Casual workers are also called seasonal or occasional workers; however, 

                                                 
64 Portes, Castells, & Benton (1989) distinguish between those activities which are “inherently” illegal such 
as drug trafficking or are illegal as a form of exchange such as tailoring.  The “inherently” illegal activities 
are considered “criminal” (p. 13).  For Stoller (2002) informal economy is any activity regardless of its 
legality or illegality.   
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TURKSTAT does not provide a definition of what is meant by self-employed or unpaid 

family worker.  As White (1994) notes in her ethnography, mentioning the 

categorizations used by the TURKSTAT in 1990s, these categories do not take into 

consideration what she terms “small-scale commodity production” by urban women, 

which is invisible in the statistics.   

These confusions surrounding definitions of informal economy and what it 

consists of, I would argue, is not that productive when it comes to focusing on how and 

why people engage in the economy.  Women in Informal Employment: Globalizing and 

Organizing (WIEGO) proposes to broaden the definition of “informal economy” to 

incorporate “employment without formal contracts, worker benefits or social protection – 

both inside and outside informal enterprises” (as cited in Chen, 2004, p. 10).  While this 

is helpful, what Chen (2004) mentions when discussing this new definition is more timely 

and important.  She underlines the need to extend the focus from “enterprises that are not 

legally regulated to employment relationships that are not legally regulated or protected” 

(Chen, 2004, p. 10).   

If we shift our focus from trying to define and categorize informal economy to the 

actual employment relationships that are a result of constant negotiations, dilemmas and 

contradictions, we get a very different picture of how the economy is conceptualized.  As 

noted in this chapter, weaving is work with a mental and physical dimension that is 

valued by the weavers themselves as tatlı gicimik; it is a form of pride as well as the 

constant leg ache in the mornings and the evenings; it is a way to pay for school and a 

future investment; it is a way to avoid gossip and to be productive; most importantly, it is 
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stable work.  As Chapter 4 will show, these economic transactions that depend on 

patronage also entail intricate relational ties and dependencies based on honor, reputation 

and trust that all parties invested in. 
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CHAPTER 4: NEGOTIATING RELATIONSHIPS: THE PROCESSES  OF 
LABOR AND FICTIVE KINSHIP 

 

Writing in 1944 at a time when a new “economy” was emerging from the ravishes 

of the World War II, substantivist Karl Polanyi (1944) demonstrated that the idea of a 

self-regulating market was simply a myth; markets were embedded socially, politically, 

and ideationally.  This myth depended on the creation and control of fictitious 

commodities like labor power, land, and supply of money.  It is not only when one looks 

at institutions like the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund that one realizes 

the importance of Polanyi’s insight: capitalism has never managed to work as a pure 

market above social and political regulations.  Polanyi’s reflections were more radical, 

though, than simply noting the macro-level control of capitalism and economy through 

state institutions, and national and international laws and regulations.  He argued that 

there was nothing in “the economy” that was inherently natural or governed by objective 

laws.  “The economy” was largely a result of how we organized our lives; it was not 

something “invented,” or “constructed” as such, but it was made, lived, and altered.  

Polanyi (1944) himself focused on the historical moment in which labor was 

commodified; his was a fundamental critique of the liberalism’s notions of unhindered 

markets and autonomous individuals.  Writing in 1940s, Polanyi anticipated the critical 

analyses of agency as a technical body that is made possible through daily practices as 

well as varied forms of disciplinary practices and governance (Foucault, 1994; Mitchell, 

2002; Butler, 1999; Rose, 1999).  The “dependent” subject of Polanyi could not be 
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imagined as an autonomous citizen existing independently of the rights and guarantees 

that made that autonomy a possibility; more importantly, that autonomous individual 

herself was largely a myth that could not be sustained without the need that self had of 

others.      

  As was argued in earlier chapters of this dissertation, the centrality of work and 

employment as activities realized solely for the market with regular pay, access to 

insurance and security did not take into account other activities without which the 

concept of “the economy” could not be sustained.  Feminist critique since the 1960s 

attempted to make these activities (housework, self-employment) visible in labor force 

surveys and in accounts of national economics and put the centrality of waged labor into 

question as well as arguing how women and men are affected by global capitalism 

differently (Beneria, 2003; Afshar & Barrientos, 1999; Mirza, 2002; Collins, 2003; Rai, 

2002; Nussbaum, 2000; Mies, 1982; Beneria & Roldan, 1987; Kandiyoti, 1977; Waring, 

1988; Wolf, 1992; and others).65  In an article from a recent edited volume on feminist 

economics, England (2003) also reminds us that the the dichotomous fissure between 

connection and automony within Western thought cannot provide an effective way of 

understanding economic behavior and that instead “we need empirical study of how 

individuation and connection combine in all spheres and ethical theories that show the 

value of each” (p. 39). 

                                                 
65 In fact, these studies show how it is not productive to even put all women and girls into one category, and 
that individual women are affected from global capitalism differently due to different contexts and 
backgrounds.   
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Building on feminist critique of “the economy,” I argue that neoliberal discourse, 

which naturalizes a concept (salaried relations created in a Western context during the 

18th century) and an idea (“the economy”), through a strict economic definition of work, 

deprives rights of the worker and does not give voice to those who were never part of the 

notion of work constructed in industrial democracies.  Yet, I embark in this chapter, and 

largely in this project as a whole, to highlight that despite the fact these critiques enabled 

to make women’s agency central to discussions of labor and power politics, they largely 

left unquestioned the presence of an autonomous subject, which is itself defined through 

neoliberal discourse and politics.  The experiences of women weavers in Turkey 

discussed in this study show us that we need to problematize an individualistic 

understanding of agency and instead realize that women claim agency through custom, 

tradition and patriarchal politics as well.  Women in Konya do not perceive themselves as 

oppressed victims who ought to rebel against patriarchal domination.  Instead, they see 

themselves as participants in strategic relationships that rely as much on love as on 

dependency and jealousy.              

Continuing on the discussion in Chapter 3 concerning the complex understanding 

of work by women weavers as something that is both pleasurable and painful, self-

sustaining and unstable, and public and private, that requires constant monitoring and 

personal and familial investment, this chapter will argue that the euphemization of 

employer-employee relationships as kinship ties is central in dealing with threshold 

crossings that needed to happen in order for negotiations over payment, deadlines for 

product turnover, and design choices to take place.  These employer-employee 
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relationships show clearly how conceptualizations of the “traditional,” which constitute 

what is termed as “informal” work in the “private” space of the home, and of the 

“modern,” are part of a socioeconomic system that for their survival rely on the 

exploitation of rural and urban labor while being both challenged and used by the 

laborers themselves.  Butler (1999) reminds us to consider gender as a “corporeal style, 

an ‘act,’ as it were, which is both intentional and performative, where ‘performative’ 

suggests a dramatic and contingent construction of meaning” (p. 139).  I argue that the 

“acts” of fictive kinship66 by the women and the men who enter into motivated, 

intentional and performative relationships are carried out under a “situation of duress;” 

they are part of a political-economic system and are not simply chosen.  Here, I aim to go 

beyond the limitations of Butler’s (1990) understanding of performativity that maintained 

its emphasis on the linguistic.  Instead, I argue that agency needs to be conceptualized 

through an understanding of governance that is not solely linguistic, but cultural, 

corporeal, and technological as well.    

Additionally, as this chapter will detail, documenting the failure of the acts of 

kinship within certain production assemblages helps denaturalize these acts and show 

their socioeconomic, political, and cultural natures.  My aim is to make room for the 

                                                 
66 Fictive kinship and its importance have been discussed in relation to diverse societies (Ebaugh & Curry 
2000; Norbeck & Befu, 1958; Dubetsky, 1976).  Ibsen & Klobus (1972) broadly define three different 
usages of kinship terms: “1. As a form of address used for persons who assume the status of supplementary 
or replacement kin. 2. As a form of address which expresses familiarity within a personal relationship. 3. 
Use of term as a public validation of a special kind of association” (p. 615).  As they note, these 
relationships may take place of real kinship ties when these ties prove unavailable or unsupportive (p. 616).  
I put the term “fictive” in quotation marks because I believe “fictive” as a term has a negative connotation 
that may imply  a relationship “of a counterfeit or fictitious character, not real, feigned, sham” (Oxford 
English Dictionary Online).  Yes, “fictive” kinship is imaginary to a certain extent; however, as this chapter 
will show, it is very important in how employer-employee relationships are constructed and does not 
necessarily have a negative connotation for those who are involved in these relationships. 
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proposition that Turkish conceptualizations of work, agency, and modernity imagine life-

worlds in ways that are not intended to replicate the economic, political and domestic 

ideals sustained through the bifurcations of “modernity” and “tradition,” “formal” and 

“informal.”  Women weavers invested in fictive kinship ties that continuously crossed 

thresholds between the public and the private.  Both carpet manufacturers and carpet 

weavers were effective strategists who were very much aware of the dependencies these 

economic relationships created as they went beyond mere economic ties and assumed 

responsibilities that acquired a fictive kinship dimension.  As this chapter will show, 

these ties did not necessarily dissolve as capitalism became prevalent and Turkey became 

a “modern” nation-state.  Instead, they sustained both men and women through the 

supposedly benign and progressive nature of contractual ties that developed as a result of 

global capitalism.        

In an effort to focus on how these threshold relationships, which develop in front 

of the doorsteps of houses and ateliers, play out and have different consequences for all 

the parties involved in the production process, this chapter presents a comparison of two 

prevalent assemblages of weaving production for the world market in Turkey: in-home 

weaving and atelier weaving.  Both in-home and atelier weavers mentioned in this 

chapter worked for the same company situated in Konya that directly exported the end 

products, which were carpets and kilims67, to clientele in Europe, Japan and the United 

States.  In this chapter, I show that both carpet manufacturers and weavers selectively use 

fictive kinship ties not as an investment in “the economy,” but as ways to create 

                                                 
67 Kilim is the name given to a pileless handwoven reversible rug or covering made in Turkey, the 
Caucasus, Iran, and western Turkistan. 
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communal bonds that make honor, respect, good will and reliability as central to the 

process of economics.  This process involves gossip and camaraderie as well as rivalry 

and jealousy which results in products that are valued not solely in terms of a monetary 

price, but also in relation to emotional investment and honorable hard work.   

As this chapter will show, close analyses of the presence or absence of these 

fictive kinship ties problematize the taken-for-granted dichotomies between individual 

agency and market control, which, as noted above, are both “invented” through particular 

practices within particular assemblages.  Subjectivity, and agency are “even as latent 

[capacities] of a certain kind of creature – [are] not to be regarded as a primordial given” 

(Rose, 1996, p. 172).  Rose (1996) problematizes a bounded, stable understanding of 

Western subjectivity through detailing the assembled nature of disciplines such as 

psychology that conceptualized this specific understanding of Western subjectivity in the 

first place.  Here, I propose a similar problematization of the laboring self through a 

comparative analysis of different assemblages of labor and the varied forms of 

governance of that labor:  a laborer is not a coherent, bounded self magically produced 

and reproduced by a regime of government; instead s/he constantly moves across 

different practices that address her as different types of subjects whether that be a mother, 

a wife, an aunt or a daughter.  Additionally, concepts like family honor become important 

considerations when economic relationships were formulated.  Both the women carpet 

weavers and the carpet manufacturers were very careful in eliminating any possibility of 

gossip as a result of their interactions.  Neither party wanted to besmirch the family 

honor.   
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Social Networks and Social Capital: Fictive Kinship, Honor, and Carpet Production 

Anthropologists discussed compadrazgo ties when fictive kinship was analyzed 

systematically for the first time (Foster, 1953; Mintz & Wolf, 1950).  These ties referred 

to a web of relationships that were linked to participation in the Catholic ritual of 

baptism.  As this research progressed, anthropologists began to notice the importance of 

fictive kinship in other societies, which broadened the meaning and relevance of these 

ties (Magnarella & Türkdoğan, 1973; Sertel, 1971).  It was noted that blood-kin or 

marriage relations were not the sole providers of support for families.  Various fictive 

kinship ties provide certain services or access to social and economic capital (Dubetsky, 

1976; Montgomery, 1992), and career prospects and mobility (Podolny & Baron, 1997).  

These relationships are also crucial in making migration decisions (Pedraza, 1991).  

Duben (1982) notes how the sphere of relations with non-kin is transacted by using what 

he terms the “kinship idiom,” which is defined as “a range of codes governing behavior: 

from genuine altruism to the pretension of altruism laid over a careful calculation of 

interest” (pp. 89-90). 

In the Turkish context, as White’s (1994; 2004) ethnography shows, kinship or 

close, non-kin ties enable many to access jobs and benefits that they would not have 

otherwise.  As she notes, the term torpil, which can be translated as push or influence, is 

an important dimension of real and fictive kinship ties.  Through torpil people gain 

access to jobs and contacts in institutions or private and/or government organizations.  

Through torpil certain services, such as getting a phone line, are faster and easier to 
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obtain (White, 2004, p. 95).  The importance of torpil is also noted by Dubetsky (1976) 

who defines it as “influential contacts in appropriate places” (p. 441).   

Additionally, kinship ties or close ties with non-kin are part of a code of respect.  

Delaney (1991) notes this in her ethnography: 

Unless one is of the same age and sex, or an older sibling of either sex, one never 

calls another person by his or her first name alone: a kinship term is always 

suffixed.  I could not be called simply Carol, for example, that would have been 

ayıp (improper, shameful) and disrespectful.  Instead, I was Carol abla (older 

sister), Carol teyze (MZ), or Carol yenge (BW), or more often simply abla, teyze, 

or yenge. (p. 169)          

As Delaney (1991) adds, closeness and distance can also be expressed by the choice of 

kinship terms.  “Closeness is indicated by using a term expressing relationship through 

the mother (teyze or dayı), distance or respect by a term expressing relationship through 

the father (amca or hala) […]  If the relation is close, they [the women] might use abi 

(older brother)” (p. 169).  The use of the term “teyze” by the men when addressing a 

woman perceived or taken to be older also entails the same closeness.  Teyze says, not in 

so many words, that the man not only respects the woman addressed but also means no 

harm to her namus (honor).  

 Fictive kinship develops over time between “buyers” and “sellers” involved in 

capitalist production relations and these ties also demand respect and loyalty.  As White 

(2004) notes, economic transactions are strictly economic only among strangers, and 
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even then the purpose of the transaction is to develop a relationship between the “buyer” 

and the “seller”: 

As the history of reciprocity in the relationship accumulates, the business relation 

takes on elements of personal obligation (for example, to buy from a particular 

shop).  The naked economic aspects of the relation (buying, selling, money, 

profit) become euphemized as personal relations of loyalty, trust, and membership 

in a group (or grouping, as between two people) as friends or fictional kin. (p. 94)  

White (2004) continues on to elaborate that these relationships depend on an exchange of 

debt that can never be fully paid; a “web of reciprocal debt is continually shifting and 

being renegotiated.  There is no closure, no final and direct return of a gift,” and this is a 

form of “symbolic capital” based on domination (White, 2004, p. 95; Bourdieu, 1986).  

However, those who may be dominant in one fictive relation may be the ones dominated 

in another.   

My research shows that the monetary debt that the carpet weaver may owe the 

manufacturer can metamorphose into an emotional and personal debt between the 

husbands and the families of the weaver and the carpet manufacturer himself.  Then, the 

weavers feel an additional loyalty to the carpet manufacturer, who in turn reciprocates 

that loyalty by helping the family in hard times, by giving out generous advances, and by 

favoring the weaver.  Hence, these fictive kin relations are mutually binding, cannot be 

generalized and work to level out disparities in power to some extent.  As my research 

will show, they also present themselves very differently under different places and types 

of production. 
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Fictive kin relations work not only to create emotional bonds between carpet 

manufacturers, weavers, and weavers’ families, they also to provide a shield, especially 

for in-home weavers, against the possibility of their honor being besmirched.  In both 

Konya and Afyon working outside the home was suspect.  Although all the married 

weavers I talked to in Konya were positive about supporting their daughters’ education, 

they still were very hesitant when it came to their daughters working outside of the home.  

As Handan, one weaver with two young daughters noted,  

You never know what’s out there.  She is going to school now because it is close 

to us.  I may send her to high school, if we can afford it, because that is close to us 

too.  I won’t send her to university.  It is just far away and how can I know 

something bad won’t come out of it?  Besides it is said by religion that women 

should not work and her father will not allow it. (personal communication, July 

13, 2004)   

The concept of namus (honor) was the unstated, but powerful concern in Handan’s 

response.  The threat came from not knowing if harm would come to her daughter’s 

honor, which would directly affect both the family honor and Handan’s husband’s honor.   

Working from the home and having direct exchanges with the carpet manufacturers were 

risky for women carpet weavers as well.  There was always the danger that as carpet 

manufacturers sometimes entered the houses or had exchanges in thresholds of houses 

that women’s namus would be at stake.  However, as will be detailed in this chapter, both 

women weavers and carpet manufacturers took precautions to avoid any possibility of 
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gossip as a result of these exchanges.  The honor/shame complex was a constant concern 

in all these interactions.    

The honor/shame complex, which is practiced both by males and females as a 

way of controlling female sexuality has been documented and discussed by several 

researchers (Baştuğ, 2002; Kandiyoti, 1987; Yuval-Davis, 1997).  However, the 

particular ways that this is practiced deserve more analysis (Akpınar, 2003).  The concept 

of namus (family honor) has an impact on relationships both inside and outside of the 

family context.  Müftüler-Bac (1999) roughly translates namus as reflecting “on sexual 

purity as another form of control over female behavior” (p. 309).  She states that despite 

the differences between women of different classes and contexts, all women in Turkey 

are oppressed by the patriarchal system (Müftüler-Bac, 1999, p. 311).  Kandiyoti makes a 

similar point when discussing women’s sexuality within the context of honor when she 

notes the overarching control over women: “The corporate control over female sexuality 

becomes strikingly evident in the large number of different individuals who see 

themselves as immediately responsible for ensuring women’s appropriate sexual conduct 

[with] the notion that her sexuality is not hers to give or withhold” (as cited in Müftüler-

Bac, 1999, p. 309).  Müftüler-Bac (1999) further comments on the recurrence of “honor” 

killings especially in Eastern Turkey; “namus can only be cleansed—because it has been 

dirtied by the woman—by blood; so the woman has to be killed by one of the male 

members of the family” (p. 309). 

 Akpınar (2003) states how women’s increased autonomy may be considered a 

threat to traditional male privilege and provoke violence as evidenced by several 
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examples she provides of recent honor killings in Turkey.  Quoting from another research 

study, Akpinar (2003) shows how authority is understood to be male in several different 

contexts:  

56% of the men living in western Turkey and 73% of the men living in the eastern 

regions in Turkey believe in their absolute legitimate authority over their wives.  

More important than that, 36% of the men living in western Turkey and 57% of 

the men living in eastern Turkey believe that they have the right to beat their 

wives if they do not obey them. (p. 427)      

Another striking statistic comes from The State Statistical Institute (1996) which notes 

that 71% of the married rural women between the ages of 15 and 49 agree with the 

husband’s right to beat them if they deserve it.  The statistic goes down to 38% for the 

urban women (as cited in Akpınar, p. 428).  However, these statistics do not really tell 

much about the actual occurrence of the events or their contexts.  While I would concur 

with the fact that women’s work may in general be valued less and their movement may 

be controlled more systematically by the male kin and non-kin, I argue that this broader 

picture makes it harder to see the workings of daily negotiations that are so crucial to a 

fuller understanding of how global work finds a footing within local places. 

As noted above, several researchers focus on the honor-shame complex and 

patriarchy when discussing women’s roles within and outside the family.  However, 

despite underlining variability, most of the research still has a tendency to paint a 

“classical patriarchy” that is all encompassing and unanimously crippling for women.  I 

argue that this perception does not leave room to notice, let alone question, women’s 
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daily strategies as workers, mothers, daughters, and wives.  As this chapter will show, 

honor, kinship, and patriarchy may sometimes be utilized by women weavers themselves 

to strike a bargain with the carpet manufacturers.  These strategies have different 

meanings and strengths depending on the type and place of production.  Both men and 

women act as brokers between the home and what is “out there” for the maintenance of 

family honor, individual and family reputation, as well as for the monetary survival of the 

household.   

 

Weaving in the Home 

It was a beautiful, sunny July morning in Konya as Osman and I set out to revisit 

one of the weaving neighborhoods.  He told me that I could see one of the kilims freshly 

cut from the loom since one of the women was supposed to be done with a kilim today.  

As we parked in front of the house, he called out to the woman weaver and noted to me 

that she was going to cut the kilim off the loom and bring it outside herself.  However, 

before that happened, the door two houses down opened with a screeching noise and a 

young woman walked briskly up to us, calling out loud at the same time: “Osman, 

Osman, why didn’t you come and see me first?  Osman, you need to see me now.”  She 

was dressed in traditional village attire: a blue shalvar68 covered with small red flowers, a 

white loose shirt, and a light green headscarf spotted yellow with large poinsettias.  She 

looked quite angry as she stopped right in front of us and continued to speak in a loud 

                                                 
68 A shalvar is a traditional village attire worn by women.  Basically it is a type of colorful loose pants that 
are very comfortable in the summer.  Women usually wear heavy long and sturdy socks during the winters 
to keep warm. 
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voice, “Osman, you think you can just come and go and not see me.  Where is my 

kilim?”  Osman smiled uncomfortably and gestured toward me, “Hayriye, look; we have 

a guest.  We will talk about this later.  You don’t want to embarrass yourself in front of 

the guest, do you?”  However, Hayriye was adamant, “Look, Osman, you owe me money 

and you don’t come and you don’t bring a new kilim for me to weave.  My husband will 

have a talk with you.  He won’t let me weave for you.  You come here and I see you, but 

you don’t stop by?”  Osman still looked uncomfortable and restated with a low calm 

voice how I was a guest once more, but Hayriye shouted that she did not care about any 

“guests” and that she wanted her money and her new kilim. 

As the other woman weaver in front of whose house we parked brought out the 

kilim, Osman told Hayriye that he was not going to come and see her next time and that 

she should stop embarrassing herself.  He took a quick look at the kilim brought to him 

and gave the weaver another design cartoon and more wool.  On the way to the next 

house, he turned to me angrily, “That Hayriye.  Now you see how hard it is to deal with 

these people.  She accuses me in front of you for owing her as if I don’t pay her.  I treat 

these women as my own relatives.  I care for a lot of them and I am there to help and then 

I get this.  I will make sure she does not get a kilim from me for a while.  That will show 

her” (personal communication, July 5, 2004).   

Only after spending much more time in weaver’s houses, encountering several 

other negotiations with Osman, and getting to know Hayriye much better, did I come to 

realize how this exchange represented the tensions inherent in the relationships formed in 

these neighborhoods.  First of all, Osman avoided going into the houses as much as he 
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could.  He needed to go in if he was helping to set up the loom, or if he came to check on 

the kilim’s progress; however, he preferred to wait outside when he came to give more 

wool and to collect the finished kilims.  Getting into these houses constituted a danger for 

the carpet manufacturer and the weaver because it had the possibility of tainting the 

namus (honor) of the family and the reputation, the good ahlak (morality) of the carpet 

manufacturer.   

Secondly, when accosting Osman, Hayriye used the patriarchal authority of her 

own husband saying that he might not permit her to weave if Osman continued to evade 

her.  As was discussed in Chapter 3, carpet manufacturers used the threat of moving out 

of the weaving neighborhoods due to rises in expenses to get compliance from the 

weavers. Weavers made use of the patriarchal power of their husbands to confront carpet 

manufacturers.  As the carpet manufacturer threatened not to give more kilims, so the 

weaver threatened him back by reminding him that the husband and/or the father might 

not allow her to weave when the carpet manufacturer needed her to.  Hayriye later on 

pointed out to me that she was a fast weaver who did not make mistakes often.  That 

made her a valuable weaver especially when Osman needed kilims to be woven fast.  

Two days later, I encountered Hayriye again at another weaver’s house who was a 

neighbor and a friend of hers.  She was doing ödünç (borrowing) since she did not have a 

kilim to weave69.  The conversation quickly turned to Osman, and Hayriye reminded me 

of the encounter we had outside her house:         

                                                 
69 When a kilim or a carpet is on a strict deadline and it is impossible for one weaver to complete it on time 
or when a weaver falls sick, she may ask a neighbor, friend or relative to help her with the weaving.  This 
process is called ödünç because one weaver is borrowing another’s labor for a time period.  Weavers 
usually then calculate how long the ödünç lasted so that they can pay for the person who helped them.  In 
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You saw how Osman was trying to evade me when you came.  Not paying me for 

the kilim I wove.  He does that more often now.  Before he did not do it that much 

because there was this other kilimci [carpet manufacturer] who paid on time.  

That kilimci hasn’t been coming around anymore for months now.  They say he 

went bankrupt.  Osman now pays you in installments and says he does not have 

the money when you complain about it.  I say my husband won’t hear of it.  He 

will give me another kilim soon. (personal communication, July 8, 2004)   

Indeed, two weeks after, Hayriye was weaving a kilim by Osman.   

Namus (honor) of the woman weaver and the ahlak (morality) of the carpet 

manufacturer take center stage in these relationships and negotiations.  The conversations 

I had with Ayşe and Fatma, who were weaving together to finish off a kilim that was late, 

portrayed the centrality of namus and ahlak: 

Ayşe: We wove for 27 million for two years.70 
Fatma: Yes. 
Ayşe: We wove for the same price for years. 
Fatma: Kilimci [the carpet manufacturer]71 gave us a raise every six months and  

that was like two million TL.  For two years he did not give us a raise, you 
know because the dollar lost value.  He said he was not able to make a living.  
After that the dollar lost value and there was loss for him.  We did not want to 
go to another.  Like I told you some days ago, now he gives us 32 million.  
Even if somebody else gives 50 million he [her husband] won’t have another 
man come to the house for weaving.   

Damla: Why do you trust Osman so much? 
Fatma: I don’t know.  We are used to him.  We are like family. 
Ayşe: It is because we love them [Fatma and her family], we saw this  

man [Osman] with them.  My husband won’t ever allow it.  Only after seeing 
them do it, after a while, he said it was okay.  So, you know, it is because he is 
trustworthy that people weave for him. 

                                                                                                                                                 
some cases if the ödünç is between close friends or neighbors there is not payment but it is assumed that the 
person who has been helped will, at a later time, be returning the favor. 
70 1,000,000 TL or 1 YTL equaled approximately 1.4 US dollars at the time of these conversations. 
71 Kilimci literally means the kilim maker and/or kilim seller.   
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Fatma: We see this man like our brother now.  Look, he [her husband]    
won’t let another bring in orders; he won’t have another’s kilim woven.  My 
husband has so much respect for that man.  He is trustworthy that is; he 
ensures trust. 

Ayşe:  Đnsanlığı temiz yani [he is a good man].   
Fatma: He is ahlaklı [he has moral character]. 
Ayşe: We have gotten used to the man. 
Damla: Okay, you said Hatçe got you started [Hatçe was a neighbor who   
     introduced Fatma to the current manufacturer she was working with]. 
Fatma: Yes, she did. [….] By saying this man is honorable, by saying how she  

won’t go to any other man, she is the one who brainwashed my husband.  Now 
my husband won’t let anyone else into the house and knows this man. 
(personal communication, September 17, 2004) 

 

As this conversation shows, being a moral and trustworthy person with a good reputation 

is important to the weavers and their husbands.  Also, Osman is considered like a brother 

and hence does not present a sexual threat to the weavers.  Later on in the conversation, 

Fatma related to me how even when presented with a better deal monetarily, the trust, 

honor, morality and familiarity offered by her current carpet manufacturer prevailed: 

Fatma: The other day, there was someone.  I was told that there was another  
kilimci.   He uses thick wool, not thin wool, and he pays 65 million per meter.  
I was going to the bazaar with Elmas [her next door neighbor] and her father-
in-law to buy some gold.  I told them that there was this kilimci but I could not 
go to check him out without having a man with me.  I also couldn’t tell Ahmet 
[her husband].  Let’s go and have a look, I said to them, I mean since a man is 
with us.  So we went there.  I did not like the men the very first time I saw 
them. 

Damla: Was this in the bazaar? 
Fatma: Yes, yes, in the bazaar. 
Damla: What made you uneasy? 
Fatma: The way the men looked, I mean with long hair and all.  Also when you  

look at the men’s faces there is this fear because you don’t know them.  They 
are strange men.  I mean I went there with a man and was still afraid.  Then, 
we talked to these men.  We told them we wove kilims and that our pay was 
low so we could perhaps weave for them.  They showed us a model; it was not 
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any different from nuzumla!72  Such a hard design!  I said, it is okay even if 
the design is hard, but you know the condition of these men.  I said, okay let’s 
not give up on this man [the current carpet manufacturer they work for]; until 
we say we are done or he says he is done, let’s weave for him.  We quarrel; we 
ask for more money, but in the end he is like family; like a brother.  I see him 
as a relative, like I told you before.  We are not from the same village and we 
do not live in the same neighborhood, but he came to our house for 13 years.  
We even went to his brother’s wedding. (personal communication, September 
17, 2004) 

 

This anecdote portrays the nature of the relationships developed between the carpet 

manufacturer and the women weavers.  It involves quarreling over money; yet, it also 

involves going to weddings.  Osman, who is the kilimci when the women complain to me 

about problems with payment and lack of insurance, becomes a “brother” when 

discussing issues of trust.  The women emphasized the kinship ties they felt for Osman 

whenever the discussion was about their reasons for weaving for this specific man.  

However, when the conversation centered on issues of money, lack of insurance, design 

preferences, the women would revert back to the term kilimci to refer to Osman.  This, I 

argue, springs from the tension created by the frequent visitations of Osman to their 

homes.  As noted in an earlier chapter, the biggest challenges of the current global carpet 

production were to be on time and to be diligent with the implementation of design, 

which were especially important considerations for the carpet manufacturing company in 

Konya, that produced carpets and kilims for specific foreign clients and was fearful of 

losing them.  Fictive kinship ties eased the tension of Osman’s constant visitation to the 

houses, and the women themselves used kinship terminology to discuss how Osman had 
                                                 
72 Nuzumla is a traditional kilim design that is famous for its intricacy and complexity.  It takes its name 
from the village that used to weave this design, which is a village close to Konya.  Now, however, this 
same design is woven in other parts of Turkey not solely in the village of Nuzumla. 
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helped them with various troubles.  On the other hand, inviting strange, unkempt men, 

who the weavers did not know that well personally, involved a risk so high that it was not 

worth taking.  As noted earlier, the importance of family namus was the deterrent to 

taking risks through inviting strange men into the household space.     

To ensure trust, the husbands of these weavers always “checked out” the carpet 

manufacturer making sure he was ahlaklı (moral) and trustworthy.  As the women told 

me, being ahlaklı (moral) meant that Osman had a clean reputation; he also came from a 

family that valued honor and chastity and was religious.  Fatma later on commented how 

his husband liked Osman because Osman’s father was a Hacı73 and Osman himself was a 

very religious man.  The fact that most of the carpet manufacturers who were in direct 

contact with the weavers and their husbands/fathers lived an honorable life and gave 

importance to Islamic values was extremely important for both the women and their 

husbands.  It was important that these men looked religious and neat, and that they valued 

the strict gender boundaries that existed between the home and the street.  As noted 

earlier, looking neat, having a family, and being religious all implied that the carpet 

manufacturer could be trusted and that he would not be a threat to the women’s honor.  

One big reason Fatma distrusted the carpet manufacturer she talked to in the bazaar was 

because he had long hair and was not dressed cleanly and appropriately.   

It was absolutely crucial that gender boundaries were kept and if they had to be 

compromised, that compromise had to be kept in check.  For example, whenever Osman 

visited the weaving neighborhoods, as soon as he stopped in front of a house, women and 

                                                 
73 Hacı is an honorary title given to men and women who attend the Islamic pilgrimate to Mecca. 
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children from adjacent houses would immediately appear at the front door of the house 

Osman was visiting.  This immediate gathering happened to make sure that the woman 

weaver and Osman would not be alone when they conversed and there would not be any 

gossip about what went on in the household.  This was an unspoken strategy used by all 

the women and it enabled women to have these transactions with Osman without any 

danger to their namus (honor). 

However, the importance of gender boundaries at times made it harder for the 

women to exercise choice when it came to issues of labor.  As Fatma noted earlier, their 

husbands could be “brainwashed” to favor some carpet manufacturers over others 

because of their religious convictions and good reputations; however, due to the 

importance of the code of honor, women were able to work in their homes only because 

of this trust and the fictive kinship ties that developed between the carpet manufacturer, 

their families and themselves.  They felt loyalty toward Osman who always provided 

them with work and extra money when they needed it, never disappeared like other 

carpet manufacturers had done, and paid them even if the payment did not happen on 

time.    

I heard and witnessed Osman take children to hospitals and to doctors; he would 

get medicine at times for those women who could not afford it.  He not only knew every 

weaver by name, but also showed interest in the family’s well being and made sure he 

asked about the other family members and any recent troubles the family might have had 

when visiting the weavers for business.  Haluk, another carpet manufacturer I traveled 

with, proposed to take one of the weavers to a dentist who he knew personally.  He knew 
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the names of all the children he visited in the houses and always asked about them.  In 

one specific instance, he gave a “moral” lesson to everyone in the living room, including 

the husband of the weaver: 

Haluk: You said last time I came here that you were not feeling that well.  Do you  
     have a pill that you use? 
The weaver: It is a cheap pill. 
Haluk: How cheap is it?  If it is something expensive... 
The weaver: Two million they say.  It is very cheap. 
Haluk: If you don’t have any insurance, you know I can go to a doctor and get a  

prescription for those drugs, okay?  All I want to do is to help you okay?  Help 
you in whatever way I can [….] Look, you will also convince these girls. [he 
turns to the girls and addresses them specifically]  Look, girls, remember how 
precious your mother is.   My own mother had the same illness; she passed 
away and I did not see my mother’s face since I was six.  Know how important 
your mother is.  It is that simple.  In four years time, even if you rub your 
cheeks and your face on this pillow she is sitting on, there won’t be another 
chance. [now he faces the weaver] So, we have a deal, you whose hands I kiss? 
(personal communication, July 25, 2004) 

 

Haluk, who had weavers working for him both within Konya and in a village that was 

only a half an hour away by car from Konya, always mentioned trust as the most 

important factor in a relationship between a carpet manufacturer and a weaver:   

You know times are harder now.  Only three or five years ago there were so many 

more workbenches and so many more weavers in Konya.  There were also a lot of 

carpet manufacturers.  Now, the number of weavers declined in Konya; also the 

market became a very highly priced market.  If I can get this one kilim woven in 

Konya for, let’s say, 80 million per meter squared when I go to the nearby 

villages that drops to 40 or 45 million.  You immediately save money and if you 

take, let’s say, ten, twelve looms a week then you save the money you spend in 

gas and travel easily.   Even when times are hard, you still make a decent living 
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out of it if you are a wise manufacturer and know your weavers. (personal 

communication, July 25, 2004) 

I asked him what he meant by “know(ing) your weavers” and how a manufacturer 

got preferred over another; his answer, once again, portrayed the importance of 

“character” and “honor” when convincing both the husband and the weavers themselves 

to work for him:  

If you are loved, when you come back to the village people may prefer you.  They 

may weave for you.  However, if you are not loved, even if you offer twice the 

amount, unless there is real need, the weaver won’t be convinced.  It is your 

temperament, your honor, your behavior that matters.  As you know, we stay in 

Konya and coming from Konya back to the village is important.  You have to be 

polite and you have to have a good reputation and you should not say things that 

would upset the man.  What is important is not to do a job because you have 

money but to be able to do the same job even if you don’t have any money.  It is 

trust that is important.  Trust and honor.  If you are a dishonorable man, you can’t 

get the job done. (personal communication, July 25, 2004) 

For the women weavers, their families, and the carpet manufacturer the concepts 

of honor and trust were inseparable from the production process.  These concepts enabled 

both parties to form close ties that went beyond straight business relations.  Haluk and 

Osman took pride in helping out the women when they were in need and the women were 

quick to word their gratitude despite complaints over money.  In return, Haluk and 

Osman were loved like brothers and uncles by the weavers.  Another weaver, Şükriye and 
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her three daughters, who wove for Osman displayed this pride when they discussed the 

kilim they finished right before I met them: 

I wish you came a week ago.  We just cut a kilim that was 5 meters squared.  It 

was so big and Osman wanted it to be done in a month.  The girls did nothing but 

weave, but you know Osman saw it and he did not want to take it outside to lay it 

on the road to look at it.  You know it was so big we could not open it up in the 

hayat74.  Osman said, ‘Let’s not take it outside.  It is so well done that it may get 

the evil eye75 [nazar değer].’  Don’t tell anyone but he gave the girls some extra 

money that day for doing a good job.  You should have seen that kilim! (personal 

communication, October 11, 2004)     

Close ties developed with the carpet manufacturers were used by both the women 

and the manufacturers in negotiations.  Manufacturers demanded extra work from 

weavers and sometimes postponed payment if they did not have enough cash by using 

these ties that made the weavers bacı, yenge, and kızım76  The same ties were evoked by 

the women when they demanded more pay, more wool, or a preferred design to weave.  I 

met one of the weavers, Fatma, when she was visiting Osman at his shop in the bazaar 

with her sister and her sister’s husband.  Osman ordered tea for all of us and while he was 

on the phone with another weaver who had called in to request more wool, I asked why 
                                                 
74 Please see footnote 1. 
75 The evil eye of an envious person or a person full of desire can, if not deflected, cause harm to the object 
or person envied.  The belief in the evil eye is prevalent in all sections of Turkey.  Good designs and 
carpets may be kept hidden by the weavers to avert the evil eye.   
76 These terms were used extensively by the carpet manufacturers during the conversations they had with 
the women weavers.  Bacı means older sister, sister, and is a respectable and friendly way of addressing an 
older woman or a woman of similar age in a conversation.  Yenge means uncle’s wife; however, it is used 
informally when addressing one’s own wife or another man’s wife in a conversation.   Kız simultaneously 
means a girl and a virgin.  It means daughter as well as an informal way of addressing a girl.  Kızım means 
“my girl.” 
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Fatma had come to see Osman.  She told me that Osman was going to take them to a 

carpet shop he knows, “I want to get some carpets for my daughters’ dowry.  Osman 

knows someone who is going to give us a lower price.  He is going to take us there today 

and that’s why we came.”  Osman knew a shop that sold machine made carpets for cheap 

and later on took them to get some carpets.   

At times these relationships are valued more than blood ties.  In fact, Fatma, who 

called Osman a “brother,” who went to Osman’s brother’s wedding with a couple more 

weavers from the neighborhood, and who came that day to get help from Osman for her 

daughters’ dowry, had not seen her father- and mother-in-law in months.  The in-laws 

stayed behind in the village after Fatma and her husband moved to Konya and Fatma 

constantly called her mother in law a “tyrant” who made life hell for her sister in the 

village.  Hence, Osman was trusted and favored more than her own father and mother-in- 

law.  He was considered part of the “family” because, as Fatma told me later on, he had 

seen her girls grow up: 

You know I have been weaving for Osman for such a long time.  He has helped a 

lot with these kids.  When I needed money I could get an advance and he never 

turned me down.  I can get books for the kids and he helps us when we go to the 

city [“ şehre gitmek,” meaning when they actually go downtown Konya]. (personal 

communication, October 5, 2004) 

When I asked Fatma if her own family did not help her when the need arose, she 

noted that her parents barely survived on their own and did not have any cash to help 

them.  She also commented how she would not ask anything of her mother-in-law and 
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father-in-law even if she were to go hungry because of their negative treatment of her and 

her sister77 back in the village.  Both Fatma and her sister lived with the in-laws for a 

period of time after their respective marriages:   

We moved out pretty quickly because he found a part time job in Konya, but my 

sister stayed behind for about three years in the village and they would torment 

her.  Now we are both here and we both weave.  We help each other out if we 

need to weave fast.  My own parents are back in the village and they send us milk 

and cheese sometimes, but they don’t have cash money and we don’t have that 

much land in the village.  Our village is a mountain village and there is not much 

land.  So, you see, when I want some money, I ask Osman for an advance and he 

gives me. (personal communication, September 17, 2004) 

It would be impossible to disentangle the emotional investment and the financial 

investment created through these kin relations developed between the carpet 

manufacturers and weavers.  The deep tensions present in these threshold crossings are 

temporarily resolved through these relationships.  Yet not all production assemblages 

develop these close ties.   

 

The Ayağaç Atelier  

  Ayağaç is a village in Afyon, which is a city approximately four hours away 

from Konya by bus.  The same Turkish company that hired Osman in Konya to 

manufacture kilims for export had hired Süleyman to watch over the production process 

                                                 
77 Fatma and her younger sister married into the same family.  Fatma married the older brother while her 
sister married the younger brother. 
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in the two ateliers located in Ayağaç.  As noted in Chapter 1, in Turkey most village 

weaving is done in atelier settings.  Also, as noted in Chapter 2, almost all of these 

ateliers are illegal or semi-legal.   

Some villages that were not located in the Afyon valley could subsist on 

agriculture and did not have a history of weaving; however, Ayağaç was among the 

villages situated in a mountainous region called the Şuhut district that did not have 

enough arable land.  In some villages, this resulted in large scale migration to cities like 

Afyon, Đzmir, and Đstanbul.  In other villages like Ayağaç, women became the main 

breadwinners through weaving while men migrated for seasonal work.  Some women 

chose to work as field laborers instead of weaving.78 

The road that led from Afyon to the Şuhut district wound its way around 

mountains and passed several small villages along the way.  Ayağaç appeared after you 

left the medium sized fields behind and went up to the mountains.  As one villager told 

me, the villages above Ayağaç had access to water and high pastures for their sheep and 

cattle, but that water trickled down before it got to Ayağaç and when I was there was 

discontent with the village situated right above Ayağaç that was diverting the water to 

their fields.  Just as Ayağaç was not high enough to benefit from the river, it was not low 

enough to benefit from the medium sized wheat fields.  All of the fields that were located 

                                                 
78 In fact, one village that was only ten minutes walking distance from the village where I stayed was 
virtually emptied out due to migration.  There were only about 40 households left in the entire village and 
most of those households had a relative in Izmir or Istanbul and were themselves in the process of 
migrating permanently.  In the case of Ayağaç, permanent migration was rare despite the constant presence 
of temporary migration for seasonal work.  One reason families stayed behind was that work found by men 
were almost always seasonal.   
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below the mountains on the flat plain that eventually lead to Şuhut and Afyon were 

owned either by the village that was directly below Ayağaç or by the Şuhut district.   

Ayağaç occupied one side of a mountain, did not have enough cultivable land or 

land for pasture, and had only small plots of arable land on the side of the river that came 

down the mountains.  Another important reason for the scarcity of land owned by each 

individual family was the constant division of land amongst children through inheritance.  

As a result, every family was left with a plot of land that could barely support their own 

needs as a family.  It was in these plots of land that families grew vegetables and fruits 

for their own household use.   

Since Ayağaç did not have enough pasture land, most of the families in the village 

had only enough animals to provide necessary dairy products for the family.  For 

example, almost all of the families had a cow or two and some small number have sheep 

and goats.  According to the village head, there were approximately 800 cows and about 

four big flocks of sheep altogether numbering 500; however, the sheep belonged to a rich 

man living in Şuhut and two village families took care of the sheep for him.  These two 

families might get half of the calves or lambs born during their care and they also 

received a certain amount of milk and hide.  The deal they had with the rich man changed 

from year to year.  Some of the villagers hired a cowherd to take care of the cows, while 

others chose to care for the cows themselves.  The overall land that the village occupied 

was also small, about 500 dönüm (1 dönüm equals ¼ acre) and it took about ten minutes 

to walk from one end of the village to the other.  Despite its closeness to a big city, it had 

been only three years since the arrival of running water.   
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Like in most mountain villages in Turkey, the men of Ayağaç had almost no 

means of making a living within the village.  Three men provided transportation to and 

from Şuhut and there were men running the two small markets and a village imam79, but 

the rest of the male population was jobless.  Most of the men worked at seasonal jobs in 

Afyon, Đzmir, or Antalya while others went to Şuhut to work in manual labor.  There was 

also a market that existed for jobs overseas.  While I was in Ayağaç, there were men from 

five families working in Saudi Arabia, Russia and Uzbekistan.  Almost all of these jobs 

were either dangerous construction work or heavy labor, though at times these jobs were 

very desirable because they provided insurance coverage – or at least claimed to provide 

coverage.  I heard stories from some women whose husbands had thought they were 

insured but learned that they were not when they wanted to make claims.  Some 

companies paid for a limited amount of days and then cut the insurance payments and the 

workers learned about this only when they filed a claim.    

The overall population of the village was 2430 with 1221 women and 1209 men, 

according to the health center records of 2004.  Almost all the women in the village knew 

how to weave and girls learned from their mothers, aunts, and sisters.  Weaving was done 

year round although some women did not weave during the summer because they tended 

the family gardens or worked in the nearby fields in Şuhut and around Konya as day 

laborers.  Actually, some women preferred working as day laborers to carpet weaving 

because whereas the women got approximately about 5 million TL (5 YTL) from carpet 

weaving in a day, working in the fields for a day would get them somewhere between 10 

                                                 
79 Đmam is the term used for a recognized religious leader or teacher in Islam. 
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to 12 million TL (10-12 YTL).  Working in the fields meant being under the sun 

constantly from 7:00 a.m. until 6:00 p.m.  For some women who did like to work 

outdoors weaving offered an alternative; an alternative that had about the same hours of 

work for much less pay.  Unlike in Konya, here weaving was done strictly in ateliers, but 

as in Konya, weaving had a strong history of being the sole consistent income for the 

families due to the seasonal nature of the men’s jobs. 

The payment for the carpets was determined by a simple formula: 

 Thread count x row count x fixed amount per knot (650 TL) = overall payment. 

For example, when Süleyman and I arrived in the village for the first time on August 2, 

2004, he brought an order for an Italian antique dealer who wanted to get into the carpet 

business by weaving modern designs.  Suleyman was a middle-aged, handsome man of 

quiet demeanor whose shirts, as he noted proudly, were always meticulously ironed by 

his wife.  His second pride was in the amount and the quality of carpets he produced.  

The carpet he was to produce for the Italian antique dealer was 2.20 meters in width and 

3.20 meters in length.  It had a thread count of 638 and 1120 rows.  It took four women 

weaving together about 24 days to finish the carpet.  The overall payment for the carpet 

was: 

  638 x 1120 x 650 = 464,464,000 TL 

Each woman received only one fourth of this sum or 116,116,000 TL (approximately 89 

dollars).  This may seem like a meager amount for working eight hours a day for 24 days; 

however, for most of the women whose husbands did not hold steady jobs, this was a 

significant contribution to the household budget.   
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Weaving started in the village of Ayağaç as a government project when 

Sümerbank opened up ateliers and taught women to weave80.  The Sümerbank ateliers 

lasted from 1985 to 1987 and had to close down due to constant problems with payment.  

The export company, called Kemer Company, started out in Ayağaç with a couple of 

workbenches in houses in 1989 and later on rented a bigger house to start out an atelier.  

Due to the lucrative business, Kemer rented out the bottom floor of a family house in 

Ayağaç and expanded weaving throughout the village with two village men in charge of 

the production process.  The number of ateliers doubled and so did the number of 

weavers. The takipçi (follower)81 received commissions in relation to the number of 

carpets woven.  After some time these two men were given minimum wage and 

insurance. 

The two ateliers had a full working capability of about 80-90 weavers; however, 

as stated earlier, not all women wove constantly.  Also, occasionally other weavers would 

join in or replace those who were sick or had other work to do.  Thus it was difficult 

sometimes to have an overall count because some women stepped in to weave for other 

women for a couple of days as did the Konya weavers.   

Almost half of the total number of weavers in both ateliers were unmarried 

women (referred to as girls), ranging in age from 11 to 25.  Since it was mandatory that 
                                                 
80 The Turkish economy has a long history of State Economic Enterprises (SEE) that were set up and 
managed by the state.  These were seen as productive firms that had several missions, ranging from 
changing income distribution to other roles like teaching people to become productive citizens of the 
republic (Karaaslan, 2005, p. 3).  As Karaaslan (2005) notes, these SEE’s became overstaffed, excessively 
bureaucratic and inefficient which contributed to governmental budget deficits and inflation rate.  The 
Sümer Holding Company (Sümerbank) was one of the many SOE’s in Turkey that specialized in 
production and sale of textile products, wearing apparel and other leather products.  Its operations reached 
the farthest villages in Turkey.   
81 Takipçi literally means “the follower,” and is a well known elder male who follows the production 
process closely and acts as a liaison between the carpet manufacturer and the weavers.  
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girls were schooled for eight years, most girls wove either after school or during the 

summers.  During summers girls also attended daily Koran lessons given by the imam 

residing in their villages, which lasted until around noon.  After the lessons, they joined 

their mothers and sisters in the ateliers and wove for the rest of the day.  An atelier day 

started around 7:30-8:00 a.m. and lasted until 5:00-6:00 p.m.  If the carpet in question 

needed to be ready by a very strict deadline, girls and women worked day and night shifts 

as well. 

In 1995, Kemer Company in Konya realized that one of the men in charge was 

cheating them on the wool and hence they fired both of the men and the carpet 

manufacturer who was the liaison between the company and the village takipçi 

(follower).  This was how the current carpet manufacturer, Süleyman, and current takipçi, 

Murat, came to have their jobs.  However, one of the former takipçi, Cem, who got fired 

was a distant relative of Murat, hence, when I was there, the two ateliers were split in 

their loyalties.  The upper atelier, which was located at the far northern corner of the 

village, was loyal to Cem and begrudgingly worked for Murat.  The lower atelier was 

loyal to Murat.  This split created tension between the ateliers and affected the 

progression of the work, if not the quality of the finished product.  This familial rivalry 

enabled both sides to take advantage of the carpet manufacturer by making demands 

concerning payment and equipment, asserting that he favored one atelier over the other. 

For example, the lower atelier had a newer stereo that women used to listen to the 

radio or to play music, whereas the upper atelier had an older one.  Whenever Süleyman 

visited the village, the upper atelier claimed he favored the lower atelier and refused to 
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buy them a similar stereo.  Whenever Süleyman brought a “harder” carpet to weave, the 

women used the tense relationship between the two ateliers as a negotiation point in order 

to demand a little bit more cash upfront or a cash advance claiming they would not weave 

with a specific weaver because she was from the lower or the upper atelier.  Süleyman 

had a very negative attitude toward the weavers in this village because, as he put it, they 

always “quarreled and complained.”  In fact, women constantly used both the rivalry 

between the ateliers and the patriarchal power of their husbands to lengthen the 

negotiation process, especially when Süleyman brought a carpet that had a difficult 

design or a shorter deadline.   

One such incident happened when I first came to the village.  After visiting 

Murat, Süleyman and I went to the lower atelier to find weavers for what Süleyman 

called the “Italian carpet.”  What I assumed would be dealt in at most a couple hours took 

an entire day and was still not settled until the following morning.  When we drove to the 

atelier from Murat’s house with the wool and the cartoons with the design of the new 

carpet, word had already spread and fifteen women weavers were waiting for us at the 

entrance.  Süleyman immediately named three among the fifteen, told them they would 

begin the carpet and asked them about a fourth woman who was absent.  All the weavers 

he named refused to weave the design that was lying on the floor of the atelier entrance 

and my fieldnotes captured the chaos that ensued: 

Nobody wanted to weave.  It turned out that one of them was working on a carpet 

that wasn’t done yet.  The others started talking all at the same time about the 

complexity of the design and that they would not do it.  Süleyman asked for 
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another weaver, Yeliz, but the others said that her father would not allow it.  

Evidently the father thinks it is very ‘hard work’ and that the daughter is not 

getting paid enough.  A woman named Kezban stepped in saying “Come on, this 

needs to be woven.  I’ll go and talk to Yeliz and Süleyman you talk to her father.  

He is in the coffee house.”  Everyone was trying to speak at the same time and 

they were continuing to complain about the design and saying that Yeliz would 

never weave.  Her father would not allow it.  Süleyman wanted Yeliz because she 

was a fast and precise weaver.  Süleyman would talk to one weaver and then the 

other trying to convince them to sit down and weave this carpet.  He continuously 

repeated:  “I will of course see to it that you get something extra for doing this.” 

(fieldnotes, August 2, 2004) 

Kezban, Güliş, other weavers gathered at the atelier, and I went to talk to Yeliz after the 

issue was not resolved and Süleyman went to find her father.  Yeliz served us some tea 

while Kezban and Güliş tried to talk her into weaving.  After about two hours of small 

talk and negotiations Kezban was exasperated and started quarreling with Yeliz: “Hey, 

this man needs this done.  We need to do it.  He is asking you and how selfish can you be, 

girl?”  Yeliz uttered the same response over and over, stating how her father did not 

allow it.  We left the house without getting a positive response from Yeliz.  It took 

Süleyman the whole day to get back because he had to wait for Yeliz’ father to return to 

the coffee house from doing business at another village.  When he got back, he said Yeliz 

would be on board; however, it was too late to form the whole group.  Süleyman had to 

wait until the next morning to put together the weaving group with forty-year-old 
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seasoned weaver Kezban and three younger weavers including Yeliz, after giving them 

each 20 million TL (20 YTL) extra. 

Süleyman later told me that the commotion at the entrance of the atelier, the 

constant “shameless” complaints of the women, as he put it, and the inevitable delay this 

caused were some of the reasons why he was opening up new ateliers in Eastern Turkey: 

“You see how they are here.  I don’t like these people.  All of them constantly want more 

and it takes forever to get anything started.  They try to say how you are a brother to them 

and make more demands.  I am going to the East because there women do not quarrel.  

You don’t even get to see the women because you talk only to their husbands.  It is so 

much easier.”  Women in Afyon’s ateliers played the patriarchal bargain against 

Süleyman by taking a stance against him with their fathers; they demanded more money 

or easier designs.  Unlike Osman and Haluk in Konya who embraced the fictive kinship 

ties, Süleyman in Ayağaç complained about the presence of close ties that entailed a 

certain amount of responsibility for both sides.  This, I would argue, was due to two 

interrelated reasons.  First, atelier weaving was considered unnatural by all parties who 

saw the atelier space as potentially dangerous for family honor.  Second, the carpet 

manufacturer did not visit these spaces often and instead preferred that the village 

representative, the takipçi, to take care of daily interactions.  This meant that the carpet 

manufacturer did not develop close ties with the families.  When the contentious history 

of weaving was added to this picture, which consisted of the failure of Sümerbank and 

the potential threat of the current company moving its operations to reduce labor costs, 

the relationships became even tenser during negotiations.   
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The women who worked in the two ateliers in the village of Ayağaç, wove for at 

least eight hours a day.  Little kids wondered around and even diapers got changed, if 

need be, within the atelier.  Atelier weaving had a very different atmosphere than home 

weaving.  It was also a liminal space that was troubling for the men and women of the 

village regardless of whether they themselves were weavers.  It was a place where 

women might act like “loose” women and create moral dilemmas even for Zeliha, the 

daughter of Murat, the takipçi who oversaw the weaving in the village.   

Murat was a respected imam and he was one of the few males who could enter the 

space of the weaving atelier, but even he had to ring a bell located right at the entrance to 

the atelier to warn the women inside of his presence before entering.  This guarded space 

was ironically both a place of freedom and control.  As I became one of the frequenters of 

this space, I realized that it was a liminal, therefore potentially dangerous, environment.  

It was where women made lewd jokes, complained about their husbands and their 

working conditions; it was a space where men like Murat and the carpet manufacturer 

could enter and leave, which created potential for gossip.  Gossip was not solely a good 

way of obtaining information, but also a way of monitoring womens’ and girls’ behavior 

by other women since it had the potential to ruin reputation and honor by showcasing 

misbehavior.   

In the case of Ayağaç, the importance of the honor code directly affected the 

movement of women.  The main reason I stayed at Murat’s house was not because he 

was the man responsible for the weaving operation in the village, but because staying in 

his house would not be a threat to my honor as a “girl.”  As Süleyman, parked in front of 
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Murat’s house the first day we went to the village, he made sure I understood the 

importance of the honor code:  

I will ask Murat if he will be okay with having you as a guest.  If he says yes, you 

can stay.  If he says no, we have to leave.  Once you are his guest, your honor is 

his honor and you are his responsibility.  Always keep that in mind.  Admitting a 

guest means taking responsibility in the village and that is important.  Everyone 

will know you are his guest.  You will be one of his family. (personal 

communication, August 2, 2004) 

Aside from religious piety, family honor was the most important value in village 

life.  Any event, gesture or space that had the potential to create gossip and harm family 

honor was by its nature dangerous.  Women became living embodiments of family honor 

through deferring to older relatives and avoiding unsupervised encounters with strange 

men.  The mountains, where men took cows and sheep to graze, were dangerous places 

for family honor if a woman went there on her own.  Even when hunting for berries, 

women did not go that far and always took a friend or two with them.  Another such 

dangerous space was the atelier because of the possibility and presence of male entry and 

the fact that women had more opportunity to banter, make jokes and gossip.  Gossip was 

considered lowly and sinful; however, practically everyone engaged in it.  In fact, gossip 

was how the two ateliers in the village waged a not-so silent war against each other.  

In the upper atelier, the weaving day started with Ayça’s “news of the day.” 

While she selected cassette tapes to play during the day, Ayça took about half an hour or 

so to tell all of us what she heard the day before from other women in the village.  After 
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frequenting the atelier for only a couple of days I got used to this routine, which was 

described to me by 17 year old Asiye, who told me that weaving could not begin without 

the “news” from Ayça: 

You know they say Rüya is getting another suitor soon like next week.  They say 

he is from Sarıç and the family saw her when she went to visit her cousin there.  I 

also heard that Sinan came back like yesterday afternoon from Đzmir so that’s why 

Rahime is oh so happy!  I bet they will be doing it day and night [general 

laughter]. (personal communication, August 10, 2004) 

This specific report created quite a stir in the atelier and suddenly everyone was 

shouting out their responses to everyone else while continuing to talk to the weaver 

sitting next to them: 

Hey, that girl [Rüya] is fast let me tell you.  They just cancelled the wedding, how 

did she have the time?”  Asiye remarks, “Well they say she met him during a 

visit.”  Another weaver shouts from the adjacent loom, “So Rahime is happy, ey?  

Ayça hey Ayça karısı [a colloquial way of saying Ayça woman], when is yours 

coming? [Ayça’s husband was a migrant worker located in Ozbekistan and Ayça 

hadn’t seen him in eight months]  You jealous of Rahime?” [laughter rocks the 

atelier]  Ayça stands up from her loom and with a points a finger at the weaver 

saying, “Hey, my man has money.  He sends me money, what does yours do?  

Besides, he will come soon; he will get his vacation.”  Another weaver turns to 

Asiye who is sitting by me and asks, “Where is this girl now [meaning Asiye’s 

best friend and the fifth weaver on the loom]?  Can’t she get here on time?  Is she 
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pregnant again?”  Asiye does not take her hands off the loom and simply says her 

friend is not feeling well.  “Oh we know why she is not feeling well.  She got 

pregnant again with her baby just a couple months old.  That girl always rushes! 

(personal communication, August 10, 2004)     

Within the atelier, gossip was a sanctioned way of passing the time and a very 

effective surveillance technique.  Surveillance had many dimensions in Ayağaç.  Since 

the village was small everyone knew everyone else’s routines.  Whatever you did in 

Ayağaç was always visible to someone.  On several occasions, a comment I made in the 

upper atelier reached the lower atelier even before I had even set foot in it.  Especially the 

movement of unmarried girls and widows were followed very closely by everyone and 

word traveled fast if, for example, an unmarried girl happened to wonder off to the 

mountains or entered into the house of a family or a relative when no one else was there.  

Ironically, the people who did this kind of surveillance were the women, since most of 

the men congregated in the mosque or the village coffee house or were out of the village 

on seasonal jobs.   

In addition to being a form of surveillance, gossip can be seen as a form of 

transmitting information (Lamphere, 1977).  Lamphere mentions the relevance of gossip 

to knowledge transfers in the Navajo community she researched.  She notes how this 

form of transmission of knowledge is paradoxical.  Despite the fact that Navajo belief 

considered gossip to be undesirable and a form of talking against someone, people still 

engaged in it (p. 46).  Lamphere (1977) explains this paradox stating that she sees Navajo 

gossip as “the perpetuation of a cultural system of shared ideas, norms, and conceptions.  
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In other words, through gossip, concepts concerning appropriate and inappropriate 

behavior are defined” (p. 47).  It is not only information and appropriate cultural norms 

that are validated through gossip, but as Melanie Tebbutt (1995) argues in her piece about 

women’s gossip in a working class neighborhood in Britain, gossip also creates 

camaraderie between the women sharing a common space of shops, streets, doorsteps.  In 

the case of ateliers in Afyon, gossip was a form of transmitting information as well as a 

creator of a momentary bond in a specific setting.  At the same time it reaffirmed 

appropriate behavior, reminding everyone of the workings of village surveillance. 

Reyhan was one of the younger women, who, despite being married for three 

years and having children, was still a constant topic of gossip in the atelier because the 

weavers believed Süleyman was being lenient towards her82.  She was a boisterous 28 

year old woman with two children and a notorious nickname civelek, meaning lively and 

coquettish in Turkish.  She was one of the most talkative women in the atelier and she 

especially loved making lewd jokes. Whenever she could she carried her playfulness to a 

different level by jokingly trying to fondle other women’s breasts or giving them big 

kisses.  Although this caused some protest from the women, they were used to Reyhan’s 

antics and usually good-humoredly pushed her away. 

                                                 
82 A year before I came to the village, there was an incident concerning health insurance.  Evidently 
Süleyman, to pose as running a legitimate atelier, insured a couple of weavers before the government 
official showed up in the village.  This government official interviewed only these specific insured women 
and left the village without talking to the rest of the weavers.  The other weavers found about this selective 
insurance only when they collectively applied to get government help for childrens’ education.  Those who 
were insured were denied the monetary help.   Some of the weavers did not even know they were insured.  
Each weaver was insured for varied amounts of time but only Reyhan was insured for about a year.  From 
then on, Reyhan’s namus (honor) was a constant topic of discussion in the atelier.  Many thought Reyhan 
slept with the carpet manufacturer in secret to get the insurance deal for a year. 
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There were moments when Reyhan’s boisterous and confrontational nature came 

close to causing trouble in the atelier, though.  As noted earlier, the atelier Reyhan 

worked in, which was called the lower atelier, was in a silent but constant rivalry with the 

upper atelier.  Evidently one day Reyhan had gone to the upper atelier and simply taken 

the big iron used by the women to rotate the loom.  Jülide, from the upper atelier, stormed 

into the lower atelier and openly accused Reyhan of stealing the iron and demanded its 

return.  Even before I registered the context of the event, Reyhan was chasing Jülide 

around in the atelier with the iron.  The incident ended with Jülide attacking Reyhan and 

forcing her to hand over the iron by twisting her arm.  As Jülide left with the iron, 

Reyhan was beside herself screaming about how she was going to sue Jülide and her 

entire family for assault.  Jülide later on defended herself by telling me how “the lower 

atelier is England and the upper atelier is Iraq!  They do not treat us well at all!”  All of 

the women constantly used this rivalry as a way to slow down the work process and 

stretch the negotiations with the carpet manufacturer.   

One day Reyhan invited me over to have dinner and stay overnight because her 

husband was away for work.  Since I knew that my host family, Murat and Rezzan, his 

wife, would expect me for dinner, I decided to ask them first.  As we called it a day in the 

atelier, I quickly ran over to Murat and Rezzan’s house to tell Rezzan about Reyhan’s 

invitation.  She was already preparing dinner when I came in.  As I told her about the 

invitation she did not speak.  I asked her if it would be okay to have dinner with Reyhan 

and stay with her overnight and told her how I did not want to offend Reyhan by telling 

her no.  Rezzan simply continued cooking vegetables and told me that I could stay 
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anywhere I wanted to, but from the way she refused to say yes or no, I knew she was not 

exactly pleased with the idea.  I told her that I would have dinner with Reyhan since she 

was waiting outside for me, but that I would return home afterwards.  She nodded, once 

again, telling me it was my choice without looking at me.  After a cheerful dinner with 

Reyhan and her children, I returned home around 11:00 p.m.  As I got into the house as 

quietly as possible, Murat left the bedroom and looked surprised to see me.  He stated 

that since I was late, they thought I had slept at Reyhan’s.  The day after the dinner, 

Zeliha, the daughter of Murat and Rezzan, told me how she approved of my decision.  

Reyhan was considered a “loose” woman who flirted with men and made lewd jokes and 

it would not have been appropriate for me to stay overnight at her house because it would 

have hurt the honor of my host family.   

Keeping a good name and being respected was not only of utmost importance for 

Zeliha when it came to her family, but was also crucial for the reputation of the village as 

well.  As she told me one day with pride: 

Ayağaç is known for its piety, righteousness and namus (honor).  I cannot live 

with myself if that reputation is replaced by Ayağaç as a loose village where lots 

of dirt happens in the ateliers.  All of those women, they do not know how to 

behave.  You see them, right?  When my father enters into the atelier a lot of them 

don’t even cover their heads all the way.  They continue on with their jokes and 

rude humor.  Don’t get me wrong, I love those women, but it is the atelier.  I don’t 

like Süleyman either.  He also disrespects my father and all those comings and 
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goings into the atelier.  The women are all cahil (ignorant).  That place is simply 

wrong. (personal communication, August 20, 2004)   

It was surprising to hear her mention an adjective (ignorant) that was stereotypically used 

by a lot of the carpet manufacturers to characterize villagers.  It was also a bit 

disorienting to realize that even the daughter of the takipçi (follower) who made a living 

through that atelier vilified the space with such passion.   

 The chaotic nature of the atelier was ever present in my fieldnotes: 

09/24/04 – In the atelier 

Nur gets angry at the girls who arrive late, once again, from the Koran class.  

Some woman, I cannot tell who, yells over the loud music that is drowning 

everyone’s conversation, “Is this more important or the Koran lesson?”  Reyhan 

stops weaving and shows me her arm again.  “See, how it is all purple anymore?  

I will show that bitch!  I will sue her for this!”  The women sitting opposite 

Reyhan and my loom start joking with the weaving teacher, Esra, who is walking 

around, “Hey, Esra, why don’t you go to the house and cook for us?  We will 

come and eat after we quit.”  Reyhan whispers into my ear giggling, “Oh we don’t 

mean it, you know, we are trying to see her reaction.  That bitch is so stingy.  She 

never cooks anything but goes to people’s houses to eat.”  At that moment, Aliye, 

who had been talking to Murat outside the atelier enters holding a cardboard print.  

“Look, girls, this is the one we will weave next.”  Sevgi, weaving with Reyhan 

and I, looks at the design and laughs, “Hey, this looks like an octopus.”  I yell 

over the music to Sevgi and ask her if she could show me the design and Reyhan 
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grabs my arm.  “Hey, you should talk like us ignorant villagers.  Just yell, ‘Ey! 

Come you over here!  We don’t say yes, or no or excuse me, we say Ey!’”  She 

gives me a kiss and winks, making sure I realize that she is joking.  All the while, 

Ferdi Tayfur, a famous arabesque singer loved by all the women, is screaming at 

the top of his lungs about his forsaken love from the stereo while a couple of 

weavers from another loom are singing with him.    

It was this chaotic and loud nature of the atelier that bothered Zeliha and caused 

Süleyman, the carpet manufacturer, to openly denigrate the weavers once when he was 

talking to me: “Those women, they are all cahil (ignorant).  I don’t know how you stand 

it in the atelier; how you deal with the loud music and all that yelling and screaming.”  

The atelier was a loud and dirty space full of misbehaving women, and in need of strict 

monitoring.  It was a performative space where puns, jokes and occasional fights were 

allowed, but looked down upon by the ones who did not frequent the space.   

Zeliha told me the story of her best friend as an example of the dangerous nature 

of the atelier for a woman’s honor.  Her best friend, Rüya, was the talk of the village 

because only a month ago she had cancelled her wedding.  Zeliha had not been talking to 

Rüya for months even though they were best friends: 

Rüya made a big mistake.  She was seen with that man in the village more than 

once.  She was led astray by some other girls in the atelier to meet with this man.  

Rüya should have known better.  You know she was my best friend, but I can’t 

talk to her now.  I can’t have my name associated with her.  See, now that she 

found out her future husband was a drunkard they had to call the wedding off.  I 
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mean of course it was Rüya’s mistake, but I can’t be associated with that mistake. 

(personal communication, August 20, 2004) 

For these women, Süleyman was the halıcı83 and, unlike the situation in Konya, 

they did not use any kinship terms to address him.  The negotiations in the atelier took 

much longer than they did in Konya houses and they were tenser.  Women made use of 

the rivalries in the ateliers and their husband’s and/or father’s refusal to give permission 

as a way to stretch the negotiations and also a way to slow down the weaving.  In Konya, 

when the carpet manufacturer came to pick up the kilims, he talked to women 

individually and did not enter the houses unless absolutely necessary, which made the 

transactions shorter.  However, the atelier setting enabled women to back each other up 

during the negotiation process, which turned longer and tenser.  What made this process 

even more confrontational was the fact that women were aware of Süleyman’s new 

ateliers in Eastern Turkey and felt that over time he was thinking of transferring his 

operations there.  Although this concern was never openly stated during these long 

negotiations, the women weavers mentioned this to me several times.   

 

Fictive Kinship as Practicing Economics 

In the case of carpet weaving it was almost impossible to understand the 

production process without taking into consideration the importance of fictive kinship 

ties, honor, and reputation.  Losing one’s namus (honor) had negative connotations both 

for men and women.  As noted earlier, gossip acted like a memory bank storing and 

                                                 
83 Halıcı means carpet seller or maker. 
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recalling stories of women and girls whose namus (honor) was suspect in the Afyon 

village.  The relationship that developed between the carpet manufacturer and the weaver 

needs to be seen as part of this cultural context that revolves around kinship ties and 

namus (honor).  Yet, the place of production mattered greatly in the development of these 

relationships. 

Mitchell (2002) notes how it was during the 1870s that academic economics 

abandoned the entire tradition from Ricardo to Marx that had critically focused on the 

places and spaces of work, thus formulating the space of the act of exchange and 

production, “geometrically, by the axes of a chart, as the two-dimensional plane in which 

the desires, or utilities, of a buyer and a seller intersected. This planar space carried no 

reference to the countryside, the city, the factory, or any other conception of place” (p. 

85).   

This chapter aimed to go beyond this “planar space” constituting of bifurcations 

like “informal,” and “formal” work or “public” and “private” spaces, which do not 

provide a meaningful understanding of the performance of economics that make the 

concept of “the economy” real.  Both women weavers and carpet manufacturers were 

strategists who may at certain assemblages saw benefit in investing in fictive kinship ties 

whereas in others chose to be suspicious of each other.  For neither the women nor the 

men involved in this industry agency could be conceptualized as individualized, 

liberatory, and/or resisting.  Instead, agency was closely linked to concepts like morality 

and respect that became central concerns in specific production assemblages.  Even 

Judith Butler (1999), who herself recognized, along with many other theorists, that 
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“gendering” and “agency” are matters of prescriptions of appearance, speech, deportment 

that are closely connected to other people, places, and things, falls into the trap of seeing 

such performance in terms of linguistic conventions and their effects when she notes that 

for a performative to work, “must draw upon and recite a set of linguistic conventions 

that have traditionally worked to bind or engage certain kinds of effects” (p. 134-136).  It 

is more useful to see gendered agency as a practice complex that is made up of emotional 

and monetary investments, certain behaviors and techniques of comportment, and 

governance of interactions between actors in specific sites and locales.   

As this chapter demonstrates, fictive kinship that creates life long relationships 

and dependencies in one locale may not be a valuable investment in another.  Also, 

kinship ties may not be valued as much as fictive kinship ties in some locales.  As 

Franklin & McKinnon state, “friends, villagers, religious associates, ‘racialized’ others, 

and strangers can be made into kin, while mothers, grandparents, and patrilineal relations 

can be made into strangers, or ‘just’ friends.” (p. 13).  Yet, this does not create a kind of 

formlessness when it comes to relationships; in fact, acknowledgment of kinship (and in 

this case fictive kinship) comes with definite rules of conduct, duties, respect, and moral 

obligations (Schweitzer, 2000; Nuttall, 2000).             

Also, as this chapter shows, the processes and places of work in ateliers and 

homes present us with a different conceptualization of work and worker.  As I argued in 

Chapter 3, asking the question of whether women weavers saw themselves as workers or 

not is not a productive way of framing research on work when one realizes that the very 

concept of work that presupposes contracts, salaries and insurance itself is both the 
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initiator and the result of specific historical, cultural, and material acts.  For the carpet 

weavers I knew, the concept of work was much more diffuse and saturated with concerns 

over honor, friendships, and kinships.  These ties can partially be understood as capitalist 

ties that justified certain types of production assemblages (White, 2000).  However, I 

argued in this chapter that these ties also carried emotional significations and 

dependencies that went beyond capitalist ties; these relationships were effective strategies 

that created and sustained both emotional ties, and labor relations for all parties.  The 

women who participated in these relationships did not see themselves as victims or 

survivors, just as they did not see the carpet manufacturers as victimizers or controllers.  

Instead, they talked about and actively participated in several balancing acts that 

traversed presupposed boundaries such as public and private, informal and formal and 

were experienced in thresholds that constantly questioned these naturalized boundaries.  

Investment in fictive kinship ties as well as friendships proposed relations that depended 

on and reformulated matrices of affinity and networks of allegiances assembled with 

bonds of obligation and responsibilities of conduct, which resisted easy incorporation into 

globalist, liberal narratives of “free” individuals and workers unglued from the local and 

easily assembled into the global.            
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CHAPTER 5: POWER POLITICS IN KONYA: THE DILEMMAS OF  THE 
ĐMALATÇI 

 

As discussed in Chapter 4 relationships that developed between carpet 

manufacturers and weavers displayed complex understandings of kinship and involved 

not only monetary ties but also an emotional and personal investment that might at times 

last through generations.  This chapter focuses on the carpet manufacturers’ perspective 

on these relationships and argues that these relationships based on potentially dangerous 

threshold crossings are part of a bigger power struggle between various imalatçı (carpet 

manufacturers) and ihracatçı (exporters) in Konya.  The fear of losing the weavers, the 

designs, and the weaving neighborhoods is both a result and the main reason for this 

struggle and those fears directly affect how the relationships between weavers and 

manufacturers develop.  The chapter will elaborate on the carpet manufacturers’ 

perspectives on the negotiating processes with the carpet weavers, which will be placed 

within the context of the power politics in Konya’s weaving industry, that largely 

depends on the effective control of weaver’s labor, carpet manufacturers’ self governance 

of his honor and reputation, as well as a tight control of secrecy when it comes to the 

whereabouts of weavers and the lineage of designs.   

 

 Moving Up the Ladder, Going Beyond the Village: The Carpet Manufacturer 

 All the carpet manufacturers and exporters I talked to in Konya had a village 

background; however, none of them currently lived in their natal villages.  A great 

majority of carpet manufacturers’ careers started out with an apprenticeship to a carpet 
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mender, followed by a move to Konya, and an arduous process of status enhancement 

that ended in them owning their carpet manufacturing businesses.  Ironically, they both 

took pride in and wanted to break away from their village backgrounds.  This created 

constant tension in that carpet manufacturers felt loyal to “their” weavers and embraced 

the connection they had with their village life, while, at the same time, they saw as 

inevitable the need to move beyond the village and become city entrepreneurs in order to 

gain reputation and respectability as good businessmen.  They took pride in being their 

own bosses and being able to run their businesses based on their reputations as honorable 

and trustworthy men.  They reminisced nostalgically about their village background; 

however, they also stereotyped villagers as “ignorant” about the ways of the world and 

especially about how the economy and business works.   

 This apparent dichotomy can be resolved if we conceptualize a human being not 

as an entity with a stable history, but as “the target of a multiplicity of types of work, 

more like a latitude or a longitude at which different vectors of different speeds interact” 

(Rose, 1996, p. 37).  Here, my concern is with diversity of tactics, strategies, and 

maneuvers that are used and manipulated at different moments in diverse practices, 

giving practical implications and meanings to conceptualizations and differentiations of 

people as villagers, intermediaries, entrepreneurs who are gendered subjects living their 

lives in a constant movement between different practices.  How to effectively govern 

these practices and at the same time regulate a sense of self which infolds authority, 

respectability, reputation, good will, and good business sense become critical in 

maintaining a productive business.    
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Developing cultural capital is a major desire of the carpet manufacturers I had the 

opportunity to talk to.  Globalized competition and the recent history of economic 

challenges that ended up with bankruptcy for a lot of carpet manufacturers in Konya 

coupled with the current economic problem of the increasing value of the Turkish Lira in 

the market created a sense of uncertainty.  For the carpet manufacturers going beyond 

this uncertainty meant ultimately a desire to move further up in the hierarchical and 

globalized chain of carpet production and sale by becoming ihracatçı (exporter) 

themselves through accruing cultural capital, such as forming direct ties to customers in 

the global market, having direct knowledge about the changes and shifts in world fashion 

that reflects on the carpet sales, and as a result of this knowledge being able to accrue 

more money and develop more direct ties to other customers.  This desire, I argue, causes 

an identity dilemma.   

As stated earlier, the ihracatçı (exporter) did not usually have direct daily contact 

with the weavers and other intermediaries, which the imalatçı (carpet manufacturers) and 

the takipçi (follower) had.  Hence, being an ihracatçı meant to a certain extent shedding 

an identity that was based on being a trusted, entrepreneurial villager and instead 

pursuing direct contacts with exporters and accruing expertise in the global market as 

well as in design trends.  Haluk’s background was a good portrayal of this dilemma.  

Embracing an identity as an ihracatçı, which enhanced his status and expertise as well as 

guaranteeing the survival of his business, also entailed moving beyond his persona as the 

trustworthy and honorable village entrepreneur.   
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Haluk was a tall, lean man with a black mustache and glasses that gave his round 

face a stoic expression.  He was always neatly dressed in shirts and trousers and had a 

firm but friendly handshake.  He was eager to take me to his village and introduce me to 

the weavers and seemed more than happy to answer my questions concerning his 

background in the industry and his ambitions as a carpet manufacturer.  I traveled several 

times with him to his village and met some of “his” weavers, as he referred to the 

weavers who worked for him.  Haluk and I would meet in front of the carpet shop he 

worked in as a carpet mender to go to his village, Asan, which was only about an hour 

away from Konya.  Asan was a prosperous village because almost all the males worked 

as carpet menders either in the village or in and around Konya.  The villagers did 

farming, but the two main industries that provided the majority of income for Asan were 

tourism and carpet mending.  Haluk told me that all the women knew how to weave; 

however, since carpet mending brought much more money than weaving, weaving was 

not the sole income or the most important income for the households.  Although men did 

get some money from selling their produce, which was mostly wheat and sugarbeet, they 

had a reputation for being excellent carpet menders.  Haluk stated that almost all carpet 

menders made more than 500 million TL (500 YTL) per month and some with expertise 

could easily make triple that amount.   

Unlike weaving, carpet mending was a well-paying job, and for men, it provided 

opportunities to get to know the carpet market in Konya and perhaps abroad.  Haluk, for 

example, was educating his own son in computers and English so he could go to the 

United States and look for a job there as a carpet mender and develop ties to carpet shops 
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directly so that Haluk could start exporting his carpets directly and gradually leave 

manufacturing altogether to become a full-fledged exporter.  Many of Asan’s carpet 

menders dreamed of moving out of Asan and starting their own businesses, according to 

Haluk.  In fact, continuing out-migration from Asan is a testament to this.  Asan had 

about 6500 registered voters, but not all of them resided in the village.  At least about 

1000 of its residents actually lived in Konya, Haluk being one of them, and several others 

had migrated to Izmir and Istanbul.  Almost every family had a male who was a carpet 

mender and almost all the women wove, but, as noted earlier, weaving was a minor 

aspect of the economy in Asan.  Haluk told me that currently he had 47 weavers in the 

village working on several kilims; however, he stated that at times this number could go 

up to 100.  When we visited Asan, a great majority of these 47 weavers were weaving 

about two and a half meters squared kilim pieces in various colors which were later sown 

together at the carpet shop and sold to the exporter who than exported them to United 

States and Europe.   

Haluk himself had moved out of Asan and had been living in Konya since he 

married at the age of fifteen.  When I met him, he was working both as a mender and a 

manufacturer.  Recently, he had become partners with his old time friend and brother-in-

law; they manufactured kilims for one of the carpet exporters in Konya and worked on 

commission.  This carpet exporter gave them orders; they in turn manufactured these 

orders and sold them to the carpet exporter.   
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 Since Asan was about an hour away from Konya, we had a lot of time to talk 

about his recent foray into manufacturing and his dreams of becoming an exporter during 

our trips to and from Asan:  

I was around nine, ten years old in the year of 77 or 78 when I went to 

Cappadochia to learn about carpet mending. You ask me about how I started to be 

in the carpet business and it is really not a choice.  It is never in your hands.  We 

had a neighbor in the village.  My mother died when I was around six and back 

then times were harder, you know, we did not have everything like we do today.  

This neighbor said that he had a son in Ürgüp who needed an apprentice.  This 

son worked as a carpet mender and he was looking for someone to teach.  He 

proposed to take me and I just said, ask my father.  He evidently did and my 

father did not care much.  Village life, you know.  He just said, let him do 

whatever he wants to do.  Thanks to him I went to Ürgüp and worked for a year 

there as an apprentice learning the craft. (personal communication, July 25, 2004) 

 Haluk continued on to tell me that after that year he went to Đstanbul together with 

his friend (now brother-in-law) and worked there for two years before coming back to 

Konya.  Once in Konya, he married his friend’s sister who was 14 years old and settled in 

Konya to work as a carpet mender.  They opened a shop together and have been mending 

carpets ever since.  Around 1997, they decided to start manufacturing as well and Haluk, 

knowing a lot of people in Asan, became the carpet manufacturer who traveled and 

checked on the kilims and worked with the women.  As we raced through the main 
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highway to Asan, we passed one field after another, Haluk continuing on to tell me about 

his job and his village:   

Everybody knows me in Asan.  You know it was natural for me to be doing this.  

I do not have any problems or second thoughts about entering houses.  You know 

you need to enter houses to check on the progress of kilims and here everyone 

knows me, so that is not a problem.  They trust me.  They trust my money.  They 

know that even if I cannot pay them this time and owe them, I will return and pay 

later.  Where can I run?  There have been men who do this business who would 

order these kilims and then won’t have money to buy them.  So, trust is important 

with villagers.  They know that their money is safe with me.  You know once a 

weaver trusts you, if another person comes and offers a lot of money they won’t 

say yes.  Of course, some may if they are very low on money, but in general once 

the weaver trusts you, she does not go and weave for someone else. (personal 

communication, July 25, 2004) 

Haluk was proud of the fact that he had a strong reputation in the village and that 

he had been able to start off this business because of this reputation.  “As you know,” he 

told me, “finding weavers within Konya is almost impossible anymore.  All carpet 

manufacturers now have neighborhoods and you can’t get into them because the weavers 

won’t even talk to you sometimes and you can’t just simply enter into the houses.”  

However, the fact that he could take his job to Asan enabled Haluk to find the weavers to 

start off his manufacturing job.  Haluk reiterated several times how he loved his job.  

Indeed, despite the hardships and constant complaining I had been hearing from all the 
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carpet manufacturers, they were still happy to be doing this job.  An important reason 

was the lucrative nature of the position.  Even when times were tough and money was 

tight, a smart carpet manufacturer made a profit, as Haluk pointed out.  Haluk, for 

example, dyed his wool in one place that he had a contract with and he dyed by the year.  

He dyed 400 kilos a year and made sure there was enough blue, red and white wool, 

which were the predominant colors used in the kilims.  Another way he made sure that he 

made a profit was by traveling an hour a week to Asan instead of trying to find weavers 

in Konya.   

However, profitability was not the sole reason why most men continued the carpet 

business.  For Haluk, this business offered an effective way to use his personal 

relationships and negotiation skills, which he was always proud to discuss.  It was also a 

savored challenge and a way to be “your own boss,” as Haluk noted, if you were lucky 

enough to have your own business.  For Haluk, it was a challenge to be able to hold onto 

“his” weavers by being honorable and at the same time by being able to deal with the 

villagers on a personal basis.  Süleyman, the carpet manufacturer who introduced me to 

the ateliers in Afyon, was also quick to point out how, despite challenges, he would not 

exchange being in the carpet business with anything else: 

Yes, it is a challenge.  You will see how challenging it is once we are at the 

village.  You have to deal with the idiotic demands made by the villagers.  Like, 

the takipçi, for example, demanded that I entertained his son when he came to 

Konya to take the university exam.  I was to meet him and take him to the exam 

and, you know, keep him company throughout the day and house him and all that 
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as if he is a twelve year old!  Can you believe that?  So, you deal with a lot of 

stupidity like that.  However, the pleasure I get when I see that carpet out of the 

loom, I won’t exchange with anything in the world.  I say to myself, Süleyman, 

you dealt with all that and yet here it is; a perfect carpet that in the end will satisfy 

the customer and [company name].  I like doing the impossible; I like rushing to 

meet deadlines and being able to pull it off.  I am known to be someone who can 

get the impossible done.  I work to keep that reputation. (personal 

communication, August 2, 2004) 

Hence, for Haluk and Süleyman, prestige did not solely depend on how much they 

earned.  In fact, both were in the process of starting out their businesses and instead of 

discussing money, our conversations revolved around their ability to get the job done 

successfully, and neatly despite daily hardships as well as their pride in being so flexible.   

The successful carpet manufacturer was not solely flexible and knew how to 

negotiate but also took pride in “taking care” of some of “his” weavers who were going 

through hard times.  After visiting and setting up a loom in one of the houses in Asan, 

Haluk gave a brief background of the family we drank tea with and talked to: 

You see the woman had a no good husband and she left him because he was 

abusive.  The guy is no longer in the village; he took a carpet mending job in 

Konya.  She moved back to her own parents’ house and is weaving for me now.  

It gives her something to do.  I did not know the family personally, but my 

brother’s wife knows her.  She is a good woman.  I give her an extra five million 

or so every now and then.  As I told you, you know most families here make good 
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money out of carpet mending, but sometimes you run into trouble.  It is good to 

be of help.  It is good for her. (personal communication, July 25, 2004) 

The same sentiment was reiterated by Süleyman as well.  Although he complained about 

the villagers with their aptalca (stupid) demands and the atelier setting that made the 

women behave in a confrontational manner with men, he was happy to help out those 

women and girls who were really in a hard bind and who chose to be submissive rather 

than confrontational.  One of the ateliers in a village close to the one I visited had a much 

younger weaving population and a much more docile attitude toward Süleyman.84  One 

reason was that among the twenty weavers in this atelier, only four of them were older 

married women, the rest were unmarried girls who told me in a focus group interview I 

had with them how Süleyman liked them more than he did the Ayağaç weavers.   

Although I did not spend extensive time in this village, I traveled with Süleyman 

to the village several times, went to picnics with them, and was able to observe 

Süleyman’s behavior toward the unmarried girls and the responses of the girls toward 

Süleyman.  Several of them pointed out how he was like a “brother,” or a “surrogate 

father” to them and it was the weavers in this village that Süleyman took out to picnic not 

the weavers in Ayağaç, where I stayed and where he was faced with constant complaints 

by women who would get confrontational and who would refuse to weave if their 

demands were not met.  Although Süleyman saw this as a challenge to overcome and was 

proud in overcoming it, he looked down on the behaviors of these women and told me 

                                                 
84 Several researchers whose work looks at gendered stratification in various places and spaces of work 
such as factory work and household labor comment on how women make less money as expendable, 
docile, and unregistered laborers in the global economy (Enloe & Chapkis, 1983; Ong, 1987; Wolf, 1992; 
Collins, 2003; Mies, 1982; Drori, 2000; Hendrickson, 1995, Singh & Kelles-Viitanen, 1987; Ward, 1990). 
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that their demands and attitude were some of the reasons why he decided to move to 

Eastern Turkey to start out an atelier business there.  Unexperienced, unconfrontational 

and cheap laborers seemed to be the preferred type for Süleyman.   

As we traveled back and forth between Asan and Konya, Haluk commented on 

his short life in the village and mentioned several times during the conversation about 

how “hard” life was in the village and how “one needed to do what one needed to do.”  

Although he displayed a nostalgic attitude toward the village environment, this nostalgia 

did not necessarily mean that he wanted to go back to live in the village:   

Yes, I like Asan.  It is a beautiful village that even tourists go to.  However, I am 

happy where I am.  You saw how the villagers are.  They cannot understand the 

bigger picture.  They haggle over little money, but do not see how over time, if 

more people bought the kilims, they would be making more money. (personal 

communication, October 7, 2004) 

He was proud of the fact that he was able to move to the city, have a family and educate 

his son:  

Yes, I spent my childhood learning carpet mending and I am a good mender.  It 

was hard and I married real early, but now I have a business.  I see carpet 

manufacturing I do now as a step.  My son is getting an education that I could 

have only dreamed of.  He can already speak English, but he is learning business 

as well.  I will do everything to send him to America and then we can become 

exporters, too.  You see, a lot of money gets lost because my brother-in-law and I 

do not have direct contacts.  We know that the exporter we sell to makes so much 
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more money.  We understand that.  That is the way of the business anymore.  It is 

not really tourism; I mean the tourists that come to buy from your shop, but the 

contacts you have.  So, that’s why I want to move on and, yes, I will be my own 

boss and hire people to do the manufacturing for me. (personal communication, 

July 25, 2004) 

As Haluk planned to move up the hierarchical chain of carpet production and sale, that 

entailed leaving behind the direct connections he had to the village as a carpet 

manufacturer; he was looking forward to that despite the pride he displayed in getting the 

job done. 

 Hence, as a carpet manufacturer, Haluk both took pride in his ability to be a 

trustworthy villager and displayed the desire to leave that behind to be a direct player in 

the global market.  For him, these two desires, although seemingly contradictory, did not 

cause an ethical or a moral dilemma.  He saw this more as a process that he had to go 

through to move up the hierarchy, to make more money, and to gain a different type of 

respect as an exporter with direct connections and friends in the global market place 

rather than as a carpet manufacturer with direct connections to the village or the weaving 

neighborhood. 

 Süleyman was also a full-fledged carpet manufacturer but he did not have the 

capital investment that Haluk had.  He did not have a son to invest in and did not know 

any languages or, as he would put it, the “likes and dislikes” of the foreign customer.  

However, he was also looking forward to developing his business in Eastern Turkey and 

opening it up to other exporters, not solely working for the Konya exporter.  He saw the 
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move to Eastern Turkey as an opportunity, as well, cherishing the fact that by doing so he 

would not have to face the women directly, but that he would just talk to the fathers of 

the weavers and the hoca (teacher) and continue to perform miracles by manufacturing 

perfect carpets in no time.  The ateliers Süleyman had set up in Eastern Turkey worked 

differently from the Afyon ateliers.  In Afyon ateliers, Süleyman needed to talk to the 

women and at times bargain with them directly.  However, he told me that in Eastern 

Turkey, the gender segregation was so extreme that he was not allowed to do that.  So, he 

only discussed orders and problems with the hoca (teacher) and the husbands or fathers 

of the weavers.  That way, he told me, he did not face the women and did not have to deal 

with the constant bargaining and complaints he dealt with in the Ayağaç ateliers.       

 

Navigating, Negotiating: Dealing with the “Ignorant” Weaver 

July 5, 2004 - on the road in Konya: 
 
 As Osman and I travel in his minivan that is full of dyed wool for weaving 
and natural, specifically woven wool for the setting up of the loom, we start 
discussing how he got involved in the rug business.  He tells me that one of his 
brothers did work as a carpet dealer for a while, buying and selling carpets but not 
manufacturing them himself, while his other three brothers did all sorts of jobs 
from selling produce in the local market to trying to sell carpets to the passing 
tourists.  After a while, he tells me, his brother met his business partner who 
offered them a great business deal.  They were to produce carpets and kilims 
specifically for him and in turn, he would buy all of them to sell them to the 
French, English and American market.  Hence, he notes, now all four brothers 
work for this man.  His older brother makes the deals and is the contact person 
with the business partner, his two younger brothers help with the dyeing process, 
while he takes care of the distribution of the materials and the money to the 
weavers and the controlling of the labor process itself.  All of his brothers are 
married and have kids, which is to say that four families subsist on the carpet 
business.  One brother additionally has a small bakkal (a small neighborhood 
market). 
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 As we go down the main street that links the town center to the outskirts 
of Konya, we suddenly enter a mini-labyrinth of smaller paved roads as Osman 
masterfully makes rights and lefts.  I am now in the presence of a different Konya.  
Rather than full fledged apartment buildings, I am surrounded by village houses 
with blue doors that mark the entrances to the hayats.85 Although it is midday, 
there is hardly any movement in the streets except for occasional passing of cars 
and the presence of men in the coffee houses.  The paved roads lead to little to 
medium-sized gardens and at times to bigger fields of wheat or corn.  
Occasionally, I spot a cow or two on the side roads.  It is as if I left the city and 
had somehow entered a space that lives betwixt and between city and country.  
Paved roads, village houses, half-built apartments, and wandering cows.   
 I ask him what is the hardest thing about his work and without any 
hesitation he replies that it is the cahil (ignorant) women.  According to him, the 
women do not see weaving as regular work and he complains that as soon as they 
make a little bit of money to pay a debt or to get, lets say, a long needed washing 
machine, or as soon as their husbands perhaps bring a little bit more money to the 
house, the women refuse to weave.  He tells me how helpful I would be if I were 
to educate the women about their so-called ignorance in this regard.  “What’s 
wrong with working regularly?  What’s wrong with bringing more money into the 
household?  These women are all ignorant and lazy.  I don’t know why they stop 
weaving.”   
 As we slow down near a house he explains to me that he will give some 
red dyed wool to the weaver here.  Before we come to a full stop I ask him if his 
wife ever wove.  He says no and I ask him why.  “I would not allow my wife to 
weave.  When women weave, the household may suffer.  A woman does not give 
that much attention to her family.  Then, there is also the problem of dirt.  
Weaving is a dirty business.  I don’t want the house to be dirty with scraps of 
wool.  It is not hygienic.”  He tells me again how I need to figure out why women 
stop weaving at times because he certainly do not really understand it himself.  He 
ends by saying I would do a great benefit to everyone if I convinced them to 
continue weaving and to continue being “productive”.  

 

 This short field vignette once again displays the contradictory and complex nature 

of the relationships that develop between the carpet manufacturers and weavers.  This had 

come as a surprise to me knowing that Osman himself had a village background and still 

had relatives living in his natal village he often visited.  However, he did not hesitate to 

call the villagers, mostly ones that migrated from his natal village and at times knew him 

                                                 
85 Please see footnote 1. 
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personally, “ignorant” when talking to me.86   Just as the women displayed ambivalence 

when it came to Osman’s relationship with them and their families as noted in Chapter 3, 

Osman himself valued the weavers differently.  For him, those weavers who wove 

regularly and professionally without any complaints, who contributed to the household 

and kept it clean and together were “productive” women.  When I asked him once who he 

considered was a good weaver and what qualities she possessed, he gave me the example 

of a family of weavers:  

Those girls, the three of them, weave constantly.  They never stop.  The mother 

never learned to weave so she does the housework.  The girls are going to have a 

lot of things in their dowries because they are like bees.  They never stop.  I will 

take you to another household; there the two women, two sisters, do not need to 

weave really.  Husband of one is a baker and makes money, but the other sister is 

divorced and does not have an income.  So they weave together.  They don’t 

complain about designs; they race to finish the kilim and they do a good job.  

They value this as work. (personal communication, July 5, 2004) 

The major concern with all the carpet manufacturers was the issue of governance and 

proper behavior from the women weavers that did not pose impediments to flexibility of 

labor while displaying work professionalism, ongoing productivity, and compliance.  

                                                 
86 As noted earlier in footnote 45, the term “ignorance” was specifically used whenever a woman weaver 
would be confrontational, would making demands concerning what she wove and for how much she wove.  
Ironically, it was the more experienced and professional weavers who usually displayed these 
confrontational attitudes, which in turn made the carpet manufacturers call them “ignorant.”  This response 
downplayed the meaning and importance of women’s resistance to labor practices.  For example, Süleyman 
never once referred to the younger, more compliant and amateur weavers located in the village near Ayağaç 
as ignorant.  On the contrary, he constantly talked to me about how effective weavers they were and how, 
compared to Ayağaç weavers, they learned the process much faster and understood the business better 
since they were eager to help him out whenever he needed a carpet done fast.   
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Weavers were “ignorant” if they complained and haggled about prices, if they refused to 

weave certain designs and if they displayed a confrontational attitude.  However, those 

weavers who stayed with the carpet manufacturer for long periods of time or who did not 

use a confrontational attitude were valued differently and closer ties developed between 

the carpet manufacturer and the weaver.  One example came from another carpet 

manufacturer, Zeki, who displayed a very paternal attitude to some of the younger 

weavers he worked with in and outside of Konya and was proud to showcase the help he 

provided to these young girls: 

You know some of these girls; they just got out of the village but still lead 

sheltered lives as you saw in Konya.  They don’t get out much, they don’t do 

much, and they don’t have much.  I had many a girl where I would give a 5-10 

million in secrecy every now and then.  That is only fair because they do not see 

any of the money.  You give them some extra directly and that would get them to 

weave faster for you, too.  It motivates them.  So it is good for both you and these 

young girls.  I had women who asked me to get them birth control pills because 

their husbands won’t let them use pills.  So, you see, with the weavers who weave 

for you for a long time, you get to be more than the carpet manufacturer.  You get 

to be a way out, a way to get things.  I like helping these women out especially the 

ones that stay with me for a long time. (personal communication, October 12, 

2004) 

Hence, the carpet manufacturer was invested in the business not solely for the money it 

provided, but for the way these relationships were created and kept.  A good carpet 
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manufacturer could move in and out of these thresholds without smudging his honor and 

in the meantime he took pride in “helping out” the weavers as well as holding on to them 

for long periods of time as workers.  For example, I met one girl who was Zeki’s favorite 

because she was a diligent weaver and a hard worker according to Zeki.  He had given 

her a Cumhuriyet altını87 as a reward for finishing off the last kilim so quickly and 

flawlessly.  Other trinkets as gifts given to weavers by carpet manufacturers included 

little gifts like shalvars, hair pins, or simply some small amount of extra money, like 

twenty million TL, which the carpet manufacturer directly gave to the weaver.  A good 

weaver was valued and what made a weaver good was related to her performance as a 

good mother, daughter, wife and sister as well as her professionalism and punctuality as a 

performer of her craft.  Hence, as was argued in an earlier chapter, for both the women 

weavers and the carpet manufacturers the work of the home and the loom were 

interrelated and could not be conceptualized as separate.  Both were valued and got their 

respective values from each other.  As Ali, another carpet manufacturer I got to know, 

stated in one of our interviews:  

You know if a woman is clean, if, when you enter her house, it is not dirty and 

messy; that tells me a lot.  It tells me that this weaver is disciplined and gives 

importance to detail and will work clean.  She has respect for herself.  A good 

weaver is the one who does the job and holds that a principle – to do the job the 

best way she can.  She has to be good with deadlines.  She has to be attentive to 

                                                 
87 Cumhuriyet altını is a gold coin with Atatürk’s visage imprinted in the front.  These gold coins come in 
various sizes and values and it is traditional to give gold coins or attach them onto infants and brides and 
grooms in weddings.  It is also a way to invest savings.  
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her house and to her children and has to keep the house clean.  I want my money 

to go to a good place.  I don’t want my money to be wasted. (personal 

communication, July 6, 2004)  

 When I asked Zeki what he liked about his job, the answer he gave was also 

related to the relationships that developed and how his identity was invested in this job:  

I like the fact that I get things done.  I like to see the final product and take pride 

in it.  I love it when I complement a weaver after a good job she had done for me 

and to help her out if she needs any help.  I make sure I take care of their little 

problems like doctors, buying stuff maybe or getting to places, getting things for 

their kids.  I know in the end it comes back to me when they work fast and well.  

It also is a way to help out.  I value women who do a good job and who are good, 

respectable people.  I have weavers who wove for me for ten, fifteen years now 

and I know everything about their families.  I saw their kids grow and some of 

their daughters are weaving for me now. (personal communication, October 12, 

2004) 

Hence a good carpet manufacturer could only become good and successful as a result of 

the personal investment he had in “his” weavers.  Ironically, as Zeki’s remarks show, 

these men, through their paternal attitudes and behaviors, presented a way to get things 

and do things for the women whose husbands and fathers might, through their paternal 
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attitudes, block them from doing like going to the Konya bazaar to shop for cheap 

machine-made carpets for dowries or getting prescriptions.88     

 However, the negotiations that took place were never smooth.  Since the 

relationships involved both material and emotional investments from both parties, some 

negotiations lasted for hours before getting resolved.  One such negotiation took place in 

one of my travels with Haluk to Asan.  The conversation he had with an older woman, 

who was going to embroider a design on keçe (felt)89 that was never done before by 

anyone in the village, showed how the negotiations were enmeshed in the close 

relationships that had developed between the older woman, her family that Haluk 

accentuated by using kinship terminology. 

The woman had been weaving comforters and selling them to the neighbors to 

make money.  Haluk spent a great amount of time in explaining to her the overall process 

of production and sale as well as assuring her of his support: 

Haluk: Look, now, you whose hands I kiss, how much did you pay to get this  
ashtray?  Let’s say you bought it for five lira from the bazaar.  Let’s say you 
sell this for five lira.  This ashtray.  Let’s say you go to another bazaar to ask 
the price of the same ashtray.  You know, you do know the price already.  
Imagine another person told you that it is one million lira.  What would you 
do?  This is the issue, you know.  You need to make sure you sell enough 
ashtrays to make profit.  The European doesn’t know.  If you tell the European 
that this costs one million, he asks why is it that one day it is five lira and the 

                                                 
88 For a discussion of the relationships that develop betwen the women weavers and the carpet 
manufacturers and women’s point of view on these relationships please see Chapter 4. 
89 Felt making is an old traditional artform in Turkey and Konya is a famous place for felt making because 
the hats of the Whirling Dervishes are made from felt and the art is still practiced in Konya by some expert 
felt makers, although, in general, the art is on the decline.  Felt is made from dampening layers of wool and 
pressing them together making the microscobic scales on the wool mesh to form what is called felt.  It can 
be used to make hats or decorative cutouts of felt can also be used in various fabrics and rugs.  One British 
interior designer had commissioned a felt rug to be made by a felt maker in Konya and now this woman 
weaver was going to embroider a meandering figure onto the rug.  The interior designer told me that she 
was experimenting with felt because of its unusual and coarse look as a rug and its smooth texture.  She 
was hoping that this would be a new trend. 
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next day one million?  For example, we will set a price and say this is how 
much it is whether you like it or not.  We will draw the model on the keçe 
ourselves and you will only do needlework and of course the price will vary.  
You know we get this done and then another person buys it from us to sell to 
the outside market.  That person is thinking about production costs, too.  You, 
don’t worry about meager differences.  Continuation of this is more important.  
We will get those comforters done for you.  It is not a problem.  I will get 
those comforters from you, take them to a professional in Konya who does 
comforters, get it done and bring it back to you.  You will then sell that to 
whomever like you made it yourself.  That is not important.  You now tell me 
if this can be done and for what price. 

The weaver: Well, now I…you need to give me whatever you think the price is.  
     [both the weaver and the girls giggle at this] 
Haluk: Now, you whose hands I kiss, you know what the issue is? [the girls  

continue to giggle] now, you put your labor into this.  It does not matter if I 
offer you a higher or a lower price.  Now, we will pay to get this keçe made, 
and we will also pay you.  The problem is whether we can make profit out of 
this.   

The weaver: I don’t understand these things.  You offer whatever you think is a  
     fair price.  We are relatives, you know. 
Haluk: Now, there is akrabalık (kinship) in this ticaret (commerce).  I won’t cheat  
     you.    
The weaver: I can’t say give me this money.  Even if I do, is it helal or haram?90   
Haluk: The thing is you have labored over this.  The man [his partner back in  

Konya] says:  “Brother you took this product to this woman.”  You see, I 
needed to bargain with you first about the price before I gave this to you.  
What did I do?  I did not bargain because I do not want you to be harmed.  I 
said, teyzem (my aunt) you take this and make it and then we will discuss the 
price and get to an agreement. 

The weaver: I would not have done this anyways if we weren’t related. 
Haluk: Yes, I do know that, too.  I am offering you an alternative.  If it is hard to  

draw the model, we will find other ways and get that model drawn for you.  
We will think of something.  Since we have this example now, it means this 
can be done.   

The weaver: But now…now I can draw the models.  I did this one now. 
Haluk: We will do it by using stronger paper.  The rest of the job will be easy. 
The weaver: I thought of using better paper, too.  This nylon I use rips. 

                                                 
90 Helal and haram are two categories of Islamic law.  Helal that which is obligatory or permitted is 
opposed to haram that which is forbidden.  Things, certain acts and activities can be considered helal or 
haram.  For example, being jealous of someone else’s prosperity, and usury are considered haram, whereas 
buying and selling, and working for a living are helal.  Entrepreneurs have used this fear of haram to their 
advantage as well through developing helal industries, which sell helal sausage, bread and other products.  
Helal para in Turkish means money obtained through permitted and just means, whereas haram para is 
tainted money.  
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Haluk: Forget about that now.  Forget even the money issue.  Can we do this or  
not?  Forget about the comforter as well.  I will get the comforter, take it to a 
place in Konya and have it made.  Who would notice it anyways? 

The weaver: Will you give me another order now? 
Haluk: Yes, we will continue, but now work on the comforter until next week and  

then I will give you more of these.  Now I need an answer now.  This is easy 
work. 

The weaver: Well, I am afraid of these two not being able to do it [she points at  
     the daughters]  Will they or will they not be able to do it? 
Haluk: If this is not easier than eating bread, you can spit on my face [the girls  

giggle again].  You take the bread; you check to see if it is hot or cold; you put 
it in your mouth and work your muscles to eat it; your teeth may hurt.  Forget 
all about that.  Will we be able to make this work? [now he turns to me directly 
and speaks to me]  You see that don’t you sister?  It is so hard to earn a living.  
You explain things over and over again and things may still break down in the 
end (July 25, 2004). 

 

This negotiation ended as Haluk left the house stating that he was going to pay the 

weaver 50 million TL for doing the embroidery.  He was proud of himself that he got 

through this negotiation process and complained about the women weavers:  

You see this is what I go through with each and every house.  God give me 

patience.  You can’t explain things to these people.  They don’t understand.  They 

don’t understand anything about business so they argue and complain and you 

need to earn their trust, respect.  You need to make sure their needs are taken care 

of.  Trust is so important.  Otherwise you can’t get anything done. (personal 

communication, July 25, 2004) 

One reason this investment in relationships took center stage in the success or failure of a 

carpet manufacturing business in Konya was the fierceness of the competition.  As noted 

earlier, the amount of successful carpet manufacturers with viable businesses were on a 

constant decline in Konya.  The state of the carpet manufacturing business in Konya 
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made it virtually impossible to survive for those people without cultural capital like 

honor, trust, knowledge of a foreign language and foreign contacts, and material capital 

like money to cover advances and bonuses to weavers. 

 

Honor, Access and Advertisement:  Keeping Competition in Check   

 As stated earlier, the men in the Konya carpet business were hierarchically 

divided into imalatçı (carpet manufacturers) and ihracatçı (carpet dealers/exporters).  

Some men did both; however, that tended to be rare and usually happened if the business 

was a family business where brothers could divide up the tasks among each other.  Global 

competition in the carpet production and consumption market and the recent economic 

crises experienced in Turkey resulted in the lowering of the numbers of men involved in 

carpet manufacturing and export.  This meant an increased competition among those who 

survived and a higher level of distrust and secrecy when it came to weavers.  As noted 

earlier, one way of rising from the competition was to be an “honorable,” “trustworthy” 

carpet manufacturer who could hold onto the weavers and formulate long-term kinship 

ties with them.  The other important qualities were direct access to the global market and 

clever methods of “stealing” weavers and designs.  The men who were hurt the most in 

this competition were those who did not have a big capital and had only a limited access 

to the market.  They also faced more alienation and had a harder time piercing the 

secretive market. 

 The carpet manufacturers and dealers were extremely secretive when it came to 

disclosing weaving neighborhoods, designs, and contacts participating in the global 
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market to outsiders.  The fierce competition might result in the loss of the weaver to a 

carpet manufacturer who offered slightly higher pay for a short amount of time or 

proliferation of an “original” design that was either being made to a particular client or 

showcased to other clients as a possible future production.  This competition resulted in 

the bankruptcy of the smaller manufacturers.  Ali was such a carpet manufacturer facing 

hard times and desperate to find a direct connection to a foreign client.  I was introduced 

to him by a high school English teacher who was fascinated by art and who saw in me a 

possibility of an American connection for Ali.  I visited him several times in his small 

shop hidden in a side street away from the main bazaar area where all the carpet shops 

were located.  I was actually at first amazed at the bizarre out-of-the-way location of the 

shop, but I learned from him that it was deliberate.  “I do not want to be around the major 

carpet shops.  I mostly try to keep to myself.  It is real hard to survive in this business 

anymore so I try to stay discreet and go to Bodrum every now and then to find clients and 

make connections” (personal communication, July 6, 2004). 

I asked him why the carpet business was more competitive and secretive in 

Konya:  

You know one reason is the fact that all children are required to attend school 

anymore for eight years.  There are talks that soon enough, due to the desire to get 

into the European Union, this is going to go up to eleven years.  After eleven 

years of school, you know girls are already in a marriageable age and they cannot 

learn to weave or weave for a long time when they are that old.  You know only 

like ten years or so ago there were about 5000 workbenches in and around Konya 
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and now this number is as low as around 1500 and only about perhaps 400 of 

those workbenches are actually located in the city. (personal communication, July 

6, 2004) 

He continued on to note that the women and especially younger generation also 

did not want to weave anymore.  I asked him why:  

The weaver weaves almost by force and one reason is that textile factories started 

offering job opportunities for the past five or six years.  The weaver prefers the 

textile factories because it has a regular pay, however low, and it has health 

insurance.  There are textile factories on the road to Ankara and at the 

manifaturacılar, the industrial district in Konya.  There work is not only cleaner, 

but it also has regular hours.  This [he points to a kilim hanging on one of the 

shop walls] does not have a time.  If you do not weave, it won’t grow.  Your 

hands hurt; your eyes hurt; your back hurts; and it is not good for your health 

because you inhale all that dust.  Even my health suffered due to handling and 

being around so much wool; I cough all the time.  Think about a woman who 

weaves for eight, ten hours without stopping.  This is dirty work unlike working at 

a textile factory. (personal communication, July 6, 2004) 

He sipped his tea allowing me to finish writing down the last sentence and 

continued,  

The girls who weave do so unwillingly anyways.  For example, they weave to get 

stuff for their dowries.  We also had one weaver who constructed a house just by 

her weaving.  She bought the materials slowly and the husband, her husband’s 
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brother and their sons did the construction over time.  Once the house was 

completed, the husband kicked her out.  She came back after a while; he took her 

back, but he brought another woman to the house.  She could do nothing about it 

because she could not go back to her village now that she was married.  Women’s 

lives are hard.  Also, you need to make sure, as a manufacturer, that your weavers 

are not unjustly treated.  If you do not get them to weave regularly, the weaver 

either finds another job or starts weaving for another manufacturer.  The carpet 

dealers here lost a lot of their weavers like this after the 2001 economic crisis.  

There were fewer amounts of workbenches and the weavers ended up finding 

other jobs. (personal communication, July 6, 2004) 

 The carpet business was full of dangers and uncertainties for Ali and when I 

inquired why such secrecy prevailed when it came to locations of weaving 

neighborhoods, he emphasized the competitive nature of the industry: 

We have a saying, the bread is in the mouth of the lion.  In Konya, the bread is in 

the belly of the lion.  There is constant fear and jealousy because, well, even I 

take the foreigners who come and tell me they want to meet my weavers and see 

my workbenches to only a couple workbenches.  I deny taking them to any other 

place.  The main reason is that if this foreigner finds out where the rest of my 

weavers are, he may go and find another manufacturer that will provide the same 

goods to him for cheaper.  Maybe that manufacturer can afford to do that because 

he has a bigger market, but I cannot.  Hence, I may end up losing my business.  

These foreigners who want to do business come and go real easily and they are 
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more aware of prices and also they know of the cheap competition present in 

other countries like China. (personal communication, July 6, 2004) 

According to him, the competition in Konya between the carpet manufacturers 

was vicious.  The worst thing for him and other small manufacturers had been the 

constant raise in the amount paid to the weavers.  Carpet manufacturers who had more 

clout and more money could advertise over the radio and offer higher prices, which might 

end up raising the prices in the entire Konya area: 

I had found this one neighborhood that was not claimed by anyone in particular 

and started weaving there.  You carry the looms, you know, set up everything and 

this one woman after weaving three kilims for me stopped and said that she would 

not continue to weave for me.  She said that she heard on the radio that some 

other manufacturer was offering 125 million per meter squared while I was 

offering only 65.  Of course she stopped weaving for me and this type of thing 

happens a lot.  For example, this carpet manufacturer gets an order for a real big 

amount from abroad and to fulfill that order in time, because these orders are 

usually extremely harsh on the deadlines, he needs to find more weavers than he 

already has.  So what he does is he locates some neighborhoods and offers more 

money to the weavers.  However, the weavers do not realize that he is doing this 

until he finishes that order.  Then, puff, he is gone!  He just leaves the market.  

Once that happens, though, the prices automatically are raised for the market 

because he has been announcing his rates all over the radio to everyone in Konya.  

It ends up affecting both the women and us as carpet manufacturers.  It is the 
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nature of the market currently that is making things even worse because 

manufacturers need to have perfect results at incredibly short time periods with 

incredibly cheaper prices.  The competition is not only amongst us but with other 

countries as well. (personal communication, July 6, 2004)  

As I noted the contradiction in his statement about the weavers being ready to 

weave for a better paying manufacturer and at the same time also being loyal, he noted 

that he was specifically referring to most of the weavers within the city of Konya.  He 

stated how the weavers who wove for a manufacturer for a long time and got to know 

him preferred to stay with him even if he did not pay that well, and that this might be due 

to various reasons: one being that this manufacturer brought steady work to them and that 

they were afraid if they worked for another, they might be jobless if an economic crisis 

strikes or if this manufacturer goes bankrupt.  Secondly, he noted that trust was also 

extremely important for these weavers and they had to get permission from their 

husbands because the manufacturer had to regularly visit their houses to monitor the 

weaving process.  Once that permission was given and there was trust, it was really hard 

to break that bond, although sometimes another well-respected manufacturer who would 

offer a higher amount could win over the weavers and most importantly their husbands.  

For the fathers and husbands of weavers trust was built through reputation.  Not only Ali 

but also all other carpet manufacturers obtained their reputations through word of mouth.   

The fathers and husbands of weavers would investigate the background of the 

carpet manufacturer, including his family background and religious affiliations, and only 

when he was cleared was the carpet manufacturer allowed to do business with the 
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women.  Another important aspect of obtaining trust was whether or not the carpet 

manufacturer was timely with payments and had a good reputation as a businessman in 

that he was able to order carpets continuously and give advances to weavers when the 

need arose.   

Competition was so fierce in Konya that at times rumor was used to make sure 

that certain carpet manufacturers were kept out of the loop.  For example, it took me a 

long time to realize that I was being referred to certain carpet manufacturers by others 

and people like Ali were not mentioned.  When I asked a carpet manufacturer who 

introduced me to some shops and not to others why that was the case, he gave an elusive 

but relevant answer: “You know I like you, Damla.  I don’t want you to think of Konya 

as a bad place.  Some of these carpet manufacturers, they are not honorable people.  You 

don’t want to know, but they may try to, you know, do dishonorable stuff and talk 

dishonorably” (personal communication, July 2, 2004).  In my case, the concern was over 

my own namus as a young unmarried woman.  The insuniation was that I would 

jeopardize my honor if I went to carpet shops that were not preapproved by the carpet 

manufacturer who was introducing me to the shops in the bazaar area.  He was acting out 

of his concern for me and to protect me from possible bad experiences; while he never 

directly stated as to what these experiences would be, it was clear that they had the 

potential to put me in an uncomfortable situation and in the end harm my own reputation.  

Although the same concern over honor might not be of issue with the tourists and/or 

clients, if a foreign tourist and/or client were to come to Konya and was directly taken to 

one of the bigger carpet shops in the bazaar area, it would be highly unlikely that s/he 
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would venture out to go to a smaller shop.  Even if s/he decided to do that, s/he might be 

discouraged by the carpet manufacturer with whom s/he developed a relationship.  Then, 

the carpet manufacturer might underline the fact that other carpet manufacturers would 

take advantage of the tourist and/or client monetarily by hiking up the prices.   

 This was one reason why, when tourists visited shops or when foreign clients 

passed through, they were constantly entertained by the carpet manufacturers/dealers 

themselves and were not encouraged to venture into the bazaar and/or go out on their 

own.  The carpet manufacturers took them out to dinner, entertained them in their shops, 

and took them to certain shops and not to others.  Hence, closed circuits were formed that 

kept others out.  As Ali noted during our interview, this viciousness was due largely to 

the current competitive nature of the market that demanded faster turnout and cheaper 

cost, while casting a much larger net which spanned from China to the States.   

 This competitiveness enhanced the importance of developing close and personal 

ties with the weavers further because, as several of the carpet manufacturers pointed out, 

once that happened, the weaver was unlikely to leave the carpet manufacturer.  Carpet 

manufacturers like Ali with smaller capital became alienated from the global market and 

aimed to either develop cultural capital by forming ties with carpet shops in tourist towns 

or with the accidental tourist that might happen to drop by.  Ali told me how he was also 

pursuing to open a shop that manufactured wooden frames and other wooden material for 

home construction because he was accruing more debt each year from his carpet business 

and saw this as a way out of the business.  He lamented how if someone were to buy all 
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the carpets and kilims that had piled up in his store, he would close shop then and there 

and immediately invest in something else.       

 

Averting the Dangers of Threshold Crossings:  Keeping your Honor Intact 

 As the carpet manufacturer tried to survive in the business, he also had to have 

effective self governance when it came to the weavers he worked with.  Zeki was the 

“real deal,” as he jokingly pointed out to me.  Despite his short, stocky appearance, his 

eyes betrayed his enormous energy.  He saw himself as a true adventurer and never gave 

up an opportunity to narrate one of his adventures.  For him, carpet manufacturing was 

about travel and taking risks.  One day he narrated a story of a trip he had made to 

Azerbaijan in search of contacts to start an atelier business there.  It was not relevant 

whether or not his embellished story was the “truth,” what mattered was the persona he 

displayed to me and to another enthusiastic university professor who did culture tours to 

Konya and visited Zeki whenever he was in Konya for a drink of ayran91 and a 

conversation:   

You know once I went to Iran and then after meeting some people there, I decided 

to go over to Azerbaijan from there.  This was when there was real fighting going 

on with the Russians.  They caught me and they handcuffed me.  Just as they were 

taking me for sure to my death, I noticed this old woman sitting by the road side.  

You know you always carry big cash with you when you go to these places and 

hide it in your shoes, socks, wherever.  I approached this old woman and gave her 

                                                 
91 Ayran is a drink made up of plain yoghurt and water usually served with meals. 
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100 dollars and told her to go and get a big bottle of wine, take her family out to 

dinner and then come back to place a rose on my grave.  They were going to shoot 

me.  First, she said, you know, what is this?  I won’t have none of it.  But then I 

said that it was just a gift.  That night we had dinner at her place.  You don’t carry 

money in Azerbaijan openly.  They will kill you for it.  You need to hide it and I 

used to hide it in my shoes. (personal communication, October 12, 2004) 

As we drank ayran and ate döner sitting over the carpets he occasionally laid out for me 

to look at, Zeki seemed on top of the world and in complete control.  So, when he began 

to narrate a story about a village girl enamored by his larger than life persona and charm; 

it did not feel out of place at all.  Yet, his next narration ended rather surprisingly with a 

note of caution: 

As I was telling Damla.  We were talking about women weavers.  One day I was 

here in the shop and a girl passes by.  She was a beautiful village girl, exquisite, 

but her father was with her.  They were evidently selling a small carpet with a 

Mevlana design.  I bought it and asked her if she could weave more of the same 

design for me.  They said they could and I gave them my card.  You know they 

called me after a week or two saying that they were finished with one.  So, I took 

another friend with me to go and have a look at the carpet.  As soon as I entered 

the house I realized that there was something wrong because the carpet was still 

on the loom and not finished.  So, we sat down and there was tea and ayran served 

constantly and a meal was being prepared.  I immediately understood that 

something was not right.  Here we were sitting in the living room both of us with 
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the father sitting opposite us.  There was another reason for all this serving and 

preparation.  You know you are inside their house.  They may just jump on you, 

throw themselves at you, then claim that it was you who forced it.  You know 

what I am saying.  Just then, I got up and said that I needed to wash my hands and 

asked where the bathroom was, knowing that the bathroom was outside the house.  

The woman, who was the mother of the girl, showed me the bathroom and I got 

up.  After I used the bathroom I called my friend over as well and did not go 

inside.  Her mother called from inside: ‘Oh Zeki Bey, why aren’t you coming 

inside and eating lunch with us?’  I called back saying that I won’t.  I left the 

carpet and all and just got out of there.  After a while I received a phone call from 

the girl and she was telling me how she was in love with me and how she wanted 

to marry me.  I told her that she was very very beautiful but that I would not make 

a good husband since I sleep with all these young tourist girls and all.  I told her, 

you know, you cannot keep up with me.  I would go from girl to girl and I would 

want more than beauty sometimes.  I hang up.  She called me again and again and 

again.  I realized that this wasn’t going to stop so I changed my phone number.  

After a while her father came over with the carpet finished and I bought it from 

him, but of course I did not order another one [Zeki rubs his hands together in a 

dismissive gesture]. That ended that.  You know you have to be careful entering 

houses and all.  I personally know of three men who had to marry their weavers.  

I, for one, never ever send a bachelor to check on the progress at the looms.  

Never.  He has to be married.  I also always call for others before entering the 
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house.  For example, I call for other women neighbors, her relatives if they are 

around.  I never enter the houses alone with the weaver.  You can’t be too careful 

about such things or you’ll get yourself in trouble. (personal communication, 

October 12, 2004) 

Here, the story was no longer about the powerful and charismatic carpet manufacturer 

who could easily cheat death.  This, instead, displayed a remarkable power inversion 

where it was the girl and her family who held sway over the carpet manufacturer for as 

long as he was in their territory.  As long as he was inside the patriarchal premises, he 

had crossed the dangerous threshold; however, as soon as he was able to leave, he was 

back to being the powerful, charismatic man “in control.”  The girl’s seductive agency 

overpowered his charisma and the only way he could save himself was through a lie.   

 As was discussed in the earlier chapter, threshold crossings entailed danger for the 

women weavers as they risked their honor so they devised schemes to make sure that 

they were never alone when it happened.  However, the carpet manufacturer himself was 

also in danger of a different kind of breach.  What Zeki was afraid of was not really the 

girl’s seductive powers, but the patriarch’s presence that could catch him in the act.  He 

knew that his power and charm did not extend into the household premises; hence, he 

needed to protect himself from being entrapped by the patriarch and his family.  Zeki was 

not the only carpet manufacturer who mentioned this “threat.”  Osman also stated how he 

would never send his unmarried brother out to visit the weavers and even if he had no 

choice, the brother was instructed not to enter the houses.  He might go to give the wool 

or other materials which did not entail entering the houses; but Osman told me that he 
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made sure his brother did not go alone if he needed to check the weave on the loom and 

hence enter the house.   

 This problem did not exist in ateliers where contact between woman weaver and 

carpet manufacturer was rarer, but even then, the carpet manufacturer did not go into the 

atelier unannounced and alone.  He rang the bell at the door before he entered in and he 

came with the takipçi (follower) to ensure that another man from the village was with 

him.  Despite being careful, he could not fully curtail the rumors that occasionally 

circulated in the atelier about his “favorite,” a weaver who, according to the claims of 

some of the other weavers, got preferential treatment from him.  Both parties saw the 

threshold crossing as a danger and an opportunity.  It was potentially dangerous to both 

the honor of the woman weaver and the carpet manufacturer; however, it also created 

opportunities for both sides.  The young weaver could get that five million extra from the 

carpet manufacturer or make other arrangements like asking the manufacturer to help her 

with the doctor she needed to see in town, and the carpet manufacturer could spend that 

extra time, however little, to strengthen his ties with “his” weavers by asking after the 

family’s health and needs and negotiating over the price or the design of the woven 

material.       

 

Unfolding Biopower: Relationships and Secrets    

 Research on handicrafts industry, especially research done on textile factories 

and/or in-home weaving foreground the gendered stratification in various places around 

the globe that position women in the lower ladders of the work hierarchy as cheap, docile 
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labor (Enloe & Chapkis, 1983; Ong, 1987; Wolf, 1992; Collins, 2003; Mies, 1982; Drori, 

2000; Hendrickson, 1995, Singh & Kelles-Viitanen, 1987; Ward, 1990).  The 

relationships that develop as a result of this stratification are portrayed to be sexist, racist, 

and ethnocentric.  Enloe (1983) comments on how Western-owned companies that are 

moving their factories to Asia see Asian women as “inherently (‘naturally, traditionally’) 

willing to work for low-wages and to endure tedious, repetitive work and harsh discipline 

[…] prone to accept exploitative work conditions” (p. 76).  Marin & Rodriquez (1983) 

discuss how factory work for women means competition and even unionized plants are 

fraught with “opportunism, sexism and racism” (p. 84).   

Indeed, it would be impossible to argue against the sexist and ethnocentric 

conceptualization of textile work; however, as my research argues, these generalizations 

mask careful and well-thought out negotiations and relationships that undergird and give 

meaning to the work of weaving and add to the value of the final product.  Although all 

of the works listed above and several others document the exploitation of women workers 

by their supervisors, who are usually male, only some discuss the workings of these 

relationships on the ground in detail.  Two good examples of this problem are Günseli 

Berik’s (1987) work on Turkish women weavers and Maria Mies’ (1982) work on 

lacemakers of Narsapur, India.  Both works give a detailed analysis of the gendered 

dimension of work, women’s exploitation under both a local patriarchal system and a 

global capitalist system.  However, how different actors working within the global 

capitalist system negotiate their relationships do not get direct attention. 
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Although the statements these works make about women’s subordinate position as 

workers is relevant, other research that is more thoroughly grounded in ethnographic 

material note how women may display pride in the work they do and may gain autonomy 

and voice by having more voice in household consumption, which may shift the gendered 

politics of the household to the women’s advantage (Beneria & Roldan 1987).  Ong’s 

(1987) work show that shop floor power politics may categorize women workers as 

passive “oriental” women with “fast fingers, fine eyesight” and more “dexterous and 

more patient than males” (p. 152); however, this generalization cannot thoroughly 

account for the daily power struggles on the shop floor.  Women may develop attraction 

to certain foremen and fall in love with them (p. 169); they may categorize the shop floor 

as “one family” (p. 167) in an effort to deal with the traumatizing effects of factory work 

that monitors every moment of their working lives.  Whether the foremen act “friendly” 

or “cold” becomes very important for these women.  Drori (2000) shows us how factory 

floor power politics embrace “compassionate behavior” between workers and managers 

and the ability “of the sewing plant as a work organization to embrace the personal and 

social content of the world of the seamstresses [becomes] a cornerstone of its 

organizational culture” (p. 123).   

Hence, what happens in factory floor or in-home weaving cannot simply be 

generalized as an all-encompassing patriarchal oppression coming from above with either 

total acceptance or vicious rebellion from below.  Power politics in Konya’s weaving 

assemblages had a momentum of its own that was directly linked to global competition in 

the industry.  In this sense, power was not a “stable possession truth, or of power itself,” 
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but a group of “dispositions, maneuvers, tactics, techniques, functionings; that one should 

decipher in it a networks of relations, constantly in tension, in activity” (Foucault, 1977, 

p. 109).    As the chapters in part I of this dissertation clearly show when nuanced 

networks of relationships take center stage, it is harder to make all encompassing 

generalizations of dominating men and dominated women who value work only as a 

monetary investment.  What takes center stage is the governance of selves and others and 

the ethical behavior that is permissible and required of all parties in order for the 

relationships to function appropriately.   

Power is pervasive and interconnected with knowledge.  Indeed, “power and 

knowledge directly imply one another; […] there is no power relation without the 

correlative constitution of a field of knowledge, nor any knowledge that does not 

presuppose and constitute at the same time power relations” (Foucault, 1977, p. 115).  

Inherently, there is no all-knowing subject that is not tainted by these power relations and 

that is not situated within these entangled relationships.  Hence, analysis of power is not 

about “who is or is not free in relations to the power system, but, on the contrary, the 

subject who knows, the objects to be known and the modalities of knowledge must be 

regarded as so many effects of these fundamental implications of power/knowledge” 

(Foucault, 1977, p. 115).  Carpet manufacturers/dealers and weavers in this sense are 

involved in a ritual of power instead of a top down repressive power that is thoroughly 

institutionalized.   

Global competition demands flexibility and this demand fashions and refashions 

power politics in Konya.  Ali’s isolation of his carpet shop in a remote corner of the 
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Konya bazaar that is not frequented by dealers and tourists is his survival strategy and 

power play.  Ali considered himself a leftist, yet he did not drink and smoke openly in 

order to “fit in” to the conservative Konya business.  He isolated himself because of an 

unfortunate experience he had with the “foreigner” who was, unlike him, situated in a 

different realm of power/knowledge.  Hence, those who have power to travel have direct 

access to clients and they can “steal” knowledge to use against the carpet manufacturer.  

The knowledge of weaving neighborhoods, good weavers and effective designs are 

guarded knowledge that is always on the brink of disclosure. 

 The fact that weaving happened behind hayats and in houses also made it easier 

for this secrecy to be naturalized.  Fatma, one of the weavers, pointed out to me when I 

was first introduced to her by Osman that she would not have let me in if I came and 

knocked on the door and was not with Osman.  When I asked her why, she stated that 

being in the city changed things for her, making her wearier about strangers:  “Here, it is 

not like the village where everyone knows everybody.  In the village, we would not lock 

our doors; here, you hear all these burglaries and assaults in the news that happens in 

Istanbul and Izmir.  It does not happen here that often, but one needs to be careful still.”  

Hence, the fact that weaving happens in the private space of the home makes it naturally 

harder to identify these houses.  Villages with ateliers are guarded as well, especially if 

the villages are engaged in order-based weaving with specific designs. 

   In fact, one of the topics of discussion with the weavers I talked to in the Afyon 

atelier was the secrecy surrounding the insurance policy and the visitors to the village.  
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Sevtap, a nineteen year old weaver in one of the Afyon ateliers was not afraid to go on 

tape with me when discussing this issue: 

Sevtap: Süleyman does not want any outsiders in the village.  He gets mad at us  
for entertaining and inviting visitors.  We have a lot of visitors that come to 
our village.  One day a girl came here.  Her teacher wanted her to shoot a film 
since she was in the university.  She had been to other villages around the area 
and she came here as well.  I was in the atelier.  A lot of the women were 
afraid to talk to her because the carpet man might get angry with them.  They 
were like what would we do if he gets angry?  It is because they get money 
from him.  They have to, you know, they get afraid.  I was the one who talked 
to the girl and she asked me things like how long we worked, how much we 
got paid, what were the sizes of the carpets and all of that.  I answered.  He 
[Süleyman] heard this and came one day so angry.  He shouted at me: why did 
you talk?  What did you say?  He said, you know, I will beat you if I get my 
hands on you.  Of course he won’t beat me; he was just joking.  But he was 
angry, really angry because I talked 

Damla: When did this happen? 
Sevtap: About three years ago.  You know some women here were also mad when  

the weaving teacher came, but for me, I don’t care.  She does no harm to me, 
although there was that insurance thing. 

Damla: Yes, others have told me about that.  What was that about? 
Sevtap: Well, he insured some people not others.  He chose the ones he liked. 
Damla: How did the women find this out? 
Sevtap:  Well, you see there was some government help for kids.  They were  

going to give thirty or forty million to families who had kids at school to help 
with school expenses.  You know all of the villagers went in to apply for this, 
but the condition was like they weren’t going to give this help if the families 
had insurance.  So some were turned down because there was insurance 
showing in their record.  We did not have insurance and we wove so long for 
that man.  He gave insurance to those he favored.  There was this widow who 
had 280 days of insurance pay under her name.  Another had 170 days.   

Damla: Do you know how or why they were insured? 
Sevtap: Well, the boss from Konya called evidently and wanted a couple of the  

women insured and Süleyman chose who will be insured.  I asked him about 
this, but he told me that that insurance did not mean anything and that it was 
just for show.  Even if it was for show, you know, he still paid for some 
people. (personal communication, August 19, 2004)   
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In order to protect the weavers who told me about this problem, I did not discuss this 

issue with Süleyman.  However, the former takipçi, a distant relative of the current 

takipçi who still lived in the village, gave me more details about the insurance issue: 

Normally, there is no insurance in carpet weaving.  There is only health insurance 

and that is if the carpet manufacturer would consider having it.  If there was 

insurance, the women would not be able to weave whenever they wanted to and 

would not be able to substitute others in their place.  The insurance you are 

talking about was a result of a complaint.  Someone complained about it 

sometime around the end of 1995.  For that day, the company insured a couple of 

the weavers because they needed to testify to the government officials.  That day 

the company had to pay a big fine because of the complaint about insurance.  

They paid the insurance for those couple people who testified and then after a 

while the insurance was cut.  They cut my insurance as well as a result of that 

complaint. (personal communication, August 26, 2004) 

This secrecy involving insurance and the visitations to the village was bothersome 

especially for some of the younger weavers like Sevtap who were angry at Süleyman for 

being dishonest; Süleyman, by being dishonest to the weavers, was not acting as an 

honorable man.  His dishonesty tainted his relationship with the weavers and created a 

tense working environment for all.     
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Power of Knowledge: Surviving in Konya as a Carpet Manufacturer/Dealer   

 In “Cultural Complexity,” Ulf Hannerz (1992) not only interrogates varied 

definitions and manifestations of culture, but also makes an important statement about 

concentrating on contact and the power of knowledge instead of a static conceptualization 

of community.  Quoting Mary Louise Pratt who vied for a “linguistics of contact” rather 

than a static and unchanging “linguistics of community,” Hannerz (1992) notes how there 

needs to be a turn from “the small universes of community and homogeneity as things set 

apart, toward the ways in which such entities engage one another in diversity, within 

some kind of wider whole” (p. 20).  This “cultural flow” that is not static but located and 

changed in diversity is more complicated by the “division of knowledge,” which 

“integrates cultural management into the material economy” (p. 53).  Knowledge, 

according to Hannerz (1992), has a price and can be confusing because of its 

specialization.  “There are alternative sources of knowledge, and the difficulty of 

establishing, from the outside, what is real knowledge and what is dubious.  Not least, the 

pieces must be made to fit together” (p. 54). 

 Instead of trying to fix culture, Hannerz (1992) develops a new point of departure 

for analysis.  He wants the researcher to investigate the various “perspectives” that are 

the building blocks of cultural flows.  In trying to illustrate the complex nature of 

relationships that have micro and macro dimensions, the way I approached my 

ethnographic material was influenced by Hannerz’s (1992) understanding of culture and 

perspective that needs to be quoted here: 
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As a social organization of meaning, culture can be seen as made up of an 

extremely complex interlinkage of such formulae; a network of perspectives, with 

a continuous production of overt cultural forms between them.  In this manner, 

the perspectivation of meaning is a powerful engine in creating a diversity of 

culture within the complex society.  Call the network a polyphony, as the 

perspectives are at the same time voices; term it a conversation, if it appear fairly 

low-key and consensual; refer to it all as a debate, if you wish to emphasize 

contestation; or describe it as a cacophony, if you find mostly disorder. (p. 68) 

This chapter highlights this “perspectivation of meaning” by foregrounding the fact that 

carpet business in Konya involves detailed and thorough governance of behaviors and 

activities for carpet manufacturers as well as weavers.  Once the local and global 

dichotomy is lifted and instead the focus shifts to these “perspectives,” it is harder to 

draw distinctive lines between market exchange, reciprocity, global competition and so-

called “local adaptation” to that competition.  Hence, Konya’s carpet industry can no 

longer be construed as a formulation of a static patriarchal infringement on helpless 

women weavers’ lives.  Neither is it a savior for the rural poor who cannot earn money 

any other way.  Instead, it is a perspective and as Hannerz (1992) reminds us 

“perspectives are perspectives toward perspectives.  Knowingly or unknowingly in 

contacts with other people, one takes their perspectives into account, as one construes 

these” (p. 67). 

  Global rivalry, local secrecy, and competition, coupled with a decline in the 

number of Konya weavers, meant either bankruptcies or movement of production.  
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However, for the major manufacturer in Konya, this also created another perspective and 

a marketing opportunity as they could market their carpets and kilims as “truly and 

officially” woven in Turkey instead of places like China and Iran.92  As is noted 

throughout this dissertation, this process is also heavily gendered.  As one carpet 

manufacturer lamented “I don’t want to leave Konya; I don’t want to leave Turkey, but I 

may have no choice on the matter.  All these women….all these weavers; they will be left 

behind.”  As this chapter showed, it is not only women who are left behind, but also 

carpet manufacturers who do not have the cultural, material or “knowledge” capital.  As 

gendered subjects, carpet manufacturers operate within the context of managing 

particular aspects of social and economic practices and meanings, while calculatively 

dealing with relationships in an effort to achieve the desirable result of being successful 

in the constantly shifting global market. 

                                                 
92 For a fuller discussion of authenticity when it comes to carpets and kilims please see Chapters 6 and 7. 
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CHAPTER 6: CREATING VALUE THROUGH PERFORMING AND “S TORY-
TELLING:” AUTHENTICITY, TOURISM, AND THE CARPET BUS INESS        

 
 

Our rug 
is job for the jobless 
is food on the table 
is embroidery of the hearts. 
Our rug! 
  (Çetinkaya, personal communication, February 24, 2005) 
 

 

The carpet industry in Konya presents only one assemblage of production in 

Turkey, that being production for the export market to specific clients situated in Europe, 

United States, and Japan.  This assemblage and the problems it encountered cannot not be 

understood fully without taking into consideration other types of weaving assemblages 

that were also fully functional in Turkey.  My experience in Konya showed clearly that 

working for a clientele meant a strict control of designs and materials.  It also meant that 

neither the weavers nor the carpet manufacturers and exporters had control over these 

designs and materials.  It was the customer who demanded a certain design of a certain 

color and a certain size and the Turkish company’s job was to have the desired item 

delivered on time.   

However, other assemblages had other arrangements and, most importantly, these 

assemblages that were situated in different parts of Turkey and had no direct connections 

to Konya’s carpet industry, had negative repercussions for Konya’s carpet manufacturers 

and exporters.  Several carpet manufactures and exporters I talked to in Konya mentioned 

that the majority of sales in the Turkish carpet sector came from so-called “carpet 
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villages,” and these spaces were mostly condemned by them.  As stated by the carpet 

manufacturers and exporters, the carpet villages were places that were “destroying the 

carpet industry” by “mass production” and “sales gimmicks that were unethical and 

problematic.”  In an interview I had with two carpet manufacturers in Konya in October 

of 2004, I was told that the changes in the tourism industry in Turkey and the resultant 

importance of “carpet villages” as well as jewelry and leather companies affected 

Konya’s carpet industry negatively.  The tourists, who were accompanied by the guides 

hired by the travel agencies, were not allowed to loiter in the Konya streets and visit 

stores, but they were guided to these “carpet villages.”  The biggest problem with these 

“carpet villages,” as one of the carpet manufacturers I interviewed in Đstanbul told me, 

was that they were not “authentic” (otantik):  “Tourists enter these places like sheep and 

they [the salesmen] sell carpets and kilims of lesser value for more money.  You think 

they are authentic Turkish carpets, but they may not be” (personal communication, 

November 22, 2004).  

When I noted that I was disappointed in not experiencing, first hand, sales 

interactions between customers and carpet dealers in Konya, almost all of the carpet 

manufacturers advised me to visit these “carpet villages.”  As one carpet manufacturer 

and exporter put it, “You cannot understand the situation we are in here if you do not visit 

these carpet villages.  Go to a couple of them and see why the Turkish carpet industry is 

in the state that it is” (personal communication, November 22, 2004).  Another place of 

production that was mentioned by one carpet manufacturer was the DOBAG project, 

which was a village cooperative situated in Manisa and Çanakkale.  He noted that 
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DOBAG would also give me the option to see the sale process and experience a different 

kind of production process where the cooperative had a lot of control over the business.   

I realized that I had to visit these spaces if I wanted not only to have a better 

understanding of both Konya’s carpet industry and the Turkish carpet industry in general, 

but also to get a sense of if or how these spaces affected the relationships developed 

during the production process.  Did weavers in these “carpet villages” or weavers in 

DOBAG have more control over the production process? What happened during the sale 

process?  These spaces would give me the opportunity to witness the negotiations that 

take place during sale, which I was not able to do in Konya.   

In “carpet villages,” value was performed and created on the spot.  It was an 

active, negotiative process.  However, “carpet villages” and the DOBAG project, 

although both being performative places, entailed different kind of relationships between 

the people involved in the production process, those who sold the finished product and 

those who bought it.  Whereas in Konya, the total control of the consumer over the 

finished product determined its market value, both in the “carpet villages and the 

DOBAG project, market value was the result of a performative process.  Konya’s 

customers bought something that they ordered with a set price and set characteristics 

whereas the tourists who visited the “carpet villages” and DOBAG became active 

participants in the sale process, which determined the value of the finished product.  This 

chapter will concentrate on the “carpet villages” while the next chapter will focus on the 

DOBAG project.            
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Determining Value: Contours of Authenticity 

In his interrogation of the theory of value in anthropology (or lack thereof), 

Graeber (2001) asks an important question: why so little action (p. 46)?  As he notes, 

theories of value have been going from one extreme to the other.  On the one hand is a 

“warmed-over economism that makes ‘value’ simply the measure of individual desire,” 

on the other hand is Sausserian structuralism that “ascribes value not to things but to 

abstract categories – these categories together make up a larger code of meaning” (p. 46).  

This, according to Graeber (2001), results in a lack of vision that either ends up reducing 

all action to exchange or to not dealing with action at all, as in Sausserian structuralism.  

He, in turn, suggests something different.  He proposes that we turn to Heracleitus’ 

philosophy, which is a tradition “that sees what seem to us to be fixed objects as patterns 

in motion, and what seem to be fixed ‘social structures’ as patternings of action” (p. xii).  

Value then becomes: 

the way in which actions become meaningful to the actor by being incorporated in 

some larger, social totality—even if in many cases the totality in question exists 

primarily in the actor’s imagination […] Value becomes, as I’ve said, the way 

people represent the importance of their own actions to themselves: normally, as 

reflected in one or another socially recognized form.  But it is not the forms 

themselves that are the source of value. (Graeber, 2001, p. 47) 

Hence, Graeber (2001) focuses on human capacities and value becomes a creative 

process, not an economist prediction or a Sausserian structure which has a prior existence 

to any human recognition of it.  According to Graeber (2001), value is a process of action 
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and it is only through this that one can make sense of what an economist understanding 

inevitably misses: why do people take more pleasure in certain moments than others?  

Why are some things more valuable than other things that may be quite similar?   

 If we are to look at value as emergent in action within a social setting, then 

objects themselves cannot wholly be one thing or another.  Here, Graeber (2001) returns 

to Marx:  

In a market system, as Marx reminds us, money and commodities are always two 

things at once, since buyer and seller conceive them from opposite points of view.  

And in any system of value, there are at the very least, constant diversions and 

slippages back and forth, continual struggles over definition […] these struggles 

are quite openly political ones. (p. 104)    

Value, in a sense, is neither locked up in the thing nor is solely in the eye of the beholder.  

Consider, by way of example, a cotton-on-cotton carpet with a traditional Uşak design 

woven in China and sold in a “carpet village” in Turkey.  It can be sold as the “real” 

thing, meaning a silk on silk carpet woven in Turkey; it can become a cotton on cotton 

carpet woven in Turkey; or, if the seller is an honest person, which is extremely rare, it 

can be a carpet woven in China, but with a beautiful design and just as precious, if not 

more so, than the carpet woven in Turkey.  All of these representations may be sold for 

the same price; all of them may be sold for different prices.  The carpet may obtain a 

higher price if the seller perceives that the buyer has a distinctive preference for its color 

and/or design.  The monetary value of the carpet is not set in stone; if the buyer believes 

that it is a silk carpet, then the price will rise accordingly.  If she is doubtful, she may be 
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lead to another carpet that is wool on wool and suddenly her guide may start telling her 

the preciousness and sturdiness of real wool. 

It would be hard to explain the scenarios above with a strictly economist bent.  It 

would also be impossible to comprehend what the very same carpet may mean to each 

buyer or seller.  There is an inherent lack of concreteness in all of the possible exchanges 

above.  Here, to return to Graeber’s (2001) text, the focus needs to be on absence instead 

of presence: 

[C]onsider Marx’s analysis of exchange, in which the desired object is always 

concrete and particular.  Could one not say that the abstraction, the lack of 

definition attributed to the desirer and his possessions, is also a way of figuring 

desire? […] I am suggesting, the object of desire plays much the same role as 

Lacan’s mirror-objects: it represents an imagined wholeness on which desirers 

can fix their own inchoate sense of self.  Or—to return for the moment to Marx’s 

own dialectical terminology—it makes the desirer seem an abstract content that 

can be realized only through that particular concrete form. (p. 115) 

The desire is realized in the moment of social exchange between the seller and the buyer 

and suddenly the carpet may gain an additional value because the seller sympathized with 

the buyer’s concerns over her prodigal son or her heart condition.  It can become more 

valuable as a representation of that trip the buyer may never ever take again.  It may be 

the realization that, yes, despite the fact that the buyer does not understand anything 

about weaving, the colors and the design would look fabulous on the front porch where 
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she can entertain her neighbors.  It is the social setting and the conversation the buyer has 

with the seller that determine the carpet’s monetary value and authenticity. 

Graeber (2001) does not discuss authenticity during his questioning of value; 

however, “authenticity” as a term is as problematic and hard to decipher as “value” is.  

According to Benjamin (1969, p. 223), “authentic” art was produced within the context of 

a religious experience and what made it authentic was related to the fact that it was part 

of tradition.  As he notes, tradition in part is what gives a work of art its uniqueness and 

this tradition “itself is thoroughly alive and extremely changeable” and the value of the 

“‘authentic’ work of art has its basis in ritual, the location of its original use value” 

(Benjamin, 1969, p. 214).   For Benjamin (1969), mechanical reproduction was able to 

“emancipate” the work of art from the “fascist” and “parasitical dependence on ritual.  

Instead of being based on ritual, it [the total function of art] begins to be based on another 

practice—politics” (224).  As Patrick Frank (1989) states in a commentary on Benjamin’s 

work, mechanical reproduction “erodes the aura of originality, uniqueness, and 

permanence which attended them at first” (p. 29).   

Benjamin (1969) continues: the “quality of the original’s presence is always 

depreciated” in the process of mechanical production.  This means “that which withers in 

the age of mechanical reproduction is the aura of the work of art” and it has a 

“destructive, cathartic aspect, that is, the liquidation of the traditional value of the cultural 

heritage” (p. 221).  Benjamin (1969) discusses photography and film from this 

perspective noting how the “aura” or the “authentic” that belongs to this “traditional” 

realm is left behind as art is industrialized through mass production.  Hence, “the 
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producer is forced to produce what the mass audience will pay for and is constantly 

concerned by the need to meet its demands” (Snyder, 1989, p. 167) and the “aura” and 

“authenticity” of the work of art that was based on ritual and tradition evaporates as 

reproduction removes the finished product from its original, traditional place.   

As Leslie (1998) states in yet another discussion of Benjamin’s work, this 

perspective enables Benjamin to define two different worlds: 

Benjamin’s metaphors of craft, of potting, and weaving, allude to a former pre-

industrial mode of labouring.  Of course, this mode may be romanticized, but it 

allows Benjamin to shade in the tendencies of an epoch, to tell a story of change 

[…]  This former craft mode is submerged in mass industrial society, and together 

with it begins to sink the mode of experience that is engendered […]  Soul, eye 

and hand are disjointed. (p. 7)   

Hence, with the rise of reproduction the “cult value” leaves work of art to be replaced by 

“exhibition value.”  There is no room for authenticity in this new form and new era; 

“there can no longer be a significant notion of an originality that is valued for its inviolate 

authenticity.  The reproduction of an object on celluloid stands as a copy of itself, and no 

longer a unique representation” (Leslie, 1998, p. 9).  For Benjamin, this does not entail a 

loss in the negative sense; it ushers in “politics” and a freedom from “parasitic” 

dependence on tradition and ritual.  

Although provocative in its questioning of authenticity as something inherently 

enmeshed with an imaginary “cult value,” Benjamin does not explain thoroughly why or 

how this “aura” “withers”or how exactly it relates to a thing’s and an experience’s value 
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in practical terms.  It is as if “aura” lives in the past, should stay in the past that is 

ritualistic, religious, and traditional.  This involves a rather linear understanding of 

history and time.  This chapter instead chooses to interrogate the processes of 

“authentication” through which objects, in this case carpets and kilims, obtain their value.  

As my research showed and as this chapter argues, if “aura” entails a traditional, 

ritualistic and religious meaning, material objects, in this specific case carpets and kilims, 

never really leave behind their so-called “auras” even if they are mass-produced for tour 

groups.  Yet, this does not mean that they retain an unchanging authentic meaning as 

well.  Instead of discussing authenticity, Peter Jackson (1999) insightfully notes, one 

needs to discuss the “tractable question of authentification,” which involves “identifying 

those who make claims for authenticity and the interests that such claims serve” (p. 101).  

Additionally, I argue that one needs to pay close attention to the actual performances that 

give objects value, which may have nothing to do with the object itself being original, 

historically important, nor unique.  The performance itself is the process of authentication 

or “authentification,” to use Jackson’s (1999) terminology.  As one guide told me after 

making a good sale to a group of American tourists:  “Here we don’t only sell carpets.  

Here we sell Turkish culture; we sell jokes; we sell friendly conversation; [laughing] we 

sell rakı.93  It is all part of it and those sellers that are good at selling the package, you 

know, will sell the carpet” (personal communication, February 16, 2005). 

Different theorists and researchers stress different aspects of authenticity as 

important sites of research.  Authenticity is seen as connected to the past but mainly 

                                                 
93 Rakı is a popular alcoholic beverage in Turkey.   
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grounded in the present, and undeniably political (Waitt, 2000; Hobsbawn & Ranger, 

1983; Chhabra, Healy & Sills, 2003) as it is argued, that only a selective and subjective 

version of the past is chosen to make a political statement.  Authenticity is closely 

interlinked to heritage in this perspective, which “as an interpretation of past events is 

open to appropriation of sectional interests within society […]  ‘authentic’ past cannot be 

divorced from particular belief and knowledge systems (Waitt, 2000, p. 836).  Heritage is 

also seen as homogenized, heavily doctored, controlled, and most importantly 

constructed.  This perspective has an inherently negative connotation.  Tradition is 

“invented” and objects and experiences develop an “aura” of authenticity that they may 

not historically possess.  Pipe and tartan, which were considered “barbaric” may become 

highland tradition and obtain positive nationalistic significations (Trevor-Roper, 1983); 

swadeshi, which was an endangered rural craft in India may come to symbolize a “moral 

and spiritual regeneration of India” which stands against processes of industrialization 

(Bayly, 1986).  As traditions are created and recreated things and processes become more 

or less authentic.   

In other texts, authenticity is linked to either to consumption or production or both 

with a specific focus on the consumers, producers or both.  These texts define 

authenticity not as a quality inherently historic or related to the past, but as a value that is 

negotiated.  Cultural tourism, as defined by Stebbins (1996, p. 948) is a creator of 

authenticity in that it involves “the search for and participation in new and deep cultural 

experiences, whether aesthetic, intellectual, emotional, or psychological”.  This view 

focuses on the tourists/consumers themselves with the assertion that they are active 
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creators of authenticity.  They are the ones that determine its contours, meanings, and 

significations in specific settings.  Another important issue raised in this view is how the 

degree and meaning of authentic experiences depends on the profile of the consumer 

and/or tourist; hence, authenticity is “socially constructed” (Cohen, 1988, p. 374).  

Research conducted by Littrell, Anderson, & Brown (1993), which analyzes definitions 

of “craft authenticity” by American tourists, supports this view by noting how 

“definitions of authenticity varied with tourists’ ages, stage of travel careers, and tourism 

styles” (p. 197). 

Yet another focus, as noted above, is on the producers or suppliers.  In this view, 

producers have various methods of authentication, which may involve labeling an item as 

hard to find or more expensive to enhance appeal (Reville & Dodd, 2003).  Cohen (1993) 

also notes how traditional arts and crafts adapt to the market.  Looking at Dan Kwien 

pottery in Thailand, Cohen (1993) sees the metamorphosis of this rural craft to tourist art 

as a more complex process than was assumed by people who dubbed them as “airport 

arts,” saw them as a form of deprecation of “traditional folk art and crafts,” or positioned 

them in the middle of a continuum from “traditional folk crafts” to “modern fine arts” (p. 

139).  He uses the term “heterogeneization” to state how Dan Kwien’s producers had 

enlarged their range of products in order to serve an expanding tourist market and the 

competition between local entrepreneurs initiated them to invent “new products, styles, or 

finishing techniques.”  However, as these proved successful in the market, they were 

quickly copied by other producers, “thus diminishing their originator’s initial advantage” 

(p. 158).  One of the final remarks he makes is how this process of invention will 
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inevitably wane as the market becomes monopolized as a result of mass production, 

which, according to Cohen (1993), is an inevitable process.  Hence, it is not solely the 

market forces or the consumer that is the active party in the authentication process, but 

producers, faced by local competition as well as international ones, need to be creative to 

remain operative in the changing market conditions. 

In their work, Littrell, Anderson, & Brown (1993) provide a list of characteristics 

that tourists look for in an authentic experience and/or artifact, which are originality, 

workmanship, historic and cultural integrity, materials, uniqueness, craftsperson, 

shopping experience and genuineness.  Different tourists will want to experience different 

combinations of these characteristics.  Of course, these characteristics are linked to the 

locality and the population that produce them.  MacCannell (1976) sees authenticity as 

staged in certain localities according to the needs of the tourist.  There are “front” and 

“back” stages set up by the producers.  Tourists are in search of an experience that they 

can connect to, which leads to such ethnographic staging by the local population.  They 

want to see a “connection between truth, intimacy and sharing the life behind the scenes” 

(p. 95).  This view has been criticized for presenting an agreed upon and obtained 

objective authenticity, that can be “found and enjoyed” by everyone (Chhabra, Healy, & 

Sills, 2005; Littrell, Anderson & Brown, 1993).   

Littrell, Anderson & Brown (1993) state that this reminds one of the same kind of 

authenticity as claimed by “experts,” which is also discussed by Appadurai (1986/2003): 

The perception of authenticity as objectively definable is also supported from the 

Western art world where authenticity in art objects is viewed as an issue of expert 
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knowledge and good taste.  Museum curators and art connoisseurs equate the 

authentic with objects untouched by Western influences, the trade associated with 

commoditization, and with artists working from primitive drives. (Littrell, 

Anderson & Brown 1993, p. 199)         

However, as Cohen notes (1988) a static and objective conceptualization of 

“authenticity” by the “purist professional expert, “or the “deeply concerned tourist” 

accounts for only a small percentage of the tourism business (p. 378).  As he insightfully 

states, tourists may have a much broader understanding of “authenticity,” or, as this 

chapter will argue, authenticity as an objective phenomenon becomes a useless term 

unless specific performances of it are examined: 

Such a demand for “total authenticity” will be most prominent among 

“existential” or “experimental” tourists […]  The vast majority of tourists do not 

ddmand such a “total authenticity.” [They] will accept a commercialized object as 

“authentic,” insofar as they are convinced that it is indeed ornamented with 

“traditional” designs and “hand made” by members of an ethnic group (even 

though it may have been made of different materials or in a different form than 

the “traditional” product and was produced expressly for the market). (Cohen, 

1988, p. 378) 

Bruner (1991) agrees with Cohen (1988) in noting how not all tourists are alienated 

beings searching for an objectively defined, all-encompassing “authentic” experience.  

Some tourist would be just as content with “authentic reproductions” (pp. 240-242). 
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 In his discussion of weaving and authenticity, Spooner (1986/2003) does what 

Bruner (1991) tries to go against, which is to make overt generalizations on what 

authenticity entails.  In his work, Spooner (1986/2003) notes that authenticity “is a 

conceptualization of elusive, inadequately defined, other cultural, socially ordered 

genuineness.  Because of our social expansion recently we have been needing more and 

more of it, and it has been necessary to alter our criteria in order to be able to continue to 

satisfy our needs” (225).  Hence, the seeker of authenticity seeks something concrete, 

obtainable, and s/he does this because s/he, like MacCannell’s tourist, is an alienated 

individual who desperately wants to leave behind his/her materialistic existence through 

embracing an “authentic” that can be identified, packaged, and bought.  Yet, as Bruner 

noted above, not everyone feels alienated.  Ferguson (1988), in his criticism of 

Appadurai’s work, mentions Spooner and raises the same problem:  

In this perspective, the rise of modern, socially complex society leads to a demand 

for carpets by creating the alienated individual with an existential need for 

‘authenticity.’  The quest for ‘authenticity,’ of which the purchase of oriental 

carpets is one form, is thus a quest for ‘personal identity,’ seen as a manifestation 

of an essential individual need for self-expression, in the face of the anonymous 

conformity of mass society. (pp. 499-500) 

What is inherently problematic in this perspective is the lack of attention this 

“individualistic” interpretation gives to social, economic, and cultural factors.  What is 

also problematic is a totally negative and unnuanced understanding that paints a one-

dimensional picture of carpet weaving and sale, which neither takes into consideration 
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the relationships that develop during the production and sale, nor the different forms of 

“authentication” that may complicate this perspective.  Ironically, this static perception 

goes against what Appadurai’s collection hopes for: “a political analysis of demand and 

commodity paths” (Ferguson, 1988, p. 500).  

Spooner (1986/2003) rightfully notes how there is a conscious effort for the 

producer to cater to a Western market and this, indeed is true.  However, this does not 

automatically entail that these carpets are any less “valuable” or “authentic,” especially 

when Spooner’s text does not interrogate these general theoretical concerns within a 

specific setting— “authentic” for whom?  Another dimension that is lacking is how 

concerns over “value” and “authenticity” relate to changes in economic structuring, and 

other social and cultural factors.  Here, a good example is provided by Helfgott’s (1994) 

analysis of the development of Iranian hand-made carpet industry. 

According to Helfgott (1994) the value of the Iranian carpet is closely linked to 

colonialism, destruction of peasantry through cash-crop agriculture, and the extensive and 

detailed specialization of knowledge, which separates various activities like carding 

wool, dyeing, weaving, exporting and sale.  Helfgott (1994) warns the readers that “[t]he 

subjective dimensions of human experience tend to get lost in Western scholarship that 

focuses on the Third World” (p. 186).  As this dissertation argues, relationships and the 

moments those relationships are formulated need to be examined to better understand 

how carpets are produced and sold.  This is also necessary to go beyond criticisms like 

Ferguson’s (1988) that show how research on commodities still lacks a place bound 

analysis.  It is the “human experience” that determines how or why a carpet is valuable 
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and/or authentic.  As my experience in Dazkırı showed, “value” cannot be considered 

apart from the actual performative moments in which the buyer and the seller interact.  

The focus in this study is not to determine what is authentic or inauthentic or to highlight 

how customers are duped or manipulated by greedy carpet salesmen; instead, it is on the 

governance of authentication, which consists of the processes, encounters, relationships, 

narratives, performances through which value is momentarily monetarized.      

 

The Making of a “Carpet Village” 

Dazkırı is a district of the city of Denizli and it lies on one of the most traveled 

tourist routes in Western Turkey.  It is located on the route that leads from Denizli to the 

beautiful coastline of the Mediterranean with famous beaches and small and big towns 

and cities.  What makes Dazkırı special is that it is the birthplace of the “carpet village” 

or “carpet house” in Turkey.  The main route for the tourist busses begin at the Đzmir or 

Đstanbul airports and proceeds south toward the Mediterranean coastline.  Tourists visit 

several spots along the way, and in Denizli they visit the famous travertines of 

Pamukkale.  Going south, some busses take the main road passing Dazkırı down to 

Denizli and then to the Mediterranean coast, while others take a parallel road to Tavas.  

The Tavas road connects to various well known tourist locations like Antalya, Alanya, 

Afrodisias, and Fethiye in southern Turkey.  Depending on the specific tour taken, it may 

take anywhere from eight to sixteen days of travel for the tourist to visit the sites and do 

shopping along the way.   
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Besides strictly touristic tours, some smaller tour companies also have religious 

tours where the tourists once again start from the Đstanbul or Đzmir airports to travel to 

Ephesus and follow the route St. Paul had taken in ancient Anatolia, which leads them to 

Central Anatolia and Eastern Turkey.  These tour busses also go by the “carpet villages” 

and visit Antalya before proceeding with St. Paul’s route.  The religious tours are rare 

and the tourists that frequent these tours are mostly Americans.  In fact, the two religious 

tours I encountered had solely American tourists.     

I did not know exactly what to expect when I went to Dazkırı to visit the carpet 

houses, but I assumed that the carpet manufacturers had special deals with certain 

villages, like the ones I visited in Afyon, and that they took tourists on bus tours to these 

villages.  I pictured a group of tourists loitering in the village, visiting the houses of the 

villagers and perhaps then entering ateliers to see the weaving process.  Then I assumed 

that the tourists most probably saw the carpets for themselves with the presence of 

salesmen, and purchased them through that interaction.  I thought witnessing this process 

would allow me to experience the touristic carpet sale, which I was able to experience 

only a couple times in Konya.  I thought if I could stay in one of these villages, it would 

allow me to see how the villagers interacted with these tourists.  I was certainly in for a 

surprise.   

My main connection with the area was my brother’s father-in-law, Hakan, who 

had suggested I came to Dazkırı and offered help.94  He is the director of a chemical 

                                                 
94 A good example for the argument can be found in Chapter 4 where White’s (1994; 2004) work is 
discussed.  In Turkey, who you know matters and doors otherwise closed may open for you if you know 
someone, have a torpil or a relative.  Please see Chapter 4 for a detailed discussion of torpil. 
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factory near Acıgöl, a lake in Dazkırı, producing sulphate and employing about 200 men 

from nearby villages and towns.  This factory is the largest employer in Dazkırı and 

Hakan has ties to everyone important in Dazkırı and Denizli.  He laughed when I 

explained to him how I was looking forward to staying in these “carpet villages” and told 

me that he would reserve a place for me in the factory’s guest house and that I would 

need to see for myself what the “carpet villages” were like.   

According to the 2000 census, Dazkırı has a population of 14,453 people and 

consists of the main town center and several scattered villages.  About sixty percent of 

the population makes a living through agriculture and animal husbandry with the main 

agricultural products being corn wheat, barley, and sugar beet (Afyon Yıllığı, 2002, p. 5).  

Family migrations to Đzmir and Denizli are common and the major employer in the area 

is the chemical plant.   The male population of two of the scattered villages, which are 

part of the Dazkırı district, is employed by the chemical plant.  In turn, these villages 

have a higher standard of living and less migration.   

The Dazkırı region and the villages that are not located in mountainous areas have 

fertile soil good for both agriculture and animal husbandry; however, as a couple of 

weavers I talked to and one male worker in the chemical plant pointed out the younger 

generation does not prefer to work in agriculture or animal husbandry, but instead 

migrate to Denizli and Đzmir to find factory work.  While Hakan was first driving me 

from the chemical plant to the guest house he pointed to the side of the road, and I saw a 

landscape that was as desolate as the Arizona desert. Hakan told me that only fifty years 
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ago the entire place was forested.  The severe deforestation that had since occurred was 

mostly a result of the sale and usage of wood for fuel.   

During my stay in Dazkırı and Denizli, I visited five carpet houses along the 

tourist routes between Đzmir, Đstanbul, and the Mediterranean coast and I also visited one 

carpet house in Đstanbul after I left Denizli.  The carpet house in Đstanbul was owned by 

the same company that owned two of the carpet villages I visited in and around Dazkırı.  

During these visits, I talked to service men, guides, weavers, tourists and store owners 

and participated in the “seminars” given by the guides who worked for the carpet houses.  

I had ample opportunity to interview the service men, guides, and store owners; however, 

time was limited with the tourists due to the strictness of the schedule.  I had the 

opportunity to conduct casual group and individual interviews during lunch and also 

talked to the tourists during the sale process.  I talked to Malaysian, American, Finnish, 

and German tourists.  My having only rudimentary knowledge of German was a 

handicap; however, I had the opportunity to talk to three German tourists, who spoke 

fluent English.  Due to the short and casual nature of the encounters, I did not use a tape 

recorder, but took notes during and right after the interviews.   

The tourists could tell that they were approaching a carpet village95 by the several 

signs that greeted them on the road.  Most of the signs were simple, announcing name 

and address; in one carpet house the tourists were greeted by a cartoon mannequin of a 

                                                 
95 The names “carpet village,” “carpet house,” and “carpet center” were used interchangeably by the people 
who worked in these places and by those living in Dazkırı and Denizli area.  I will use the term “carpet 
village” to refer to these spaces in the rest of this chapter. 
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woman weaver with traditional village attire and a spindle in her hand, wearing a soft 

smile and carding wool.  

 

Figure 6 Entrance to one of the carpet villages located in Dazkiri 

 

All of the carpet villages were located either on the main road or on a convenient 

side street that was easy to spot and the buildings themselves usually attracted attention 

immediately.  Some were painted in many colors; others, like the one in the photo above, 

had more of a rustic façade; while others looked like five star luxury hotels.  Whatever 

the architectural style, though, they were easy to spot, professionally landscaped, open, 

and inviting.   
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Figure 7 Entrance to one of the biggest carpet villages in Denizli.  On the side is a tour bus. 
 

Every time I drove into the parking lots, I was greeted by tour busses from various 

companies, mostly those who served German tourists and security personnel.  After 

explaining my research, I was taken to the managers and granted access only after 

discussing my research topic with them.  I was well aware of the fact that my presence 

was less threatening because of I had torpil to enter these spaces; I knew the head of the 

chemical factory and I arrived to the carpet houses with the company car.  This provided 

me with access that I would not have had otherwise. 

The carpet villages occupied large plots of land and had several structures that 

were connected to each other via open pathways or closed corridors.  There was the main 

structure with a lobby, a gift store, and sometimes a bar.  Usually side doors that were 

connected to this lobby led into separate sections where the “seminar” rooms were 

located, which in turn led you to the main “conference” room.  Located near the main 

building were the main cafeteria and usually a spacious garden where tourists loitered 
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and watched the scenery or sat and drank tea while waiting for everyone to gather into the 

busses.   

The tourists’ carpet village experience started when they got out of the bus and 

walked to the main entrance.  From there, the guide of the carpet village greeted the 

group personally and led them all to a smaller room, which was called the dye room.  

Here, as part of the tour the tourists were able to get a unique performance from the dyer 

who showed them how traditional hand dyeing of wool was done.  They were given 

ample time to take pictures.  Next, the tour group entered the silk room where they were 

educated as to why silk was so valuable and laborious to obtain.  Following the silk room, 

they entered the weaving atelier and the guide usually stopped by a specific loom to 

explain the actual process of weaving.  Here, the tourists were allowed to ask questions, 

take pictures and even perhaps try their hand in weaving a couple knots.  It was in this 

room that the guide politely told everyone in the group that they were not allowed to take 

any more pictures after they left this specific room.  Most of the guides did not explain 

the main reason; however, at times a guide would be kind enough to tell the group that 

the designs were unique and that they were afraid of design thievery.  Of course, they 

noted how they did not at all expect that from this specific group of people, but that it 

was policy as a result of former problems they have had.  Getting ready to enter the 

showroom, the tourists did not realize that most probably one or two other groups were 

going through the same presentation in adjacent rooms that also opened up to the main 

lobby. 
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Once these “seminars” were completed, the group was guided into a big room that 

had benches running alongside three walls, which were draped with kilims and carpets. 

Kilims and carpets were also pinned up on the walls.  Here, the guide announced that the 

tour group was inside the “conference” room.  The room reminded one of traditional 

village rooms empty of furniture; the only difference was that the floor was completely 

bare.  Before beginning his presentation the guide ordered refreshments for the entire 

group as they got comfortable and looked around the walls.  The refreshments included 

free alcoholic drinks and the guide even performed for the tourists, showing them the 

proper way to drink rakı96.  Soon enough, the real show started with carpets flying in air, 

slowly piling up on top of each other and formulating a kaleidoscope of shapes and colors 

with the guide explaining to the group the different origins of the designs, the materials, 

and the workmanship.  In no time, the bare floor was layered with carpets and the tourists 

were invited, at the end of this elaborate performance, to actually feel the carpets and ask 

questions to the other salesmen who seemed to have appeared out of nowhere while the 

tourists were listening to the guide and watching the carpets.  Next, the tourists were 

cordially but persistently guided out of the main room into the corridors with several 

doors marked by numbers located left and right.  As they wandered through the 

meandering corridor, the tourists got separated and eventually found themselves inside 

one of these doors with a salesman and that was when the real bargaining started, which 

lasted until, hopefully, the tourists purchased a couple of carpets. 

                                                 
96 Please refer to footnote 93. 
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By that time, the tourists had a couple rakıs and they were feeling perhaps a little 

more jovial and a little more relaxed than they otherwise might have been.  They were 

literally bombarded with carpets as soon as they left the main conference room and 

proceeded to walk into the corridors.  They would most probably not notice that the 

corridors and the overall architecture of the space were purposefully constructed like a 

labyrinth.  They had entered the maze of the Minotaur and wherever they turned, they 

could not escape from carpets and smiling salesmen.  They were meant to wander around, 

get lost and meander around the various rooms.  They were also prevented from 

encountering other groups as they got lost in another section of the same building.  The 

guides were trained to kill time with their groups in order to allow for the earlier group to 

completely vacate the seminar rooms before they themselves proceeded to enter them.  

This was the “carpet village” the tourists experienced.   

 

Figure 8 An immaculate, well-lighted seminar room for weaving demonstrations.   
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What was most remarkable about these spaces was indeed their labyrinthine 

structure.  As remarked by a couple guides (named “guides” for tourists, yet they were 

called “sellers” amongst themselves and by their bosses) the main space was purposefully 

confusing, lacking any windows and any bare walls or floors; the tourist was meant to get 

lost inside shapes and colors until one of them caught her eye, or until she was dazed 

enough that a seller could guide her smoothly and easily inside a separate room.  I was 

able to obtain the main plan of one of the carpet villages from its manager and I had to 

draw a make-shift plan of another smaller carpet village that was so confusing that I got 

lost inside the corridors several times before actually acclimating to the purposeful 

misdirection.  The weaving teacher used to go out to hunt for me after a while and would 

find me trying to locate a restroom or a way back to the weaving room.  She would laugh 

and tell me how she was like me when she first started working in this place.   

Figure 9 Tourists entering the rug labirynth.  On the left is only one of the unending corridors with 
doors to smaller rooms. 
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The carpet villages employed a large group of people situated in various spaces 

within the facility.  At least two dyers and two or three personnel within the silk room 

worked throughout the day to show incoming groups the processes of dyeing wool and 

getting silk from cocoons.  The employees of the weaving space (i.e., the atelier) 

consisted of a group of weavers that could number anywhere between 20 and 100 

depending on the size of the carpet house and its operations.  A weaving teacher (hoca) 

was also located in the atelier space to monitor the weavers and also to produce new 

design illustrations called “cartoons” as they were needed.  These teachers were usually 

graduates of vocational schools or universities where traditional handicrafts were taught.  

Among the weavers, the one with most seniority was chosen to become the master 

weaver, usta, who worked with the weaving teacher to set up looms when it was 

necessary and to help monitor materials and the progression of the carpets on the loom.   

Once again, depending on the size of the carpet house and the number of tourist 

busses visiting the place, anywhere from 40 to100 “sellers,” satıcı, were hired to work 

with the tourists on a one on one basis using a variety of means to convince them to buy 

carpets.  A privileged few of these “sellers,” who were especially convincing and had a 

very good command of the language, doubled as “guides” who took the tourists from 

seminar rooms to the main conference room after which the sale started.  The people who 

worked on the dye seminar room, silk seminar room and the sellers were men while the 

weaving atelier consisted of women and girls.  The gendered division of labor was 

present in the employment of the guides as well.  The majority of guides were men.  In 

fact, one of the carpet villages I visited had only one female guide while two did not have 
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any female guides.  Aside from these major employees, the carpet villages also had 

cafeterias, cooks, cleaning personnel, men who were hired to mend old carpets, men who 

were called açıcı (openers) who helped lay out carpets during the major conference given 

by the guides of the carpet houses, and security guards.  Of course we should not forget 

the personnel employed by the travel agency like tour guides and bus drivers. 

The weavers who worked within the carpet houses usually had health insurance 

and a monthly minimum wage; however, the tourists did not see the 25,000 other 

workbenches located in mountain villages all over Turkey or in China that wove for the 

same company.  Weavers working in these far away places were never insured.  As one 

seller told me, on a February morning in 2004 “the concept of a Turkish carpet is a 

relative one.  A great majority of these carpets, especially silk ones, are being woven in 

China now.”  The tourists might not realize that these carpet houses were here just for 

show, or even if they did, as the same guide told me during our discussion, they did not 

care.  A mediocre to good guide might earn 15,000 euros a month, but most of them told 

me that business was slower than it used to be and fewer tourists were buying carpets 

every year.  For Hikmet, one of the sellers I interviewed, being in sales was an incredibly 

stressful job because one had to constantly try to outdo one’s sale potential to be a 

valuable seller in the eye of the company and to earn higher commissions.   

The carpet village I visited on the Tavas road, which was one of the biggest in 

Turkey, employed 470 personnel and welcomed up to 40 tour busses a day during peak 

season, with each bus bringing anywhere between 15 to 40 tourists.  Although spring, 

summer and autumn months consisted of peak seasons for these carpet houses, many tour 
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busses continued to visit them during winter season as well.  The mission of the “sellers” 

was to find the right type of “buyer.”  Considering some small silk carpets were sold for 

anywhere between 5000-10,000 euros and/or dollars97 depending on the skill of the seller, 

even if three or four tourists from a group of 40 bought carpets, that was considered a 

good sale.   

Indeed, as a lot of the sellers told me, so many tourists passed through the doors 

of the carpet house that you were usually able to convince just enough people to buy and 

make a good profit.  However, ironically, a lot of sellers also told me that the majority of 

tourists who came through did not earn enough money to buy any carpets.  It was getting 

harder to convince these groups especially after the introduction of the euro, which 

affected Germany negatively.  One seller maintained that Germans were getting paid less 

due to the conversion to euro and there was higher unemployment and a general concern 

over retirement; hence, German tourists did not want to purchase any carpets.  One other 

problem was that travel agencies lowered their prices even further to draw in customers 

and the kinds of customers that flew to Turkey had no money to spend on buying 

anything extra.  As I learned during the time I spent in these spaces getting lost within 

crowds of people and crowds of carpets, these spaces were the crux of the carpet tourism 

centers in Turkey.  It was not only Konya carpet manufacturers that mentioned these 

places; when I visited Đstanbul during November and December of 2004 to talk to more 

carpet dealers, they asked me if I had visited carpet houses and noted in a semi-angry and 

                                                 
97 Although the price stickers were in Euros, if the tour group was American, the prices were recalculated in 
dollars and the negotiations happened in dollar amounts. 
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semi-hopeless tone that it was these “fake” places that brought in the most money in 

today’s Turkish carpet industry. 

Once a sale was made, the carpets and kilims sold were moved to another room in 

the building to await wrapping and shipment overseas.  Even after the sale was finalized 

and the carpet shipped overseas, the sellers still feared what they called turne, which was 

the term used when purchased carpets were returned from overseas for various reasons.  

Every carpet had a code number that was attached to the seller who sold it, so when turne 

happened, the seller of that carpet ended up losing his share of the profit.  The carpet 

houses did all they could to avoid this and one way was to make sure that a lot of cash 

was paid upfront which would dissuade the customer to return the carpet once s/he was 

home.  However, as one carpet seller noted, the German tourists were “wizening up” and 

returning more carpets than they used to since more of them realized that the carpets they 

bought were not worth as much as they had paid.   

For Hikmet, a guide and a seller, being in sales was an incredibly stressful job.   

As Hikmet said to me and a couple of other acquaintances of both of us during dinner in 

Denizli, “Well, you sell but after that you curse the buyer with every ounce of energy that 

is left in you.  If someone were to see you at that moment they would not recognize you.  

You are a şovmen (performer) here and you have to be somewhat of a psychopath to 

survive this stress and be in this business” (personal communication, February 12, 2005). 
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The Sellers 

Hikmet was 41 years old and had been working in the carpet business as a seller 

and a guide for 15 years.  He was a short middle-aged man with thick shiny black hair 

that could make a model jealous.  He dressed with the elegance of a business executive 

who had an eye for fashion.  His shirt matched his tie and everything was well pressed 

and groomed to perfection.  Our first conversation started on February 8th of 2005 at the 

bar of the carpet village he worked for and ended up with dinner at a small restaurant 

where he felt freer to talk.  Talking with him at the bar, I watched as German tourists 

from one tour flowed into the bar space, starting a series of loud conversations while 

ordering drinks.  “I worked everywhere,” Hikmet told me.  According to him, the tourists 

who came to Turkey were not “like the ones fifteen years ago.”  Curious, I asked him 

what he meant. 

The tourists who come to this country are not like the ones 15 years ago.  Back 

then, a whole different kind of tourist came; they paid some 3000-5000 euros by 

today’s standards, but now we have a different type of tourist.  Don’t be fooled, 

these are not the rich, cultured tourists.  Think about places equivalent to Walmart 

or Target in Germany.  For example, when you are coming in or going out of a 

Walmart store someone appears from nowhere and smiling announces that you 

are the 100th customer for that day and that you won a free trip to Turkey.  Or, 

tourists come here paying incredibly small amounts of money like 100 euros or 

250 euros for a ten day vacation.  Here, they stay at five star hotels or holiday 

villages.  I mean, they stay for like 20 million TL a night at a five star hotel.  If 
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you go and want to stay there you need to pay 200 dollars or more a night!  Who 

pays for this?  The carpet people pay for it; the jewelry people and leather people 

pay for it.  

He took a break, sipped some beer, and lowered his voice:   

We pay what we call a ‘head price’ for every tourist who comes here.  It changes 

according to the tourist.  Let’s say you pay 100 euros for a German tourist; you 

pay much less for a Russian tourist or much more for an American tourist or an 

English tourist.  Of course you give commission to the bus driver and the tour 

guide from the carpets you sell.  You know the travel agency has to pay for bus 

and plane rentals.  All of this is costly.  You see, in this country, the shopping 

sector pays for tourism.  A man without any money in his pocket may find 

himself in Turkey.  A tourist was just here the other day who entered with a 

confused expression on his face as if he did not know where he was.  I asked him 

where he was from and he said that he had been living under a bridge in Germany 

for months and the government wanted to make him a productive citizen so he 

went through these programs and in the end got a ticket to come here to learn 

about different cultures and be cultured.  Others come here for the fourth or fifth 

time because it is a cheap vacation. (personal communication, February 8, 2005)   

I asked him how, then, they were able to sell these people expensive carpets.  He 

told me that the trick was to find those people who looked and behaved like they could 

afford to buy and focus on them or to use other tricks to convince middle-class people, or 

old people with savings accounts to make a spontaneous purchase they might or might 
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not regret later on when they were back in their countries.  Selling totally depended on 

observing psychology, he noted.  For Hikmet, the most important job in the world was 

sales.  Everyone sold themselves; even if you were a doctor, you needed to know how to 

sell yourself: “It is the job of this century.  You have to get this tourist and break him.  

Everything goes in sale.  Pardon me, but you can swear; you can be a bit more attentive.  

Feeling or thinking do not interfere with selling; observation is key.”   

I told him that I was curious about selling techniques and how he would define a 

good “seller.”  As he started to tell me about the sale process, another tourist group 

entered the bar making the space even noisier.   

Making a sale is an art form and, as I stated before, you need to be devoid of 

feeling and be focused only on sale.  Pardon me again but the guy [meaning the 

seller], itches his ass and his feet and then makes the tourist smell his hand.  

Another sits near a woman and with her husband watching he may comment on 

how beautiful her breasts are or even fondle them if the mood is right.  What else, 

oh, if the tourist is old you try to arrange a woman seller to sit by him and say 

stuff like, “Oh, there is still life in you old man you look handsome.”  Some other 

seller may corner the tourist in a room and say in a half serious half joking mode, 

‘You asshole, why don’t you buy this carpet?  I show you a wool carpet that is 

21,000 euros and then a silk carpet that is 35,000 euros and you still look at the 

wool one, are you an idiot?  Get the silk one.’  You know you get them drunk or 

confused and anything goes. 
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I was confused as to how one would sell with such vicious sexism and not get 

sued.  Hikmet educated me in that as well.  The trick was, he told me, to make him [he 

used the masculine pronoun exclusively] “feel as low as a dog” and always “keep eye 

contact.”  If one lost eye contact in a sale, one lost that sale.  The seller needed to make 

the tourist “feel like a dog.”  In that room, he was “the master” and needed to make sure 

the tourist averted his eyes or lowered his head.  If you lost that moment of domination, 

as Hikmet noted, you might lose the sale as well:   

Hikmet:  Of course, you realize, you can’t do this with an American tourist.  If  
you get within 50 meters of an American tourist he may sue you or your 
company for millions of dollars.  You have to be very polite and cultured with 
the American tourist.  You cannot treat them like this.  However, with a 
German tourist you can do anything.  You can harass them.   

Damla:  What if they complain? 
Hikmet:  To whom and to where will they complain?  All of these people come  

here almost for free and ninety percent of them are old people.  At that 
moment who can they complain to?  Will they complain to the travel agency 
about the bad service they get?  How can they when they get here for some 
150 euros in the first place?  If he had given some 3000 euros then of course he 
may complain, but this is not the same situation.  You know you also get them 
a little drunk on rakı and get them relaxed.  It is easier to convince a relaxed 
person.   

    

Next, he told me a story of a legendary salesman who used to work for the same 

company he was working for.  I heard a similar version of the same story from other 

sellers as well.  This specific seller, Yağmur, was a legendary name.  Yağmur was one of 

the best sellers in this specific carpet village, maybe one of the best in Turkey, according 

to Hikmet and several other carpet sellers I talked to.  This was the story told about 

Yağmur, the legendary carpet seller: 
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One day a tour group is coming and he [Yağmur] learns from the tour guide that 

one of the tourists has a bad stomach ache and was real sick that morning.  After 

learning about this, Yagmur finds a lab coat and a stethoscope from the on site 

nurse we have here and introduces himself as the carpet doctor when tourists 

enter.  He comes dressed like a doctor, totally serious and stops in front of the sick 

tourist and after looking at her for a long long time says, ‘You are sick,’ and takes 

out his stethoscope, listens to her heart, her stomach, her breasts, her ass.  After 

this show he says, ‘You have a bad stomach and that’s why you are not feeling so 

well.’  He yells for someone to get him a streptomagma and hands that to the 

tourist telling her to drink it and all her problems will be over.  He puts on a show 

at the very beginning and breaks the mood; you share a joke, a moment.  

What made Yağmur legendary was this ability to use information and create a 

relaxed, joking atmosphere.  Yet, Yağmur was not a simple clown; as the anecdote above 

shows, he was meticulous and calculated when it came to his performance.  As another 

seller pointed out, Yağmur was also a master “story teller” while taking the tourists 

through the conference and during his performance in the seminar room.  He knew how 

to tell a story based on “culture and tradition;” he also knew how to joke around and 

make light of the situation; therefore, relaxing the tourists and getting them ready for the 

“sale.”   

Hikmet told me one of his own successful performances with a group of 

American tourists.  He learned from the tour guide and from observing the general 

behavior of the group that there were a bunch of soldiers in the group.  They were 
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walking around, he stated, without any interest and he jumped onto this pile of rugs and 

suddenly shouted at them, “Attention please.  Now you are going to follow me.  Soldier, 

what is your rank?”  Of course, all of them stopped and looked at him even if they were 

disinterested.  He continued with a serious and loud voice, “Now, I am of higher rank 

than all of you.  You will follow me!  We will go through these corridors together and 

you will follow every second of this presentation with all eyes and ears.  Do you 

understand?”  Next, he looked and observed that all of them were watching him except 

for this “fat black kid” who was in the back listening to his Walkman.  He yelled at the 

kid and the kid took down his headphones with a surprised expression on his face with 

the rest of the group looking at him.  Without breaking his performance Hikmet 

continued yelling, 

Yes, you, get up!  Here, I am your commander.  Get up now!  Get in line here and 

follow us.  Pay attention!”  He, you know, automatically got up from the bench he 

was sitting and I started laughing.  Everyone in the group laughed with me and 

you know, from then on, I became the center of attention and we become a group 

sharing a joke. 

For Hikmet and for many other sellers and guides conscious psychological and 

physiological manipulation of the buyers with close attention to the construction of jokes 

and story lines was what determined the success of the sale process.   

As the day progressed in yet another carpet village located only about a fifteen 

minute drive away from the one Hikmet worked at, I felt somewhat dizzy from all the 

constant activity, as one tour bus left and another arrived.  Meandering in the corridors, I 
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sometimes stood quietly and witnessed negotiations over a sale, at other times, especially 

in between tour groups, I simply hung around the corridors with the sellers who smoked, 

drank tea, and awaited the arrival of the next tour group.  The weaving teacher had told 

me to find Cengiz, a seasoned seller to talk to about the sale process and it took me three 

days before I ran into him standing alone in a corridor.  I suspected the man with thinning 

long blonde hair, long wrinkled face was Cengiz because only two sellers in this carpet 

village were older; most of the sellers were young, well groomed and energetic, which 

was the case in all the carpet villages I visited.   

Like most of the carpet sellers in this complex, Cengiz was born and raised in 

Germany, but came back to Turkey when he could not find a decent job.  He learned 

about the job opportunity in this carpet village from a friend and at the age of twenty, he 

started working here.  Now he was forty one years old and one of the oldest sellers in the 

carpet village.  He took me around first showing me the rooms I entered several times 

before and then we simply stood near a radiator and talked.  Cengiz saw himself mostly 

as a storyteller and lamented the fact that he was still working here.  I asked him what 

happened to the carpet sellers once they got older and he told me how most of them made 

good enough money so they could start their own businesses or invest their money in 

places.  “This is a stressful job.  You don’t want to continue doing this all your life.  It is 

too much.  I was dumb.  I spent all my money and look now I have nothing saved up and 

have to be here and do this day in day out” (personal communication, February 10, 2005).   

As Kamil, another seller nicknamed Stone, passed by he winked at me and said 

“Hi” to Cengiz.  “See, Stone there wants to start a business exporting marble to Europe 
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and the United States.  He is a wild one that boy is.  He may succeed.”  I asked Cengiz 

how he sold the carpets: 

There is no one right way of doing it.  A lot of the people who come here are old 

so you go and talk to them about life, listen to their problems and tell them not to 

take their money to their coffins.  I remember one incident when this old German 

lady, who only had like 240 euros a month to live on, bought this carpet with 

money in her savings account.  She said to me that that way her children who are 

after her money won’t get any.  You know that sounds odd to us, but these 

foreigners have different relations with relatives.  Here we listen to them.  As a 

seller, you find that one incident or one moment that will sell the carpet.  You take 

what they tell you and sympathize and maybe make up a story or two yourself 

about your own past. (personal communication, February 10, 2005) 

As storytellers, sellers embellished their stories with humor, as noted in Yağmur’s case, 

and became entertainers with cultural knowledge who would do anything to score a sale.   

  

The Weavers  

All the weavers in these carpet villages were women, yet they wove mostly for 

show.  They were not paid, like the Konya or Afyon weavers, to turn over a finished 

product quickly and professionally.  Instead, they were paid to be part of a scene and a 

story that the carpet villages told the tour groups in order to sell the carpets.  Their 

presence worked to validate the genuine concern of the carpet village for the betterment 

of their livelihood and the same presence allowed the sellers to bank on the laborious 
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quality of the work and the intelligence of the weavers in order to sell the carpet.  They 

were also the visual representations of village life wearing traditional dress and 

presenting a shy reserved demeanor within this incredibly modern and/or rustic setting of 

the carpet village.  Women and girls did not lift their heads from their work; they rarely 

made any type of contact with the tourists and, if they did, it was usually to show the 

process of tying a couple knots with a coy smile on their faces.  As laborers, they were 

well aware of both the shortcomings and benefits of working for a carpet village. 

Most of the carpet village weaver demographics included either older women in 

their late 40s and 50s living either in Dazkırı or nearby villages or younger women who 

resided in villages farther away.  I got more information about the reasons for these 

demographics and the functioning of the carpet houses in general after having a focused 

group interview with twenty weavers in a carpet village, and a separate interview with the 

master weaver herself.  Of these twenty weavers, only three were younger than twenty 

years old and the rest were mothers and grandmothers with ages ranging from the early 

thirties to late fifties.  I was introduced to the weavers after attending a couple of 

seminars.  I visited the same carpet village several times throughout the month of 

February and everyday I visited with the weavers and talked to them as they got breaks 

from the tours and when the tours for the day were over.  Our conversations were casual 

talk over tea where I tried to learn about each of them; however, I conducted a longer and 

semi-structured interview with the master weaver.   

The weaving atelier in this specific carpet village was in the shape of a large 

ellipse.  Each side of the ellipse facing the walls had workbenches lined up while the 
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middle was occupied by what looked like small circular cabin with windows housing a 

chair and a table.  This was the weaving teacher Gülay’s office.  This circular structure 

was linked to another rectangular one with a door but without any windows.  This space 

held extra workbenches, wools, cartoons and other materials.  These two interlinked 

structures created a natural barrier between two sides of the elliptical room, allowing the 

guides to steer the tour groups and prevent them from encountering each other as much as 

possible.  As one of the last groups for the day was listening to the guide’s explanation of 

weaving, I slowly went to the side of the room where women weavers were lingering and 

talking to each other in a low voice.  As I sat with them Fatma, the head weaver, smiled 

at me and came to sit by my side.  She, like the rest of the weavers, was wearing a 

traditional village dress with a colorful shalvar and headdress.  As the tourist group 

dwindled, the other women weavers slowly came and joined our conversation.  Fatma got 

out her knitting and started to work on the sweater she was knitting for her grandson.    

Fatma looked at me and commented on how she wanted her grandson to be 

educated like me.  She noted how the new generation had different priorities:  

In my time, I suffered a lot.  My mother in law still lives with me and I am 

nearing 55 myself.  This new generation, they do not spend any time living with 

their in-laws, even if they do, it is for a short time until they find a job in Denizli 

and move.  You cry for your mother, but you don’t ever cry for your mother-in-

law. (personal communication, February 10, 2005) 

Zehra, who was a forty year old mother of three intervened, “Of course you cry for your 

mother-in-law.”  Her own son had just been married a couple weeks ago.  I asked her if 
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they were living with her and she said the girl’s parents demanded they move to Denizli.   

The bride worked at a small textile factory while Zehra’s son worked at a marble factory 

just outside of Denizli.  I learned from the women that the families of girls usually 

demanded a house in Denizli and preferred men who had jobs in Denizli.  This created a 

big burden for families that had to either invest in building a house sometimes by 

illegally claiming plots of land or make sure their sons had connections in the city.  As 

Fatma later told me, the younger generation saw more advantage in moving to the city 

because of job opportunities as well. 

A couple of the weavers went outside to get some tea while Fatma continued on 

knitting.  I asked her how she started working here and Fatma told her own story as a 

master weaver: 

I have been doing this for 20 years now.  At first, I had my own atelier in my 

village, twenty years ago.  I had two ateliers actually.  My husband knew this 

carpet manufacturer so we started weaving for him.  After a while, we made a 

better deal with another manufacturer and I was overseeing ten workbenches each 

with two to four girls.  I used to get commissions from the amount of carpets that 

were woven.  I liked to work as an overseer and got even more ambitious.  See, 

we made another deal with a manufacturer who told me he would open some 50 

workbenches and that we would have a car so that we can oversee workbenches in 

close by villages.  There wasn’t any insurance, though.  We ourselves used to pay 

for our insurance, however small.  I started working here only four years or so ago 

because working in villages was getting harder.  We would set up a workbench in 
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a house and the girls who wove there would just go to a textile shop and start 

working there next year.  So we had to move the workbench to another house.  It 

was tough.  A lot of ateliers all over started closing down.  Now there isn’t much 

weaving in the villages near here.  Younger people migrate to Denizli or Izmir 

and try to work at factories.  You saw how things are around here.  We have no 

water, not much good soil and only very few animals. (personal communication, 

February 10, 2005)      

I asked her what men did who lived near Dazkırı.  She noted that the general situation of 

the men made her angry:   

While there are a lot of places women can work, men can’t find jobs.  They work 

as seasonal laborers and some now work for textile shops and factories.  Men 

work as supervisors there.  I wish we had textile factories when I was young.  

Now we could have been retired.  Youngsters today, they do not weave.  They 

prefer to work in textile and get insured. (personal communication, February 10, 

2005)98  

Fatma’s comment helped me understand the overall demographics of the weavers 

working in carpet villages.  She told me that her daughter worked at another carpet 

village, but the only reason was because that carpet village provided the weavers with 

health insurance.  Overall, only older women who would not be admitted to textile 

factories due to their age or younger women who preferred to be closer to their villages 
                                                 
98 When Fatma referred to “textile” she meant the factories and ateliers that produced garments instead of 
carpets.  Both carpets and garments are considered textiles in Turkey, but the women I talked to use 
“textile” as a shorthand to specifically refer to garment work.  Unlike weaving, garment factories and 
ateliers usually, although not always, provide insurance to their workers and pay minimum wage; however, 
the working hours are longer and the working conditions are just as bad, if not worse. 
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worked in these carpet villages.  All carpet villages provided shuttles that transported the 

weavers to and from their villages.   

Fatma continued on to complain about the men and their joblessness:   

It is not only that men don’t have jobs but there is also laziness.  Look, for 

example, this girl’s mother [pointing to Esma, a sixteen year old weaver, who is 

passing by] is almost as old as I am but she looks like ten years older because her 

husband fell off a motorcycle and never got his broken arm fixed.  He uses that as 

an excuse not to work.  You know, she wanted to get this one [Esma] educated, 

but she couldn’t because the husband does not work and she does not make that 

much money anyways.  Her older daughter got married and left for Bodrum.  A 

lot of the older women work here because they have no other choice.  They are 

too old to go into textile. (personal communication, February 10, 2005)  

Fatma and the other weavers in this rather small carpet shop stared working at 

around 8:00 a.m. in the morning and continued until 11:30 when they were dismissed.  

They made about six million T.L. (6 YTL) a day; however, their pay and their working 

hours varied.  Fatma told me that before this year, they used to work until 2:00 p.m. in the 

afternoon, but the manager now let them go earlier in order to avoid paying for their 

lunch.  In the bigger carpet villages; however, women and girls worked longer hours 

lasting from 7:00 or 7:30 in the morning until about 4:30 in the afternoon.  This carpet 

village was licensed from the government as a community center so the weavers were 

considered students and they did not get regular pay or health insurance.  However, in the 

bigger carpet villages the weavers actually had health insurance and some were even paid 
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minimum wage income.  The conditions differed; however, all of the carpet villages, 

even those that were not necessarily licensed by the government as community centers, 

chose to pretend that they were.  It enhanced their ethical appeal to the tour groups that 

passed through and gave them further legitimacy.    

Working conditions were generally much better in these carpet villages than in 

village ateliers or even in homes.  All the ateliers were well lighted, had heating and 

cooling, and the bigger ones provided lunch and coffee breaks to their workers.  The most 

important lure of these carpet villages and textile factories in general was the health 

insurance coverage.  As Fatma told me, working in textile factories meant working for 

extra hours and having night shifts; however, most workers did not complain because of 

the fear of getting fired.  One weaver commented on the fact that the textile workers 

might even get maternity leave for forty days and a bonus as “pregnancy” money.  She 

said that the new generation was lucky: “No one paid us any money or gave us any 

breaks because we were pregnant!” 

According to Fatma this specific day they were simply pretending to weave 

because they did not have enough dyed wool.  As we watched the last group dwindle, the 

women started to gather their knitting; it was time to go.  Fatma and I lingered a while 

more, talking.  She told me how times had changed from when she was in charge of the 

looms in her own village:  

You know, in olden days, when I was in charge of the workbenches for that one 

carpet manufacturer, when I first started working, two, three men, who I did not 

know, came to the atelier.  They walked around and asked me who ran the place, 
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how many people worked there and then went away.  You know, I went to the 

boss and told him, you know, these guys came and they asked such and such 

questions.  He told me not to worry.  He told me that he was going to get a 

taxation plate and said they would look at that when they came next time and 

nothing would happen.  They brought one framed and all and hang it.  When the 

men came next, they looked at it and left.  No one asked any questions from then 

on.  We did not understand what was going on.  We did not know anything about 

insurance back then.  Now, there are jobs that have insurance so people know and 

they want insurance.  My daughter in law also works at textile.  You know, she 

has late hours always and works until eleven at night, but she is insured.  Almost 

none of the villages have ateliers anymore.  The younger generation just never 

learned to weave or was not interested.  Those who did, work in these carpet 

villages.  Most, though, do not even consider it.  My own daughter never really 

learned how to weave and now she is in Denizli working at a textile atelier.  It is 

hard work, but she did not want to stay in the village.  None of the younger people 

do and they know of health insurance and want it. (personal communication, 

February 10, 2005)     

Fatma’s story was similar to many other women’s both in and around Dazkırı.  A lot of 

them now realized the importance of regular pay and insurance and demanded it.  During 

the time I spent in Dazkırı, in the afternoons and sometimes during the day when I took a 

break from visiting the carpet villages, I took quick rides up to the closest villages trying 
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to see if any weaving was done.  I visited three villages that were closest to the main 

route.   

Every village I went to, I heard the same stories from the weavers; that the 

younger generation never stayed in the villages and that they did not want to weave and 

some even openly resisted it.  In one atelier that had only eight women weaving, I 

encountered seventeen year old Ayşe.  When I asked her if she ever desired to work at a 

textile shop instead of weaving she told me that she had been working in one in Denizli.  

They had migrated as a family after her father found a job as an oil truck driver; however, 

they had to migrate back because her father had an accident.  While he was on top of the 

truck that carries fuel oil, it exploded, leaving him with severe burns and fractures.  He 

was still getting treatment; however, because the company he worked for did not pay 

enough insurance on his behalf, the family could not afford the treatment.  When I asked 

her if they talked to a lawyer, she told me that they had gone to court.  After three years, 

there was still no result.  Ayşe put some tea for all of us, sat in the opposite weaving 

bench facing me and told me: “Poor people like us don’t win those kinds of trials 

anyways.”  Due to the fact that her father needed constant care, they moved back to the 

village and Ayşe had to quit her job in Denizli.   In her short life, Ayşe had worked 

constantly in several jobs.  Before moving to Denizli, she wove carpets with her mother; 

after the move, she worked in textiles and now that they were back to the village, she was 

weaving again.  This small atelier wove carpets for the owner of a carpet shop on the 

main road that used to get some tourists; however, the carpet villages dominated the area 

and now the owner of the carpet shop rarely kept his place open and at times went to 
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Denizli to sell carpets in the bazaar to the locals or to the bigger carpet shops in Denizli 

that also had a local clientele.  When I asked Ayşe which job she preferred to do, without 

hesitation she noted how she missed being in Denizli.  For her, her job in Denizli meant 

regular pay, insurance and getting out of the village.  “It is boring here”, she noted, and 

commented on the fact that within the village the only people who wove were those who 

could not afford to migrate for one reason or another.  Indeed, only eight women wove in 

a small atelier in the entire village.       

In the other two villages I visited in Dazkırı, the situation did not change.  One 

village had fertile land, which was a rare commodity in and around Dazkırı, so women 

worked the land while men worked in the chemical company nearby.  Almost all the men 

in this village were working for the company so there was steady pay and insurance 

coverage.  Hence, very few women wove and those who did had jobless husbands or their 

husbands did seasonal jobs instead of having a regular income.  Almost all the villages 

were emptying out as more and more leave for Denizli or Đzmir in the hope of finding 

jobs that would mean less boredom, better pay, and health insurance. 

These complexities about migration, global tourism, and labor politics did not 

enter into the discourse of the carpet village guides and when they did, it was selective 

and usually purposefully convoluted in an effort to sell carpets.   

   

Meeting the Manager and the Company 

I was on my way to attending my first in this specific carpet village in Đstanbul, 

owned by the same company that owned two of the biggest carpet villages near Denizli, 
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following the stairs to get to the manager’s room.  I was eager to talk to him about the 

sale process and his thoughts on the current condition of tourism and the carpet industry 

in Turkey.  He agreed to see me when I told the security guard that I was given his name 

by another prominent carpet manufacturer in Istanbul.  As soon as I entered his room, I 

was amazed at the details within the room that gave the stereotypical image of the rich 

manager.  The floor of the room had a beautifully intricate rug, while the desk looked like 

an expensive oak and all the furniture was leather.  The little waiting area facing his big 

oak desk had a gorgeously designed and immaculately clean aquarium to entertain guests 

while they were waiting to talk to the manager.  I felt like I had entered the room of a top 

executive in a top-notch financial district.  As Sezgin entered wearing a fine business suit 

and greeted me cordially, I was still somewhat dazed by the room.   

Sezgin noted how lucky I was because he said that I could go through three 

services (or seminars) that day all in English because they had an American, a Finnish 

and a Malaysian group.  Our first discussion point was the general problems facing the 

carpet industry in Turkey.   

We did what we could.  We still do what we can.  For example we still weave the 

Milas carpets in Turkey; however, it is impossible to compete.  Everyone talks 

about globalization these days and yes, one cannot stand in its way.  We tried to 

survive.  We protested the importing of the carpets at first, but unfortunately, we 

started doing the same because we cannot compete. (personal communication, 

April 7, 2005)   
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As he sipped his Turkish coffee, Sezgin’s phone rang a couple times and he apologized.  

His answer above portrayed, once again, how for many of the carpet manufacturers, 

especially big ones like this exporter, globalization became a perfect excuse for the 

ultimate search of cheapest labor possible.  Considering the amount of carpets and kilims 

he needed to have stocked and the type of clientele he served it would have been 

impossible, according to him, to survive in the industry without finding a means of 

outsourcing.       

He continued on to note how they had also lowered standards of the carpets as the 

operation got bigger and bigger, “Here, earlier, we used to work with 50 employees; 

however, now we have approximately 110 employees.  Before, we housed 2000 different 

carpets, now we have to house 10,000 but these carpets are lower in quality and in price 

because we need to sell.”  When I asked him what changed, I got another very convenient 

and popular reply: the changing nature of the tourists.  He noted how most of the tourists 

who visited Turkey currently were of a “lower” kind.  This affected the sales and the 

quality of the carpets.  Here, I asked him the question that I had asked to the carpet 

village guides earlier, how did one sell to this group of “lower” tourists? 

I was a seller myself before I became a manager.  Sometimes I still enter sales 

because I like it.  A tourist came up to me once and said how she liked my 

presentation because I never once called the weavers “weavers,” but I always 

called them artists.  Another tourist liked the fact that I, as a manager, went and 

felt the carpets with my hands.  He said that despite being surrounded by all of 

these carpets, he was amazed how I was still in love with them.  Immediately I 
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added that of course that was the case, because all these carpets were like my 

children. (personal communication, April 7, 2005) 

I reminded him that the sellers only had about two hours or so to convince a buyer and 

that still seemed like a very short time to me to convince a person to sometimes spend 

thousands of dollars on what is considered a luxury product.  Sezgin smiled contently and 

got animated when discussing the sale process.  It was obvious how he was excited by the 

prospect of talking about sale.   

It is all about emotions and the language of the body.  You have to formulate an 

emotional connection.  Once, it was close to mother’s day and I was a seller.  

Before the tour group arrived, I ordered one white rose for each person and 

greeted them with that in the entrance.  Before I said anything, I told them a poem 

written by my son to his mother and gave each and every one of them a rose.  One 

of the men in the group was especially moved and said that his wife hadn’t 

received a rose for years even from their own daughter.  With that emotion he 

exclaimed how he had 10,000 marks and how he was going to spend all of them 

here.  That day, only from that group as a whole, I was able to bank a 200,000 

mark sale.  You know most of the people who come here on tours are old.  

Imagine you are an old guy and a young and handsome man or woman comes up 

to you, smiles, helps you up the stairs and actually converses with you.  At other 

times, you tell them sad stories about weavers who were beaten by their fathers, 

who wove out of her longing for her love.  I mean these are not false, really.  You 
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tell all these and sometimes you may even make the tourist cry. (personal 

communication, April 7, 2005) 

After being interrupted by another phone call, Sezgin quickly got back to the 

conversation.  He was truly enjoying talking to me about his endeavors and was eager to 

tell me all the details of being a master of the trade: 

It is hard to generalize.  It is all about being experienced really.  The sooner you 

recognize the personality of the one you are talking to the better.  With 

experience, for example, you can turn Mother’s Day into profit.  This is not about 

thinking; it is about experience.  This business will never end because only 

Turkey works with such a sophisticated organization to sell carpets.  The other 

places in the world do not have this sophistication.  The reason we are located in 

this part of Đstanbul is to give the impression that we do indeed weave here.  You 

can’t do that in the covered bazaar. That place is too touristy and in the center of 

town, where you cannot really say that people who live there weave for you.  

Even then, the carpet houses we have in Denizli are much more successful in 

sales because of the location.  When the tourist comes to Đstanbul, there is so 

much to see, so much to digest.  Coming here, he watches the policemen, people 

who come and go; he stares at the department stores, watches the road.  There is 

always something to observe and even when he enters the store here his mind is 

on the outside.  However, Denizli is not like that.  It has a more rustic feel to it.  

The road you travel offers the same scenery for hours and when the tourist enters 

the store, he says to himself yes I came to the right place.  This is the place where 
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weaving is done.  It is much harder to obtain the same environment here.  It is 

because of this that the stores in Denizli are more of a success. (personal 

communication, April 7, 2005) 

 I asked him why tourists were not allowed to take pictures in the showroom and he 

answered that they always feared the theft of their designs or the color combinations.  He 

also noted how he took pride in all of his sellers.  Evidently, he sometimes conducted 

seminars for new sale personnel to teach them a few of the tricks of the business.  “It is 

all about selling.  Getting lost in carpets.” 

Once again, the phone interrupted him as he quickly finished his coffee.  After the 

phone discussion, he told me that I could attend as many seminars as I liked and come 

back whenever I liked.  He smiled, “Who knows?  You may like it here and become a 

seller yourself.  There is a lot of money to be made.”  He told me to follow him 

downstairs to another meandering space filled with corridors that eventually took one to 

the second floor where there were more corridors and rooms.  We entered a couple rooms 

where he showed how the company had been collecting old carpets and kilims and this 

place was not solely a sales place but also somewhat of a “museum” because they bought, 

“saved” and housed these carpets here where tourists had a chance to see.  “This shows a 

different side of this company to the tourist visiting here.  We are not all about sales here; 

we know what good, valuable carpets are and we save them.  We take care of them.  It is 

all about trust.  This shows them that we have an eye for good carpets and that we care.”   

Next we entered a smaller room attached to the main secretary’s office and he handed me 

a book on carpets that was put together by the company.  “Read this while you wait for 
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the tourists to arrive.  This will give you more information about the company and what 

we are about.  Tourists can buy this book for a small price, but of course for you it’s free.  

See you later and enjoy your time here.”  As he left, I sat and began to browse through 

the book.  The book which had English, German and Italian editions started out with a 

lamenting tone: 

….each area had its own colors, designs, styles, thickness and materials and this 

information was used to determine the area, the city, the village and almost the 

very neighborhood where the carpet was woven… Unfortunately, today we find 

that Milas carpets are woven in Isparta, Hereke carpets are woven in Diyarbakır 

and Bergama carpets are woven in Konya.  In order to decrease costs, carpets no 

longer reflect their local characteristics, or maintain their quality. (Mergen & 

Alantar, 2003, pp. 4-5) 

One wondered, after reading this excerpt, where the company situated itself.  Lamenting 

the loss of authenticity was interesting coming from a company that operated within 

global production schemes.  However, this situation seemed to create a unique mission 

for the company: 

That wonderful old feeling is no longer there.  [Company name] had to assume a 

mission at this point.  The collection which has painstakingly been brought 

together through the years had to be immortalized in books…For this catalogue, 

forty nine examples of unique carpets from different origins have been selected 

from our collection to be presented to lovers of the art of weaving.  We have 

aimed, in this catalogue, to bring together the forgotten images of Anatolia that 
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were once encountered with such awe and excitement. (Mergen & Alantar, 2003, 

p. 5) 

Hence, the company differentiated itself by addressing “lovers of weaving” with a 

special catalogue.  They cared for the “culture” and the “history” of weaving and 

assumed the stewardship of protecting the information and images on authentic carpets 

and traditions while at the same time mass producing silk copies in looms in China, 

which was of course not noted in this book.  The book’s introduction continued to discuss 

more pointedly the importance of culture and traditions in understanding weaving.  

Weaving was a “collection of cultural values;” it also acted as the materialized form of 

the “collective unconscious,” the “world of imagination,” the “yarn of meanings.” 

After this introduction, the book echoed the setup of many other similar books on 

carpets with images of carpets from identified regions in Turkey on one page and 

information on these carpets on the opposite page.  The book ended with a brief 

discussion of the company’s success and identified its sale strategy as an “innovative and 

distinctive approach to handmade Anatolian carpets” (Mergen & Alantar, 2003, p. 108).  

This innovative approach involved a “comprehensive service model that goes beyond the 

classic relationship between salesperson and customer.”  It also had an “academic 

dimension it [the company] brings to the carpet business at its stores, as well as the 

variety of services it offers.”  Admittedly, for the company, one of the portrayals of its 

“academic” dimension was this very book and the comprehensive seminars given by its 

guides.  The service personnel, that is the sellers, were part of an educational mission: 
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[W]e have adopted an innovative way of promoting our country by putting forth 

our moral and cultural values in introducing Anatolia and the Anatolia, still 

waiting to be discovered […] How could ‘the carpet’ be explained without 

informing the curious of the history of Anatolian culture, its people, their beliefs, 

backgrounds, livelihoods and lifestyles, family lives, migrations and other 

characteristics, all of which form a spectacular cultural synthesis? (Mergen, & 

Alantar, 2003, p. 110)    

The answer was the “conferences” the company provided to the tourists, through “well 

trained experts.”  The text also mentioned the “ethnography museum” situated in the 

Denizli store I had visited, which made use of mannequins “to bring to life the hope 

chests of traditional bridal rooms, the elaborately dressed swashbuckling ‘efe’ of old 

Denizli and the traditional wedding preparation of grooms.”  This reminded me of one of 

the mythical characters I talked to in the Denizli branch of this same company.  In one of 

the dye rooms, the man who performed the traditional hand-dyeing of wool wore a 

complete “efe” outfit and boasted about the fact that he was famous throughout the world 

because everyone took his photos.99   

                                                 
99 He was also a poet.  One of the poems that he wrote from memory during our interview is cited at the 
beginning of this chapter. 
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Figure 10 On the left is the Efe of one of the carpet houses wearing traditional costume and his 
world-famous mustache getting ready for another dye seminar for the tourists.  On the left side: what 
looks like a palace interior are the staircases leading up from one floor of a big carpet village to 
another floor. 
 

What came next in the text right after defining this “innovative” approach was a 

discussion of the location of the stores being in well known tourist routes; the sheer 

magnitude of the carpet houses (the biggest carpet store of this company that I visited in 

Denizli was located on a 65,000 meters squared site); the number of its employees and 

the visitors who passed through the carpet houses’ gates; and, of course, the number of 

carpets available on site which might reach up to 20,000 pieces.   

The “academic” tone was furthered by referring to the “60 conference rooms 

located on the store premises” in which “visitors from across the globe are provided 

fascinating information in their native languages” (Mergen & Alantar, 2003, p. 109).  
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These “conference rooms” complimented the enormity of the store with its ability “to 

serve hundreds on a daily basis without compromising on the exclusive attention 

customers demand and deserve.”  It was noted that in fact “it is possible for an entire 

busload of visitors to wander through the workshops, dye rooms, silk rooms and carpet 

conference rooms without ever coming across people from other busses.” 

Aside from boasting about its “academic” dedication to customer satisfaction and 

its unique locations of the company, the book discussed the various amenities provided 

within the Denizli carpet house like a spacious restaurant that seated 1000 “guests,” 

German-style pub, and courtyard modeled on the “old Ottoman caravanserai courtyards 

that used to line the Silk Road.”  Both the language and the presentation in the carpet 

houses and the book constructed a blend of academic dedication and care with the 

atmosphere of an American style mall.  In fact the book read more like an advertisement 

of a mall than a carpet store; however, this mall was a unique blend of modern amenities 

and traditional hospitality, service and a dedication to being “informative.”  The book 

ended with a promise of Turkey’s largest carpet museum to be opened soon in the Denizli 

carpet house and with another reference to their dedication: “This unique and ancient 

handicraft, which has been neglected in so many ways over the years, will finally get the 

attention it deserves and we will all be able to look forward to the creation of new 

masterpieces for years to come” (Mergen & Alantar, 2003, p. 111).   

  Both my discussion with Sezgin and the book I was browsing through in the 

lobby gave a unique blend of the modern setting of these carpet villages and their 

services with a traditional “authenticity-conscious” stance of the seminars and the carpets 
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housed in the stores.  Here, Turkish carpet weaving was something unique to be “saved” 

by overcoming “neglect” and by providing an “academic” dedication to its survival.  This 

company achieved this unique mission by not only acquiring unique pieces in its 

collection that were presented to the tourist in the pages of this book, but also by going 

against the trend that meant the production of regional carpets in places other than its 

origin.  Here, in these unique spaces called “carpet villages,” “history,” “culture,” and 

“innovation,” met the “academic,” “authentic,” and “traditional” in a modern setting. 

This image of the company as a conscious and conscientious steward of weaving 

and provider of work for the community had a history that went back to the first man, 

Ahmet, who started out a miniature version of the first carpet village in his home in 

Dazkırı.  I learned when I got to Dazkırı that he had passed away in 2003 but his 

legendary status as a visionary remained.  Ahmet started out his business waiting by the 

roadside to signal passing tour busses and cars and taking them to his small “carpet 

village.”  He became very rich over time and was considered a master seller.  His success 

lead to the opening of various other “carpet villages” and in the end created a monopoly 

by this one company that owned almost all the biggest carpet villages near Denizli and in 

other touristic places like Đstanbul and Nevşehir, where the famous Fairy Chimneys are 

located.  One of the newspaper clippings I obtained in Dazkırı from a local store owner 

had a poem dedicated to Ahmet by a local poet that I will translate here: 
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 My Beloved Ahmet Hoca 
 
He is the heart of my town, Ahmet Hoca 
To serve the neighborhood is his only worry 
Love and the heart are the laws of his life 
My sweet Dazkırı is merry with him. 
He has a hand in engagements, weddings 
He has a tongue that makes the scene ebullient 
He is full of compassion, a lover to those who are destitute 
My sweet Dazkırı is itself with him. 
With him the carpets were molded in art 
Roses bloomed with his patience 
All the Europeans filled his house 
My sweet Dazkırı is daylight with him (Đkiz, n.d.). 
 

 

Ahmet Hoca was a larger than life figure remembered for his generosity and 

communal spirit.  Such close connections to community were lost in the bigger carpet 

villages that were no longer part of the local communities, but had turned into big 

enterprises that located themselves away from local communities on bus roads; however, 

they still used the same rhetoric and emphasize a similar concern with the communities 

near them and for the weaving as an artform.  Ahmet Hocas were replaced by companies, 

but the rhetoric of authenticity and sale remained the same.   

 

The Seminars and Conferences 

Closing the book, I moved to the secretary’s office where all the sellers were 

waiting impatiently for the groups to arrive.  Everyone’s eyes were glued to the security 

monitor which showed the entry courtyard where the tour busses parked.  I introduced 

myself to some of the carpet village sellers whom I hadn’t met before; I tried to open up a 
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conversation with them about their jobs.  Three sellers and I sat down for some tea and 

continued watching the security monitors as we talked. Other sellers were loitering in the 

long corridor just out of the secretary’s office.  It was here that I encountered another 

aspect of this business.  As I asked them about their favorite tour group experiences, they 

started talking about the upcoming tour schedule for the day.  One of them was going to 

guide a group from Malaysia: 

 

Guide I: Damn it!  It is Malaysians again for me.  You [speaking to me] will see it  
if you follow my tour.  Those who come from far east, you know, you got to 
shoot them.  I totally understand why Americans have shot them.  You should 
just get a machine gun and do away with all of them.   

Guide II (intervenes): You know they are on the way to Hajj so they just drop by  
here.  They are not really buyers. 

Guide I: When one looks at them one understands Darwin’s theory like visually.    
Those easterners they are all like that.  The man farts, takes of his shoes and 
scratches his feet.  Thank God we don’t have that many Malaysian groups!  
The best ones are Norwegians.  You know those people they are all educated, 
cultured, extremely rich.  Fins are good, too.  You know the cold countries, 
they are better customers.  Not cold at all. 

Guide II: You know if you [indicating me] get into this business, too.  You know  
you don’t have to know all that much because usually the people who come 
don’t know much as well.  The important thing is to act knowledgeable.  One 
can count knots easily, you know.  I think you [pointing at me] should consider 
this too.  You know so you are a student so why not?  You gotta take 
opportunities. (personal communication, April 7, 2005) 

 

 It was obvious from this conversation that these “well trained” and “competent 

experts,” as noted in the book by the company, practically cared more for making money 

than providing a so-called “cultural” experience.  As I was sitting down and sipping tea 

with two men who joked and laughed while making these blatantly racist comments, 

Guide II, who I will call Kerem, burst out of his chair suddenly.  I moved my eyes to the 
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security monitors to see that the tour group had just arrived.  Kerem almost 

absentmindedly patted his semi-long hair, got up and told me to follow him quickly.  He 

needed to greet them at the door as soon as they entered the carpet house.  Kerem smiled 

at Guide I and told me as we walked toward the entrance that he had hit the jackpot today 

getting American tourists.  The guides took groups according to the languages they knew.  

Also, they took turns, which the secretary kept.  However, most successful guides may be 

scheduled with specific groups because of their ability to make a sale. 

Kerem and I went through corridors to get to the big entrance door and he told me 

to follow him closely to really see how a sale was done.  I nodded my head in agreement, 

still trying to recover from the conversation in the secretary’s room.  Below are excerpts 

from two of the seminars that I attended in two different carpet houses in Denizli and 

Đstanbul.  I go back and forth between the two in an effort to show similarities.  Of 

course, no two seminars were exactly the same; however, they followed a basic pattern 

and the presentations given by guides were very similar in subject matter and emphasis.  

For the purposes of clarity, I differentiate the two seminars by the names of the guides, 

Kerem and Utku, which are pseudonyms to ensure anonymity.  Kerem worked for the 

carpet village of the company located in Đstanbul whereas Utku worked for one of the 

Denizli branches. 

As noted earlier, the seminars started with the dye room, proceded into the silk 

room and then the weaving atelier.  After that, the tourists were guided to the conference 

room, where the carpet house guide introduced the carpets and then the “conference” 

ended with one-on-one sales pitches that took place in smaller rooms.  Due to the setup of 
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this specific carpet village, however, and the late arrival of the tour bus, we went from a 

very short greeting into the weaving atelier.  I was allowed to tape some of the seminars 

by the guides and others I ended up taking notes during and after the seminar.100   

 

Kerem: Once again I’d like to say welcome to Turkey Istanbul.  I will give you   
information about Turkish handmade carpets.  And then we shall take you up 
to one of our showrooms.  You will drink something and see the complete 
samples.  By the way, any question arriving to your mind please do not 
hesitate to ask them.  Every country on earth every nation has their own value 
presenting to the world, and one of ours is those handmade carpets.  Let us 
now give you some idea by following one of our weavers to show you what 
steps are needed to make a carpet.  Would that be okay with you? [another 
door is opened that leads the tourists into the weaving atelier]  If you approach 
this [the guide stands near one of the looms]  I believe we will realize much 
better.  Before I start my lecture I would like to point out to you that this place 
is not a workshop ladies and gentlemen.  It is an apprentice training school.  As 
this is a must for our company by the government.  So we are training girls 
mostly girls residing around this area staying at home not even going to 
school.  So as to develop the land and to help to those ladies, this project has 
been handled by us by the government.  And in the meantime, as we are 
working with organized groups foreign or domestic, it works pretty good for 
our visitors to understand how these products are made.  According to 
materials used we give them category names just like that one here we have a 
wool on cotton carpet […]  How do we make those rugs first of all, we do 
picture or get the dimension of the rug we want to have and then here you see 
construct the loom out of wood sometimes metal and then we find how many 
number of knots we want to put to that area size to make one.  So region by 
region category by category that differs a lot. (personal communication, April 
7, 2005) 

 

In the greeting, the guide started out by noting the “value” of the carpets as the “value” of 

both the nation and the country, and the way nation and country presents itself to the 

                                                 
100 Some of the passages quoted below are long; however, I decided to keep them intact in an effort to show 
the interactions that took place in the seminars as fully as possible.  The grammatical errors and any other 
mechanics problems in the sentences were there in the exchange and I did not correct them.  The names are 
pseudonyms to keep anonymity.  Also, the photos provided are not necessarily of the sellers discussed in 
this chapter, once again to ensure anonymity.   
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world.  All the seminars given to the European groups and the American groups I 

encountered started out with reference to the value of the carpets as cultural capital.  

Carpets were a way to get a material hold of such a cultural capital for the tourist who 

bought them.  Once in the weaving atelier, the first point made by the guide was about 

the nature of the company and its operations that set it apart from all the other smaller 

carpet shops and companies.  This company had an ethically strong presence because of 

its connections to the government and because of the fact that it was trying to both help 

the women and the girls by teaching them a job and by developing the land.  It was noted 

by the guide that these girls were trained here because they did not even go to school and 

this was their way of surviving in the world.  Hence, the company was a benevolent aide 

of government’s efforts to help out the region.   

For some of the carpet villages the connection with the government is a façade 

and a way of legitimizing the operations of the company.  As the guide Utku told me over 

lunch one day right after one of his presentations on February 10th 2005, there was no 

government control over the carpets woven by the company and no guarantee certificate 

that came from the government once the carpet was purchased.  The company itself 

issued these certificates and sent them to the buyers after the carpets were delivered.       

 After this introduction to the company and the carpet village came the detailed 

performance of the weaving process.  As Kerem verbally defined how the knots were put 

into place and beaten down, the weaver slowed down her process of weaving to make 

sure that Kerem’s descriptions were understood.  Here, he took the time to underline the 

fact that the Turkish knot was a double knot, unlike Persian weaving which had a single 
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knot.  It is the case that a double knot is much more durable than a single one, and, here, 

the guide explained to the tourists that this is why Turkish carpets take more time to 

weave than Persian ones and are also more durable:   

 

Kerem: Once the rope, every rope, is filled up with these knots one by one and   
completed to make the combination stronger we have to pass another thread 
horizontally starting from one side of the carpet just like that passing through 
warps reaching all the way on the other side of the rug itself.  And the tile is 
combed so it should get the required tension.  As you see over there they 
finally trim the end of the knots off, ladies and gentleman with these adjustable 
type of scissors […] Row by row it has to be trimmed and control the height of 
the carpet for every single row.  Do I make myself clear? (personal 
communication, April 7, 2005) 

 

In the weaving atelier, Utku also had his own performance about the cultural and material 

value of the carpets.  Here, carpets were an object of study, a practical art form and a 

resultant product of much effort: 

 

Utku: Let’s go all the way down to south east, down hills deserts.  You don’t have  
saffron, you don’t have mistletoe, you don’t have the onion skin, what are you 
going to use to get the yellowish color?  Yellow is the color in your culture it is 
the dominant color you have to use it.  You have to do with the jar you have to 
follow your camel to collect its urine.  [laughter] See people generally they see 
the rug, oh my goodness beautiful, beautiful size beautiful colors, its 
completed already it’s there but how much effort, how much labor dedication 
involved in it.  And what is the historical background of the designs and the 
colors?  The people.  From the colors and the designs and the figures we study 
the historical background of the tribal people.  We learn their life, we learn 
their meanings.  Everyone is individual.  Each and every figure that you are 
going to see in the carpets tell us something.  That was the great big history it 
is not just something you use it on the floor.  You walk on other people’s 
history.  Carpet is the only art woven to use on the floor not on walls `cause 
carpet was the most important object they have used in their lives which have 
made their lives easier. (personal communication, February 24, 2005) 
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Utku’s performance provided additional signification for the carpet.  The carpet was a 

historical sign magically locking inside it whole histories of the “tribal people” waiting to 

be deciphered and a material sign that was made for practical purposes and told a unique 

story.  By acquiring the sign, the tourist possessed a part of that history and story.  In this 

way, a carpet became a locally and historically distinct material object able to travel 

globally and retain its value as cultural capital. 

Both presentations took a long time to go over the process of weaving.  The 

overall reason why the process of weaving was explained in such detail was to make sure 

that the tourists realized the intricacy of the labor before price talks began about 

individual carpets.  Here, the tourists had the most time to ask questions aside from the 

actual showroom and this specific group of Americans who consisted of middle aged to 

older men and women was very interested in getting involved in the conversation.  

During the discussion quoted below, the carpet under examination was a complex silk on 

silk design.   

 

Tourist: How much one person weave in a day? 
Kerem: Inches per couple of days ma’am indeed not a day.   
Tourist: And in one day how much did she weave? 
Kerem: She with this speed, she can complete two rows.  I’m talking about two  

rows like that [he points out the rows in a gesture].  If she would weave a bit 
faster she could complete two rows.  A very advanced weaver for our opinion, 
who we call advanced weaver, for this carpet which is almost four feet wide 
seven hundred sixty knots – a fast weaver can make three rows.  I am talking 
about this carpet.  This size.  What determines the time is there are three 
factors.  I’m not talking about the size this much indeed, the density of the 
knots, coming to that area size.  The number of the colors, five colors, ten 
colors, twenty colors, that differs a lot.   

Tourist: Solid makes it easier then? 
Kerem: Yes, yes.  When it comes to the central part of the carpet when she is  
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creating the design with different colors than many colors got to be used.  It 
simply means that she has to change the fibers very often.  Don’t go with one 
color side by side so changing the color so as to make the pattern and the 
design and the color itself it loses time.  The density of the knots, the number 
of the colors and of course the intricacy of the pattern.  When those three 
factors come together one can determine the time whether it is a three by five, 
four by six, or eight by eleven size carpet.  This piece four by six, three 
hundred sixteen knots per square inch, complex design can be completed by a 
very advanced weaver within five up to five and a half months of time.  I am 
talking about this piece.  We have rugs wool-on-cotton or wool-on-wool which 
are not as fine as this one. Imagine a simple design a few colors and let’s say 
instead of 316 knots but 90 knots used per square inch.  Do not think or believe 
that every rug in the same size takes the same time, has the same value and 
costs the same.  So finally what I am trying to say is the labor the 
craftsmanship spent in one rug is the important thing ladies and gentlemen.  
Most important thing.  Any questions? 

Tourist: How long does it take for her to train before you start to [interrupted] 
Kerem: That’s a very good question.  Six months.  Six months.  They come here  

the first 45 days.  We teach them how to set up a loom, how to count warps, 
how many knots to put on, how to weave the design, and then little by little 
they start the very first early months to work on themselves on a simple carpet 
and then pass over working on wool-on-cotton rugs because we have our 
workshops Turkey wide, world wide I can say as well nowadays.  And the 
ones who we work with will go to the nearest one which is located in the town 
of Hereke, located in the Aegean side of Istanbul.  Sixty, sixty five kilometers 
away from here.  And we are teach them Hereke carpets.  That sort of weave, 
those colors, those density of the knots.  And Hereke carpets are the most 
reputed well known carpets worldwide so it won’t be easy for her to start on 
Hereke looms making Hereke carpets without having any clue any practice on 
those rugs so that’s why we teach them here how to make Hereke style carpets. 

Tourist: So you claim your own work.  She will not go home and do her own? 
Kerem: She might.  We cannot work with all of them.  Ones we choose who can  
     work with us will be employed by us. 
Tourist: Right. 
Kerem: But the rest either will find job by the help of the government by the state.   

Some of them even though spending six months here won’t want to carry on 
with it.  So we can’t do anything at this point.  

Tourist: What, go home to do their own work? 
Kerem: Yes. 
Tourist: For their own— 
Kerem: Yes, that’s their purpose.  The ones who we want to work with either may  
     accept our offer or not.  That’s another issue. 
Tourist: These are all trainees? 
Kerem: Yes.   
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Tourist: In this room? 
Kerem: Yes. Yes.  But I will show you the silk on silk carpets.  They are not  

trained.  I am talking about the weavers.  They are natural weaver, born 
weavers I would say because making silk on silk carpet must be either 
inherited to by your family.  There must be someone in the family making silk 
on silk carpets.  That girl got to be grown up with seeing her grandmother, 
mother, older sister making those silk on silk.  They may take it very early at 
the age of two or three.  Silk on silk carpets are very very fine carpets.  There 
is [interrupted] 

Tourist: All weavers girls ladies? 
Kerem: Yes.   
Tourist: And you pay for their upkeep here?  Do they [interrupted] 
Kerem: We do not pay them nothing ma’am.  But we supply food, drinks,  
     transportation, facilities, but we don’t pay them.   
Tourist: But you do [interrupted] 
Kerem: When they work with us, of course they will be paid by us.  
(personal communication, April 7, 2005) 

 

It was rare that the tourists asked these many pointed questions and indeed this was the 

one group that I encountered who were adamant in asking about the weavers themselves 

as Kerem tried to focus more on the quality of the material and the value of the 

craftsmanship.  Only he and I really knew that these girls would continue to weave and 

get paid by the company, although the amount of pay and benefits might differ from 

place to place.  Even I did not realize the inherent contradiction in his statements during 

his presentation when in the beginning he noted that these girls were taught how to weave 

silk carpets specifically and then later on noted that silk weaving could only be learned 

young and from one’s mother.  However, no one, not even I, seemed to catch the 

contradiction at that time and, in the end, the contradiction really did not matter. 

 

Tourist: Right so she goes home in the evening or […] 
Kerem: […] It’s five a clock at night, she goes home.  While there are any  
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questions coming is how long one can work a day.  That’s up to their 
performance, up to three and a half hours daily which is not a non stop work of 
course.  Let’s say twenty, twenty five minutes with a […].  I am not talking 
about only apprentices but professional weavers as well.  And then give break 
you know as much as they work.  Once they lose concentration and mix the 
colors and the design start making mistakes which we don’t want this to 
happen cause you can’t imagine how difficult it is to correct that mistake 
made.   

Tourist: Can one person do one rug [interrupted] 
Kerem: If anything happens to her and she cannot continue the rug anymore  

someone whose count is quite similar to her if possible at that time can 
continue.  But huge size carpets seven by tens, eight by elevens, nine by 
twelves cannot be made by one person.  Can’t imagine how long it takes.  This 
rug eight by eleven Hereke style carpet if one would happen to make it have to 
work more or less thirteen months.  And that’s impossible either mentally or 
physically.  We allow four up to five according to their size, women weavers.   

Tourist: Why not male weavers?  Some reason why young men don’t do this? 
Kerem: This was man’s work.  Well, this was man’s work.  Before was men.  But  

not so much men.  And now it’s been handed down to females.  It’s ladies 
now, females.  And for such a long time men don’t attempt to make carpets.  
The heritage has been changed very much.  But the ones who are in prison 
have to do so with roommate partners.  They do make carpets, still beautiful 
carpets.  When it comes to actual life men don’t make carpets anymore.  They 
explain but don’t make. 

Tourist: How long can they work over the years before they get carpal tunnel or  
     something like that from using their fingers?  
Kerem: Well up to the age of fifties. 
Tourist: What? 
Kerem: Fifty. 
Tourist: Fifty, okay. 
Kerem: They are performing very very good carpets.  Most of the good carpets  
     here after that bit of time.  They don’t go anymore faster [….] they quit. 
Tourist: Getting arthritis or carpal tunnel, I mean, geez… 
Kerem: Are we talking about…  
Tourist: Carpal tunnel, it’s… 
Kerem: That doesn’t happen sir to be honest with you.   
Tourist: Really? 
Kerem: It’s not this much hard work.  I would tell you directly if it happened.  But  

year by year as they teach for the next generation how to make carpets they 
slow down.  After the age of fifty […]  They still […] very very good carpets.  
And I am gonna say our school is open for a woman of any age not only the 
young girls so if you should have been here for the previous course, we got a 
lady here who was fifty five. 

Tourist: Really? 
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Kerem: [slight laughter from the guide] making beautiful carpets.  She learned a  
lot faster than the younger ones.  It’s quite warm here, don’t you agree.  Let’s 
look at the silk on silk carpets over there please. (personal communication, 
April 7, 2005) 

 

The contradictions continued and I started wondering how many of the tourists who were 

nodding as Kerem talked were really convinced; however, even that in the end did not 

matter so much because at the end of that very same day, I asked Kerem how much 

money all the groups brought in all together for that day, and he told me that for that day 

and the day before combined, it was approximately 64,000 dollars.  Everyone around me 

considered that a low amount for two day’s work, each work day ending right around 

3:00 p.m. in the afternoon when all the groups left.  However, it was still noteworthy that 

Kerem hastily lead the tourists to the silk room to avoid further questions and I also knew 

that he wanted to get them to the showroom as fast as possible to have more time for 

sales.   

His answers, though, betrayed some truths about weaving.  Yes, weaving was not 

man’s work.  Even if men wove, it was a very rare occurrence.  Kerem was actually right 

on the mark when pronouncing the labor hierarchy:  women “make” carpets while men 

“explain” how to make them.  One needs to note, though, that this has got nothing to do 

with a change in “heritage,” as Kerem claimed, but everything to do with the fact that 

weaving is heavy labor that does not pay well and thus is not preferred by males.  

Weaving, traditionally, is also a private activity, usually taking place in the home, which 

is another reason men do not participate in it, since most men work outside the home or, 

even if they do not hold jobs, still prefer to hang around coffee shops rather than stay at 
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home.  For Kerem, however, these details needed to be glossed over by the product and 

the process itself: the product was sturdy, beautiful and the process was laborious and 

long.  That was where part of the monetary value of the carpets lay.    

Another issue that was glossed over in an effort to go through to the next room 

were the questions about carpal tunnel.  Trying to explain the fact that carpal tunnel did 

not exist lead to another generalization and contradiction about how older women slowed 

down and how the work was not that “hard.”  Having by now visited villages and towns 

where weaving occurred, I was very well aware that getting old did not mean that 

weavers slowed down or gave up weaving especially if they had no other way of making 

money or if their families needed the extra income.  Of course words like “hard” or 

“easy” are relative terms; however, what is important is the inherent contradiction in 

Kerem’s statements.  Once it comes to the value of the actual product, the work is hard 

and demanding; once it comes to women having carpal tunnel when they are old, then, 

suddenly, the work is not that hard at all.101   

In the next room, Kerem went to great lengths to explain the process of silk 

production and the narrative was once again about numbers and value: 

We don’t have Rembrandt or Picasso, but we have […] artists performing such 

beautiful pieces.  This piece, she is tiny the rug is tiny.  That’s denser than this.  

15 by 15 [calculates again] 1450 double knots those per square inch ladies and 

gentlemen.  Why don’t you touch and feel please.  How fine it is and it is not 

washed, yet it is on the loom. Once it is completed we are going to take it out, 

                                                 
101 Please refer to Chapter 3 for more information about the physical aspects of weaving and the health 
problems weavers may face. 
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wash them and we’ll make a lots of.  I will show you complete carpets, you are 

going to see all those beautiful pieces one by one ladies and gentlemen … I’ll 

show you why within a few minutes as we are going to pass through the silk 

producers, you’ll recognize what sort of efforts, performances, works are needed 

just to obtain just to get cocoons, just one of those threads.  Can you imagine?  Do 

you think this is one fiber or one thread itself?  Inside this piece, this thread there 

are 650 very fine silk fibers combed, joined, twisted together.  Just to get one.  

And every single of these fibers we obtain we get it from cocoons.  One cocoon 

gives us one fiber continuously reaching 1200-1400 meters long.  Almost a mile 

ladies and gentlemen.  […] There is another difficulty I will tell you finally.  

These cartoons is now that’s say 645 squares per square inch, this would be 

smaller and she couldn’t see.  It’s got to be this big but she has to reduce this by 

mind, by using her count even to that smaller surface.  What I am trying to say is 

if she would have put on her carpet 645 per knots per square inch one by one it 

had to be this big but we are asking from her 1450 knots which is much wider 

than this which goes into that smaller size.  And she has to fix it, figure it, picture 

it, do it by mind by believing her talent. (personal communication, April 7, 2005)  

 Here, once again, the value of the carpet is dependent on the material; however, 

additionally, Kerem also discussed the “performance” of the weaver and the people who 

worked to get the silk.  The women who were not performing that “hard” a work a while 

ago suddenly were transformed to “artists” who did wonders by “believing their talent.”  
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It was amazing how a weaver could metamorphose so easily to fit different 

representations even within one single presentation.   

The next step was the dyeing room where Kerem himself became a performer 

talking about different dyes and how they were obtained from different flowers and at 

times stirring the big pots filled with wool.  The focus was on color blue, which was 

always the case because of its surprise factor.  As Kerem lifted dyed yarn that looked 

yellow from one of the massive pots, it transformed into color blue due to oxidation and a 

couple tourists nodded their heads in surprise.  It was a magical transformation and hence 

worthy of showing.     

Finally, after the dye room, we got into the “conference room,” or the “show 

room” as it was called.  This room was also similar in all the carpet houses and was 

designed to provide the most effective space to show carpets and to also communicate 

with the customers.  Here, the performance was totally up to the guide who was joined by 

other employees called açıcılar (openers).  As the guide explained various carpets, the 

openers were there to get the right carpet and open it in front of the customers.  The 

conference always ended up with piles of carpets of all sizes and shapes on top of each 

other; the tourists were encouraged to look through them once the guide finished talking.  

Here, the guide would first go through different materials and the openers would lay on 

the floor wool, cotton and silk carpets.  Next, the guide would go over different regions 

of Turkey and açıcılar would provide carpets from each region discussed by the guide.  

Lastly, the guide would specifically focus on the most precious silk carpets, which were 

left to the end because it was preferable to sell silk due to the fact that it brought the most 
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money.  Usually, after the conference the other sellers entered in and lead their chosen 

customers to private rooms to show more carpets and negotiate prices.   

However, the first thing that was done when the tourists entered the conference 

room was to order the drinks.  Coffee, apple tea, and Turkish tea were available, but 

preferably the tourists would drink the raki that was offered to them.  As both Kerem and 

Utku noted, a little bit of drinking before lunch calmed down the nerves and made the 

tourists less resistant to listening to the guides.  When Utku’s group ordered their drinks, 

they preferred tea and coffee; however, Utku did not let them go that easily:  

Turkish coffee and rakı did you try it before? A little shot whether straight or we 

use it with water.  On the side coffee will be really good.  Taste the flavors.  A sip 

from the Turkish coffee a sip from rakı.  When you are in Rome you do as 

Romans do is a saying in English.  That’s my recommendation rakı and coffee.  

You know it’s like me I am going to United States and instead of Budweiser I am 

asking for Efes Pilsen please [laughter].  In Turkey rakı, too, you would like to try 

that. (personal communication, February 24, 2005) 

As a result of this little performance, which involved him sipping rakı and coffee in the 

middle of the showroom, ten of the fifteen tourists changed their minds and ordered rakı.  

After the drinks were served, it was time to see the carpets.  As Kerem went on to count 

various regions in Turkey, the openers continued to lay them out in the center for 

everyone to see.  Here, both Utku and Kerem reminded the customers of the fact that no 

two carpets cost the same and were the same; that size did not determine cost but knots 
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and materials did; and that they could get the carpets they chose delivered directly to their 

door at no extra charge.          

At the end of the conference, the tourists were guided out of the big room into the 

corridors and sellers would eventually guide each customer into separate rooms to open 

up more carpets and start negotiations.  The tourists I talked to during these negotiations 

had different conceptualizations of their experiences, but one could still congregate their 

responses into groups.  When I asked tourists from different countries, in this case from 

Germany, Finland, and the U.S., to describe for me their experiences briefly and to tell 

me what they thought about the conferences the general responses I got were: 

- I loved our guide.  He is very knowledgeable and I learned a lot. (Utku’s group) 

- I think it is good that they give work to these women, but I am troubled that only 

women seem to be doing this work. (Kerem’s group) 

- I’ve been through these before.  These are just show and I only bought one 

carpet once, but I go through this because we have to for the vacation and it is 

somewhat fun at times. (A german tourist from another group) 

- I was fascinated by the silk room.  How silk is done.  It is so intricate and hard 

work.  The colors are so lovely.  I am thinking of getting a silk carpet – a small 

one – because it would be fascinating to tell my friends at home how these are 

made and oh they have such lovely details, don’t they? (another American tourist 

from Kerem’s group) 

- I like the fact that the atelier was so neat and clean and tidy.  You asked me 

earlier if I thought this place is a good thing, right?  So, I think it is good because 
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they get work here, but I did not really understand the details concerning 

payment.  I cannot really judge, though, because I don’t know anything about 

weaving and this area really. 

After the sale process or sometimes during lunch, I tried to get an idea of what influenced 

the tourists’ choices and here were some of the general responses I received: 

- I had to get this carpet.  You know otherwise I would have gone back to the 

States and what if I regretted not buying it?  It is not like we come to Turkey that 

often.  I mean how could I have gotten it again if I wanted to? (an American 

tourist in Utku’s group) 

- For me, it was the colors.  I don’t much understand about material, though the 

seller told me this was wool-on-wool, which he said was better than cotton ones.  

What made my decision, though, were the colors.  I have this beige living room 

set and I wanted something that would go with that.  This has such cool blues and 

greens that it would be perfect, I think. (a tourist from Finland) 

- It was hard for me to decide.  Very hard.  I mean all of them are so gorgeous!  

Yes, the conferences helped because then you can see the different regions and 

colors.  I picked up two small silk ones in the end because they are so unique and 

silk is more valuable. (an American tourist from Utku’s group) 

As I noted earlier, I had limited time to talk to the tourists personally due to the 

strictly timed and designed nature of their visit to these carpet villages.  Overall, almost 

all the tourists I was able to talk to found the conferences interesting, apart from some of 

the German tourists who had gone through these types of tours before.  When it came to 
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making a choice, the tourists’ major considerations were color and design.  Materials and 

workmanship were also important despite the fact that they might not have any 

knowledge of how to assess the quality of the materials themselves.  Here, they relied on 

what the sellers told them during the sale process.  In all the American tour groups I 

attended, everyone ended up buying something whether big or small, pricey or cheap.  In 

the Finland group of 30, only three people bought carpets; however, these were all silk 

ones so the small carpets each cost somewhere between 5000-10,000 euros.  All the 

sellers I talked to mentioned how prices depended on the one-on-one negotiation with the 

individual tourists and the same carpet may be sold for very different prices despite the 

fact that its material and workmanship remained the same.  As one seller explained to me 

if a tourist had their eye on the color of a specific carpet or liked the design, the seller 

could judge from her reactions that they would pay even a larger amount to get the 

carpet, so the seller might start out the negotiations with a higher price. 

 Hence, even though workmanship and quality of material mattered, it was not the 

determinant of the end price; the negotiations were what determined each carpet’s and 

kilim’s value.  As a tourist when one bought these carpets, one was contributing to a 

community’s and a craft’s survival.  Even if the tourist did not fully comprehend the 

intricacies of weaving or did not really believe in the performance, she still got free 

drinks and a meal while good looking men and women listened to her concerns 

attentively.  As an assemblage, carpet villages of Denizli presented an excellent example 

of how the changing nature of the global tourism industry fashioned spaces that were 

partially an outcome of the liberalization policies initiated in the 1980s.  As 
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entrepreneurs, the owners of these carpet villages presented an ideal package to the 

tourists by creating spaces where tourism became an interactive cultural and educational 

experience with a philosophy of service and the noble goal of preserving a neglected 

industry.  The processes of authentication involved the active participation of all parties 

and the packaging of a cultural, economic, and social experience that could only happen 

in these spaces as “experts provide employees periodic training, a philosophy that creates 

new labor opportunities for young adults” (Mergen & Alantar, 2003, p. 111).  Another 

production assemblage that depended upon the performance of authentication for 

processes of sale was DOBAG.  DOBAG, being a village cooperative, advertised itself as 

a project of village revitalization that emphasized honesty in its presentation and its price 

policy; it is to this space, formed for similar reasons yet creating a much different 

atmosphere that I turn to in my final chapter of this dissertation project.   
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CHAPTER 7: “REVITALIZING TRADITION:” THE DOBAG PROJ ECT 

 

 I had run into the name of DOBAG when I was doing background research in 

preparation for my research proposal.  June Anderson’s (1998) book, which sounded 

highly romanticized, mentioned it as a project designed to reintroduce natural dyes to 

certain villages located in Çanakkale and Manisa.  I remember reading Anderson’s 

(1998) work with suspicion because she presented a project based on village cooperatives 

located in an idyllic setting that gave power to villagers themselves and ran smoothly 

without any glitches.  As she stated it, the DOBAG project was many things: “a social 

and economic experiment, a return to the traditional methods of natural dyeing, a 

renaissance of hand-crafted textiles, an attempt at cultural conservation.  Above all, it is 

the story of village women continuing to weave carpets and create works of art as their 

grandmothers did before them” (Anderson, 1998, p. 2).  Although published in 1998, 

Anderson’s book was based on her visit to the cooperatives in 1992.  I was eager to find 

out how this “renaissance” looked in 2005 and I especially wanted to understand what 

this “revitalization of tradition” meant in terms of this project as this seemed to be 

crucially important in the advertisement of both the project and the carpets themselves. 

   Additionally DOBAG represented an acute contrast to what I was experiencing 

in Konya.  In both of these spaces, carpets and kilims were produced and exported; both 

of these spaces were part of the global production and sale of hand-made carpets and 

kilims.  As Konya’s carpet industry revolved around secrecy, DOBAG was very open 

about all of its processes both in academic and commercial publications.  In fact, it built 
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its “authenticity” around this openness.  Moreover, it was impossible not to think of 

DOBAG in contrast to the “carpet villages” of Denizli.  Here was an opportunity to 

witness a space that was advertised as the ultimate “authentic” experience in Turkey.  

Was DOBAG indeed a more “authentic” experience than offered by the “carpet villages” 

in Denizli?  Did this question even matter as my experience in the “carpet villages” in 

Denizli had shown how slippery and useless a term “authenticity” was in reality and how 

value was relative to the moment of exchange?  Did this openness and the control 

villagers had over the sale as well as the production of the carpets and kilims mean a 

more egalitarian and less tainted experience than what Konya’s carpet industry 

offered?102     

 

History and Mission of the DOBAG Project  

 The DOBAG project was started in 1981 by Harold Böhmer who developed an 

interest in Turkish carpets during his stay in Turkey working as a chemistry teacher in the 

German High School in Đstanbul.  Böhmer came to Turkey in 1960 and as he told me in 

an interview in Yuntdağ, Manisa, he became enamored of Turkish carpets and wondered 

why natural dyes were being replaced in the manufacture by less “harmonic” chemical 

dyes.  He explained to me how natural dyes produced carpets that were more “harmonic” 

                                                 
102 DOBAG is a very well-known project that openly acknowledges the location of its villages, and the 
quality, designs and cost of its carpets and kilims.  Some of the villagers are well known in international 
circles interested in carpets and kilims because they had traveled to Europe and the United States to 
perform in museums as carpet weavers.  Hence, it would be impossible and quite unnecessary to mask real 
names of some of the villagers by using pseudonyms.  For example, Cennet, with whom I stayed when I 
was in Örselli, a DOBAG village in the Yuntdağ region of Manisa, is the head of the cooperative and is a 
famous name who had done several interviews in various parts of the world.  Hence, I refer to her with her 
real name.  However, to ensure anonymity when it comes to other weavers, I chose to develop composite 
figures from several weavers.      
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because they were “less pure” (personal communication, May 7, 2005).  Böhmer 

explained how in each natural dye traces of all three primary colors existed, hence it was 

much easier for the eye to accept these colors, which were madder red, chamomile 

yellow, and indigo blue, when they were placed side by side.  However, he continued, 

with synthetic dyes, the colors were more pure, bright, vibrant, and, ultimately, dissonant.   

 In an effort to research and reintroduce natural dyes to Turkish weaving, Böhmer 

got the support both from the German Ministry for Economic Cooperation in Bonn, and 

the State School for Applied Fine Arts (now the Faculty of Fine Arts at Marmara 

University) in Turkey.  Böhmer became the principal advisor, and in 1983, another 

woman faculty member, Şerife Atlıhan, from Marmara University’s Traditional Turkish 

Handicrafts Department, joined as a liaison and a “carpet inspector,” visiting the villages 

to check on the weavers’ work and assisting them with technical problems.  First, the 

Ayvacık cooperative was founded and in 1982, and Yuntdağ cooperative followed soon 

thereafter.  Currently, several villages located in these two areas are members of 

DOBAG.  Overall, the project supports approximately 400 families.  Depending on the 

situation, the DOBAG cooperatives at times welcomed new members; however, this was 

always problematic and at times impossible to do, because the project could only support 

so many villages; if more had joined, carpet production would far outpace the ability of 

the cooperative to sell the carpets in the global marketplace. 

 Both Böhmer and Atlıhan talked about the goals of the project and several 

newspaper, magazine, and journal articles also discuss these goals.  Briefly stated by 

Anderson (1998), the main goals are:  
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To put into practice Böhmer’s research on natural dyes by teaching dyeing 

methods in selected villages, and to form a self-financing cooperative to market 

the ‘new’ carpets.  The subsequent goal was to revitalize and conserve traditional 

carpet making and, with strict quality controls, restore the integrity of the craft.  

Moreover, a retail commodity would supplement family incomes and improve 

economic conditions in impoverished areas.  To promote self-sufficiency, 

villagers themselves would make up the membership of the cooperative. (pp. 6-7) 

Anderson’s (1998) text notes that the cooperative has foreign distribution centers in San 

Francisco, Oslo, Copenhagen, Bonn, and Perth, supplying to selected dealers in Oxford, 

London, Dublin, and Oldenburg as well (p. 14).  In 2005, the number of DOBAG dealers 

had declined.  I was told that the San Francisco contact could not sell the carpets 

especially after the 2001 economic crisis.  Carpet dealers in Norway, Ireland, and 

Belgium remained as customers, while a gallery from Australia also brought tourists once 

or twice a year to Turkey to sell DOBAG carpets.  In one of our meetings, Şerife Atlıhan 

and another supporter of the project told me that the market was becoming saturated with 

DOBAG carpets and that they needed to be innovative when it came to designs.  

However, because the original mission of the project stressed traditional designs and 

materials, those involved in the project felt that improvising on designs and incorporating 

more “modern” design elements would go against the mission of the project.  Another 

major problem was the costliness of the carpets themselves.  Since other countries like 

China and newly formed Turkic Republics provided much cheaper carpets, DOBAG 
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could not compete with their prices and remained largely serving a small niche of the 

carpet market.   

 Another foreigner involved in the project who I will not name and some 

cooperative members also pointed out that exclusive contracts made between foreign 

clients and the cooperative were another barrier to sales.  These contracts barred the sale 

of DOBAG project carpets to the local market, to other carpet dealers (local or 

international), or to tourists (mostly local and rarely international) who might end up 

visiting these villages through word of mouth and not via an official “culture tour.”  

Although occasionally a carpet or two of lower quality got sold in the local market and to 

the wandering tourist, this was rare.  The higher quality carpets were almost exclusively 

sold to the carpet dealers or tourism agencies abroad that had deals with the DOBAG 

project to display and sell their carpets and kilims.     

In general, the DOBAG carpets were sold in two specific ways.  The international 

dealer and/or tour organizer, who had a specific contract with DOBAG to sell a certain 

square meter of DOBAG carpets per year, advertised specially designed “culture” tours 

to the villages.  During these “culture” tours, the tourists had the opportunity to see the 

carpets in the villages and even meet the carpet weavers themselves.  They chose the 

carpets they wanted to purchase at the end of their stay and paid for them once they were 

back in their countries.  The dealers might have also commissioned custom-made carpets 

with designs and colors selected by the buyer.  The buyer might even demand that a 

specific weaver from a specific village weave his/her carpet.  For example, a Norwegian 

might visit the carpet store of the DOBAG dealer, choose a specific design and order that 
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design to be woven in specific colors to fit his/her needs.  A great majority of the sales 

were made during the “culture” tours that took place in May and September.  

Occasionally, a summer group did arrive; however, tours were preferably done in May 

and September because, as the head of the cooperative in Yuntdağ told me, winters were 

too cold and summers were too hot and dry.  Tourists visiting during spring and autumn 

enjoyed a milder weather and were able to see spring and fall colors.   

The two cooperatives worked in a similar fashion with minor changes.  In the 

Ayvacık cooperative, the tools and materials were owned by the weavers themselves.  

That means the weavers actually purchased the materials needed from the cooperative 

like wool and paid for them in cash or the amount owed was deducted from their weaving 

earnings by the cooperative.  In the Yuntdağ cooperative, all the tools and materials were 

owned by the cooperative so the weavers did not pay for wool or dyeing expenses.  

However, in the end, both of the systems worked similarly since all the money made by 

the cooperatives was owned by the members, which were the weavers themselves.  The 

payment depended on the quality of the weave and the amount of knots.  Atlıhan made 

monthly visits to the two cooperatives to do quality inspection.  During these visits, the 

weavers brought their finished products to the main depot or building of the cooperative.  

In the Ayvacık cooperative, at which lower quality carpets were woven, the quality scale 

went from 1 to 2.  Depending on the quality and the width of the carpet, the weavers had 

set prices per knot.  In the Yuntdağ cooperative the quality was higher; therefore, in 

addition to 1 and 2 quality carpets, there was a super quality carpet.  However, once 
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again, this was no major difference because in Yuntdağ the cooperative refused to buy 2 

quality carpets. 

The payment depended on the number of knots in the carpet as well as the overall 

carpet quality.  Atlıhan demanded that the number of knots per meter squared not be any 

more than 110,000.  If the weavers accidentally or knowingly had more knots per meter 

squared, Atlıhan reprimanded them because it would be harder to sell a carpet of higher 

quality, which would end up costing more to the tourist.  If the carpet was 2 meters 

squared and a 1st quality carpet the calculation was: 

(number of knots) x (payment per knot for 1st quality carpet)  

220,000 x 1450 = 310,000,000 TL (310 YTL) 

For the tourists, each 100,000 knots cost 250 euros.  Due to the decrease in the value of 

the dollar when I was doing research in Turkey, the DOBAG project had decided to 

switch to euros when calculating exchange rates.  Hence, considering 1 euro was 

approximately 1.9 YTL, the amount paid to the carpet weaver(s) for this carpet was 167 

euros whereas the tourist bought the carpet for approximately 500 euros.  The rest of the 

money went to the expanses of the cooperatives like buying, carding, and dyeing of wool.  

The two heads of cooperatives and other staff also got monthly salaries and health 

insurance through the profits.   

Whatever was left over accumulated over a year and was given back to the 

weavers as bonus money at the end of the year.  When one took into consideration the 

amount of weaving time, money spent on materials and other expenses, the weavers did 

end up making a similar amount of money as the Konya weavers.  However, the end of 
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the year bonuses were what provided the weavers with extra amount of money that came 

in one installment103.  For DOBAG weavers I talked to the amount they got paid for 

weaving did not really matter because all of them considered the amount to be too low; 

however, they all looked forward to the bonuses at the end of the year.  Bonuses were 

distributed according to the amount of knots each weaver was able to sell.  Hence, even if 

a weaver wove a large amount throughout the year, if her carpets did not get sold, she did 

not get a bonus.  Additionally, after a set amount of time, which was three years, even if 

her carpets got sold, the weaver did not get any bonus for the sale because the carpets 

were considered to be the property of the cooperative.  The importance of these bonuses 

is discussed in Anderson’s (1998) text as well, which notes that “[f]or each carpet sold on 

the export market, the weaver receives a further seventy percent of the profit.  For 

instance, in 1989, after deducting four percent of the total profit to finance research and 

international promotion through Marmara University, the cooperatives distributed $ 

200.000 among the weavers” (p. 14).  However, due to the currency rates and the decline 

of the Turkish lira, the weavers I talked to complained about the fact that they had been 

getting less and less from this annual distribution due to rise of costs and decline of sales.  

As a result, many weavers stated that there was a general decline in weaving, especially 

in the Ayvacık cooperative.  Even though some 300 members were listed as DOBAG 

                                                 
103 Hart (2005) has done a survey concerning household income in Örselli.  She concludes that average 
annual household income is 5,823 dollars; however, she also states how her sample did not consist of that 
many poorer households, but those households whose members were directors, dyers or managers of the 
cooperative.  I did not conduct a survey in Örselli, but from what I have experienced there are income gaps 
between different households.  Also, the fact that the overall annual profit of the cooperative has somewhat 
declined affects the annual bonus money the weavers make negatively.   
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members in Ayvacık region, the head of the cooperative told me that currently only about 

50 looms were actually operating.   

Another process that affected the decline of weaving in the area was the proximity 

of the villages to Ayvacık and Çanakkale, with most of the villages being a mere half an 

hour away from Ayvacık.  Since Assos, which was only twenty minutes or so away from 

Ayvacık, is a famous tourist destination, there was hourly transportation to most of the 

villages along the Assos route.  A constant flow of migrants to Ayvacık and Çanakkale 

emptied out the villages and the younger generation preferred to work in the fields and 

factories in Çanakkale and Đstanbul.  Atlıhan also mentioned that two years ago an 

American company had started corn production in a large area near Çanakkale.  This new 

production diverted a lot of the weavers to working in the fields, which had a higher daily 

pay then weaving.  This constant decline affected the stocking capacity of the Ayvacık 

cooperative and they could not offer a big selection to the “culture tours” that visited the 

cooperative less and less every year.       

Within the Ayvacık cooperative, the recent change of cooperative head also 

affected the weavers’ general lack of enthusiasm about weaving.  Some of the weavers 

that I talked to told me that due to the upcoming election period when a new cooperative 

head was to be elected, there had been a general growth in the number of households that 

were accepted into the cooperative.  The women told me that in order to get elected, the 

current cooperative head had been selectively signing up members who pledged to vote 

for him.  A rise in the amount of weavers did not necessarily affect the profit each weaver 

makes.  However, the women were still disillusioned because they took pride in being a 
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member of the cooperative and they resisted the fact that households with weavers who 

did not weave that well also got into the cooperative simply in order to secure more 

votes.  In general almost all the women I talked to in Ayvacık complained about the 

decline of tourist groups coming to the area, the decline in payments and the lack of 

communication with the head of the cooperative. 

In the Yuntdağ region, the situation was different for many reasons.  Yuntdağ 

villages were farther away from big towns and cities.  The main village was about two 

hours away from Manisa, the closest town that has factories producing home products 

and textiles.  The only transportation was a daily shuttle run by a villager that left the 

village early in the mornings and returned late in the afternoons and the shuttle was not 

available on Sundays.  For a lot of the villagers situated in and around Yuntdağ, weaving 

still constituted an important income due to their respective geographic isolation and the 

lack of fertile land in this mountainous region.  Atlıhan mentioned that they were 

considering moving the entire production to Yuntdağ if the number of weavers and the 

quality of weavings continued to decline in the Ayvacık region.   

The Yuntdağ cooperative was valued for other reasons as well as better weaving 

and more productive weavers.  In Ayvacık, which was the older cooperative, men held 

cooperative membership in their own names and received payment.  However, in 

Yuntdağ it was the women weavers themselves who held cooperative membership and 

Yuntdağ was officially the only all-female cooperative in Turkey.  This was extensively 

advertised in the websites, articles and books on the DOBAG project.  This made 

DOBAG special; it acted as another type of authentication ensuring the tourists who 
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bought the carpets and kilims from DOBAG that they were in fact helping to support one 

of the rare instances of village women’s empowerment in Turkey.   

The head of the cooperative, Cennet, was also a woman; however, despite this 

unique aspect of the project, the labor roles had not changed that much.  When I asked 

Cennet what her job entailed, her answer was a proof of this: “What I do is I control the 

weaving process.  I go around and make sure the looms are set up right.  I help the 

women with the technical problems they may have.  I keep track of the weavings and 

make sure mistakes are corrected in time.”  When I asked Cennet if she was involved 

with paying the weavers and sales, she told me that the former cooperative head’s son 

conducted the monetary distributions.  Indeed, whenever we went to visit surrounding 

villages that were part of the cooperative, this man accompanied us with the money.  The 

women directly talked to him about payment issues and got paid by him.  He was also the 

liaison, along with Cennet’s husband, who went back and forth between the village and 

Manisa and handled both the transfer of the carpets and the communication with the 

university and other buyers.  Hence, the monetary transactions were done by the men, 

and Cennet was presented as the head of the cooperative, though she had no power or say 

over the budgetary decisions. 

In fact, this situation created great resentment in some of the weavers located in 

Örselli, where Cennet resided.  Some of the weavers remarked how she was the head “in 

name only for show” and how just for that she received “more money and health 

benefits” which the weavers themselves did not receive.  Some weavers were even 

creating dissenting camps in the village in order to get a larger vote in the next election 
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and topple Cennet.  However, even if Cennet was a cooperative head “in name only” 

when it came to actually controlling the process of weaving and in making decisions 

about what kinds of carpets and designs were more popular, her presence as the right 

hand of Atlıhan was indisputable.  Since Atlıhan visited Örselli only once a month 

(sometimes even less than that) it was Cennet’s job to make sure the looms were up and 

running as well as making sure that the designs were executed correctly and colors were 

coordinated.  Cennet was also one of the women who occasionally traveled to Europe and 

the United States to appear in shows in museums and carpet dealers’ shops.  She took 

great pride in “seeing the world” and “representing” her village.     

As a cooperative, DOBAG presented itself as open and honest both to its 

members and to the customers.  Being a project designed to revitalize village life and the 

only village weaving cooperative that had been successful in Turkey, it did not try to hide 

the weaving villages or the women.  The same openness existed when it came to the 

amount of payment the weavers received and the type of designs they wove.  However, 

DOBAG’s image of itself as a cooperative that wove “traditional” and “authentic” 

designs empowering women during the process was wrought with controversy.  What 

was “traditional” design and how “traditional” were the DOBAG designs?  This question 

worried a number of academics situated in 18 Mayıs University’s Ayvacık campus.   

 

The Image of DOBAG 

 As a village cooperative, DOBAG did not have a specific budget set aside for 

advertisement and, as one active volunteer of the project stated to me during one of our 
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conversations, this was a concrete problem.  Without an advertisement budget, DOBAG 

got its publicity mostly as a result of scholarly interest in the project.  Böhmer’s (2002) 

own work on natural dyes, and the publications of other scholars and dealers in 

magazines like Oriental Rug Review, and Halı, provided one of the ways DOBAG 

circulated its name.  The project does not have an advertisement department or an 

advertisement budget.  The cooperative hosts an international academic symposium every 

five years, though, and it participates in museum exhibits where select weavers who are 

flown from Turkey present their work and do live weaving.  Hence, DOBAG has a 

distinctively academic and scholarly presentation.  Aside from publications in various 

Turkish and foreign newspapers and occasional articles in the Halı magazine, DOBAG 

does not have a commercial representation.   

 June Anderson’s ethnographic study is a case in point.  Aside from detailing the 

history and the current work arrangements in DOBAG, Anderson’s (1998) text is also a 

DOBAG advertisement with professional photographs of village.  Anderson distinguishes 

what makes a DOBAG rug unique: “The carpets speak for themselves—alive with colors 

that glow and harmonize, breathing with resurrected family designs woven from memory, 

and born of the weaver’s new-found confidence in her work […] DOBAG carpets have 

been dubbed ‘tomorrow’s antiques’” (p. 15).  The buyer of a DOBAG carpet is, therefore, 

making an investment in what will be “tomorrow’s antique.”  What makes her purchase 

even more unique is its personal nature: “A weaver spends hours, weeks, months 

painstakingly tying knots […] This personal imprint, this closeness of maker to materials, 

makes a village carpet special.  The human hand has guided and controlled the raw 
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materials and fashioned a thing of beauty” (p. 28).  Hence this “intimate relationship 

between artist and medium” increases the pleasure one gets from her purchase.  DOBAG 

weavers are “artists,” one with their “art,” and not mere laborers working from eight to 

six on a product.   

 Within the context of DOBAG, tradition is presented as something that both 

evolves and stays the same:  

The cooperatives do not select the designs or supply cartoons on graph paper as a 

guide for the weaver.  She has memorized a selection of village prototypes, 

passed on from mother to daughter, and interprets them in her own way.  She 

improvises, refashions, and updates tradition, developing her own style.  Each 

design is unique—an idiosyncratic variation on a theme rather than an imitation of 

another carpet. (Anderson, 1998, p. 35) 

Tradition entails both being unique and refashioned; it is a value that keeps its historical 

significance while adapting to new conditions, as the weavers incorporate their own 

vision into the carpets and kilims they weave.  The weaver, who is described as an 

“artist” in an earlier section, becomes the “artisan” who is “inventor as well as technician, 

and this sets the handmade carpet apart from the machine-made rug with its capacity for 

infinite copies” (Anderson, 1998, p. 35).  For this chameleon village woman who is both 

an “artist” and an “artisan,” “carpet making is the main artistic vehicle.  The constraints 

of the cultural aesthetic and regional types still allow for self-expression in the small 

scatter motifs inserted in spaces between the large, primary motifs” (Anderson, 1998, p. 

35).   
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 Being allowed to express herself, the weaver can present her own “aesthetic” 

according to Anderson (1998), an aesthetic that she embodies:  

Motifs fill every available space in a carpet’s main field, leaving no areas of plain 

color where the eye can rest […] The clothing of village women shows the same 

preference for patterns bustling with shapes and color [which] to Western eyes, 

lack a sense of color coordination.  Seated at her loom, the village weaver and her 

carpet present a doubly colorful sight! (p. 39) 

Unlike the carpet manufacturer in Konya who is eager to erase the weaver from the 

picture and completely concentrate on the carpet as an entity apart from the weaver, the 

presentation in Anderson’s (1998) book does the very opposite—the weaver and the 

carpet are almost the same.  They embody the same aesthetics and are valued as a duo.     

Anderson (1998) takes great pains to stress the fact that meanings of designs have 

been lost over the years and that any meaning attached to a design cannot be symbolically 

significant in any way.  However, she makes sure that the symbolic meaning that is lost is 

replaced by a new meaning signified by DOBAG carpets themselves: 

 Today’s village carpets, like other folk-art genres, act as a connecting thread 

between the weaver and her cultural, regional, and personal identity.  As a shared 

aesthetic, the designs denote her Turkish heritage.  They connect past and 

present—a link in time.  Regional variants connect the weaver to her family and 

community—a link to place.  The small motifs provide a medium for personal 

expression and satisfy individual creativity—a link to her inner self.  Within the 
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stylistic boundaries defined by tradition the weaver improvises, experiments, and 

expands her repertoire in new directions. (p. 43)   

DOBAG carpets are the “living” tradition with linkages to time, place and self.  As a 

consumer of these carpets, one shares in this “living” tradition and becomes part of this 

chain of meaning.  Even when one is simply participating in a museum exhibition and 

showing enthusiasm over the carpets woven by the DOBAG cooperatives, one becomes 

part of this larger thread:  

When they [the weavers] receive admiration and respect for their work, and a 

positive response themselves as Turkish women, they take that back with them to 

the village.  Over the years, the weavers have interacted with many people—in 

museums, carpet galleries, schools, cultural centers – who, unknowingly, have 

contributed in a small way to the perpetuation of the Turkish village carpet. 

(Anderson, 1998, p. 72)    

The customer participates in this moment of creating a “living” tradition, which is 

observable and honest.  DOBAG is not a private carpet dealer who may need to hide his 

labor practices, places of manufacture, and designs.  It is an organization that provides a 

distinct economic benefit to the villages, and this is the key to DOBAG’s image. 

 Turkish Daily News notes how the DOBAG cooperative is not only returning 

natural dyes to the market, but also bolstering the earnings of its workers (Udesky, 1996).  

A weaver talks about weaving before the DOBAG cooperative: “It was really bad 

sometimes.  We had to chase after him [the carpet dealer] to get the money.  With the co-

op, we know we’ll get paid and what the price will be” (Udesky, 1996).  It is this 
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monetary support that helps several generations of villagers as portrayed by a newsletter 

put together by Return to Tradition, which is one of the carpet shops that sell DOBAG 

carpets:  

With the sales from the USA the DOBAG Project can now support over 400 

families.  This support has allowed the weavers to rise above the subsistence 

standard of living that many weavers are forced to endure.  This support has also 

allowed children from weavers’ families attain a formal education not normally 

available to them in the villages.  Finally, this support has revitalized an ancient 

tradition while keeping the family united. (McDonnell, 1995, pp. 1-2) 

In yet another brochure of Return to Tradition, the distributor reiterates his pride to be 

part of a cooperative that enables the weaving families to “buy land, build houses and 

furnish them with Turkey’s currently most popular commodities—TVs and refrigerators.  

Youngsters are now keener to stay in the villages rather than drift to the cities.”  Another 

statement this brochure makes is that because of the additional money obtained through 

weaving the children can continue with their education and “[w]ith co-op weavers 

earning more they become less dependent on the extra income that their children can 

bring to the household” (Return to Tradition, n.d., p. 2). 

 The Chronicle of Higher Education also notes the economic aspect of the project 

and links that to women’s hard labor to obtain that money:  

Weavers work hard for their money.  Dudu Oztoprak has just finished weaving a 

small carpet in rich tones of red and mustard.  A little over one square meter, it 

took her a month, working four to five hours a day.  She expects to earn about 
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$160 dollars for I, an amount she says is well worth the effort. (Bullog, 1998, p. 

B2)   

In its special report on the DOBAG project, The West Australian is eager to underline 

what the DOBAG project has accomplished economically in the villages: “What is 

especially important is that the project has stopped the rush of people from rural poverty 

areas to cities in search of work, only to become part of slums […]  They [the weavers] 

can work independently from their homes, fitting in production between other jobs” 

(“Carpet Magic,” 1994, p. 2).   

 Another key ingredient that makes a DOBAG rug special is its material 

composition as “traditional” designs woven and processed “traditionally” with natural 

dyed wool.  As noted by Return to Tradition, DOBAG carpets are “exceptional” in two 

specific ways: “First, they reflect growing and changing traditional regional designs.  

Second, the wool is colored by natural (vegetable) rather than by synthetic dyes.  The 

result is that they are comparable with oriental rugs of the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries” (p. 1).  Hence, once again, DOBAG carpets are both traditional and evolving; 

they are comparable to those rare oriental rugs of earlier centuries in the way they were 

woven (in village houses by women weavers) and in the materials that were used (natural 

dyes).  Another article in Traditional Home also notes that the project has specifically 

trained its weavers to make carpets “according to authentic 19th century methods using 

vegetable dyes and traditional patterns” (Cootner, 1992, p. 36).   

 The Sydney Weekly calls the DOBAG carpets “antiques of the future” because 

“for the first time in many generations, people have the opportunity to buy new, 
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unmodified, natural-dyed garments with authentic traditional designs” (“Antiques of the 

Future,” 2000, May 23-29, p. 1).  The Guide, a bimonthly guide magazine for tourists, 

specifically notes how the weavers “are given total freedom when creating a new carpet.  

‘Cartoons’ – full sized drawings of the carpet pattern – are only given for particularly 

large or difficult pieces – usually special orders” (O’Byrne, 1998, March-April, p. 35).   

Several other articles in local newspapers, internationally known magazines, and 

academic articles underline the importance of the traditional way of weaving, which 

means that the weavers are actively involved in the creation of the carpet rather than 

simply receiving instructions on what and how to weave. 

 Additionally, the honesty of the sale process is also a big advertising strategy for 

DOBAG.  One newspaper article notes that the DOBAG rugs the customer buys include 

“a photo of the weaver, her name and village, the number of knots and a brief description 

of the rug’s colors and imagery” (Sullivan, November 8, 1995, pp. C1-C4).  In addition to 

this, the carpets come with the guarantee and stamp of the Marmara University.  The 

connection between a DOBAG carpet, its weaver and customer becomes a unique 

connection.  One rug store owner who sells DOBAG rugs notes, “to know that the wool 

has been dyed with natural plant dyes, as has been done for centuries, and that the rug is 

woven in this woman’s home, as part of her daily life, really makes the rug connection so 

personal between the weaver and the consumer” (Ditmer, 1998, May 11, p. 10F). 

 DOBAG rugs are also portrayed as special because of the investment of the 

weavers themselves in the products they produce.  Hürriyet, a widely circulated Turkish 

newspaper, displays a large photograph of the two women coming back from a carpet 
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exhibit in the Museum of California Academy of Sciences and underlines the pride these 

women have in representing their village and its carpets in a foreign country (Ünsal, 

1993, November 21, p. 3).  In advertising a live presentation of carpet weaving by 

DOBAG weavers in the California Academy of Sciences, Mage Magazine invites the 

visitors with the big caption “Natural dyes.  Original designs.  Future heirlooms.  

Anatolian carpets woven before your eyes [to] learn the story of the exciting DOBAG 

experiment which is giving these women new dignity and purpose” (“Natural Dyes,” 

1990, November 4, para. 1).  Peninsula, another local newspaper from San Jose, notes 

how women are “weaving a piece of the past” and elaborating “rugs from memory by 

knotting, cutting, and trimming hand-spun wool into patterns that even include their 

names” (“Weaving a Piece of Past,” 1998, November 8, para. 1). 

 This gives the weavers freedom of expression which in turn makes them “excited 

about their creative input and [they] are ever looking for ways to improve their designs.  

The incorporation of minor decorative elements—such as aeroplanes, houses, and 

hearts—demonstrates how the freedom enjoyed by the DOBAG women can enhance a 

weaving’s character” (Purdon, 1998, para. 9).  This “freedom” to create gives the 

DOBAG carpets their originality and “character.”  The San Francisco Examiner, in an 

advertisement of a weaving demonstration in the California Academy of Sciences quotes 

from one of the professors from Marmara University involved in the project: “As 

breadwinners, the women have more freedom, respect and power.  ‘Since the project 

started, they are happy to have baby girls,’ Atlıhan said.  ‘Before they looked for sons.’” 

(Sullivan, November 8, 1995, p. C4).   
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 In yet another interview, when asked about the difference between atelier and 

house weaving, Atlıhan once again stressed what makes DOBAG different:  

When there is an atelier in the village, the weaver ties the knots.  The colors she 

will use on the rug, the dimensions of the rug, the motifs on the rug are given to 

her.  The weaver simply becomes a knot tier and she will not contribute anything 

from herself to the rug; she will not show her own character.  However, when she 

works at home, she contributes her own feelings and her own arrangement to the 

rug.  Also, because she is paid by the amount of knots she weaves, she does not 

have to sit in front of the rug for hours on end.  She can decide when to weave and 

how long to weave.  This enables them to practice their art with complete peace of 

mind. (Gümüşoğlu, 1999, October 1, p. 30) 

Traditional art practiced by willing and happy artists in a traditional setting with all 

natural materials and designs—this is the authentication process of DOBAG as it is 

advertised and sold by distributors and by the university.  However, for some of the 

academics who focus on the concept of “authenticity” and “tradition” as static “auras,” 

instead of interrogating the processes of “authentication” and what they entail for the 

people involved in these processes, DOBAG remains a “sham” that is altering the 

traditional designs and carpets of the region.   

 

Weaving “Tradition”: Design and Market 

 It was right after Christmas when I attended a DOBAG carpet sale in a small but 

picturesque church in Đstanbul.  The DOBAG sale was part of a bigger Christmas sale 
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specifically put together and advertised for Germans living in or visiting Đstanbul.  The 

church was transformed into a carpet shop with DOBAG rugs piled on top of each other.  

A couple women weavers were standing near the piles of rugs in traditional village attire 

and posing for pictures with potential buyers who were interested.  Atlıhan had invited 

me to this exhibit after our initial interview and she introduced me to Böhmer and several 

other volunteers who were involved with the project during this annual traditional 

Christmas sale that DOBAG always attended.  Dr. Mustafa Aslıer, who had retired as the 

Dean from Marmara University, was one of the forerunners of the project with Böhmer 

that I met and interviewed that day. 

 As we were discussing the concept of tradition and what it entailed when it came 

to DOBAG, Aslier gave me an example of a specific moment in an earlier DOBAG 

symposium, possibly in 1997 or 1998, about a carpet he encountered while he was 

walking on top of several carpets with the attendees of the symposium: 

We were walking and we came across this carpet that drew our attention.  It had 

animal figures on it.  The weaver had introduced to the design this rectangular 

band and the band had animal designs.  She had seen these designs in the 

newspapers and magazines she had read.  Even if she was a village woman, she 

still was influenced by the media and images, you know?  These images became 

part of the rug and she created there a new composition.  Tradition is something 

that changes.  It never stays the same and it shouldn’t.  This new composition is 

also part of tradition.  Just like the earlier traditional designs evolved so did this 

one.  That day I ended up buying that rug and you know I love it more with each 
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passing day.  Tradition develops through change. (personal communication, 

November 27, 2006)     

Later on, I ended up witnessing the same type of what was called “filler” motifs in 

several DOBAG carpets.  These motifs, what Aslıer would term as the “new traditional,” 

were a point of contention when I talked to professors in Đstanbul University’s Faculty of 

Fıne Arts and in the satellite campus of Çanakkale 18 March University located in 

Ayvacık.  One instructor in Ayvacık was especially adamant about how these “filler” 

designs were anything but traditional.  He told me how women did not weave these 

designs through memory as claimed by DOBAG adverstisements, but actually drew the 

images first before weaving them into the carpet.  According to him, these motifs were 

part of the desire to cater to a tourist market: 

They call these carpets traditional, yet I disagree and have a problem with that.  If 

you visit the villages, you’ll see these motifs are a way of selling the carpets.  

“Traditionally” these carpets would be small carpets because these people were 

nomadic people long time ago.  However, now the carpets are bigger and they 

have also ruined the designs by introducing these motifs that have nothing to do 

with what the designs were traditionally. (personal communication, March 3, 

2005) 

Eşref Bülent, another instructor in 18 March University, had mentioned these motifs and 

their use in one of his recent presentations at an international symposium conviened in 

Kocaeli, Turkey on changes in folk culture.  Here, he likened the usage of these motifs to 
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Caucasian rug motifs that incorporated tanks, rifles and war planes into traditional 

designs:   

Instead of the traditional filler motifs of Ayvacik carpets, these filler motifs are 

forced onto the weaver.  As a result of force, the weavers who collect decorative 

images such as rabbits, birds, houses, people, various bugs, cows, from various 

embroidery magazines and present these with the story that they created them 

themselves, which is interesting […]  It may be creative to equate a carpet with a 

story; however, it needs to be known that this process is not only fake, but also 

untraditional. (Bülent, 2004, December 10-12, p. 7) 

 Aslıer and Bülent represented two different conceptualizations of tradition.  While 

Aslier stressed the evolving and changing nature of tradition as a positive development 

that was inevitable, for Bulent this same process represented a kind of bastardization of 

what is unique and timeless.  When I asked a couple weavers104 about these “filler 

designs,” they told me that they were sometimes told by the project designers to 

incorporate these designs deliberately.  One weaver told me,  

I think it was like ten, fifteen years ago when these were popular with tourists.  

They would like these and the carpets that had these would sell more than the 

others so we started putting more stuff like animals, planes, flowers, people, 

houses into the designs.  Because these sold well we were told to put more of 

these designs into the caprets and we did that.  After a while they [the filler 

designs] were no longer popular and we stopped.  Now they are kind of coming 

                                                 
104 I will not disclose the names of these weavers to maintain anonymity. 
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back so we started to put them into the caprets again. (personal communication, 

April 18, 2005) 

 

 
Figure 11 Above are close-up photos of two different examples of carpets with the controversial filler 
motifs, including a bus, a heart, two birds, and a comb. 
 

 

Yet weavers themselves did not perceive this to be an issue: the alterations were not 

about tradition at all but about marketability.  After talking to the weavers, I found out 

several different practical ways that they ensured their carpets were marketable and 

would be more likely to be sold.  Melahat was one of the weavers in a DOBAG village 

who boast of not having any carpets in the storage because they were sold instantly.  I 

talked to her about designs and the concept of tradition: 

 

Damla: You say your carpets sell well and I am curious as to how you choose  
     your designs.  Do you choose certain traditional designs? 
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Melahat: You see, tourists will come soon and you will get to see what they like.   
I observe the tourists.  I hang around and see which rug they talk about the 
most.  They would choose to stand near certain rugs and talk longer.  I don’t 
really understand what they say, but the fact that they talk about that rug tells 
me that they find something in it they like.  I always want to weave the best 
carpets so they sell.  You know, you say to yourself: weave a couple more 
knots and then a couple more and before you know it you have the carpet. 

Damla: What about the designs, though?  You prefer some over the others? 
Melahat: Depends on what sells the most.  You try to have designs that sell and  

you put stuff that may interest the tourists.  Like hearts draw their attention, for 
example.  I also leave the carpet thicker.  You know how you go and let’s say 
are buying cloth and when it is soft to the touch you like it more.  So, if the 
carpet is thicker, the tourist touches it and likes the feel of the carpet. 

Damla: Are there other things that are important to you when weaving the  
     carpets? 
Melahat: Well, I never use the darkest red parts of the wool on the borders or the  

less visible places on the carpet.  Those places get lighter red and the darker 
ones I use where it is visible because they [the tourists] like dark red.  I never 
put blue near green and never put yellow near green.  You don’t also put 
purple with green.  Green goes well inside red.  You don’t use that much white 
and if you use yellow, purple, and red, they go real well together.  It feels 
lighter when you put yellow near purple.  I rarely use black, if ever.  Black is 
too sharp a color.   

Damla: So, from what you are telling me, I see colors are really important. 
Melahat:  Yes, they are.  You learn from the ones that sell.  Last carpet I copied  

some animals from my daughter’s elementary school book and put those in.  I 
hope it sells this year.  You asked me about the designs.  Sometimes some 
designs are no longer in storage so you weave those so that we have them in 
storage to show to the tourists.  I try to weave designs that sell more.  We 
sometimes get commissions to do certain designs so we weave them.  There 
are set designs as you know, but we play with colors and put motifs in there if 
they sell more. (personal communication, April 19, 2005) 

 

Melahat was not unique in her sophisticated ability to discern what was likely to sell.  In 

fact, the older generation of weavers like Melahat, who had a clear sense of color and 

expertise in what the tourist tastes were, had more success in selling their caprets.  Those 

weavers who learned how to weave from them also had this ability.  Atlıhan also told me 
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how some women had a natural ability with color and others never learned and put colors 

that did not go well together; hence, their carpets did not sell well.   

 The term “tradition” was not mentioned by any of the weavers I talked to.  Their 

major concern was always the sale of their carpets which would result with them getting 

a bigger portion from the annual profit.  The fact that these women were able to observe 

the sale process first-hand and actively participate in it gave them the ability to discern 

tourist demand and weave their carpets accordingly.  Some women like Melahat 

especially had an uncanny ability to understand what sold and this gave them a sense of 

pride and ownership of the final product.  Melahat was even thinking of nominating 

herself against the current head of the cooperative in the next election because she was 

proud of her success as a weaver and thought she deserved the title.   

Hence the DOBAG project provided the weavers with more control over designs 

and a keen awareness of what was more marketable.  According to a couple university 

professors and other academics I talked to, this was problematic because ownership of 

what was considered “traditional” was suddenly in the hands of a market conscious and 

innovative group of weavers.  What was advertised as spontaneous innovation was in 

reality carefully planned and executed.  A keen understanding of what was marketable 

was available to villagers and they were encouraged to develop a sense of taste that was 

determined by the tourist demands.  The “filler motifs” were part of this larger awareness.  

The “spontaneity” of these motifs was part of the rhetoric that made these carpets special.  

In a report on DOBAG that appeared in Halı magazine compare the DOBAG carpet to 
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other modern reproductions of old carpets, which were described as “sterile,” resulting 

from the uniformity of design:  

Some decorators furthermore like the quirks and imperfections in rugs for the 

informality they create in a modern setting.  Clever modern producers have 

sought to mimic such imperfections in their cartoon-led designs […] For those for 

whom design is all, this may prove satisfactory, if done well: yet for the 

perfectionist, the honesty of the DOBAG rug, in which such idiosyncrasies are a 

natural corollary of weaving from memory, is extremely appealing […]  The 

weavers themselves are excited about their creative input […] The incorporation 

of minor decorative elements—such as aeroplanes, houses, and hearts—

demonstrates how the freedom enjoyed by the DOBAG women can enhance a 

weaving’s character. (Purdon, 1998) 

Hence, the authentication of a DOBAG carpet is in the incorporation of women weavers 

into the process of sale as well as the production process.  The women, through their 

“freedom,” had power over both the production and sale of the carpets.  Ironically, this 

rhetoric of freedom that transformed the women into artists who were proud of a craft 

they controlled became mute when it came to entrepreneurship and market control.  The 

airplanes and animals that frequented the carpets had to be stripped of this commercial 

and market context and instead advertised as “spontaneous,” almost unconscious 

applications, coming not from the weaver’s market consciousness but from her desire to 

weave her own experiences into the carpets.  So her ingenuity remained unconscious; she 

was not really a conscious agent of her own designs; however, as my research proved, 
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this belied women’s ingenuity and saviness when it came to what sold to the tourists who 

visited their village. These processes of authentication did not end with the overall image 

of the DOBAG project and its weavers.  As the next section will show, buying a DOBAG 

carpet was not a dissociated process.  When one bought a DOBAG carpet, one bought a 

material recollection of an “authentic” village experience.   

 

Living the Village Life 105     

It was a lovely and breezy May morning in the mountains of Yuntdağ, Manisa.  

As I woke up at 6:00 a.m., I knew that Cennet would have already gotten up and done her 

morning prayer and Ramazan, her husband, would have already gone down to the storage 

area to start readying the carpets.  I felt excited and lucky today, an Australian group was 

coming to the village as part of a culture tour and they were going to stay overnight, 

which would give me a great opportunity to observe the famous DOBAG village in 

action.  As noted earlier, May and September were the months when tourists visit 

DOBAG villages because these are the most pleasant months in terms of weather.  

Having visited to Örselli in April, I could not witness any groups coming in, but thanks to 

Cennet, who called and informed me that a group was going to come sometime in May, I 

                                                 
105 My focus in Örselli was the DOBAG project and women’s roles in the cooperatives, with the aim of 
comparing this assemblage to what I had experienced in other types of production assemblages.  Another 
anthropologist, Kimberly Hart, was located in this specific village for a thorough ethnography of village 
life, especially concentrating on the marriage practices and collection of dowries in the village and 
DOBAG’s influence on such practices.  Please refer to her dissertation manuscript: Hart, K. (2005). Aci 
Tatli Yiyoruz Bitter Sweet We Eat.  The Economics of Love and Marriage in Orselli Village. (Doctoral 
Dissertation, Indiana University, 2005). Proquest Dissertations and Theses, 3167275.  She had completed 
her research project a couple years before I was at Örselli and her ideas concerning village women’s 
reconceptualization of modernity and tradition influenced the way I approached the tourist visits to Örselli.  
Unlike Hart’s work, I approach Örselli here as a comparative assemblage of labor and sale to those I visited 
in Konya, Afyon, and Denizli.      
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was able to ride to Örselli from Đzmir and was there for another village visit.  I also 

wanted to be in Örselli because I thought I could help communicate with the tourists and 

perhaps translate, which might help with sales.     

I went out of the living room, which had become my bedroom, to the sitting room 

to see if Cennet was ready to go to the complex where the tourists would be welcomed 

and housed.  I knew that there was a lot to be done before they were here by noon.  

Having not found Cennet in the sitting room, I went outside and saw her chatting with the 

next door neighbor, Zekiye, who was collecting green onions from her garden, separated 

from Cennet’s garden only by a low wall.  I jumped and joined Zekiye as both smiled at 

me.  “Look at her go,” Zekiye said giving me a hug.  Cennet told us to join her at the 

cooperative and left to make sure others were gathering there and putting stuff together.   

Situated alongside a hill overlooking a wide valley where you could see a 

meandering paved road which took the occasional vehicle to the main state route, Örselli 

had a harsh picturesque quality to it.  The daily minibus took the villagers to Manisa for 

business or for the occasional shopping trip.  Except for a couple families, no one owned 

a car, and thus the minibus was the only link to the nearby town for most of the villagers.  

Cennet and many others told me how the hillside shook with heavy winds and rainfall 

during winter; however, right now, a soft breeze blew through a green hillside, the 

roosters were crowing, and the cows were traveling down the small, meandering village 

roads.  After gathering some more green onions from her garden, Zekiye and I walked 

from her house to the other side of the village, which was about a ten to fifteen minute 

walk.  These green onions were going to be added to the various other greens that we 
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collected from the hill side a couple of days earlier.  The large metallic blue doors of the 

cooperative were wide open, and so were the doors of the smaller building on the left side 

of the entrance where the carpets and kilims were stored.  I ran into the storage space 

while Zekiye continued on with a bucket full of freshly picked green onions toward the 

entrance of the cooperative. 

 Once one entered through the big blue doors of the cooperative the right side of 

the garden space had a makeshift wall with a small incline.  Lined up alongside this wall 

was a storage space that once had been used as a small market by the former cooperative 

owner, an outdoor oven built out of cement and bricks, and a small kitchenette area with 

a sink and a small storage space for pots, pans, and other kitchen materials.  On the 

opposite side of the entrance was the house of the treasurer.  When one followed the 

walls of the house to the left, one saw the modern toiletes constructed at the site.  A short 

climb from these toiletes was the small dye room where wools, dyeing materials and 

large dyeing pots were stored.  The garden space was huge and the grass was decently 

though not perfectly well kept.  One side of the garden acted as a terrace overlooking the 

entrance to the village and the entire valley.  Just outside the walls, to the right of the 

cooperative, was another building which was the storage space for all the carpets and 

kilims.  The place resembled a carpet dealer’s store, having only one big room supported 

by several pillars and carpets piled on top of carpets.  As I witnessed later, the garden was 

so spacious deliberately to be used as a multi-purpose space during the tours.   
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Figure 12 On the left are tourists having supper in the cooperative garden decked by the carpets and 
with the view of the valley behind.  On the right same space transformed at night with yataks into an 
outdoor sleeping quarter. 
 

 Alongside several women and the two dyers, I also rolled up and carried the 

carpets and kilims to the cooperative garden to lay out for display.  Before the carpets 

were positioned, we covered the garden floor with two large, cheap, and thick plastic 

coverings to protect the carpets and kilims from getting soiled.  Some women and the two 

dyers continued on to bring in carpets and kilims as Cennet, Ramazan, two other weavers 

and I began to lay them out on top of the plastic covering.  The longer yolluks106 we hung 

from the protective fence facing the valley.  As the tour busses arrived, the tourists would 

be able to see these hanging from the fence.  Cennet and I were running around barefoot, 

organizing the carpets and making sure that all of them were positioned in such a way 

that made the designs visible.  No carpet was put on top of another carpet, but smaller 

miniature carpets were occasionally thrown on top of the larger ones.   

                                                 
106 Yolluk is a lean and long rug or kilim usually used in corridors of houses. 
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 While we were positioning the carpets, Ramazan and another weaver washed the 

toiletes and put clean toilet paper inside and two other weavers started a large kettle of tea 

boiling on top of a small portable stove.  Another weaver was washing the pots, pans, 

plates, glasses, and other kitchen utensils that had gotten dusty from a long period of 

disuse.  Once the tea was done, occasionally we would get breaks, have tea, and talk.   

The preparation for this tour had actually begun a couple days earlier when we took to the 

mountains to gather small branches and woods to use as fuel in the open air oven.  We 

had also collected several edible plants along the hillside, and these joined the green 

onions in large plastic pots to be washed and readied for sokak pidesi (street pita), a 

famous village delicacy offered to all the tourists that visited the village as supper.   

 The tour schedule was set before the tour group arrived, and all of the tours 

followed a similar schedule.  Once the tour arrived, the tourists were greeted at the 

entrance of the village atelier.  At times Harold Böhmer, Atlıhan, or another DOBAG 

volunteer accompanied the tourists alongside a paid tour guide and the owner of the 

carpet shop or travel agency that organized the culture tour.  The tourists were then given 

a small village tour and were taken to one of the oldest houses in the village where an old 

couple lived alone.  What made this house special was the fact that it was more than 

hundred years old and it represented old village houses that resembled tents.  This 

specific domicile was a one room house where makeshift curtains divided the storage 

area from the living room and the oven, which constituted the living area.  This was 

practically the only house constructed in this old style.  The rest of the village houses 
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were bigger, had more rooms, in-house bathrooms, and in fact some newly built ones 

resembled suburban houses in Turkish metropolitan areas.   

 After this brief tour of the village where the tourists were introduced to an older 

way of living that was still in existence and where they got to take pictures with the old 

couple who lived in the house, they were led up the valley, back to the entrance of the 

atelier.  The atelier doors led to the garden space that was anymore invisible due to the 

carpets and kilims.  Near the entrance, an old wooden loom was occupied by an active 

weaver who showed to the occasionally curious tourist how knots were tied.  Afternoon 

was spent in looking at carpets; some tourists would go out to enjoy a longer village tour 

while others would view the carpets and the kilims or marvel at the scenery and savor the 

cooling breeze.   

 Late afternoon, the branches and wood in the oven were lit while three or four 

women sat down on the corner of the small kitchenette in the atelier to prepare the pide as 

supper.  While fresh tea boiled in a large teapot, dough was laid out, and pide was made 

by putting chopped vegetables and, if available, some cheese inside the dough.  The 

prepared pide would then enter the oven to get cooked.  During this process, some male 

and female tourists who were curious would be invited by the women to sit down and 

prepare the dough with them.  As jokes were made about who had the thinnest dough, 

other tourists were busy still looking through the carpets.  Supper was eaten on top of the 

carpets.  Before and after supper, the travel agent or carpet shop owner would go around 

and make a note as to which specific carpets and kilims the tourists had decided to buy.  

However, what gave this sale experience its ultimate authenticity was the fact that most 
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of the time the tourists who chose to buy a certain carpet had the option to meet the 

weaver(s) of the carpet, if they so desired.   

 For example, as I was going around and talking to tourists, one couple decided to 

buy a carpet which had large amount of fillers in its design.  As discussed earlier, these 

fillers were considered non-authentic by some of the instructors working at the Ayvacık 

18 March University and ended up being an issue of contention.  However, when I asked 

this couple why they chose this specific carpet, they had a very different response to these 

filler motifs.  The wife told me how they made their choice: “We chose this specific 

carpet because of all these motifs.  You see it’s like you always see something new when 

you look at it.  At times you may see the donkey; at other times the plane” (personal 

communication, May 7, 2005).  I asked her if she thought these motifs were part of the 

traditional design of the carpets and if that mattered to her:  

I don’t know enough about these designs, but they told us that these designs were 

because of how the weavers experienced what was around them.  She puts flowers 

here because she sees them and lives with them.  For me, they make the carpet 

more interesting and lively.  It is like a work of art because when you look at it 

you may notice another little detail which you missed.  My neighbor had a similar 

carpet and it was a joy to look at because you would see something new in the 

carpet every time you went to her house. (personal communication, May 7, 2005) 

As she was talking to me a couple of the women were sent to call for the weaver and 

when she came over, she was introduced to the tourist who just bought her carpet.  I 

knew Hacer and she winked at me as the tourist asked me if she would pose sitting atop 
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of the carpet so that they could take her picture.  I told Hacer; she shyly sat down and 

pictures were taken.  The tourist told me to tell her how she thought the carpet was 

beautiful and more pictures were taken with Hacer.  After this brief meeting, Hacer 

turned to me and said how she wished they bought her other carpet that was most 

probably lying down in another part of the garden because she had woven this one about 

three years ago so she would not be taking any cuts from the annual distribution of profit 

from this specific carpet.   

 Once the carpets were chosen, the tourists were told the price by the carpet dealer 

and, if they agreed, the carpets were delivered to their homes.  For all of the tourists, this 

buying experience was unique and when I asked them what made this experience special 

and why they bought the carpets they bought I received similar answers: 

 

- I love this place.  It was so hot when we were in Izmir, but here it is peaceful 
and gorgeous.  I will remember this experience always with the carpet I bought. 
- I liked meeting the weaver who wove this and to know that she will make 
money from it. 
- I loved the richness of the color of this rug and it will look perfect in our living 
room.  I have a sofa that is the same color as this blue here. 
- I wanted to experience this myself.  I loved the meal; I loved the village.  The 
people are so kind; it is nice to know where your money goes. (personal 
communication, May 7, 2005) 
 
 

 As purchases were made and the sun began to go down, I helped in pulling out 

handmade yataks107 and comforters from the storage area and my question as to where all 

these people were going to sleep was answered.  Cennet told me that if the weather was 

                                                 
107 Yatak means bed.  Yataks can be handmade or machine made.  In this case all the yataks were made by 
the villagers themselves, although occasionally they may buy yataks if the number of tourists exceeded the 
number of handmade yataks they had in the village. 
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bad or if some tourist specifically requested from the guide or the carpet shop owner, they 

would spend the night in the village houses.  Otherwise handmade yataks and yorgans 

were laid out on top of the carpets at night and each tourist claimed his/her own yatak and 

yorgan.  The bathrooms and kitchenette sink were conveniently located in the garden 

space.  As the tourists finally settled down, some remained awake to watch the stars.  

Cennet, a couple of the other weavers who had remained in the atelier and I said our good 

nights and set out to the houses.  Only then did I realize how tired I was and how tired 

Cennet and the other women weavers who prepared the meals and did the other chores 

must feel.  Overall, it was a successful visit; carpets were sold, money was made, and the 

tourists had a uniquely wonderful time.   

 As a gray morning dawned after an excessively windy night, Cennet and I went to 

the building where the carpets were stored to set up breakfast, which would be eaten in 

traditional style.  Traditionally dishes are served on a large tray, which is placed on a low 

table or on the floor. The family sits on cushions and pillows on the floor around the tray. 

This way of eating was still practiced in the villages and it was also practiced in Konya as 

well.  This was another practical reason why all the floors in village houses or the houses 

I visited in Konya would be covered with carpets.  Cennet and I distributed small bowls 

of cheese, olives, tomatoes and cucumbers around the several trays, which were set up 

inside the carpet storage house instead of the garden because of the wind that was still 

pounding.  As the tourists arrived, Cennet, another weaver, and I started serving tea.  The 

morning passed away with breakfast and later on with tourists examining more of the 

carpets inside the building.  The general itinerary for the day was for the tourists to visit 
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the ruins of an old castle nearby a mountain and then depart for Đzmir.  Cennet told me 

that lunch would have been served up the mountain near the caslte; however, due to the 

excessive wind, this part of the trip was cancelled and the tourists left directly for Đzmir 

from the village.   

 The experience above portrays that these culture tours meant more than simply 

buying a carpet for your home.  They were designed so that the tourists experienced 

authentic village life, had a chance to actually stay in a real village and meet the weavers 

themselves.  The carpet dealer who brought this tour group to Örselli was showing one of 

the weavers the picture of the carpet she wove that was bought by a tourist who 

frequented last year’s trip.  As I asked her if she did this often, she noted how some of her 

customers actually wanted her to bring these photos and show them to the weavers so that 

they could see how their carpets were used and placed.  This was also a show of 

appreciation.  As she stated to me, “This is a whole experience.  Here we provide 

something that no carpet dealer can—a chance to actually meet the weaver, experience 

village life and see that their purchase goes to support this unique and important project” 

(personal communication, May 7, 2005).  Like the women weavers in Konya, the women 

in the DOBAG project wove in their houses; however, unlike Konya, they had direct 

interactions with the buyers and were invested in the cooperative as they could participate 

in elections and the cooperative was transparent when it came to pricing both during 

production and sale.  The DOBAG weaver who wove had more direct knowledge; 

however, she still did not always have total control over how she spent her time and what 

her choices were.   
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The Artist Who Weaves 

One of the DOBAG villages named Örselli was a typical Turkish village108.  It 

was made up of ninety households and the overall population was approximately 374 

people as told to me by the village head, 220 of which were above eighteen years old.  

The population count did not mean that all those people were permanently living in the 

village because the great majority of the time, the husbands worked for dairy farms 

between June and November while only a very few of them were migrant workers in 

other parts of Turkey or abroad.  About 70 women in the village wove and every woman 

knew how to weave109.  The village head reported that seven families owned and control 

the 500 sheep in the village.  Two families had 180 goats while 70-80 count of wild cows 

(kır ineği) and 70 count of farm-bought cows were owned by various families in the 

village.  The village had very little arable land and sat on the side of a mountain, hence 

while some families had their own gardens for family consumption, the villagers did not 

make money out of agriculture.  Both men and women took care of the farm animals; for 

example, it was Cennet’s husband who routinely milked their three cows.  The cows were 

taken care of early in the morning and some families would sell the resultant milk to a 

traveling milk collector.  However, for those with children or grandchildren, most of the 

milk was kept for consumption as milk or as cheese and yoghurt.   

                                                 
108 As noted earlier, the name of the village is not a pseudonym since DOBAG has openly disclosed all the 
villages that participate in the cooperative.  However, the particular people discussed are not all from 
Örselli and some are composite figures.  This was done to assure anonymity of the women weavers who 
talked to me.   
109 Another anthropologist puts the number of households weaving to 89.  See footnotes 103 and 105  for 
more information on her work. 
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The village had its own elementary and middle school.  As the muhtar (village 

head) told me 38 children were enrolled when I was there: 10 in elementary school and 

28 in middle school.  Some students went to the middle school in a nearby village.  Forty 

families had migrated to Manisa, the nearest city, lying approximately two hours away 

from the village by shuttle.  Although migration was relatively slow compared to many 

other villages I visited in Turkey, the village head told me that some migration still 

existed.   

Due to the lack of arable land and the relative scarcity of livestock, considering 

most of the livestock was owned by a narrow selection of families, weaving provided the 

most important source of income for the village.  Although some young girls went to 

work in textile factories in Manisa, this was rare due to reasons that will be discussed 

shortly.  Hence, most of the young girls learned to weave at a young age from their sisters 

and/or mothers and continued weaving until they got married.  Once they were married, 

they wove for their own families and at times with their mother-in-laws.  None of the 

men in the village wove.  Thus, the process of learning and the general organization of 

weaving was similar to Konya and the Afyon villages.  While about 70 women wove on 

and off in the village, almost all of the older generation of women who could no longer 

see well and weave continued to work by carding wool.  Carding one kilogram of wool 

took a day and the current payment for carding one kilogram of wool changed depending 

on the quality of the carding.  Carding wool for the loom, which involved more labor 

because one had to twist the wool more in order to make it stronger, was 5 million TL (4 
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dollars); carding wool for dyeing was 2.5 million TL (2 dollars).  The old women wove to 

pass the time and to get some money for their small expenditures.   

In the Yuntdağ cooperative, as noted before, the women were the official 

members of the cooperative and they were the ones who directly collected the money.  I 

made three visits to nearby member villages when Cennet and the treasurer went to 

distribute money and wool and each time it was the women who came to collect the 

money.  However, women usually gave their earnings to their husbands or fathers or 

sometimes mothers and mother-in-laws.  This did not automatically mean that women 

had no control over monetary decisions in the household.  Cennet, the cooperative 

director, even joked how she was the one who made the money in the household when 

her husband did not use to work or had only temporary work.  As in the case with the 

weavers in Konya, the weavers I talked to in Örselli and other DOBAG villages in 

Ayvacık told me that they spent the money on household expenses and on paying off 

credit card debt.  As noted by Anderson (1998), through weaving money, other 

improvements had been made in the village, such as road development and the improved 

availability of water.   

Both in Konya and Afyon villages, the younger generation had been resistant to 

weaving.  As noted earlier, they either purposefully refused to learn how to weave or 

simply did not weave productively even if they did know how to weave.  The situation in 

DOBAG villages when it came to younger generation of weavers, especially those 

between 14-19 years of age, was both similar and different.  The younger generation 

constantly complained about the fact that they did not have a choice and that they wanted 
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to continue their education or work outside the home, sometimes in factory settings, 

instead of weaving.  However, they were also very much aware of the monetary support 

they brought to their families through weaving.  Since weaving was also seen as a village 

investment, the pressure on the daughters to continue the process of weaving was 

stronger than the weavers in Konya or Afyon where weaving did not constitute a village 

or neighborhood identity in the sense that DOBAG did.  Despite the positive 

advertisement of how families valued daughters as a result of the weaving they did, the 

girls in DOBAG had fewer choices, ironically, as a result of their value as weavers. 

When I came to stay with Cennet, I was surprised that her daughter was living and 

working in Manisa with the cooperative’s Manisa branch that took care of payment and 

shipment of carpets and kilims bought by the visiting culture tours.  Zeynep, Cennet’s 

daughter, helped with data entry and worked as a secretary.  She was the only female in 

the village that had a high school education.  During my stay in Örselli, I heard no 

negative gossip concerning Zeynep and her working in Manisa; however, this might have 

been because Cennet was the head of the cooperative and I was staying with her.  

However, some weavers occasionally complained to me about Cennet’s preferential 

treatment by the cooperative as the cooperative head, especially the fact that she was 

getting monthly pay and health insurance.  Zeynep’s position did not entail gossip 

because she was still working for the cooperative, so everyone knew of her working 

conditions and who she worked for.  Additionally, she was staying in Manisa not by 

herself but with her brother who was married and had a small child.   
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Even then, Zeynep was given to me as an example of how hard it would be to 

send a girl out into the world to work.  As one weaver stated, “See, Cennet’s daughter is 

working long hours, sometimes until eleven at night, in Manisa.  Cennet here has to think 

about her family’s honor.  It is such a headache.  Once your name is associated with 

flirting with boys in Manisa or going out or something, your name is besmirched.  No one 

would marry you in the village and you would be suspect as a girl” (personal 

communication, April 21, 2005).  The world of Manisa and the world of the village were 

so separate from each other that Zeynep, when she was working in Manisa uncovered her 

head and wear skirts; however, as soon as she entered the village, she changed into 

traditional village clothing.  Her father stated to me how she “wanted her daughter back” 

when she was in the village.  He would not allow her to wear city clothing and go around 

the village without head covering.  Zeynep’s mother, Cennet, despite her openness and 

support of her daughter’s employment, felt very disturbed by the fact that her daughter 

did not use headcovering in Manisa and her hope was that she would get married soon 

and that her husband would make sure she was covered.   

The girls who worked in Manisa all had this potential of tainting their family’s 

and their own honor.  In fact, there was a family in the village with three girls who 

worked in a factory in Manisa for a while, but who had to return to the village and 

continue weaving when rumors began to float about how they secretly met boys after 

their work day was done.  Now their father refused to let them work in Manisa; however, 

that did not help them in the end because they were the most talked about family in the 

village.  As Cennet told me the father had “ruined” her daughters’ chances and that they 
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could never find someone to marry within the village.  Whenever Cennet started a 

conversation about them, it would begin with a lamenting note such as “those poor girls 

with that stupid father.”  The families, especially the father, had to be in control of the 

daughters’ honor and name; otherwise, the entire family reputation suffered as a result of 

their daughters’ “mistakes.”   

The girls who worked in the factory environment had different responses when I 

asked them what kind of work environment they preferred.  For the girls discussed above, 

the factory environment represented the freedom that their father had taken away from 

them by bringing them back to the village.  They constantly complained to me how life 

here was like a “prison” and that they hated the controlling father they had.  Working in 

the factory allowed them to get out of the village and socialize with other boys, which 

was not a possibility in the village without their names permanently attached to specific 

boys.  Three other girls who worked in Manisa had a different view.  Başak was the third 

child of a family with four daughters.  All of them, except a younger sister who was still 

going to school, had worked in a grape factory in Manisa.  Başak briefly told me about 

the factory environment and why she preferred weaving at home to working in the 

factory: the factory work did not have any breaks, had long hours, and Başak complained 

that they did not even get any toilet breaks.  Hence, for Başak, weaving was a good 

alternative because she told me how she liked being close to her family and working at 

her own pace.   

The pressure to keep the girls close to the family was even more pronounced in 

Örselli than in Konya and Afyon villages I frequented and women with daughters would 
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tell me how they did not want to marry their daughters off early because of the monetary 

value of their daughters to the household budget.  In fact, when I asked when fifteen or 

sixteen year old girls were thinking of getting married, I would always get the same 

response from the women about how they were too young for marriage.  Girls did not 

usually get married below the age of twenty and their marriage was considered a 

monetary loss to the family.  For example, one of the women weavers, Seyda, with three 

daughters, had only one fifteen year old daughter left with her because the others had 

gotten married and were anymore weaving for their own household expenses.   Seyda’s 

youngest daughter was weaving with her and/or doing the household chores while she 

wove; however, she told me how she wanted to continue her education.  When I 

discussed her daughter’s wishes with Seyda, her response was that she could not let a girl 

go to Manisa for education because she could not afford it and because there would be 

gossip in the village.  When I asked her if there were any marriage plans, she commented 

on how she did not want her daughter to get married for a while yet because “she is the 

only one left who can help support me.  I cannot weave fast anymore and if she got 

married, she would weave for someone else and not me.  Then what would I do?” 

(personal communication, April 21, 2005).   

Despite avid control of young women’s decisions and actions, what struck me as 

interesting when I spent more time in this specific village and later on traveled to other 

DOBAG villages in Ayvacık, was the prevalence of runaway stories when it came to 

younger girls, which was something I had not encountered that frequently in Konya or in 

the Afyon villages.  In fact, in Ayağaç, I never encountered a runaway story and in 
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Konya there were only very few instances of it; whereas in Örselli and the other DOBAG 

villages, the conversation about marriage and courtship would end up with one runaway 

story or another.  During my stay in Örselli, I befriended eight girls whose ages were 

between 14 and 19 and had long conversations with them concerning both weaving and, 

more importantly for them, love.  I also encountered many younger girls who would 

come home from school and sit down in front of the loom to learn how to tie knots.  In 

fact Başak’s ten year old sister was one of them.  One day, two married weavers and I 

gathered at Başak’s house because she had called me over to show me some of her 

father’s drawings of various carpet designs.  Her father had attempted to start a private 

weaving business in the village, but had ended up being unsuccessful because he did not 

have contact to any viable market.  As we sat down and drank tea, the conversation 

turned to courtship and marriage. 

 

Weaver I: So, you know as I was telling you [Damla] the other day.  See, Başak’s  
     sister ran away. 
Başak: Yes, my big sister ran away. 
Damla: I hear these running away stories a lot.  There seems to be a lot of girls  

running away [this creates laughter in the group.  The two married weavers 
each are sewing beads onto ready bought headscarves for the dowries of their 
unmarried daughters as we are conversing]. 

Weaver II: Yes, that’s the case.  The girls run away. 
Weaver I: Well, I believe that it is the fault of the family if the girl runs away.  If a  

girl runs away, it is the family who pushed her to run away.  Isn’t it the case 
with you, too? 

Başak: [turns to me to explain] My older sister was engaged here, but ran away to  
     someone else. 
Damla:  Why?  Didn’t she love the boy she was engaged to? 
Başak:  It was my uncle’s son and we all wanted her to marry into the village, but  
     she did not. 
Damla: Why did you want her to stay in the village? 
Başak: Well, then she would be closer to us all. 
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Başak’s Mother: [looks up from the loom and joins the conversation] You know  
     it is hard to give girls away.  I wanted her close. 
Başak:  Damla abla [she calls me by the familiar name “sister” as a show of  

respect for my age and my closeness to her as a friend], my sister met this 
other boy she liked when she was away working in the factory and when my 
mother wanted to marry her off here, she ran away. (personal communication, 
April 20, 2005) 

 

Later on in the conversation they told me that Başak’s sister communicated with the boy 

via cell phone and set up a day to run away with him.  After three weeks, she called her 

family back and they had to marry her off to this boy because they had to clear her and 

her family’s honor.  Başak and her mother told me that now they had forgiven the 

runaway bride and that they really liked her husband and everyone got along. 

 Stories similar to Başak’s sister’s circulated in the village.  For young girls who 

did not want to wed within the village, or who wanted to stop weaving for their families, 

running away to ensure marriage to an outsider was seen as a way out.  At times such 

instances of running away were declared to be kidnappings by the girls’ families even if 

the kidnapping was actually consensual.  This may be done in an effort to save face since 

running away entails the loss of the girls’ and family’s honor.  However, Başak’s family, 

for example, was very open about the fact that her sister ran away, since all worked out in 

the end and the families reconciled.  The general sentiment in the village of the younger 

generation was not that much different from what I encountered in Konya and Afyon.  

Most of them wanted to either continue their education or leave the village and leave 

weaving behind.  However, despite the work opportunities in Manisa, most of the girls 

had very limited choices. 
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Weaving as an Evolving Tradition: Creating Value and Authenticity 

 As argued in both Chapter 6 and this chapter, how a thing gains value needs to be 

understood within the processes of authentication.  In their recent critical piece on 

authenticity, Steiner & Reisinger (2005) vie for the need to go beyond trying to pin down 

the meaning of “object authenticity.”  They see this as a useless process and argue that 

the concept itself had been defined and conceptualized differently by modernists, realists, 

and objectivists who “see authenticity as a real property of toured objects that can be 

measured against absolute and objective criteria” (p. 68); by constructivists for whom 

“things appear to be authentic not because they are inherently so, but because their 

genuineness is constructed by beliefs, perspectives, or powers” (p. 69); by postmodernists 

according to whom “authenticity is so meaningless as to be of little concern to tourists” 

(p. 72).  They conclude by saying that the term and the quest need to be abandoned as it 

had been impossible to reach an overarching definition of “object authenticity” that all 

these varied parties would agree.  Here, Steiner & Reisinger (2005) cite Kuhn’s work, 

which argued that a scientific discipline needed to be in agreement with its basic terms 

and definitions.  However, what if this lack of agreement is itself seen as productive and 

the plurality of meaning afforded by allowing terms and concepts to remain open and 

unstable is precisely what is important when analyzing how authenticity is governed by 

various groups? 

 As this research showed, the discussion of “usefulness” or lack thereof of 

“authenticity” becomes counterproductive if not situated within specific instances of its 

performance.  What constitutes authenticity and value of an object differs drastically 
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from place to place.  As Chapter 6 showed, even within the same place, one object, in this 

case a single carpet, could be represented as one thing or another (cotton, silk) and could 

be valued at a thousand dollars or five thousand dollars.  Tourists and buyers were neither 

dupes nor connoisseurs, but participants in a performance loaded with significations that 

went beyond the merely monetary.  Eiss & Pederson (2002) argue for a different 

approach to conceptualization of value when they claim that “the concept of production 

might be broadened to include the making and abstraction of other values, such as charity 

in Morocco (Kosansky), patrimony in Mexico (Ferry), "Malaysia Incorporated" 

(Williamson), trust in Salvadoran banks (Pedersen), or the Virgin'sgrace (Eiss)” (p. 286).  

In the case of tourists visiting “capret villages” on the road to Denizli or spending a night 

in a village up in the mountains of Manisa, the value of the carpets incorporate 

friendships, photographs, and exchanges.  As importantly, these exchanges create 

different kinds of producers who have varied control over the sale process and the 

knowledge obtained through that process.  Although DOBAG weavers have more control 

over production and sale, this does not automatically entail more freedom of choice for 

the younger generation as claimed by its advertising.  Yet, DOBAG certainly provides 

the villagers with a viable income and products that they are proud to display and sell.     
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CODA: ON INTERRUPTIONS 

Globalization is not delivered whole and round like a pizza, to be munched and 
dismantled by the hungry margins.  Global connections are made in fragments – 
although some fragments are more powerful than others.  

(Tsing, 2005, p. 271) 
 

On a sunny August afternoon in 2004, I sipped a refreshingly potent sage tea with 

Ali sitting on chairs lined up right in front of his store.  We could hear the flow of traffic 

in the main street just adjacent to the one we were sitting near; however, this side street 

was quiet with only a little pedestrian traffic.  He finished his tea and beckoned the young 

man sitting and playing backgammon in the coffee shop a few stores away from us: 

“Hey, Salih, bring us more tea here.”  He turned to me and said: 

You know you ask me what I think of all this [He makes a sweeping gesture with 

his right hand].  Some carpet dealers you talk to will say how all is bad and 

everything is going bad for us.  You know, how things are woven cheaper in other 

places.  [I interrupt briefly to remind him that he himself also gave me a similar 

prognosis]  Yes, I know that I told you the same thing.  It is not that what people 

say is wrong.  It is just not all of us are the same.  Some of those people who 

lament the situation are better off than others.  People like me just keep a low 

profile and keep to the side streets where they try not to be noticed and try to do 

their business (personal communication, October 18, 2004).   

He took the glass of sage tea Salih had brought and told me how I needed to be 

ready to listen to many different stories as I talked to other carpet dealers and women.  

Various chapters in this dissertation tried to portray these different stories and 
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relationships that clearly showed how there was not one way of doing “business” in 

Turkey’s carpet industry.  Doing business at times entailed borrowing a neighbor’s labor 

time, at other times it meant aligning with a father’s or a husband’s patriarchal power 

against the carpet manufacturer.  At times doing business was about leaving behind 

workers to outsource to other countries, at other times it was about making sure 

professional Turkish weavers remained loyal to one company and one manufacturer.  All 

in all, doing business involved investing in fictive kinship ties, doctor visits, educational 

expenses, monetary advances, maintaining family honor and respectability, as well as 

laborer and customer loyalty.  Most importantly, it was about the logics and logistics of 

governance of ethical behavior that meant walking on slippery ground for all parties 

involved in the carpet industry from carpet weavers to exporters.  All of these 

assemblages were emergent; they were not ossified forms, but formed and dissolved in 

fragments and in thresholds.  This dissertation research portrayed how interruptions of 

and investments in relationships that at times deferred and at other times reinvigorated 

capital’s self-realization happened not in preset boundaries but in fragments that were 

dispersed in time and place.  Additionally, capitalist and globalist routes, meeting points, 

relationships, transformations and transports were effective yet brittle, rigid yet 

breakable.   

 When discussing the ways in which such globalist routes can be studied, Freeman 

(2001) asserts that investigating local processes in order to understand the workings of 

globalization does not mean the “privileging of micro over macro, but rather a claim that 

understanding specific places with their own particular and changing histories, economies 
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and cultures vis-à-vis the intensification of global movements helps us to better grapple 

with the essence of these movements and their changing implications” (p. 1012).  

Through critically engaging with the formation, and reformation of gendered and 

ethically governed thresholds, this study took one step further and questioned the ways in 

which both “local” and “global” spaces and micro-macro understandings of such spaces 

are themselves constructed by such shifting formations themselves. 

     

Leaving the “Glocal” Behind: Engaging with the Fantasies of Agency and 
Globalization 
 
fantasy: 1) mental apprehension of an object of perception; the faculty by which this is 
performed, 2) The image impressed on the mind by an object of sense, 3) elusive 
imagination, hallucination; the fact or habit of deluding oneself by imaginary perceptions 
or reminiscences (Oxford English Dictionary Online) 
 

 How does one apprehend globalization?  Globalization presents itself as a popular 

metanarrative of smooth, easy, and inevitable circulation of people and things as free-

trade zones, privatization, transnational specialization and the market economy alter lives 

and places (Robertson, 1992; Featherstone, Robertson, & Lash, 1995; Young, 1995).  It is 

not novel and its transformations are only new in degree and not in kind (Arrighi, 2000, 

p. 125; Giddens, 1999); yet, at the same time it is all about the novel blurring of realistic 

and fictional landscapes, the loss of national authority, and the interconnectedness of all 

phenomena with actual spaces and places becoming blurred and indeterminate 

(Appadurai, 2002; Gupta & Ferguson, 2002).  It is an open, historically situated process 

that has been evolving for quite some time as well as a descriptive concept that contains 

within it different and oftentimes contradictory processes (Held, Goldblatt, & Perraton, 
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1999; Abu-Lughod, 1989).  Theoretical apprehensions that go back to the 1980s do not 

end here. 

 Globalization is a general disorientation and dizziness that is a result of movement 

of people and things (Appadurai, 1986/2003; Appadurai, 1996; Appadurai, 2002); an 

accelerated, uniform, universal, and gendered exploitation of the periphery by the center 

(Wallerstein, 2000); a deterritorialization and rootlessness that makes places irrelevant 

and ephemeral (Meyrowitz, 1985); an inauthentic, brittle, and universalized culture 

replacing and undermining authentic, stable, and original local cultures around the world 

(Mattelart, 1983).  This dizziness, though, may not always entail the loss of national 

authority.  Also, localities are still important as well as public cultural forms and practices 

(Mintz, 1998; Harvey, 1990; Ong, 2002; Watts, 1992).  How do we, then, frame our 

apprehensions of globalization?  It is both the “universalization of particularism, and the 

particularization of universalism,” hence, “glocalization” (Robertson, 1992).  It is 

“hybrid” (Young, 1995), “deterritorialized” (Scholte, 2000), “space-time compressed” 

(Harvey, 1990), and “networked” (Castells, 2000).  For some, globalization points to the 

“end of history” (Fukuyama, 1992); for others, it constitutes the beginnings of “empire” 

(Hardt & Negri, 2000).  Considering these terminologies and declarations cover only the 

surface of all that is said and written about it; globalization is one fantastic apprehension 

indeed. 

 When all is said and done, the fantasy of the so-called “glocal” tends to 

overshadow the particular conditions through which the heterogeneity of labors and lives 

are realized.  In short, the “glocal” itself becomes a fashionable rhetorical shorthand for 
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processes, strategies, and systems of interaction and exchange that seem inevitable and 

mostly benign.  Yet, the very inevitability of these exchanges and interactions are 

constantly being challenged and altered; the “glocal” becomes a romantic fantasy linked 

to development, growth, modernity, and civilization that becomes part of the 

heterogeneity of everyday experiences.  Yet this fantasy is, as its very definition entails, 

an imprint in the mind by “an object of sense” and this imprint is possible only through 

certain bodily practices and experiences.  Indeed, globalization as a discursive practice is 

built around movement, change, and flexibility.  The fantasy of globalization lies in the 

fact that as a discursive practice it works to mask the ethico-politics of relationships that 

are based on daily negotiations and embodied practices with a rhetoric of constant flows 

and transformations as well as ethical agents who, ideally, can make decisions 

unconstrained by customs and borders – agents with “agency.”  Yet, ironically, the 

possibility and availability of constraints and customs make the discursive practice of 

globalization realizable.   

Hence, a discussion of the agency of men and women in the abstract sense as the 

ability to act only makes sense when that discussion is situated in historical and place-

specific contexts.  Indeed, everyone I met had agency and everyone made choices; 

however, what mattered in each situation for each actor was the meanings given to the 

action by friends and relatives, and the resultant outcome of that action whether that was 

the extra money to construct the hayat, or a well woven rug that was the envy of the 

entire neighborhood and needed to be protected from the evil eye.  If one were to give 

preference to the varied ways actual social interactions unfold without assigning an 
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“agent” as a doer of an action that somehow can only be a result of an individualized 

subject existing prior to all action, then one could better see the complexities and the 

contradictions in people’s actions and the meanings of those actions.  Hence, both the 

starting and the end points for this research was to go beyond a nihilistic relativism that 

saw each culture, custom, tradition as unique and of crude analysis that saw false 

consciousness and domination in what may, for other people, be meaningful 

commitments, relationships, and values. 

Through engaging in a comparative analysis of various assemblages of labor and 

authenticity ranging from atelier weaving for the export industry and in-home weaving 

for the tourist to prefabricated “carpet villages” selling tradition, this study highlighted 

how fantasies of globalization have place specific, distinctive and historically grounded 

meanings that may be purposefully hidden and/or revealed.  The “death” of the Turkish 

carpet industry due to global competition is one such reiterated fantasy that when 

ethnographically examined reveals gendered negotiations, contradictions, and challenges.  

As chapters 6 and 7 showed, some assemblages like carpet villages and weaving 

cooperatives rely on total transparency of designs, interactions, monetary policies in an 

effort to authenticate both the buying experience and the material bought.  However, this 

does not necessarily entail that transparency means relationships that are based on 

complete trust and free of friction.  Value of products depends on how these exchanges 

are interpreted by all parties.  In contradiction, other assemblages like the ones in Konya 

and Afyon depend on secrecy of weaving neighborhoods, designs, and employer-

employee relationships to comply with contractual obligations.  Value of the end product 
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and the continuation of the contract depend on the maintenance and guardianship of 

secrecy.   

 Additionally, all chapters portrayed the importance of relationality, ethical 

conduct, and morality to economic relationships and exchanges.  Globalization itself 

became a threshold as all parties involved in these interactions situated these relationships 

at a local loyalty level; however, local loyalties and subjectivities could not be 

conceptualized without the understanding that the Turkish carpet industry was part of a 

global project that involved computerization of designs, contractual obligations that 

crossed borders, and lack of effective governmental control on labor relations.  

  

Subjectification: On Labor and Gender 

Moghadam (2006, pp. 275-276) notices two currents in feminist theory that 

approach controversial subjects like veiling and religious revivalism as either an 

internalization of oppression or a matter of choice.  One can see, for example, veiling as a 

symbol of women’s oppression or as a genuine expression of piety that needs to be taken 

seriously and on its own terms.  There are similar bifurcations when it comes to 

understanding women’s labor.  Women’s participation in the global market, especially 

their participation in informal labor in the home, can and has been conceptualized as an 

extension of patriarchal control as husbands, fathers, brothers, and at times mother-in-

laws ruled over the women and took control of their labor power (Ghvamshahidi, 1995; 

Berik, 1989; Nash & Fernandez-Kelly,1983; Standing, 1989; among others).  It can also 

be seen as a way for women to become individual earners who gain a level of respect and 
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authority through their work (Sen, 1989).  In fact, Sen (1989, pp. 22-23) makes the claim 

that women’s participation in “gainful work outside” is the “wedge” that ultimately 

promises to disrupt gender inequalities through providing women social respect, 

enhancing women’s bargaining power in the household, and providing them an easier 

access to a stable income.  Whereas more specific discussions of women’s participation 

in the labor market in Turkey states that women are still inferior educationally and facing 

discrimination in employment and channeled into positions that can be seen as extensions 

of their domestic tasks or jobs that men would not want to have (Zeytinoğlu, 1998, p. 

189; Özbay, 1981).   

When it comes to working in the household or in small ateliers that manufacture 

products for the global market such as garments and various textiles, feminist research 

portrays how women are paid less, suffer from bad working conditions, and remain under 

the control of their male relatives who exert control over women’s use of money, her time 

and her work choice, and who may not see the work that women do as legitimate (Ong, 

1987; Dedeoğlu, 2004; White, 2004; among others).  Another important perspective that 

can be seen in work done by feminist theorists is the need to go beyond a micro-

economic theoretical stance and see household relations as capitalist relations (Hoodfar, 

1988; Hoodfar, 1997; Prügl, 1999; Roldan, 1988).  In her research on the domestic 

outworkers in Mexico City, Roldan (1988, pp. 230-231) identifies some common features 

of women’s work.  She notes how domestic work is “hidden or clandestine” because of 

its unregistered nature that also prohibits unionization.  Domestic work, as the lowest 

echelon of the employment hierarchy, typifies “a case where the capitalist organization of 
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production uses pre-existing gender relations for the purposes of reaching the cheapest 

labor possible” (Roldan, 1988, p. 213).  As Roldan (1988, p. 246) continues on to note, 

“the isolation, dispersion, and secrecy inherent in domestic outwork, coupled with 

women’s knowledge that there exists a reserve of wives and mothers ready to take their 

place if they fall into disgrace with an intermediary, make collective organization 

extremely difficult and usually impossible.”  Hence, women’s work does not 

automatically entail a more liberated environment and control over time and money for 

women.  The piecework done by domestic outworkers in Mexico city is “invisible work” 

because few people notice how women combine paid and unpaid work in the domestic 

realm.  Also, the earnings are low so men are still considered the main breadwinners of 

the household, and because women remain in the home to the work they do, they still 

need to attend to their husbands’ wishes (Roldan, 1988, pp. 239-240).  Roldan’s (1988) 

research shows that penetration of capitalism into the home space allows further 

exploitation of women – the time allowed for work and the time spent to take care of the 

family flow into each other within the space of the home.  

Although very useful in interrogating gendered inequalities when it comes to 

labor, these various theoretical stances have a tendency to draw a panorama of 

subjectivities that at times do not engage with the detailed scenes that may both 

contribute to and challenge this panorama.  How do we, for example, understand the 

value of women’s labor to herself and to others?  What if working in the home or in the 

atelier gets to be valued differently by different age groups working in different 

production assemblages?  What if an understanding of self cannot be conceptualized 
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without a direct reference to family, kinship, fictive kinship, and other relational ties?  

Hoodfar (1988; 1997), for example, notes that “it is not the economic or noneconomic 

participation of women per se that guarantees their higher status and position.  What 

appears to be important is the balance of their total recognized and valued contribution to 

their immediate social group (in this case, the family unit) and the wider society” 

(Hoodfar, 1988, p. 121).   She highlights the importance of budgeting as a determinant on 

women’s control over income.  Her study shows that in households in which women are 

financial managers or have independent incomes, they try to save for durable goods and 

schooling expenses (the priority being basic needs like clothing and food).  As she 

importantly highlights, the women she focused on in Cairo did not or could not 

distinguish between their personal needs and those of the family; “[m]en’s personal 

expenditure was recognized and accepted by both sexes, and women’s complaints were 

directed not at the men’s expenses per se, but rather at the amount spent in relation to 

total household income” (Hoodfar, 1988, p. 142).           

Hoodfar’s (1988; 1997) work is a testament to the need to question 

generalizations and allow for the fact that different contexts may create different labor 

relations.  In her work on Turkey, Kandiyoti (1990, p. 183) also stresses the fact that “the 

precise forms that household organization and dynamics will take cannot be 

automatically read off from processes of capital penetration,” because this penetration 

builds on kinship relations and existing patterns of production.  She states that the effects 

of capital penetration are contradictory and complex (Kandiyoti, 1990, p. 184).   
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In a similar vein, Đncirlioğlu’s (1998) research in two villages in Kayseri, Turkey 

cautions the reader against even the simplest generalization that women’s work is not 

valued within male patriarchy.  She notes that in the two villages that she worked in, she 

did not personally notice devaluing of women’s work, but states how men’s and women’s 

roles were seen to be complementary.  Men also contributed to child rearing and the 

dichotomies of production/reproduction and paid market production/unpaid domestic 

labor did not apply in the two villages she studied (Đncirlioğlu, 1998, p. 208).  

Đncirlioğlu’s (1998) comments are an important warning against making generalizations 

that tend to oversimplify complex patterns of interaction within and outside the 

household space.   

As Arat (1996, p. 30) underlines when discussing the experience of women carpet 

weavers in Turkey, for the women “rights, interests, advantages and obligations originate 

in the context of kinship which organizes and regulates carpet weaving.”  Hence, 

relationships are key in understanding how/if/why women’s labor is valued and the 

reasons why women participate in global production.  Additionally, as my research 

clearly showed, the ethical behavior and proper honorable conduct of men and women, 

were of utmost importance when it came to the value of the finished products, the value 

of the relationships that developed between carpet weavers and carpet manufacturers, and 

the value of the exchange that took place between carpet sellers and buyers.  My research 

contributes to this rich scholarship in gender and labor by foregrounding the importance 

of the governance of one’s own and others’ ethical behavior.  It also provides a 

comparative analysis that shows how different production assemblages and different age 
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groups may respond to and value the work they do in complex and contradictory fashion.  

Through focusing on the construction and dissolution of relationships between employers 

and employed, buyers and sellers, this study argues that at times fictive kinship ties 

become personal, familial, and emotional investments that give meaning to labor 

exchanges that take place between parties.     

It is these contradictions and complexities that provide a challenge to the 

dichotomous presentation of a liberal Western subject who conceptualizes agency as 

resistance and a communitarian Eastern subject who is able to develop a feminist 

subjectivity through engagement with the already present social, political, and religious 

system (Mahmood, 2005).  Ong (1999, p. 193) discusses how Huntington’s “clash of 

civilizations” is one version of this debate “which opposes Western liberal individualism 

to communitarianism.”  Yet, referring to Hindess, Ong (1999) draws the readers’ 

attention to the ambiguity and the regulatory aspect of liberalism and states how the 

demarcations between Western individualism and Asian collectivism “skirts the fact that 

capitalism itself is wedded to liberalism and that capitalism, as a dialectical process of 

endless production and destruction, is itself a source of profound social inequality that 

produces differential access to the means of material and symbolic production” (p. 194). 

 

Power and Self Formation 

  It is important here to return, once again, to Foucault’s understanding of power 

and self formation.  As noted in the introduction, a sense of self cannot be in existence 

prior to social relations; it is a part and parcel of these relations.  Rose (1996) relies on 
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this understanding of power when he defines subjectification as “the name one can give 

to the effects of the composition and recomposition of forces, practices, and relations that 

strive or operate to render human being into diverse subject forms, capable of taking 

themselves as the subject sof their own and others practices upon them.” (p. 171).  As he 

continues on to argue, subject effects happen in and through assemblages and subjectivity 

should not be assumed as a primordial given.  He warns the Western cultural subject that 

her understanding of agency needs to be de-naturalized and challenged:  

For our own culture, of course, agency is part of an ‘experience’ of internality – it 

appears to well up and rise out of our depths, our inner instincts, desires, or 

aspirations.  No doubt it has not always been so […] Agency is, no doubt, a 

‘force’, but it is a force that arises not from any essential properties of ‘the 

subject’ but out of the ways in which humans have been-assembled-together. 

(Rose, 1996, pp. 187-188)    

In the market places of global capitalism this individualized, primordial, and resistant 

agent reconceptualizes work as a realm in which one can enhance productivity, assure 

quality, ensure efficiency, and create anonymity through secure, contractual relations.  

Yet, as this dissertation portrayed women and men working in the Turkish carpet industry 

invested in fictive kinship ties, visits to doctors, occasional advances, and intricately 

balanced relational dependencies that instead of dissolving in contractual bonds provided 

a sense of security for the workers in spite of them.     

 This research study endeavored to tease out people’s everyday interactions and 

relationships embedded in power politics and situated these interactions and relationships 
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within the broader discussions and experiences of globalization, authenticity, labor 

politics, gendered negotiations, and threshold crossings.  As transnational movement of 

capital, people, and knowledge blur divisions between the “cores” and the “peripheries” 

of world-systems theorists, the meanings and experiences of capitalism and globalization 

need to be rethought.  As Dirlik (1994) importantly underlines, “the narrative of 

capitalism is no longer the narrative of the history of Europe; non European capitalist 

societies now make their own claims on the history of capitalism” (p. 350).  Hence, 

global capitalism itself becomes contradictory and complex in nature: 

The transnationalization of production is the source at once of unprecedented 

global unity and of unprecedented fragmentation in the history of capitalism. The 

homogenization of the globe economically, socially, and culturally is such that 

Marx's predictions finally seem to be on the point of vindication. At the same 

time, however, there is a parallel process of fragmentation at work; globally, in 

the disappearance of a center to capitalism, locally, in the fragmentation of the 

production process into subnational regions and localities. (Dirlik, 1994, p. 349) 

 Feminist ethnographies on transnational production, feminization of labor, and poverty 

provide a challenge to a portrayal of global capital as a class-based, inevitable, and 

uniquely Western progression (Harvey, 1990; Harvey 2005).110  Global movement of 

capital, and globalization as a discursive and practical set of strategies, movements, and 

                                                 
110 Some good examples are: Fernandez-Kelly, P. (1985). For We Are Sold, I and My People. New York: 
Suny Press.; Ong, A. (1987). Spirits of Resistance and Capitalist Discipline: Factory Women in Malaysia. 
New York: Suny Press.; Wolf, D.L. (1992). Factory Daughters: Gender, Household Dynamics, and rural 
Industrialization in Java. Berkeley: University of California Press.  For an excellent review of work done 
on labor and gender please refer to: Ong, A. (1991). The Gender and Labor Politics of Postmodernity. 
Annual Review of Anthropology 20, 279-309. 
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expressions are made possible only through relationships and interactions that are 

ultimately situated in structures of power and cultural processes, which can only be 

grasped through situated ethnographies, not through macro-level equations made between 

class inequalities experienced in Europe and global capitalism as it develops and mutates 

in the rest of the world (Harvey, 2005). 

 This study, through comparative ethnographic research, showed how 

globalization is made, evaluated and experienced differently even within one specific 

industry.  Additionally, it provided linkages between processes of production, 

authentication, and sale in comparative settings that at times might be missing from 

feminist analyses.  The comparative nature of the study showed clearly how even the 

research done by feminist economists and theorists might at times provide only partial 

panoramas of the actual differences of perspectives and relationships that might be 

experienced in historically specific production and sale assemblages.  As Chapter 1 

argued, the carpet industry in Turkey indeed has a long history that was always global in 

nature and today’s production assemblages were fashioned largely during the times of the 

Ottoman Empire through constant interactions and exchanges with Europe.  Yet, 

Turkey’s modern carpet industry also has unique problems and concerns such as fierce 

competition with other countries that offer a cheaper labor force and a cheaper, but 

quality product, as well as local rivalries involving the desire to get a foothold in weaving 

neighborhoods as discussed in Chapters 2 and 5.   

These rivalries and different assemblages present a very complex picture of how 

global capitalism is experienced.  As has been argued in this dissertation in some 
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assemblages secrecy of weaving neighborhoods and designs become key due to the fear 

of design theft and loss of weaving neighborhoods to other carpet manufacturers who are 

always potential rivals in striking deals with European, Japanese and American clientele.  

In yet other assemblages, the desire is to be as transparent as possible about the processes 

of production and sale in an effort to develop and maintain trust with tourist-consumers.  

As Chapters 6 and 7 delineated, processes of sale and authentication also contributed to 

how, where, and under what conditions the production took place.  Additionally, 

Chapters 3 and 4 underscored the fact that relationships, production assemblages, and 

carpet weavers’ concern over their children’s education, family livelihood, and lack of 

stable jobs for males were all important dimensions in how globalization and economic 

transactions were experienced and interpreted in thresholds – ateliers, hayats, doorways - 

that were themselves results of global capitalist production.         

  When discussing the intersection of money and intimacy such as marital 

payments and sexual relations corresponding to different forms of payment, Zelizer 

(2000) problematizes the “social-scientific and legal treatments of economic processes” 

and states how in both fields, “analysts who assume that intimate relations and monetary 

transactions are utterly incompatible have difficulty recognizing the subtle ways in which 

people actually match their monetary transfers to their various social relations, including 

intimate ties” (p. 818).  Along the same lines, stripping economic transactions from the 

personal and the conflictual leaves us only with monetary values that do not accurately 

represent processes that lead to their determination.  This research showed how the 
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personal and the conflictual are not only gendered, but also contentiously and ethically-

governed.   

Following Foucault, I suggested in the introduction that we need to understand 

government as encompassing multiple tactics, strategies, estimations and expressions that 

are negotiated to effectively “conduct the conduct” of agents.  What this dissertation has 

shown is how this governance is both gendered and grounded in proper ethical behavior 

in specific circumstances.  Carpet manufacturers, exporters, and weavers all have 

expectations that revolve around ethical conduct and these expectations affect how 

economic transactions take place and are given meaning.  When discussing management 

techniques and concerns, MacIntyre (1984) states how managers consider themselves 

“morally neutral characters,” yet, a researcher needs to reject this claim “that 

effectiveness is a morally neutral value.  For the whole concept of effectiveness is, as I 

noticed earlier, inseparable from a mode of human existence in which the contrivance of 

means is in central part the manipulation of human beings into compliant patterns of 

behavior” (p. 68).  My research showed that even the employers themselves saw moral 

prowess and ethical behavior as inseparable from the economic dimension of running a 

successful business; they were not “morally neutral characters.” The carpet exporters and 

manufacturers as managers of the Turkish carpet industry are enmeshed in the ethico-

politics of governing gendered labor.   

Apprehending the fantasies of globalization entail close attention to the ways in 

which the interruptions that take place in and remake thresholds are governed.  The 

women in the ateliers of Afyon were interrupting the overarching smoothness of the 
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globalization narrative by being confrontational with the carpet manufacturer and in turn 

were faced with the overarching threat of losing their jobs because they neither fit into 

the preferred model of the “docile” woman worker, nor the bashful, respectful wife.  Both 

large and small carpet manufacturers in Konya were interruptive of the so-called “flow” 

of knowledge and materials that one understanding of globalization narrative posits by 

posing a threat to the industry by stealing designs and weavers.  In turn, those who were 

not resourceful enough had to face bankruptcy.  Yet, women weavers in DOBAG laid 

claim to other generalized concepts like “authenticity” and “tradition,” in an effort to 

become a unique niche within the global exchange of carpets and kilims all the while 

running a cooperative.  These interruptions were framed and reframed by the carpet 

exporters’ and the manufacturers’ laments of the death of the Turkish carpet industry due 

to the inevitability of globalization.   

The women’s and girls’ experiences as employees (and the male manufacturers 

and exporters experiences as employers) detailed in this research clearly show us the 

need to go beyond generalizations and return to an ethnography that pays close attention 

to nuances of human experience like weavers’ embracing of patience instead of outright 

resistance, or young girls’ determination not to learn how to weave in order to continue 

their education.  As Katz (2001, p. 1228) points out, “it is not simply globalization that is 

important but also its encounter with existing social relations and material social practices 

in particular places.”  I would add to this that globalization as a process and a product 

cannot even be conceivable without the specificities of assemblages of production, 

capitalism, place, and people.  Both the women and girls base their strategies to the 
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changing interactions happening in thresholds.  Following other feminist research that 

espouses complicating generalized assumptions about women’s place in both local and 

global culture and economy (Yan, 2001; Yan, 2003; Collins, 2003; and others), this 

dissertation research showed how narratives and practices of so-called “local” and 

“global” cultures and economies in fact were made meaningful by the constant 

construction, maintenance, and alteration of thresholds and doorways, which always held 

the potential to interrupt the narratives and practices of global capitalism.   

The bureaucratic, personal, national, and international bonds that develop within 

the context of the carpet industry in Turkey challenge us to go beyond  pigeonholing 

victims and victimizers, local unchanging cultures and global torrents of cultural change, 

helpless women weavers and all-powerful male entrepreneurs.  As this study showed, 

there is much to be learned from studying the governance of thresholds in various 

assemblages where both men and women, through secrets and disclosures make and 

remake histories and fantasies of labor, capital, and globalization.    
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